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of them weren't. The prototypes used

Sonic to take full advantage of DVDAudio's capabilities as we help shape the
future of this format.' Sony Music's

will be included in every DVD-A player
that goes on sale.
MLP is an extremely clever losslesscompression system which gets more

The Hi-Fi Shore
2000 will mark the

event's 18th
successful year, and
its now firmly
established position as
London's
international home
entertainment
exhibition. The Show
takes place at The
Novotel, London
West, on 21-24
September 2000.

While the Warner-and-Universalbacked DVD-A format will be marketed
as amulti-channel music spin-off from

DVD disc to accommodate full-length
recordings of six audio channels at 24-

though SACD has a multi-channel
dimension, the production tools needed
to use this creatively aren't yet available.

bits, 96kHz sampling. MLP gets the data
back off the disc exactly as it went on —
unlike the data reduction processes which
are now an integral part of modem audio
and video media: in approximate
ascending order of severity, DTS, Dolby
5.1, MiniDisc, DAB and MP3 all use
data reduction, although the resulting

audiophile extension of CD. And even

By contrast with the confident mastery
of Sonic Solutions in the PCM-based
world of DVD,. where complex data
streams mix audio, video and graphics
content, the equipment to edit, mix and
process multi-channel DSD recordings
in is still in its infancy. SACD is more

loss may usually be deemed inaudible or
invisible.
Computer users tend to put the
psychoacoustic, masking-based data

or less available as a two channel
medium, though; Philips says it will be

reduction codecs like ATRAC and
MPEG in the same category as lossless
file-compressors like Stuffit and .Zip. In

in March or April 2000.

ready for full-scale production of hybrid
SACD/Red Book dual-layer (stereo) discs

fact, they're not the same thing at all,

It's alittle scary to be changing the
date on this page to January 2000, the
first year of anew Millennium (or, if you

and [as reader Richard Coleman points

find it hard to believe there really was a

out in 'Views', page 7] we must not lose
sight of this. And lossless' presentation
of high-resolution audio, whether twochannel or multi-channel, is the whole

year zero, the last of the old). But
whether or not our computers all roll

software side, where it is still very early

We'll be reviewing
the stupendous
Wilson MAXX
loudspeakers and
including aspecial
reader survey, with a
prize draw! See page
145 for more details

enthusiasm for DVD-A has not been
stifled by the need to support SACD.

DVD-V, the Sony/Philips Super Audio
Compact Disc can be seen as an

almost ready, attention turns to the

Next month

success in producing these first test titles,
we look forward to working closely with

data into less storage space without losing
any. MLP is avital part of the DVD-A
format specification because it allows the

point of DVD-A.
Now, that hardware makers really are
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Entertainment. ' Following our joint

were not 'production' players, because,
apart from anything else, they didn't
include Meridian Lossless Packing, which

Editor • Steve Harris
Music Editor • Christopher Breunig
Technical Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor •
Snr Contributing Editor •

he year 1999 saw many public
demonstrations of DVD-Audio
players. But, strictly speaking, most

over and die, when 1January comes
around, it's certain we'll still be waiting
for the arrival of DVD-Audio players and
for SACD dual-layer discs. We will
eventually get the whole lot, in the guise
of asingle do-it-all-player which will play

days. Sonic Solutions, which provides
DVD publishing systems for music, film,

whatever disc you. put in. It's really too

graphics and entertainment, recently
announced that it had successfully

something to look forward to.

collaborated with Panasonic and the

SPECIAL THANKS

leading

Our main report on the HiFi Show, in
this issue, follows KK's 'Highlights' last

recording

companies —

Sonopress (BMG Storage Media), Sony
Music, Universal Music and Warner
Music Group (
WMG) — to create the

early to say 'war is over', but it's

month. As the Show's sponsoring
magazine, HiFi News & Record Review,

first DVD-Audio test discs. Sonopress in
Germany prepared two titles for
demonstration at IFA, Berlin, at the end

it's the moment to add afew ' special
thanks'. To Barry Fox, Ken Kessler and
Tony Faulkner, for sparing so much of

of August: one a Denon Classic
Collection, with music from Beethoven
to Gershwin, the other from Brazilian

their valuable time to help enlighten the
rest of us; to Naim, the musicians and
to Blue Box, the industry-leading PA
hire specialist (providing the very high-

music duo Reinhard und Winanda.
Panasonic commissioned Syrinx, a

quality Turbosound system) for the live

Hamburg production house, to create a

sets by Acoustic Mania; and above all

DVD-Audio test disc to be bundled with
'universal' players when they are released

perhaps, to Show Organiser, Janet
Belton and her team. Without Janet,

on the German market. The music

we wouldn't have had aShow.

comes from the Westport Jazz Festival,
Pat Metheny, John McLaughlin, Reuben

on

Blades and Stanley Clarke.
Sony Music in New

HFN/RR staff and contributors were
hand

throughout

the

event,

theoretically based on the HFN/RR
has

stand in the Champagne Suite. But the

completed its first two DVD-Audio titles.

York

'Sony Music has begun production on
an impressive slate of DVD-Audio titles,'

Show was busier than ever for us this
year, so, if you missed the person you
were looking for... we hope to see you

said Leslie Cohen of Sony Music

next year!
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Clockwise
from

top lift:

Bernard Butler,
the girl from
`Goldfinger',
Paul McCarrney

Matthias Bamert: page 91

ept

Diglia' was founded odecade ago with amission
to put back the musical emotion many listeners found
lacking in Compact Disc player reproduction. Since the
Theta has grown afamily of outstanding digital products.
Casablanca proved to be the most exciting home
entertainment product ever—showing the future of
audiophile audio/video. Modular design means
Casablanca can be anything you want: an audiophile
analogue preamp, ahigh performance digital preomp, a
home cinema processor, ahigh fidelity video swifcher or
surround sound processor. Buy just abasic system and
later add 'the works'. You won't have to worry about
trading in out-of-dale home cinema kit, Casablanca lets
you add and expand, growing with your needs and new
standards. And from Theta you know build quality is
THETA

exceptional. You pick the processing: Dolby PrologicTM,
Dolby Digital AC-3TM or DIS Coherent Acoustic. Casablanca
can be configured to control up to nine sound channels
with balanced or single ended inputs. It can be chosen
with remote control and is programmed through either
its LEDs or via on-screen
display on your IV.
Casatrlayo borrows the
processor heart of Casablanca
to produce aAV processor of
exceptional performance
"one of the most rewarding AVprocessors we've
heard to date for both music and movies alike
and comes with the strongest recommendation"
(Home Entertainment April/May 1999). And what better
to partner the Casallova than Theto's new Pfggippught,
multichannel power amplifier. You start with the channels
you need and add later what you want. Dreadnought is
Thelo's answer to those underpowered and
sonicolly bare acceptable multichannel
amps foisted on videophiles. Theta call it
an amp that 'truly serves the music'.
DaVjD is Theta's DVD/CD transport.

Home
friterfainment magazine was sufficiently impress
to award the Editor's Choice and say -turns in the
performance we have yet seen
1999)
from aDVD player" (
Home Entertainment April/
II play any digital disc out there and
Voyager is aUniversal DVD/CD/LD transport th
s
described as: "tu definitive
some more when they become available. Its perform
rom the mainstream"
lesson in what separates atrue high-end p
(Jonathan Valin Fi•Delity January 1999).
Pearl brings Theta quells
wprice range. Pearl features the
jillriduction technology and multiple high quality power supplies that
.
1be early snore expensive Theta transports perform so well.
éis Theta's new high-end CD transport which draws on technology
ail. To quote one reviewer "
it stretches the compact disc
out as far as it will go and alotw way further than
e.t:posed to this level of ability win& credit "(Alvin Gold,
5eptember 1998).
Mr is Theta's first integrated CD player and is available in both
balanced citrrsingle ended output forms. Alan Sitcom was "
entranced with
the sheer sophistication '
esousa1. Every time Iplayed adisc, Ihad to play
another" (Hi-fi Choice Mar
8): •
We still feel the Theta Dcila Basic Hand Pro Bask Illa make amagical combination,
providing atrue state-of-the as,
value CD player/DAC combination at under £5500.
High-value high-end products from theta include the Chroma D/A converter available
with or without 1-IDCD offering unbelievable
performance under £1000 and TLC limebase
Linque Conditioner' is astaggering anti-jitter
bargain at just £199. This tiny box reclocks the
'optical output of oCD player or transport for a
.
jiller-free feed to aD/A converter. "
The TLC
will treat you, regardless of the c .,?1' your playback system, to areduction
inglare and harshness" (
Ken Kessler, i-rfi News April 1995).
Attracted? Contact Absolute Sounds for snore information about Theta products and for
full details of dealers where you can hear ItiOcil Attraction in action.
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Voyager
Casablanca
DaViD
Miles

views
is just aphase we are going through.
In afew years, it will hopefully be
forgotten.
Richard Coleman, Lanes
TOO LATE FOR BRITTEN

'Until very
recently, the
public could
not dream
of recording
from CD;
and as soon
as we are
allowed this
privilege
we are
encouraged
to waste it
on datareduced
trash...'

NEEDLESS COMPRESSION
Dear Sir, Iwould care to challenge
the notion repeated by Ken Kessler
in the Bow Wizard review [
HFNIRR
Oct ' 99] that CD is the ' last format
to eschew data reduction or data
compression'. This appears to be a
quite widely held view, but flies in
the face of the dichotomy that
surrounds all things digital in the
late- 1990s. The heavy irony is that
as soon as we have access to (what
currently appear to be) massive data
stores, we are introduced to lossy
and lossless encoding methods.
There seems to be some confusion!
The [lossy] compression and
reduction techniques exist purely to
facilitate the tragically low
bandwidths provided by cable
(internet) and satellite/terrestrial
digital transmission systems. The
notion of using MP3 or similar to
store masses of audio on CD is
clearly crazy.
Until very recently, the public
could not dream of recording from
CD; and as soon as we are -allowed
this privilege we are encouraged to
waste it on data-reduced trash. How
strange that, at the point when I
have my first CD burner, hard-drive
prices are so low that Ican also
record to hard-disk! At long last,
storage is so cheap that we do not
need compression techniques in the
home: DVD should be used to
encourage full data at the bit- and
sampling-rates that we know are
just coming into sight.
Ifind there is agreat parallel with
PC development. Several years ago,
storage was expensive and we were
offered double-spaced drives using
compression, at atime when the
processors could hardly cope with
the extra workload. This is now
largely athing of the past, thank
Heavens. We still zip excessively
large/relatively unimportant files,
but largely don't bother.
My conclusion from the above,
combined with the growth in high
bandwidth distribution channels
such as ASDL, is that the current
obsession with all things minimised
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Dear Sir, The suggestion from Mr
David Lovell ['Views', Oct ' 99] that
dCS introduce aDAC at alower
cost to the Elgar is something that
we, at dCS, have been working on
for some time. The result is the
Delius, which was shown for the
first time at The HiFi Show in
September.The suggestion to call it
the Britten came too late, Iam
afraid. While the offer from Mr
Anton Britten [Nov ' 99] to use his_
name is much appreciated, Iam net
sure that this M. Britten meets all of
our three criteria: (i) British (no
dispute here Iimagine); (ii)
composer of some standing (with all
due respect Mr. Britten); (iii) dead
(I trust that Mr Britten will not
comply with this requirement for
some considerable time).
Derek Fuller, Chairman, dCS Ltd
THE NAIM COVERMOUNT CD... .
Dear Sir, Earlier this month whilst
browsing through abox of CDs
outside ashop in Tunbridge Wells
Icame across the Naim Sampler
cd023. Good music, superbly
produced, asteal at 99p complete in
its cellophane wrapping. Excellent
value, or so Ithought until afew
days later, when Ifound the free
Sampler 2 [
cd042] attached to the
front cover of the November issue
of HFNIRR. Who said quality CDs
are overpriced? But then, Idid have
to provide the jewel case.
Malcolm Martin, e-mail
...WAS OUTSTANDING
Dear Sir, The free Naim CD with
the November was truly
outstanding: not asingle filler track
on it. The sound is truly
breathtaking on my system
(Meridian electronics and B&W
801s), so Julian Vereker won't make
any money out of my upgrading.
but the Naim label will have nine
CDs featuring prominently on my
Christmas wish list. Ihope that is
some consolation to them...
Well done!
Achim Gloger, London
FIGURES COUNT
Dear Sir, Would it not be possible
to have Martin Colloms measure
the performance of every
loudspeaker reviewed, and for these
measurements to be published
along with the review by listening,
even if the latter were by another
reviewer? Mr Colloms's
measurements are to my mind both
convincing and highly informative.

Without them, Itend to feel
deprived of the kind of exact
information Iwould like. For
instance, Alvin Gold asserts — no
doubt correctly — in your Oct '99
issue that the Zingali has limited
treble response. Very well, but how
limited? Down how many dB at
what frequencies? People
experienced in audio would know
what detailed numerical
information meant in listening
terms. Without that information we
have only Mr Gold's prose, which,
however charming one might find
it, really cannot give the same kind
of detail as that provided by the
numbers.
Everyone appreciates that the •
ultimate test of aspeaker is to listen
to it, but Ifind Mr Colloms's
measurements invaluable as a
supplement. Iunderstand that it is
probably impossible for him to do a
serious evaluation via listening in
every instance, it should be possible
for him to measure every speaker,
however, and Ifor one would find
this most gratifying.
Mr Harris in his October
'Comment' asserted that 'we know
that NXT can be very good'. But
do we really — without frequency
response, time energy decay, and
distortion measurements, not to
mention some exploration of
whether adiffuse radiator is really a
satisfactory producer of stereo
images? Again, where is Mr
Colloms when we need him?
Robert E Greene, Denmark
While it's not practical to have MC test
every speaker, we do intend to maintain
the technical content of reviews - Ed.
THE REMARKABLE ATC
Dear Sir, Ihave only just read the
November edition of your always
interesting magazine. On this
occasion, Iwas particularly
interested to read the reviews by
Alvin Gold and David Berriman of
the ATC SCM 70 loudspeaker
system. Living in Gloucestershire,
where ATC is based (but with
which Ihave no connection and
own no product of theirs), Iwas
privileged to listen to this system at
the factory immediately after it was
returned from your reviewers and
subsequently for three days in my
home. Ialready own ahigh-end
individual component system
mostly of British manufacturer.
Ientirely concur with David
Berriman's assessment of the system
(I emphasise system since the
combination of the amplifier and
speaker is acrucial reason for the
extraordinary togetherness which it
conveys). Alvin Gold also refers to
this in his review but somehow gives
7
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the impression of rather grudging
praise. To compare an active system
with passive speakers such as the
excellent Nautilus 802 is difficult,
since it depends upon the
amplification used and its cost. I
can only say that, from my own
experience, whilst the Nautilus also
has aclear and transparent sound,
even with other very expensive
ancillaries, it is not as well
integrated. During my three days of
auditioning the ATCs absolutely
nothing caught them out — and I
tried! Throughout the entire range,
the sound is smooth and well
controlled and even ' difficult'
recordings were resolved in a
manner which surprised me. At all
times my wife and Ifelt involved in
the music, anot entirely relaxing
experience since it could be edge of
seat stuff — almost like being at a
really exciting live event!
Ilook forward to reading more
fascinating and controversial articles
in your magazine.
Paul N Guy, Tewkesbury
SIZE MATTERS
Dear Sir, There's an aspect of the
current spate of media promotion
surround sound, which no-one
seems to mention: where does all
the hardware go? As one who earns
the national average wage and thus
lives in an average-sized and priced
house, Ihave enough difficulty
fitting amoderate size pair of floorstanders and finding asensible place
for the equipment rack in the
average Bridounge. Trying to
accomodate centre and rear
speakers would be acomplete nonstarter. And as for putting the ( 14in
portable) TV between the
loudspeakers without ripping out a
gas fire and backboiler... Perhaps
when you all come out of your .
purpose-built listening rooms —
yes, that's you Kessler — you could
look at what happens in the real
(average) world.
Dave Dallard, Leics

a

PROBLEM WITH THE JAZZ REVIEWER
Dear Sir, Ihave been aregular
reader of your magazine for the last
20 years. Iowned an A60, Rega
2/Supex 900 and apair of B&Ws
then; now aMusical Fidelity Al,
Arcam Alpha 9CD and apair of
hybrid electrostatics sit in front of
me. Ihave not missed amonth. In
fact Ido not know which section I
enjoy most, your [technical] reviews
or your music section.
Ilove and enjoy music. However,
Iam above all ajazz fan. Herein lies
my problem: Ben Watson. Ilove
Miles Davis. Ienjoy Coltrane, Iam
exploring Eric Dolphy. Ihave after
years of reading Mr Watson's
8

reviews started to listen to Derek
Bailey, if only to hear what he is
going on about. Iam starting to
understand Bailey. (Iadd this so
that you will not see me as aboring
old Miles Davis fart who cannot
understand anything new.)
But please...! Does Mr Watson
actually like jazz ? Has he ever
enjoyed adisc? Iget an unrelentingly
pessimistic view from your jazz
section every month. The text is
always negative, Iam never moved
to go out and try anything he
reviews.
Many years ago Ibought the
Duke at Newport LP: Iloved it.
Twenty years on it is still one of my
favourites. Recently Columbia put
out a2CD collection of the whole
concert [reviewed December]. This
was arevelation. Ilistened and said
Wow!'. Tell me, has Mr Watson
ever had such areaction with any
disc he has heard?
Please Mr Editor, tell Mr Watson
to lighten up — he does not need to
like Miles, although that would be
nice; but Iwould hope that he
reviews something that he actually
likes and conveys his enthusiasm.
Just one disc amonth, asmall
amount of enthusiasm is all that is
needed.
What has finally prompted me to
comment was his review of the
Hilliard/Garbarek Mnemosyne in
your Sept ' 99 issue. John Kersey
gave an excellent account. Then Mr
Watson had his say. Now Ihave to
say that Ihave enjoyed both of the
Hilliard/Garbarek outings. Mr
Watson's mini-review was tiresome
and negative. [
Imust admit to
commissioning acounter-view of this
CD. My sympathies there are more
with BW - Mus Ed.]
Of course Iwill seek out and
listen to Pinslçi Zoo and Shannon
Jackson, but please Mr Watson
enjoy your music!
Gerry Bradley
Ben Watson replies
Mr Bradley's accusations are wide of the
mark. In no way am Irelentlessly
negative — astatistical tally of the jazz
pages in the same issue as the Garbarek
review reveal: main section, 8for12
against; round-up section 10 for/2
against Even; month Ienthuse about
Duke and Coltrane and Dolphy!
However, his letter does raise an
important issue. What is the place of
criticism in asociety which reduces
everything to commodity transactions?
Exhortations to purchase and consume
surround us, and — as any reviewer with
aconscience knows — it certainly makes
life easier to go with that flow. But, as a
member of the peasant estate put it at the
Sixth Rhine Province Assembly in 1842
(quoted by Karl Marx in an early essay

about the freedom of the press): 'from one
who is not permitted to find fault, praise
also is valueless'.
It would betray Coltrane and Dolphy
to praise everyone who cops their licks
and talks loudly about 'the tradition'.
The real test is whether the musicians are
as bravely innovative, qs intensely
involved in the actuality - rather than
commercial appearance - of their musical_
art. If Ivaunt saxophonists like Sabir
Mateen and Alan Wilkinson over the
more saleable stylings of Branford
Marsalis and Jan Garbarek, it is precisly
because Ilove Trane and Dolphy so
much.
For me, no-one has defined the task of
the critic better than Walter Benjamin:
'In each epoch the effort must be made
again to wrest tradition away from the
conformism that threatens to overpower
it'. One isn't going to do that without
stepping on afew toes.
ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW
Dear Sir, With respect to
Christopher Breunig's ' Point of
View' [Nov ' 99] concerning Classic
CD's recent critic's poll ranking the
100 best conductors of the century,
Ialso was surprised at the results, to
say the least. They place Karajan as
the finest followed by Barbirolli and
only in third place Furtwângler, a
hairsbreadth before Beecham. Iam
sure acorresponding literary poll
ranking the 100 ' best' authors of the
century would not display such

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

brazen conventionality. Ithought
one of the main tasks of acritic was
to indicate quality, especially when
hidden, and at times to provoke.
Abendroth and Kurt Sanderling
two of the foremost conductors of
the century, don't qualify at all
among the 100 best.
I'm glad Christopher Breunig
especially mentioned Fricsay (about
whom Ihave just written abook).
Yehudi Menuhin said he was one of
the world's greatest conductors —
'Certainly, no conductor had
greater talent'. His tragically brief
career ended in London in 1961,
and about one year later he died of
cancer.
Iwould rather place Furtwângler
first and Fricsay second, roughly
followed by Abendroth (listen to his
Bruckner!), Bruno Walter,
Monteux, Kurt Sanderling (listen to
his Shostakovich!), Klemperer,
Kempe 'possibly the most
underrated conductor of the
century' [James Miller!Fanfare],
Mitropoulos and Eugen Jochum.
These are perhaps the ten most
gifted and consistently interesting
conductors of the century, not to
mention Clemens Krauss,
Mengelberg, and that pioneer,
Harnoncourt.
Bjorn Westberg, Sweden
JANUARY 2000
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Tuned specifically for the British ear. ( Sounds incredible, doesn't it?)
Ah

tuned tot British ears? Are you hearing tlings? Well, only what ycu're meant to hear. Our sound

specialists understand how demanding the British ear can be. And, being the perfectionists that we
are, we felt obliged to tune our QS separates to suit that ear. Even going to the extent of tilting the
circuii board veithin each component by 2 degrees. But this attention to detail doesn't only let
your ears pick up the finer nuances of sound. It also helped us piick up a raft of awards from
What Hi -Fi? magazine. Awards won: Best Buy £ 201-£300); CD P ayer CDP-X8930E. Best Buy
(£151-£200); TJner ST-SB920. Product of the Year ( Recorder); MC Player MDS-JB930. Product

SONY

(AV ProcessorsiAmps/Receivers); Receiver SR- D3930.
Sony is aregistered trademark of the Sony Corporation, Japan.

www.sony.co.uk
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news
DOLBY KEEPS BREAKING
BARRIERS WITH
MULTI-CHANNEL AUDIO
'BREAKING BARRIERS', the
Dolby Digital conference held
at BAFTA in early November,
set out to underline how Dolby
in-house and licensed
technology is putting multichannel audio on the map. In
addition to examining Dolby's
success with DVD-Video and
CD-ROM, PlayStation,
Nintendo 64 and Sega
Dreamcast games, the
conference covered the latest
developments in DVB and DVD-Audio.
The adoption of Dolby Digital for DVB
broadcasting in Australia and Singapore
prompted the decision, in June 1999, to
include Dolby Digital within the European
DVB project. Since then production of
Dolby Digital-equipped hardware was said by
Tony Spath, Marketing Director,
Technology, to have risen from 15 million to
nearly 20 million units world-wide. Pro
Sieben, the German satellite broadcaster,
successfully transmitted Dolby Digital at
Berlin IFA, using the 3841d3/sec available on
Astra. As Spath conceded, available data rate
will remain an important issue that ' needs
careful consideration', in relation to multichannel audio transmission by Digital
Terrestrial, DAB and Digital Satellite.
Bob Stuart (Meridian Audio) presented
the latest news of DVD-Audio, explaining
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high end".

Unattainable for

many people but now on
demonstration for the few.
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SefLOuS ?
Sell the Porsche, re- mortgage the
country cottage? Not quite, but a
system with Spectral amplifiers is
likely to cost £ 20k and upwards.

the critical roles played by the Meridian
Lossless Packing technology, which is
licensed by Dolby Labs. He clarified the
point that the Smart Content multi-channel
to two-channel downmix, specified by
individual producers, is an integral feature
of MLP encoding and decoding. This
means that an MLP downmix may be
retrieved precisely without being 'subject to
the vagaries of aparticular player design'.
The immediate prospect for DVD-A is the
scheduled release of asubstantial number of
DVD-A titles within the first quarter of
2000. Pushed to comment on the relative
prospects of DVD-A and Super Audio CD,
Stuart suggested that the convergent nature
of DVD and superior support for DVD-A
by. the music industry are likely to prove
critical factors in the long-term.

PIONEER CUTS COST OF RECORDABLE CD
PIONEER'S latest CD- R and
CD-RW recorder, PDR-509,
confirms the substantial price
reduction in CD recordable
technology for consumer use.
Pioneer points out that only four
years ago the world's first
consumer CD- R recorder, the
Pioneer PDR-05 retailed for
£000, but the new PDR-509 is
expected to sell for less than onethird this price. (Philips is also in
this market with very low-cost
machines, of course.) Features of
the PDR-509 include sampling
rate conversion (operating from
10kHz to 59kHz) with auto Bypass
function (44.1kHz), the ability to
copy enhanced HDCDs and 5.1
encoded DTS CD titles, digital
recording level control, digital
fade in/out, 1Mb D-RAM audio
buffer, and two new erase modes:
for multi-track, and TOC erase to
'un-finalise' a recording. Further
details from Pioneer High Fidelity
(GB) Ltd, 01753 789583.

New to the UK, Spectral
amplifiers are "connoisseur's

Spectral benefits are phenomenal
NATURAL DETAIL, real
"PRESENCE", huge SOUNDSTAGE,
holographic IMAGING etc. The
performers are THERE — what more
do you want?
Spectral circuits are very fast. They
rise and settle quickly, MUSICAL
TRANSIENTS are clean, not smeared.
Ideas for these have come from hitech fields such as computing and
radar. Their own cables are systemmatched to prevent interaction
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR, DELIUS AND

VINYL:
DNM, GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL,

PURCELL, MERACUS, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA.
BASIS, CROWN J
EWEL,

STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE,

ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,

DNM,

LUMLEY, NAGEA, PASS, SIRIUS, SONNETEER, SPECTRAL,
SUGDEN.
Aux° PHYSIC, BKS,

LOUDSPEAKERS:

ETHOS, HALES, HARBETH, LUMLEY. MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE,
TOTEM.
ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM
DYNALAB.
ARGENTO, CHORD CO.,

NEAT,

TUNERS:
CABLES:

DNM,

NORDOST, SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

BBC AND DIGITAL ONE
COLLABORATE ON DAB
FOLLOWING the launch on 15 November of national
commercial DAB by GWR, via the Digital One multiplex, the
BBC has entered into along-term DAB collaboration with
Digital One. Pooling of resources will establish acommon
DAB audience measurement system, an industry-wide market
'penetration model for digital take-up', and joint promotional
and marketing activities. From 15 November, GWR
broadcast two new 24-hour music channels on Digital One:
Planet Rock, aclassic rock channel, and Core, contemporary
hits. In addition, Digital One is broadcasting Classic FM and
Classic Gold. www.ukdigitalradion.com
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Fl AvantGarde Loudspeaker
Using Formula One Composite Sandwich Technology,
precision drive units and astate-of-the-art crossover,
distortion and coloration are kept to aminimum.
Music conveyed with all the emotion and passion
of the original performance.

stimulation
essential
I

TAG McLaren Audio, The Summit, Latham Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 6ZU
freephone ( UK only): 0800 783 8007
e-mail: helpdesk@tagmclarenaudio.com

tel: 01480 415600

fax: 01480 52159

news
KEF REVIVES CONCERTO
NAME
PAYING homage to past glories, KEF has
resurrected the Concerto name for its new two-way,
slim, floorstanding loudspeaker, the Concerto 1.
This completely new design features a25mm silk
dome tweeter and long throw 130mm coated paper
bass/midrange driver.
The rear-ported, bi-wirable 8 ohm design fitted with
gold-plated terminals is rated at 90dB fer 2.83V/1m
sensitivity, with afrequency response of 48Hz-20kHz
(±3dB) at 15° horizontally off axis. Concerto 1has a
specified maximum output of 109dB and KEF
recommends partnering amplifiers of 10 - 100W
capability. KEF Audio (UK) Ltd, 01622 672261.

With TRANSCEND, our highly
acclaimed CD Transport, we redefine
the boundaries of sound reproduction
by means of Isolation, Elimination
and N-Code.
Mechanical Isolation is ensured by
installing aheavy die-cast mechanism
tuned with nested mechanical filters
and encased in 17kg of machined,
non-ferrous mass.

SENNHEISER
PUTS
STUDIOS IN
CONTROL
TARGETING home studio
and DJ users, Sennheiser
has a new pair of dosedbacked headphones, the
HD 270 'Control' (£80),
designed to appeal to
listeners in need of
isolation from external
sounds.
The HD 270 'Control' is
also said to reduce the risk of feedback in live situations
where there ore high sound pressure levels. An
adjustable padded headband, soft earpads and a
'cardanic' capsule joint assist alignment to the user's
head.
All parts are modular and replaceable, the key
components being Neodymium iron magnets for low
distortion, high-level sound; and a lead comprising
audiophile standard Low Noise Oxygen Free Copper
woven with Kevlar carbon-fibre strands to combine
strength with thinness. The HD 270 'Control' weighs
220g. Hayden Laboratories, 01494 551 571.

SOVTEK SNAPPED
UP BY NSC
NEW SENSOR CORPORATION, the
Sovtek valve design firm, has acquired
the Reflector valve factory in Saratov,
Russia, the world's largest valve
factory.
Mike Matthews, President of NSC,
was one of the first US companies to
exhibit at the first Russian commercial
trade show open to the West, in 1978.
Outlining his plans, he said 'We have
hired all of the greatest Russian
vacuum-tube designers. Now we can
keep the Sovtek ine at peak quality.
We also hove a big surprise, a brand
new line of super premium ElectroHarmonix tubes, rivalling the Mollards
and Telefunkens of the Sixties!'
Further details from New Sensor
Corporation, 00 + 1 (2121 529 0466.

NXT SIGNS UP ERICSSON
NXT plc has signed up its first licensee in the
field of telecomms, Ericsson Mobile
Communications AB, the Swedish multinational
noted for its mobile phones. According to
Malls Peterson, Ericsson's Director of GSM
Product Development, ' Ericsson is continuously
looking for new methods to develop small and

intelligent mobile phones. NXT loudspeaker
technology has the potential to substantially
increase our ability to reduce the size of
mobile phones without sacrificing
performance.' In early October, the number of
licensees signed up stood at 139. NXT plc,
0171 343 5050.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
13-16 DECEMBER Seoul Audio/Visual &

2-5 MARCH 2000 Hi Fi Show, Hotel
Music Fair, Coex, Seoul, Korea. Contact +82 Sofitel, Moscow, Russia, 007 095 145-5133. www.midexpo.ru
2 551 1147 or e-mail avm@star.coex.co.kr
6-8 JANUARY Digital Hollywood at CES, Las 6-9 JUNE BroadcastAsia 2000 International
Exhibition & Conference, Singapore, 00 165)
Vegas NV, 00 + 1703 907 7600
338 4747
6-9 JANUARY 2000 International CES, Las
Fi Show,
21-24 SEPTEMBER 2000 The Hi Vegas, Nevada. Contact CES organisation
Novotel London West, sponsored by
on + 1703 907 7600
HFN/RR. Contact 0208 774 0847
18-20 FEBRUARY, Sound &Vision 2000,
25 AUGUST-2 SEPTEMBER 2001 IFA
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio
(Internationale Funkausstellung), Berlin
Excellence and Audio T, 01865 760844
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TRANSCENDENTAL
AUDIO

To Eliminate the manufactured
imperfections present in all optical
discs we begin by creating an
ultra- low noise, spring mounted,
Stable Master Oscillator. This forms
the heart of the Eliminator, used to
eliminate imperfect timing waveforms
read off disc and replace with
immaculately formed originals.
Combining these now perfected clock
and data waveforms into the usual
SPDIF format would result in audio
degradation due to data- induced jitter,
alimitation on the SPDIF interface.
To remove this final compromise we
have developed N-Code, our
proprietary digital interface and auser
switchable facility on all 5digital
outputs of TRANSCEND.
Nobody does digital better.
-=.77
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DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENINC
P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 IDZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138
Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701

www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1
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audible illusions

The new Masterclass pre and power
amplifiers, from the company which
was making Class A amplifiers long
before the competition even got wind
of the idea.
The pre amp features balanced
inputs and outputs, and uses a gold
plated circuit board. The power amp
develops 75W/channel into 4 Ohms
and has both delicacy and a rock
solid delivery.
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The Totem Ario loudspeakers, which
featured at the recent London show
together with the A21, are superb
miniature floorstanders from Canada.
These speakers stand 33 inches high,
and are 5 inches wide, but the bass
extension and imaging have to be heard
to be believed.

At the other end of the scale, the
A21a integrated amplifier has
caused a huge stir by offering
superbly natural sound quality from
its 25W/ch Class A output stage, in a
stylish package, all for well under a
thousand pounds. An MM or MC
phono board is an optional extra.

ACOUSTIC

Acoustic Reproduction Technology,
from Scotland, are a new company
producing remarkably mature
loudspeakers. We knew the designer
already, from past excellent products,
but were unprepared for how good
these floorstanders would sound.
All these products are on dem now, and
can be auditioned alongside the rest of
our eclectic range.
Masterclass Pre Amp - £ 1995
Masterclass Power Amp - £2995
A21a Integrated Amp - £799
Totem Arro loudspeakers - £ 959
ART One - £ 3995
ART Two - £ 5995

*interest free credit available on most items. subject to status *

news
PROAC
POINTS
TOWARDS
RADICAL
FUTURES

Wea
chario®

AN asymmetrical bass chamber
within some radically
proportioned and slim enclosures
distinguishes two new ProAc
loudspeakers, the Future One and
Future Two. The idea is to
counter the build-up of standing

loudspeakers

waves within the cabinet.
A downward-firing port, loaded to
the floor, is said to endow bass with
a ' fast and detailed quality'. The
'unique shape' of the open-backed
main cabinet controls the coupling of
rear-radiated and forward-radiated midrange
output, the aim being to prevent boxy
coloration of the sound. High frequencies are
transduced by means of aribbon tweeter,
selected for its ' very fast transient response'

D

designed to be placed 12-18 inches from a
backwall. They are supplied in ProAc's usual
wide range of optional finishes.
Future One retails for £ 5,800 per pair, and

and its characteristic 'wonderful detail with no

Future Two for £ 10,500 per pair. Further
details from Celef Audio International, 01280

harshness'. Both Future loudspeakers are

700147.
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B&W EXTENDS WORTHING FACTORY
REFLECTING its continued success,
B&W is planning to extend its main
factory at Meadow Road, Worthing, and

Nautilus 800 Series has outstripped
supply even though B&W has increased

to expand its total workforce to nearly
500. The Meadow Road expansion is
expected to be contained within the

with the previous 800 Series.
Re- affirming the company's

production by 350 per cent compared

existing site, the plan being to replace a

commitment to its Worthing facility,
Paul Stanforth, Managing Director of

series of old and unsightly disused

B&W, points out that B&W's recipe for

buildings with a new, landscaped
facility. Reduced traffic levels are
expected through on- site warehousing of

success is ' based on our continual
investment in technology, people and

raw materials.
Over the past year, demand for the

resources'.
Further details from B&W
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Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd, 01903 750750.

PMC KIT OUT MILAN STUD 10
PROFESSIONAL Monitor Company has supplied
several of its monitor loudspeakers to the leading Italian
post production facility, Nautilus Mastering, Milan for
two-to-multichannel use.
Of the three rooms equipped, Blue Studio, the
largest, is fitted with PMC's BB5FXBD flagship active
monitor in the favoured stacked, free-standing
configuration, supplemented by LB1 monitors for 5.1
monitoring.
The Yellow Studio has apair of IBIS monitors, and
for the Green Studio used for digital editing, PQ
encoding and authoring, PMC supplied LB1 monitors.
Further details from PMC, 01707 393002.

CAPITAL TO GO NATIONAL
FOLLOWING the award of a local DAB license to the London station, Capital Radio, the station
has agreed to act as a service provider to Digital One for the launch of another national radio
station, known initially as Capital UK targeting 25-40 year olds. This station is likely to be
rechristened when it goes on air in January 2000. www.capitalfm.com

Visit our web site at
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news
SVETLANA APPOINTS PM FOR EUROPE
TUBE supplier Svetlana Electron Devices, Inc, of Huntsville, CA,
USA, has appointed PM Components Ltd as a full- service, stocking
distributor for the whole of Europe.
PM is already aleading vacuum tube distributor in the UK, both for guitar
amps and high-end audio; Marshall Amplification uses PM Components
exclusively to test and match valves for use in its original equipment, as
well as for the replacement market. For information and pricing contact
PM Components Ltd, 01634 848500.
Svetlana's Mark Russell and Charles Gray, flanked by Peter Watson (right) and
Chris Beeching of PM Components

RUARK UPGRADES CONTEMPORARY SERIES
RUARK'S new Contemporary R Series loudspeakers have replaced
the original Contemporary line-up. A new medium-size two-way
fioorstander, the Prelude R (£749/pair), replacing the Templar II,
features ACD cabinet construction and high-spec drivers in a
stylish curve-fronted cabinet. Epilogue R (£379) is afully-veneered
compact two-way monitor system, utilising the fundamental design
of the original, but with upgraded crossover components and input
terminals and enhanced cabinet construction. The new matching
Epilogue R stands retail at £ 199. The Epilogue itself, the entrylevel two-way model, remains unchanged except for asmall price
increase, as does the veneered-side-cheek version, Epilogue V
(£289). The centre-channel Dialogue One R (£379) is fullyveneered, with enhancements to cabinet integrity and an optional
anodised aluminium baffle, while the new Dialogue One (£329), in slate-grey paint finish with black
ends, retains the original Dialogue's innovative cabinet design but with enhanced construction, new
tweeter and curved mesh grille. Finally, the Log-Rhythm subwoofer (£750, optional veneer side
panels £75) continues unchanged except that the low-pass filter can now be adjusted down to 30Hz
and the standby facility can be over-ridden. Call Ruark, 01702 601410.

PROCEED'S ' FUTURE-PROOF' DVD
PROCEED'S PDT DVD transport, previewed to the
.custom installation trade at CEDIA Expo UK in
May 1999, is designed as a 'total solution for
audio and video enthusiasts' seeking asingle,
future-proof, AV disc-playing source. Phil Muzio,
CEO of parent company Madrigal, describes the
PDT's user interface as 'truly high performance',
referring to the automated system default
selection designed to bypass the usual DVD
navigation complexities. Users simply pre-select
their preferred options, such as English language,
DIS, and Widescreen, leaving the player
automatically to select these preferences,
assuming their presence on the loaded disc.
Another option, Electronically Saved Preferences
(ESP) overwrites the system defaults, resetting the
player for the preferred settings selected for the

previous disc played. The modular construction
and software-based operating system allows far
rapid response to market demands for new
features, including 'DVD-Audio, 720p video...
and who knows what after that.' As launched,
PDT plays DVD-Video, CD and 24/96 PCM,
Dolby Digital and DTS, and supports IR, DC trigger and RS232 control standards. PHAST
compatibility is anticipated as an imminent
update. More details from UK distributor Path
Premier Ltd, 01494 441736.

WALTER
GOODMAN DIES
FOR nearly half acentury Walter
Goodman bestrode the American
hi-fi industry Like acolossus. He
joined Sidney Harman during the
early days of Harman/Kardon at
the beginning of the 1950s, as a
technical salesman, and as one of
the early hi-fi pioneers, participated
in evolving the home entertainment
concept we know today. Walter was
responsible for taking Harman into
the international arena, at atime
when American companies were
concentrating on their big domestic
market, and through these activities
became respected, feared and loved
by many hi-fi manufacturers and
distributors around the world. He
assumed many executive roles
within Harman at one time or
another, but it is for his work
developing international markets for
Harman products that he achieved
his place among the leaders of our
industry, and for which he is most
fondly remembered.
During aperiod in the late 1970s
when Harman was owned by
Beatrice Foods, Walter Goodman
served as President for the
company. He semi-retired from
Harman in 1994, but kept active as
consultant/advisor/board member
for a number of international
companies. Walter leaves awife
and three children.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
DIXONS Select TV shopping service is now available
to the 1.2 million Sky Digital subscribers who have
access to Open, Britain's First interactive digital
shopping service via satellite set-top boxes. Dixons
Select is intended to complement Dixons On- Line, the
company's 'fully transactional internet shopping site'.
Dixons Group plc, 01442 354515.
FREEPLAY ENERGY claims that one radio in every
ten sold in the UK is now aFreeplay wind-up model,
amounting to a22% of the market by value.
MEMOREX has launched aY2K backup bundle to
allow users to safeguard against data loss by storing
their files on 10 premium quality Memorex 700MB CD
Rdiscs, using DiscSafe 1.3 backup software. Call 0181 990 6600.
QUAD's ESL-988 speaker ( ESL- 63- sized, the first of two new
electrostatic loudspeakers) and Quad II-forty valve amplifier, both
previewed at shows during ' 99, are now scheduled for launch
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sometime during 2000. Call 01480 431737.
QTRAX has anew slim-fit cable port, compatible
with the integral wiring channels of QTRAX shelves, to
provide aneat wiring installation where small cables
and connectors up to 13mm dia are used. QTRAX,
01992 551484.
REFERENCE Cable has launched its 'unique, low
attenuation, grain-free, patented, award-winning
Monocrystal Copper' OFC AV and Digital AV cable
range, prices for which start at £ 17.50. Tel: 01563
550827
ROSS has teamed up with ChildLine to give £ 1from
every CallFree radio handset purchased at retail for
the forthcoming year. Ross, 0161 702 5000.
SVETLANA Electron Devices Inc has appointed PM Components Ltd
as full- service, stocking distributor for its range of vacuum tubes in
Europe. Tel: 0/634 848500
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ultimate statement

Full 4 way system • 5th generation UniQ" technology • 15" dual

REFERENCE SERIES MODEL 109

suspension LF driver • individually selected crossover components

THE M AIDSTONE

3dedicated separate enclosures • 25mm braced MDF construction
bespoke gold plated hardware • fine veneer and lacquer finish

Designed on computer • fine tuned by ear • hand built by music lovers

KENT

ENGINEERING
1961

14

FOUNDRY

For details on KEF Reference Series please contact KEF AUDIO (UK) UMITED. DEPT HENZE. FREEPOST MAI332.ECCLESTON ROAD.TOVIL. MAIDSTONE. KENT MEO 6BR. FREEPHONE 0800 7315620
KEF and Uni.I3 are registered trademarks. Un..Q is protected under GE Patent 2236929. U.S. Pat. No. 5.518.657.Worldwide patents pending.

www.ketcom

Products we sell include:
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EXCELLENCE

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311
4 Feathers Lane
BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street
CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134/136 Crvvys Road
CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
40/42 Albion Street
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton
ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side

audio T

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ALR/JORDAN

THE BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS

ARCAM • AVI

Audio Excellence and Audio Thave joined forces
to bring you the benefits and security of buying

CHORD ELECTRONICS

B&VV • CASTLE
CELESTION

from alarger dealer, yet each of our stores is run

CURA • CYRUS

as an individual specialist shop. Our staff are

DENON • DENSEg —

enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge
and experience to satisfy your expectations. Plus,
we haven't forgotten that buying hi-fi should be
as much fun as listening to it!

DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECTOR
ELAC • EPOS

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
If you want your Hi Fi equipment neatly and

KEF • LINN • LOEVVF

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street

attractively integrated into your home we can

MARANTZ • MERIDIAN

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road

of the equipment to be used, where it will be

EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street

HIGH WYCOMBE
01494 558585
30-32 Castle Street

plan out the system to be installed, the choice
installed in your home and how it will De
connected. Call us for advice on how you can
enjoy music all round your home.

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane

•51 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE

OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street Headington

•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl SEPARATES
•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

PRESTON 01772 253057
131 Fnargate
READING 0118 958 5463
4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall
SOUTHAMPTON
023 8025 2827
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9 High Street
SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street
WORCESTER 01905 619059
Independence House
The Trinity

•PART EXCHANGES

QUAD • REGA

•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES OVER £ 250*
•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

MUSIC

For your FREE

copy of

AT HOME MUSIC
AT
HOME

SYSTEms
Ri

SEPARATES
AMPUTIERS

ED PLAYERS
LOUDSPEAKERS
MULITAOOTA SYSTEMS

urEsretz SYSTEMS

please check our web sites:
www.audio-t.co.uk
www.audio-excellence.co.uk

ONKYO • PANASONIC
PIONEER • PRIMARE

CEDIA

For the very latest information

MISSION • NAD
NAIM • NAKAMICHI

The Ultimate
Guide 1999
the «mt. of security

MILLER & KREISELL

•PRICE PROMISE
•10 DAY EXCHANGES
•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES

All shops are closed on Mondays

13 AIDA

MICHELL

TrFREEPHONE
0500 101501
(quoting reference HFN)

or vist our web site at www.music-at-home.co.uk

PROAC • PRO-JECT

REL • ROTEL
RUARK • SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
SONANCE
SYSTEMLINE
TAG McLAREN
TALK ELECTRONICS
TANNOY • TEAC
YAMAHA
Not all products are stocked by every
shop so please check with your local
branch before travelling
*Subject to status. Written details on request

technology

Recordable
DVD is
coming,
but progress
has been
sidled by
new format
wrangles

A

t the last moment, Sony
cancelled apress briefing to
launch recordable DVD in
London at the end of October. The
move came on orders from Tokyo,
after invitations had been sent out
and accepted.
This followed asurprise decision
by Sony in Japan to scrap plans to
work with Philips on the launch of
their DVD+RW system as an audio
and video home recorder. Sony will
continue to back DVD+RW for
computer data storage but opt for a
completely new format for home
sound and picture recording.
Sony's plan is is to use adifferent
5M erasable disc, and 515nm blue
laser, to store up to 20 Gigabytes of
data on a single side. This far
exceeds the 4.7 Gigabytes used for
DVD and the various DVD
Recordable formats now being
proposed.
The move seems to have been
prompted by America's adoption of
ahigh-definition digital TV system,
for which a4.7GB DVD disc would
be hoplessly inadequate. A 20GB
disc could record afull movie length
TV programme on a single side.
The same recorder will also cope
with NTSC and PAL, giving much
longer playing times. It would also
be ideal for multichannel DSD
bitstrearn audio.
Vistors to the Philips stand at IFA
in Berlin saw recordings made on a
prototype DVD+RW deck play back
on a selection of consumer DVD
Video players- During IFA, Pioneer
people were hinting darkly that
Philips had in some way rigged the
compatibility demonstration. A few
weeks later in Japan, Panasonic's
Sakon Nagasaki told American
journalists that Philips had rigged
the demonstration, saying that any
manufacturer who claims two-way
compatibility ' is not telling the
truth'.
Says
Frank Pauli,
General
Manager of Philips Disc Systems
Group, 'The players used at Berlin
were normal commercially available
players; we have not modified them'.
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But DVD readout needs ashorter
wavelength than CD — red instead
of infrared — to resolve the smaller
pits, and some DVD drives have
two lasers, with separate lenses.
Others (
eg, from Samsung) use only
a single laser diode, with an
automatically movable lens mask to
change the focus depth between
0.6mm for DVD discs and 1.2 nom
for CDs and CD-ROMs. The red
laser cannot read the greenish dyes
used on write-once CD-Rs. Also, rewriteable CD-RW discs, which rely
on phase-change technology, have
much lower reflectivity than ordinary
CDs.
A Samsung DVD player simply
spits out a CD- R or CD-RW
recording. But Philips was using a
Samsung deck to play DVD+RWs.
So has Philips found aphase change
coating that plays like apressed disc?
If so, the future for DVD+RW looks
rosy.
Some of us suggested that Philips
send a + RW recording for us to try
on consumer players. But so far the
company has declined the offer.

DIGITAL RADIO PROGRESS?
'Digital radio is set to revolutionise
our listening experience and expand
the radio market into anew media
dimension' says Digital One, the
company formed by commercial
radio group GWR and telecoms
operator NTL to run the UK's
national commercial multiplex.
Ido sincerely hope so, because I
have been pushing the idea of DAB,
digital audio broadcasting, since long
before the BBC switched on agang
of transmitters in 1995, and turned
DAB into abad joke by promoting
the switch as alaunch. The popular
press had afield-day, making fun of
anew service that only ahandful of
engineers could hear on prototype
receivers costing thousands of
pounds.
At the IFA Berlin show in 1997,
the BBC and European partners
took the joke to new heights by
pretending that everything had been
a roaring success. Now we have
Digital
One
launching
the
commercial services, on November
15th, with around of new promises.
They have even changed the name.
It's Digital Radio now, not DAB.
I know from radio phone-in
programmes that this is sure to
create confusion. People are already
buying ' digital radios' that rely on
digital tuning, in the mistaken belief
that they will get the new services.
Up until now it has been easy to
give one simple piece of advice: look
for the DAB logo and you will know
that it can receive the new services.
Now that Digital One has dropped
the word DAB, and is using the

logo ' Digital Radio, tomorrow's
wireless' the waters are muddied
again.
Who's doing what is pretty
muddled, too. GWR currently runs
36 analogue stations round the
country. Russell Stuart is Managing
Director of GWR Digital Services.
Quentin Howard of GWR and
Classic FM is Chief Executive of
Digital One.
The Digital One multiplex will
carry ten commercial digital radio
stations, seven new. It will simulcast
existing
analogue
commercial
stations — Classic FM, Talk Radio
and Virgin Radio — as well as
carrying GWR's Planet Rock and
Core pop stations. The other digitalonly stations will follow.
GWR's
stations
will
also
broadcast from Sky's digital satellite,
free to air, and over the Internet. A
third station, The Mix, is only
available from Sky.
Digital One and GWR are is
spending £ 30m on the launch
phase. The commercial transmitters
cover 69% of the UK, and GWR's
Russell Stuart twice claimed that it
was ' Europe's first national digital
radio station'. He changed this to
'Europe's first commercial digital
radio station' only when reminded
that the BBC has been broadcasting
nationally for four years and now
reaches 65% of the UK.
So far, most of the BBC's output
has been simulcasts of analogue
programmes. That should change
this winter, if the BBC does not
plead poverty because of its
investment in Digital TV and the
BBC Online Internet service.
Like the BBC, Classic FM will
transmit at 192 kbits/s; but others
will use 128 kbits/s. Ideally the
programmes will be transmitted with
full
dynamic
range,
without
compression, because aDAB (sorry,
Digital Radio) receiver has acontrol
that lets the user set compression on
playback, using control flags buried
in the bitstream. Only time will tell
whether stations like Classic FM
actually add the flags.
The Digital One/GWR publicity
literature promises that ' there will
be no more losing programmes
when you drive.., through tunnels'.
That's dangerous over- sell. The
digital signal holds up better than
FM but it's not magic.
But
all
this
is
academic.
DAB/Digital Radio will not be
anything
more
than
a hi-fi
component or toy for well-heeled
car buffs until the price of areceiver
drops to a couple of hundred
pounds. Despite repeated promises
from the manufacturers there is still
no sign of this happening.
Barry Fox
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Au naturel
The appeal of natural materials is
unsurpassed... with the introduction of
'Special Edition' cabinets in real wood
veneers, AE's multi- award winning
100 Series loudspeakers are now more
attractive than ever!
Thanks to their superb quality, stunning
performance and outstanding value,
their beauty is more than skin deep.
And the further assurance of AE's
world-wide reputation, backed by years
of experience in hi-fi and pro- audio
loudspeaker design, adds body and soul.

1005E Series loudspeakers from £ 230 to £ 600

Telephone: 01285 654432
www.acoustic-energy.co.uk.

(q/..11":»)
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
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brief encounters

THIS celestially-inspired box is a
24/96-spec D/A converter from Italy.
Reading the back panel, it is also
known as the Model 3by North Star
Design; it apparently features circuit
design from engineers formerly
working with the acclaimed Audio
Analogue marque. The StarDAC is
imported by GT Audio as either a £349
finished product as reviewed here, or
can be bought as akit for DIY selfassembly. The kit comes at the same
price, but gives tweak enthusiasts the
option to build-in special components.
There is also an audiophile version of
the StarDAC, specially built by
Graham Tricker of GT Audio and
using higher-spec parts, at £850.
Considering its reasonable price of
£349, the StarDac comes very well
presented in asolid black metal case, with
large chassis-mounted phono sockets for
digital in and analogue out, plus an
AES/EBU balanced digital input, and a
TosLink optical. Balanced-input operation
requires removing the case lid and moving
two jumpers. It is quite small at
432x50x185mm (whd), making acompact
package to site by aDVD or other digital
source whose converter may
need improving upon.
Furthermore, it does not
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require any external power
supply, as two small toroidal
transformers, forming part of
the regulated power supply,
are mounted within the case.
The main circuit board is well
populated with multiple
regulators and discrete
components, including a
fully-discrete output stage, a
luxury normally unheard of at
this price, where designers
will usually specify asimple
op-amp circuit. Forming the
digital chipset are aCrystal
CS8414 input receiver and
two Burr-Brown PCM1716E
24-bit converters. These are
two-channel devices, and are
used here in dual-differential
mode, another luxury rarely
witnessed on adigital product
at this price.
Sound quality was judged in comparison
with the best-value 24/96 DAC on the
market: the MSB Link DAC, also priced
at £349, and the de facto benchmark for
any three-figure priced DIA converter.
First run was made using RCA S/PDIF
connection from an Arcam Delta 170.3
transport via Ecosse Reference digital
cable. On classical material like
Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto
[Vengerov, Berlin Philharmonic/Abbado,
Teldec 4509-90881] the solo violin,
already bearing alittle synthetic tinge on
this recording anyway, now sounded
increasingly as if it was relying solely
on afitted pickup to make its mark
on the recorder — it was reedy and
seemingly lacking in much natural
timbre. The orchestra was
appearing from asmaller area in
the centre of the speakers, this
overlap making aless natural
spread of instruments
compared to the Link
DAC. In contrast, the
latter showed that this
recording can sound less
cramped, and able to
separate parts of the
orchestra more
cleanly. Moreover,
violin could regain
abetter semblance
of an acoustic
virtuoso instrument.
Balanced digital
mode was tried using

some GT Audio-sourced 0.5m cables
[seen above] and the AES/EBU output of
an Audiolab 8000CDM, and this showed a
slightly cleaner and more open character
from the StarDAC. Switching music, Bran
Van 3000's `Rainshine' [
Glee, Capitol 8
23604] had impact and liveliness now,
with good diction from the female vocal.
Comparing back to the Link DAC (whose
single-chip converter architecture does not
offer an AES input) showed that while the
StarDAC had now closed the gap in
performance, it still ultimately lagged
behind in terms of clarity, transparency
and addictive musicality. Dub bass guitar
here was smoother and more extended,
acoustic rhythm guitar was more precisely
placed in space and the lowfi drum kit
had more life and immediacy.
Despite the quality of build and
specification, this careful attention just
misses the mark in sound performance.
The StarDAC did not have the same
extended silky top as, say, the Musical
Fidelity X-24K, nor the liquid midband
and sense of space and silence as the MSB
Link DAC. Notes seemed somewhat
truncated and the soundstage was alittle
less three-dimensional than is possible.
Compared to budget external DACs of a
few years ago, it has certainly moved
sound quality along, but as affordable
converters go, it could be bested by other
DACs at the same price.
Andrew Harrison
• GT Audio, 01895 833099
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,4;i-te.00-10e
from Italy — con amore
What you see is aslender floorstander of classic elegance. Made in the grand manner entirely from solid
hardwood. No MDF, no veneer, no compromises. The high mass and r:gidity of a properly built solid
hardwood oabnet ensures freedom from resonance and gves aclear, natural sound. And the super-slim
form (just 14cm wide) makes for superb imaging. Finest quality drive units, crossovers and 24kt gold plated
brass hardware complete the specification. SuperPavarotti is, as you can see, aclass act.
What you don't see are the internal twin asymmetric bass chambers which give SuperPavarotti its
amazingly fast, deep and tureful bass. 0' the fully shielded construction which make it suitable for AV and
home theatre use.
Like all Opera products, SuperPavarctti is made — con amore — by our small team of expert craftsmen.
And dedicated to people who love their music.
For nc.re information please contact

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9DA, England
Tel: 07000-853443 Tel: 01753-652669 Fax: 01753-654531
www.ukd.co.uk

brief encounters

L A T INTERNATIONAL
eifottienu &am et.tede ilLS.c.1
AC-2Power cable - Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2 eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
For the money,
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
that's no mean test'
HI-FI World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6ft £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
'1999
gained Fi
Speed.
World - August involveof cable & MK Tough plug
control and
'
£149, £179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC-50, IC-80, IC-100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BI WIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "
IC-50 - this months bargain"

dia
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beWr ce"

enduoteue Áluseatece
Avante Garde RX20 - amere 36"
tall and 12" x12" at the base -

"
atrue
torture test with abass line that's
big, super fast and continuous the Gershman's handled it beautifully, servo driven Infinity RS1
towers have more power but are
way too slow. The Magnepan
MG3.5/R's, can't match the low
bass impact of the Avant Gardes,
only the Thiel 3.6 can handle this
track with aplomb and even they
don't sound quite as fast Unquestionably, the Avant
Gardes are atremendously musical loudspeakers".
X-1 Specter, Enigma 500-X, GAP-520X
Absolute Sound review -

Cetech Sandwich
CARBON-FIBRE composite specialist
Cetech AV has created anew isolation
platform, the VCS Table, priced at £199. It
is designed as asecondary table to support
audio components, and aims to exploit the
special properties of recent composite
materials.
Keeping control of vibration in audio
equipment is well worth some effort, and there
are differing schools of thought for achieving the
most effective and practical isolation. There is
pneumatic isolation, with acushion of
contained air used to buffer equipment from
external vibration, found to be particularly
effective for controlling low-frequency floorborne vibration. Other people will advocate
`mass damping', which claims to exploit the
high inertia of asolid massy material to absorb
and eliminate vibrational energy.
Yet another theory suggests that benefits can
be found in using the lightest yet stiffest
material, in order that transmitted energy is
allowed to dissipate rapidly and cleanly. And
one of the very best lightweight composites
known to man is carbon-fibre laminated over an
aluminium honeycomb, as witnessed here with
the VCS Table, aVibration Control Sandwich
equipment platform.
Measuring 484x384mm and 15mm high, the
VCS Table proved well-proportioned to support
the trusty LP12 turntable, in this case a 1992
example with Cirkus/LVII/Ortofon MC7500
and Lingo. After spending some time with the
Michell Orbe recently, the return to the LP12
highlighted the somewhat euphonic coloration
that the Linn turntable imprints on record
reproduction, an added warmth through the
upper bass and midband.
While anew support platform like the VCS is
hardly apanacea for such effects, in this case it
did seem to ' neuter' the effect slightly, certainly
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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enough to show that the VCS table was having a
marked and, in this case, useful impact on the
overall sound.
So what goes into this prosaic-looking board,
and how is it made?
It's asandwich, as the name suggests, made
from an aerospace-grade aluminium honeycomb
laminated top and bottom with acarbon-fibre
skin. This is atextile of carbon fibres, 7microns
thick, pre-impregnated with an epoxy resin
matrix to ensure aconsistent fibre/resin ratio. In
total aVCS platform holds around 12 million
individual fibres, and their microscopic size,
combined with auniform resin distribution, is
claimed to offer aguaranteed uniform energy
dispersal without any resonant nodes.
Each panel is hand-laminated as anumber of
separate layers on each side of the honeycomb.
The complete panel is then placed in avacuum
bag, and the air removed to allow external air
pressure to seal the panels together. The
complete composite is then cured at
temperatures up to 125°C.
Content that this platform was influencing at
least asupported turntable, Itried it with aCD
transport, the Audiolab 8000CDM. Here again,
its effect could be heard; asubtle but tangible
easing of the sound, with leading edge transients
more incisive and perceived dynamics
improved. Adding the MSB Link DAC to the
platform also helped, allowing agentle
tightening of focus and asmoother balance,
with bass apparently dropped in level while
gaining nimbleness, and ultimately going lower.
An interesting product with great potential for
experimentation. In the time Itried it, its
benefits could be appreciated from every
product sited on its carbon-skinned surface.
Andrew Harrison
• Cetech AV, 0115 932 9845

SUNFIRE CORPORATION

-from the mind and sod of Bob Comer

2700 watt True Subwoofer MkI I
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA GRAND
five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x5 HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

TAPEIIFFIRE- flat speaker cable
418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi
also 420 212, 215 218, 222

ffle

4 Arundel Road, Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 (0) 181 241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 (0) 181 241 0999
E- Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com
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hord Electronics Ltd may not
be a multinational giant, but
this successful company's
dedication to a combination of
engineering, style, quality and
advanced technology is remarkable.
Its products are distinctive,
instantly recognisable, with the kind
of finely-milled metal structure and
anodised finish more likely to be
associated with expensive Swiss
engineering. John Franks founded
the business in the mid- 1980s,
using his own expertise in the field
of high- frequency switch- mode
power supplies — technology that
now forms the basis for a line of
compact, efficient and yet powerful
amplifiers. Over the years these
have evolved into an extensive
range. Pre- amplifiers and now a
phono equaliser [reviewed by AH in
HFNIRR, Nov ' 99] form part of the
electronics line-up, as do userfriendly remote control systems.
Franks has recently advanced into
the domain of the digital decoder,
with the DSC 1500, which includes
an on- board variable analogue
output stage, allowing direct

connection (balanced or singleended) to power amplifiers. With
remote selection of numerous
digital inputs and outputs, it also
has the functions of a digital preamplifier. The analogue output is
no afterthought, and includes a
seriously designed control section.
With much current discussion of
new audio formats, the DSC 1500
was planned with two thoughts in
mind: firstly, to exploit fully the
replay quality of the existing CD
music base; but secondly, to do so
while
providing
maximum
flexibility, allowing replay of
DSD/SACD and the proposed set
of high- definition PCM/DVD
formats, 24/26, 24/176.4, 24/192,
etc. DSD/SACD will be offered
later, via options of advanced plugin boards.
Finished in satin aluminium,
the DSC 1500 is a real
eye-catcher: this is a very
welcome change from
black! The central unit is
mounted in an elegant
outrigger framing, with
suspension towers and

THE LISTENING SYSTEM
FOR this review, the systems used included Wifson
Will il and Quad ESL63 loudspeakers; Krell FPB650M,
Naim NAP 250 power amplification; aConrad Johnson ART pre- amplifier and an Audio Synthesis
PRO Passion passive line- level controller. Digital audio
sources and comparisons included Naim CDS2,
Marantz CD7 and Krell KPS25 and Pioneer DVD 717
players (also used as transports); Ensemble/TEAC,
Arcam 170, Meridian 200T transports; and the Audio
Synthesis DAX Decade DAC. Cables were by
Transparent ( manly XL), van den Hul and Siltech.
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decoupling feet, which also provide
a set of convenient handles for
moving the unit about. Large
enough to read at several metres
distance, the display provides data
on sample frequency, input
selection and volume, reverting to
the volume setting as a default.
Brightness is variable down to afull
mute.
The singular USP, the unique
selling proposition, is the inclusion
of a choice of two distinctive D/A
converters for replay. Chord
engineers found two types made it
to the tape, yet remained subtly
different in character. Unable to
decide, they built both into the
unit. Switch- over couldn't be
easier, via a button on the remote
handset. This is finished with a
stainless steel fascia, and a
comprehensive range of facilities is
on offer: AKM or Analog Devices
DAC chips, and selection of one of
six digital inputs ( glass optical,

The 1500 is
beautifully
put together,
meeting
the best
modern digital
standards —
with multilayer boards,
short- path,
multiple-level
power supplies
and the rest

coaxial BNC, TOS1, TOS2, AES
Bal 1, AES Bal 2). Clearly Chord
has maintained a watchful eye on
the needs of an important
component of its main market,
namely recording and broadcasting
studios.
In addition to the usual display
modes, the DSC1500 can also tell
you about input and output
frequencies. It has been designed to
output word clock signals of
selectable frequency, and is thus
compatible with a number of
transports which are capable of
accepting external synchronisation,
thus freeing the interface from
transport-related jitter. It can also
accept professional-format word
clock inputs.

TECHNICAL STORY
The ' 1500 is beautifully put
together, meeting the best modern
digital standards — with multi-layer
boards, short-path, multiple- level
power supplies and the rest.
Selected Burr Brown op- amps
are used for the analogue output
stages, fully- balanced and DC
coupled. The SE output is a phase
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Chord's DSC 1500 is seen here complete with the round accessory legs for
stacking, supplied at.C135 each additional to the basic price of‘4835.
Also available as extras are wooden end blocks in black ash or cherry (C110),
rosewood (C170) or piano black lacquer (Z270)
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of the balanced output and is of
comparable technical quality. The
volume control is a five-gang Alps
potentiometer. Two are used per
balanced channel and one for
driving the level display circuitry.
Balanced digital differential
circuitry is used at the DAC
section. It was originally configured
in design for the Crystal 24- bit
DAC but some early shortfalls led
to a trial of the AKM Delta Sigma
and the Analog Devices AD1885
multi- bit Hybrid Delta Sigma
DACs. Both these ultimately
remained in the design.
Chord has decided to design its
own DACs for the high definition
upgrade version ( at about £ 2000
extra) using advanced FPGA
technologies.
Here in-house
software programming can be
applied to a raw chip carrying
upwards of half amillion gates. The
right software can link these
complex yet speedy pieces of silicon
into top-notch processing bricks for
digital audio, including DSD/
SADC and any other kind of DAC.
Chord has invested in this resource
and uses a powerful Silicon
Graphics workstation to design its
new digital architecture.
The DSC 1500 has individual
1ppm-accurate phase locked
oscillators for digital input
acquisition, to regenerate incoming
clock signals, 44.1kHz, 58kHz,
88.2kHz and 96kHz.
Special care has been taken
to balance individually path
delays in the digital circuitry
for each sample frequency
with special emphasis for CD
replay; here the path matching
is held to one nanosecond.
Multiple toroidal power
transformers provide individual
cascades of regulated supplies for
left channel, right channel, and
digital sections. For the best
balance
between
the
available
recorded
format, the output
filter
chosen
was
second order Gaussian
giving a good pulse
response.
Although
optimised for CD replay,
there is still satisfactory
bandwidth for up to
192kHz sample rates.
The standard DCS1500
costing £4835 heads a range
of three models of descending
price and features but all still
of fundamentally similar
technology and performance.
Incidentally, in the test report I
have noted adiscrepancy between
the volume display and normal dB
convention for volume setting.
There is basically afactor of two in
25
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it, and Chord explains that it uses a to get acquainted with. In its favour
'power' measurement, dBm. I was a magnificent soundstage, very
would still have found more
wide, very deep and spacious, yet
relevance in the usual voltagehighly focused. Clearly of high
related dB.
resolution, low level detail was
For de- emphasis, there was a abundant.
glitch on aPCB track in my sample
An initial first impression of
which disabled the de- emphasis
favourable dynamics was countered
function. This photo- lithography
by a significant coldness of tonal
'bug' has now been fixed.
balance: something less than
neutral yet hard to pin down, fmally
identified as amild emphasis about
Isuppose it has to be the luck of the
an octave above middle-C. In the
draw. Sometimes a product sails
treble there was amildly aggressive
through the listening tests, largely
quality, not wholly grainless, while
uncritical of drive or load. But on
the most difficult aspect to deal
other occasions, there's not much
with was a sense of down- beat
sign of early promise and you just
replay, the unit sounding too
have to hold out, experimenting
measured and lacking involvement.
with matching equipment to see if it
The soundstage was impressively
will all come right in the end. This
elegant but the overall sound failed
was the case with the Chord
to thrill. In context, my score was
DSC1500, further complicated by
disappointing at 21.
the options of variable audio
Switching to the AKM DAC
formats, the option of transport
provided a welcome change.
clocking or not, plus the two onImmediately there was a warmer,
board DACs.
more familiar quality to the
The
number
of
possible
reproduction. In addition there was
permutations and combinations
substantially more swing and flow
made my head spin. So I've
to the sound, more listenerconcentrated on picking up the key
involvement. In one further respect
points, the listening dominated by
the AKM also beat the Analog
the use of CD format sources using
Devices: the AKM had superior
programme of known quality.
bass — tighter, punchier and more
Having set up aknown reference
convincing.
system of familiar standard I
But paradoxically, the AKM also
inserted the run-in Chord decoder
had
a significantly
smaller
driven by the Meridian 200T.
soundstage, rather less depth and
Listening began with the Analog
poorer low level detail. And yet it
Devices DAC setting. The sound
was easier to get along with,
had significant character — not a generating a score of 25 marks on
good sign — which took alittle time
my scale... a ' cooking' reference

SOUND QUALITY
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The number of
possible
permutations
and
combinations
made my Lead
spin. So I've
concentrated
on picking up
the key points,
the listening
dominated by
the use of CD
format sources
using
programme of
known quality

level. Next, Itried the Arcam 170
transport, this one adapted for
loop-back sync input via TosLink.
On the DAX Decade, the Arcam
had sounded poorer than the
Meridian. But now the tables were
turned. Perhaps the known
differences in spectral distribution
of jitter in transports had different
effects in these decoders.
Certainly matters were now
picking up for the Chord. Again
kicking off with the Analog Devices
chip switched in there was now a
rewarding lift in performance, the
sound quality reaching a solid 30
points. Somehow most of the
artificial, even contrived, quality
heard before with this DAC was
dispelled.
Dynamics
were
improved, the bass line was driven
harder and deeper, while rhythm
and pace had also picked up.
Tonally the mid was now better
balanced with more natural
perspectives. Clarity improved,
grain was reduced, and the whole
effect was more convincing.
Irepeated this session with the
Chord/Arcam low- jitter sync
connection in place — easy to do.
While not as big as the change from
the transports, the result was
certainly worthwhile, raising the
mark to 33. If it's possible to use
the expression this was a ' lower
jitter' sound. Throughout the
frequency range image focus and detail definition were sharpened up
27

alittle, while tonality was still more
natural if still not quite equalling
the AKM.

was heightened to near holographic
levels; indeed, much of the superior

The AKM option also benefited
from the Arcam connection, and by

Analog Devices DAC was now
apparent with the AKM: mysterious

pretty much the same degree.

this! And yet there were also some

Hitting the 35 mark straight off,
this second transport revealed the

mixed feelings about this operating

image quality ascribed to the

mode, where the treble was found
to have ' cleared' to a distinctly

DSC 1500 AKM option as a high
quality sound, with improved depth

Ialso tried

lighter, brighter character, almost

the Chord at

too sharp, and where some of the
comfortable balance of the previous

short notice
with a

AKM sound had been lost:

Pioneer DVD
717, using
the few
24/96 discs
available

and low-level detail, better defined
treble, a still more involving,

A merit rating on this will Ifeel
be system- dependent, and I'm
calling it quits at 35 for the AKM
used with the transport synclocked. Otherwise, in general use
the Chord decoder showed a
welcome tolerance of ancillary

'comfortable' replay quality, upbeat
bass, and anicely balanced blend of
musical virtues.
Adding
transport
locking synchronisation
to the AKM certainly
produced
differences.

-

some
It
was

•CHORD—,

fascinating to hear greater
transparency
and
a
sharper, crisper level of
definition throughout the
frequency range, even in
the bass where ahigh standard
had already been set. Image focus

LAB REPORT

moderate errors at lower settings, which proved

Life was complicated by the presence of two
DAC options, the Analog Devices and AKM,
and the need to flip between them for accurate

to be the case. At ameasured 'normal' level of
20dB attenuation, the balance error was
0.35dB. At -50dB it was around 1dB, within

measurement comparisons. Reference levels
needed continuous cross-checking since these two

specification for the control itself but clearly less
accurate than for other decoders equipped with
digital attenuators.

options have an inconvenient level difference of
1.42dB, this in favour of the Analog Devices
converter.
In the main, the test results are for
44.1k116-bit data via the AKM DAC, and
where higher resolution signals are used, for
example 48kHz124-bit, these are specified.
Analog Devices results where present are given
in brackets.

The volume scale for the DSC1500 was
only an indication since it was not calibrated
against the pseudo-log law of the Alps volume
unit. Running down the sequence, a '2dB'
indicated attenuation was actually 6dB, '4dB'
was 10dB, '11dB' 20, while '30dB' was
40dB and '40dB' actually -60dB. The display
is scaled in dB units decremented to larger 5dB

Aside from the noted level difference, the
other key factor which might separate the
DACs subjectively was the frequency response.

steps at the bottom or quiet end of the range.
There was some backlash and over-swing in
the motorised drive from the infrared control

These results are given in Fig I [AKMJ and

circuitry, so setting volume was something of
an approximation. This isn't really important

Fig 2 [Analog Devicesl. Measured at full
level, they were also re-checked at - 70dB

'

modulation with no significant deviation from
the published OdB result. The right channels

unless you are conducting critical A1B listening
tests.

for both DACs showed aslight 0.14dB of lift

The output impedance was respectably low
at 197 ohms, balanced and single-ended, and

near the highest frequencies, while on channel
balance and overall flatness it proved aclose

will drive any sensible load, Maximum output
was 3.16V for the AKM.

call: nothing obvious to separate the two by

Full-level total harmonic distortion

casual listening. However, the Analog Devices
frequency response did show the ripple

including noise was fine, significantly better
than 90dB down. For the 20kHz tone for the

characteristic of alow-order digitalfilter which

in-band result, the AKM gave better than

type has been said to have an audible
signature.

85dB while the Analog Devices hybrid settled
out at aweaker -81.2dB.
Some amplification of this difference was
evident in the results for high frequency

Channel balance (at full level) was
excellent, and was maintained over the
frequency range. Channel separation also fared
well, 106dB mid-band, and was held to
94.6dB by 20kHz. Negligible inter-channel
phase difference was observed on our second
sample, thanks to the newly aligned pulse
delay correction.
With an analogue volume control such as
this, the channel balance may well show
28

shows the dispersed scatter
of IM difference tone
components (1kHz intervals) around - 100dB,
not as clean as the best available 16bit144.1kHz technologies.
There was not alot to choose in respect of
low-level linearity. Both DACs gave similar,
very good recovery If a -90dB dithered tone:
errors ofjust -0.4dB left, -0.5dB right. The
good linearity continued right down to - 110dB
for the AKM [Fig 4 ] and - 100db for the
Analog Devices devices [Fig 5]. Neither
showed linearity deviations at higher levels,
the displayed graphs running all the way from
0to - 120dB.
An indication of replay precision, including
recovered clock jitter, was seen in ahighresolution spectrum of a 1kHz tone recorded at
full level and displayed over anarrow 2kHz
span at 135dB of dynamic range, a
measurement that was right up Audio
Precision suite's alley [Fig 6]. The results are
interesting. The narrow centre to the 1kHz
tone was good news, likewise the absence of
close in sidebands even at -11-50Hz, right
down to - 123dB relative to peak level.
Conversely, at +1-400Hz, there were two mild
peaks differentiating two noise floor regions,
the - 123dB inner part and the
-127dB outer part. These noise floors are not
particularly low for a48kHz124bit input.
A final test, using alow level, - 70dB 1kHz
dithered signal, showed awelcome lack of high

intermodulation, 19kHz+20kHz tones, where

frequency spuriae, just a 'twinge' at 68kHz,
115dB below peak level. On this test the

the AKM chip resolved - 75.2dB at full
modulation and -85.6dB of distortion for the
-I0dB modulation level. These were rather

output was very pure, with distortion
harmonics held to below 0.25%, - 124dB below
peak modulation level. In this particular

average results while for the Analog Devices
alternative the results were 3dB or so poorer. I

respect this result was state of the art.

have included one graphical result, full level
for the AKM and the spectrogram [Fig 31

Checked on a 1.5GHz Hewlett Packard
spectrum analyser, the EMC1RF output was •
singularly low, -55dBM and better over the
JANUARY 2000
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equipment, whether powered up or
not, and also showed a fine preamplifier performance, driving the
review system power amps in SE
and
balanced
modes
with
equanimity.
Moving up the transport ladder,
top-quality Japan based transports
such as the Ensemble (TEAC) and
the Krell (
Jvc '
audiophile'-based)
showed various gains in purity,
detail and bass definition with
scoring in the 35-38 range. To the
Chord's advantage, as with the dCS
Elgar and DAX Decade, all that
quality may be delivered direct to a
power amplifier if desired — a
significant feature of these levelcontrollable designs.
Ialso tried the Chord at short
notice with a Pioneer DVD 717,
using the few 24/96 discs available,
and the decoder showed much the
expected degree of improvement
into the low 50s for sound quality,
this depending on the final system.
The AK/Vi was again preferred to

the Analog Devices. This is an
indication at least that the Chord
decoder/controller is sufficiently
good to promise state of the art
sound quality with high definition
sources — in truth a necessary
requirement of future- proofed
decoders of this price and quality.
How we actually get this material
and how it may be output to ahigh
definition DAC such as this Chord,
despite the watermark proposals, is
anyone's guess at present. So far,
the proposal seeks to down-grade
the available digital output to
48kHz whatever the inherent
quality of the recording.

Given that this
is adigital
control centre
including a
high-quality
balanced
domain
analogue preamp, complete
with remote
volume, the
potential for
bypassing a
pre-amp offers
asubstantial
lift to system
sound quality

CONCLUSION
While there are a few teething
troubles ( and as an engineer I
would favour avoltage rather than a
power display of volume decibels)
it's clear that this Chord design has
found its own balance of very
significant performance. While the
technical figures for noise and

Fig I. Chord DSC 1500: frequency response, left and

Fig 2. Chord DSC 1500: frequency response, left and

right channels, AKM DAC

right channels, Analog Devices DAC

Fig 4. Choir! DSC 1500: linearity error, from OdB

Fig 5.Chord DSC 1500: linearity error, from OdB
to - 120dB, Analog Devices DAC

to - 120dB, AKM DAC

entire measured spectrum.
My review sample was missing alink for
setting de-emphasis on CD transport sources, but
Iunderstand that this is now corrected in present
production.
Chord also provided some test data of its own,
which showed anot unexpected result, namely
that at higher sampling frequencies the DIA
chips are worked progressively harder to apoint
where distortion was about 20dB poorer. For
example, the AKM chip at - 70dB, 44.1kHz

around sample-rates other performance factors
may well be affected. Ironically, with some
equipment the more samples and bits you feed in,
the poorer the output resolution may become,
relative to the simple CD format with dither.
With 16-bit inputs, the unweighted noise figure
was satisfactory, 94.1dB for the AKM, 95.9dB
for the Analog Devices. CCIRIARM (1kHz)
weighted, Igot 91.5dB for the AKM, 93.2dB for
the Analog Devices. Chord quotes better than
115dB, conditions unspecified.

sampling has harmonics at around - 140dB
relative to peak. At 96kHz, arash of higher
harmonics appears, predominantly odd-order to
the 7th power and now reaching up to the
-120dB base line.
This may not be an audible factor, but it does
serve to demonstrate that when you switch
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Chord Electronics Ltd,
he Pumphouse, Farleigh Bridge, Farleigh
one, East Farleigh, Kent ME16 9NB.
Tel 01622 721444.
SUPPLIER

distortion are not quite as good as
the best CD-only components, the
results are nevertheless more than
good enough for audiophile replay
quality, while in any case linearity
and low-level resolution are
excellent for this design.
Given that this is adigital control
centre including a high -quality
balanced domain analogue pre amp, complete with remote volume,
the potential for bypassing a pre amp offers a substantial lift to
system sound quality.
While some of the listening
results were mixed, the overall
import describes a decoder of high
sound quality with great potential
to exploit the promised new highresolution audio formats.
A fine example in its own right,
with an appealing combination of
advanced digital technology,
versatility, future-proofing, sound,
build quality and appearance, this
recommendable creation may be
added to anyone's short list.

Fig 3. Chord DSC 1500: intermodulation spectrum
from 19kHz120kHz tones, full level, AKM DAC

Fig 6.ChorcLDSC 1500: spectrum from ¡ kHz tone,
2kHz span (0-2kHz), AKM DAC

Test results

Chord DSC 1500*

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB)
0.02
0.02
0.2
Stereo separation ( dB) 110.3
106.2
94.6
Frequency response (dB)
0.01
0 -0.09
Distortion (
TI-ID vs level, dB):
At OdB ( inc noise -91.6 -91.3 -78.5(81.2]
At -10dB (inc noise)
-85.4
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -90dB, L/R
-0.4/-0.5 (similar)
Output level, OdB balanced
3.16V1+1.42dB]
Output Impedance 197 ohms
IntermodulatIon, 19kHz/20kHz tones (dB)
At OdB/-10dB -75.2/-85.6 1-72.7/-81.6]
Signal-to-noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz unweighted
94.1 [95.9]
CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref
91.5 [93.21
A-weighted 24-bit
107
Spuriae up to 100kHz (
dB)-115
Dimensions (
hwd, mm)
420x88x355
Typical price (
inc VAT)
from £4835
* figures in square brackets refer to the Analog
Devices converter; others to the AKM option
'worse channel

WHERE IT ALL BEGAN: THE EAR 834P
Terrifyingly, it was far back as mid- 1994
that Ireviewed the EAR 834P, and I've been
using it as my 'real world' reference phono
stage ever since.
This unit is still available, showing
admirable longevity. And why not? It now
seems that this venerable phono section is
good enough to serve as the (analogue) heart
of avery modern, very Y2K full-function preamp. As is obvious from the photo of the EAR
864, the agricultural look of the 834P has
been discarded in favour of the EAR/Yoshino
house-style of amassive chromed faceplate,
gilded knobs and no sense of cost-cutting
whatsoever. A simple black box measuring
95x124x275mm ( hwd), the 834P is
deliberately small, to allow positioning
alongside an existing pre-amplifier without
the loss of much shelf space. All it bears is a
rotary on-off control or, if ordered with the
optional gain control, arotary volume
control. The back contains afuse holder, IEC

N

ew pre-amps from Tim de
Paravicini never fail to cause
a tube-lovin' pulse to race a
bit faster. Tim is, after all, one of the
planet's valve heroes, and his
products never bore nor disappoint.
Of late, he's added a level of
professionalism so out of character
with the mad-as-a-hatter Tim of yore
that you have to wonder what the
hell's come over him. Maturity?
Responsibility? Imean: the brochures
are slick, the web site trick, supply of
goods quick, the faceplates thick.
That's not to say Tim can no
longer step into the role of mad
scientist should, say, Hammer ever
recommence film production, but
now you must distance EAR from
the valve lunatic fringe. And it's all
down to the changes wrought by the
Yoshino concept.
Tim launched this high- end
division back in '92 with abrace of
amps ( the XXXA and XXXB)
designed, initially, to prove that he
could make asolid-state and avalve
amp and you'd have a hard time
telling the two apart. While XXXA
and XXXB proved to be design
statements rather than serious
commercial ventures, they did mark
a whole new approach in terms of
presentation,
which
Tim
immediately allowed to trickle down
to affordable products ( while
keeping the big valve classics like the
'549 in production). And since then,
we've been treated to the marvellous
834P phono pre-amp, the wild V20
amp, some luscious integrated amps
and more. The new EAR 864 fullfunction pre- amp uses the basic
834P circuit for its phono stage (see
sidebar); it's to Tim's credit that the
most humble postXXX product
rather than the over-the- top stuff
30

mains input, amulti-way earthing
post, gold-plated sockets for phono
in/out and apress button for m-c
or mm cartridges. Three ECC83s
make up the valve complement, its
unregulated power supply is a
small toroidal transformer and the
components reside on amain PCB
Output is line level, the m-m input is aTim de
standard 47k ohm and the m-csetting a
nominal 5-50 ohm impedance, adding 20dB
of gain. In the interests of quietness, m-cgain
is via transformers rather than active step-up
devices. Note that in the EAR 864, the phono
section is equivalent to the EAR 834P's mm
stage, without an extra m-cstep-up level, but
the gain was more than enough to allow the
use of the Linn Arkiv without having to resort
to playing the 864 at ' 11'.
Idescribed the 834P's performance thusly:
'In aword: wonderful. As with all- tube
bargains.., there's acertain price to pay in

absolute detail and background
silence. The 834P, though, swings
so fluidly and has such wide
dynamics that you just don't notice
the barely audible background
hash.
'Hell, most surface whoosh is so
much louder than the 834P's own
Paravicini
noise that the LP will mask it. What
distinguishes the 834P from solid-state phono
stages are the sense of openness, scale and
three-dimensionality.
'While it's easy to better the retrieval of
detail.., it's hard to match the warmth and the
"analogueness" of the 834P. It's agreat
soundstager, astrong defender of the
analogue argument and ( for those who
cherish this one aspect of LP playback above
others) the source of some of the sweetest
bass I've heard in years.
'As for vocals, all I
can do is s
i
g-h-h- h.'
Icouldn't have put it better.

If you want to grab the
attention of any valve enthusiast,
just tell him there's something
new from Tim de Paravicini.
It's called the 864...
by KEN KESSLER

inspired the family. Other 834P
derivatives include the 834L line
level pre-amp and adeluxe chromed
version, both of which also share
their DNA with the 864.
Tim designed the EAR 864
pre- amp to satisfy both
audiophiles and pros,
studio business being

,

an ever-increasing
part of EAR's activity.
(Just read some Water
Lily liner notes for a
testimonial.) Instead
of concerning himself
with cost issues, as in
the
834P,
Tim
allowed himself to
create something abit
luxurious, while not
inviting accusations of
avarice. I should
therefore let you know
JANUARY 2000
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that this beauty sells for only £ 1445;
you're not gonna believe what Tim
has packed in to elevate this preamp to high-end status.
Most important, and a key in
making it suitable for the pros, are
balanced outputs and one balanced
input, all via XLR and all coupled
through high quality transformers.
I'm not sure which manufacturer
can lay claim to offering the least
expensive, all-balanced/all-tube preamp on the market today, but this
undercuts GRAAF and Audio
Research by substantial sums. So, if
you're one of those with ahankering

Most
important,
and a key in
making it
suitable for
the pros,
are balanced
outputs and
one balanced
input, all
via XLR and
all coupled
through
high quality
transformers

to sample balanced vs single-ended
and you want to do it with tubes and
you want to stay south of £ 1500,
look no further.
In anutshell, balanced operation
(beyond the very real ability to
accommodate long cable runs) strikes
this listener as asure-fire method of
improving dynamic contrasts, slam
and overall control and coherence, as
well as offering quieter, in fact
virtually noise- free, operation.
Balanced working has been a key
feature of upscale components for
years, so justifying it in 2000 isn't
necessary. What's so striking about
EAR 864 pre- amplifier is that it
makes balanced operation accessible
at alow price point.
In addition to balanced input and
outputs, the 864 accepts five singleended-viaphono line inputs and the
aforementioned phono stage, plus a
proper tape monitoring circuit. To
control all of this, across the front are
rotary input selector, tape selector,
volume and power on/off, the latter
accompanied by a bright yellow
lamp. All input and output sockets
are gold plated, as are the pins on the
XLR outputs, and the unit sports
two earthing posts — one near the
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EAR, Yoshino
Lui,
Rectory Farm,
Cambridge Road,
Godmanchester,
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even ataste of the 864, Ilet it burn
in for aday. This is now par for my
course regardless of product type or
architecture is minimalist, so that the
manufacturer's instructions; even
absolute minimum sonic degradation
the ones who don't believe in run-in
takes place'. The valve complement
periods can't complain, because I
consists of five double triodes, one
pay the electricity bill. And, when I
ECC82 and four ECC83s, adhering
finally could resist no longer, Iwas
to Tim's philosophy that common,
treated to what Ihad hoped Iwould
plentiful, well-proven valves like
hear: a grown-up, no-compromise,
these are preferable to exotica for
silent, perfectly- behaved 834P
exotica's sake.
which also happens to have afistful
All inputs at the rear of the chassis
of line inputs. And anyone who's
are fitted to the same circuit board as
ever used an EAR product will
the selector switches, operated by
recognise the sound immediately
long control shafts traversing the
unit. The power supply features a just by the bass.
Tim has dialled in the kind of
high quality toroidal transformer
weight and precision which transistor
supplying a double DC power
guys swear you just can't get from
supply providing low-tension heater
tubes. And, given the amount of bass
current and the high-tension anode
produced by abrace of Puppies in a
voltage. As Tim insists, 'It is critical
room only 4x6m, Icovet all the
in a pre-amplifier that both the HT
control asystem can muster. There's
and LT supplies are pure DC, and
no sense of bass truncation, the EAR
free from AC ripple. This is the case
letting you hear way down into John
with all EAR products, not just this
Entwistle's ever-deft fingering on the
pre-amplifier.'
MoFi-remastered Who's Next.
Matching it to avariety of amps
Indeed, so impressive was the speed
and sources proved painless, its
and clarity of the lower-octave info
specs of 47k ohms input impedances
that Ieven pulled out the vinyl
for both line and phono, input
original of 'Boris the Spider' and —
sensitivity of 2.2mV phono and
shock! horror! — some of those
200mV line, and maximum output
deservedly- maligned
Japanese
of 8V into 10k ohms allowing it to
audiophile crossover jazz albums of
function perfectly between the Krell

phono inputs, the other by the mains.
EAR states that ' the electronic

KAV300cd and Marantz CD- 12
CD players, Linn LP12/Ekos/Arkiv
analogue front-end, and the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 and McIntosh
MC275 reissue power amps.
Speakers throughout the sessions
were the Wilson WATT/Puppy 6,
and all wiring was from Kimber,
including the mains.
Again in keeping with Tim's belief
that ownership should be a nobrainer — Ican't recall when he last
used a hard- to- find tube — the
company claims that 864's valves
should have aminimum life
>
of five years continuous
• /
operation
barring
L.
random valve failure.
And I just can't
remember the last
time Ihad to replace
an ECC82, ECC83 or
ECC88, so I'm sure the
claim isn't awild boast.
Furthermore, the 864
is beautifully built,
oozing
chunky,
confidence- inspiring
solidity. Though it
measures a mere
380x1 0Ox30 5mm
(whd), it weighs 5kg,
dispelling any notion
that corners were cut
for
materials
or
internal parts count.
And the controls feel,
uh, expensive.
Before sampling
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the late 1970s. Iwas reminded why
we put up with such mind-numbing
ambient drivel: the sound was,
simply, in the room.
Preferring to review while
conscious, Iheard the EAR cut
through the mire on Nirvana's
'Smells Like Teen Spirit', separating
to great effect all that was going on
behind the late Mr C.
But the EAR was also alesson in
understanding why guys like Kavi
Alexander of Water Lily want Tim's
gear in their studios. No, I'm not
saying that there are EAR 864s in
studios around the globe, but Tim's
thinking pervades everything he
makes. Using the latest Water Lily
title, Jon Hassell's Fascinoma, as
delicate a release as the label has
issued, Iwas able to picture Kavi
twiddling the knobs with added
precision thanks to the abundance
of information flowing through. But
for me, the two things which make
me love the 864 more than the 834P
are its retention of the latter's
soundstage and midband earfriendliness, while acting with the
authority of astudio tool.
To Tim, Ican only beg two things:
First, would you issue aversion for
£1999 called the 864R, with remote
controlled volume? And second, will
you please make abalanced input
stereo power amp — say 35W/ch —
for £ 1445 to match it in size, cost
and intent? Other than that, Tim,
your reputation is intact.
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uestion: why in their right
minds would pay £ 18,000
for aCD transport and D/A
converter ( decoding computer in
Wadia-speak) with DVD-A and
SACD around the corner? Answer:
anyone who wants to make the most
of their existing disc collections
irrespective of developments down
the line, just as there are those right
now who wish to make the best of
their vinyl collections even though
they (the LPs) have been officially
defunct for years.
In this context a player like the
Wadia 270/27ix makes some sort of
sense. But it makes sense in amuch
more direct way too. Every Wadia

Wadia, still evidently the
master-architect of digital sound,
builds on its reputation for
definitive CD replay with a stunning
top-of- the line combination:
the 270 transport and 27ix
digital decoding engine
by ALVIN GOLD

decoding computer can already
resolve 24-bit signals accurately, and
has sufficient processing speed and
power for 96kHz at 32 times
oversampling, and 192kHz at 16
times. The company has already
shown an only slightly updated (a
new ROM chip and a new input
receiver) 10 year old model 2000
running 24/96, and current models
like the 27ix are fully 24/96
compliant from the box. On the
other hand, DVD transports are
different in rotational speed and
servo control from CD, and their
laser diodes have a different optical
wavelength and focus. Given
Wadia's traditionally perfectionist

hiadx. 2?ti
CD Transport

Wadia 27ix
Decoding Computer

reconit.r. compere-a

I I. A
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stance, old transports will not be
convertible.
The Wadia 270 CD Transport
(£7950) and 27ix are massively
constructed, superbly finished and
specified to the highest possible
standards. Inputs to the 27ix
(0950) digital decoding computer,
which can function as ahigh grade
digital pre- amplifier for up to six
components, or even an analogue
one with external AID converters,
include a standard TosLink, two
gold-plated BNCs, two AT&T/ST
glass optical low dispersion
interfaces and a balanced XLR
socket on a panel that can be
changed as future developments
dictate. There is also a Clocklink
socket on another ST connector.
Clocklink places the master clock
adjacent to the DACs to reduce
jitter, and supplies a clock signal to
the transport via the Clocklink
cable. Outputs are XLRs and
balanced, and the unit runs very
warm.

ENHANCED RESOLUTION
The much cooler- running 270
transport is built around the Teac
VRDS CMK 3.2 mechanism, and is
equipped with XLR and AT&T/ST
optical data connectors and a
matching ST Clocklink connector
(unused outputs and Clocklink can
be disabled). To do anything more
complicated than play or skip tracks
you will need the remote control.
The fluorescent display shows all
the usual data along with anumber
of special functions such as
Clocklink status and various
configuration options, eg, output
on/off for each of the available
outputs,
and
Resolution
Enhancement (RE).
RE enables or disables HDCD. In
the native mode, which is preferred
by the maker (and by the writer),
the 16 bits of CD data are combined
with a further nine bits of
uncorrelated — noise or music-like
— and dithered signal, which is
added to the least significant bits off
disc. The resulting 24-bit signal has
no more musical data than a 16-bit
one, but it reduces DAC errors by
averaging, and reduces jitter because
the uncorrelated signal improves the
performance of the clock recovery
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circuit. In addition, RE is said to
enhance the quality of ' self
similarity', a concept from Chaos
theory, in which low-level ( for
example, the Least Significant Bit)
data looks like high level data, and
helps recover very low level
sinewaves more accurately. All
music can be resolved into a series
of superimposed sinewaves, •the
essence of the Fourier Transform.
The loading- drawer is quick,
smooth and fairly quiet; like
everything else about this player it
inspires immense confidence in its
engineering integrity. Both units sit
on metal cones which can be
levelled, with small coasters supplied
for stacking. The remote control,
which has been recently reengineered in a heavy metal cast
shell, is modestly ergonomic and
offers a full range of controls
including display off.
The 27ix can connect to the
outside world through its DirectConnect system, a high-grade
stepped digital volume and balance
control.
Without
claiming
perfection, Wadia does claim that it
is better than any pre- amplifier,
active or passive, and that loss of
resolution due to discarded bits is
minimised because the internal
arithmetic is performed at much
more than 16-bits, allowing several
bits to be discarded without
compromising the CD data. In
addition, the maximum output level
can be adjusted to minimise digital
attenuation and consequent losses.
Down to - 36dB ref maximum
output, there are said to be no losses
at all.

LIVING AND BREATHING
The Wadia arrived in time to be
used with a system which included
PassLabs pre-/power amplification,
although the pre-amp was bypassed
most of the time with the Wadia
connected directly to the power amp
through its internal volume control,
which proved a hard act to follow.
Speakers at this stage included the
Wilson Benesch ACT Two. Later,
B&W Nautilus 802s took centre
stage, and other amplifiers replaced
the PassLabs, including models
from Conrad-Johnson and Musical
Fidelity ( the NuVista power

Exploded view of the
270 transport unit

amplifier). Around this time, aLinn
CD12 player also took up temporary
residence.
Cables were
mostly from
Nordost, including the Quattro Fil
interconnect, but it was soon
obvious that the optical interface
was the most consistent, most
natural and least emphaticsounding. Even the best electrical
digital interlinks sounded harder
and less transparent, though the
differences
were
sometimes
vanishingly small. For the final link
to the pre- or power amp Quattro
Fil clearly worked best, but with
similar quality balanced cables, the
situation might have been reversed.
Historically, the finest CD players
Iever heard were from Wadia: in
particular the Model 2000, which
was unique at the time for the living,
breathing presence it conjured from
the best discs. Soundstaging was
remarkably well portrayed in three
dimensions, and this will have
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SACD Software

Bringing musicians into your living room

SUPER AUDIO CD

"With Super Audio CD, you feel as if you're hearing
your favourite music for the first time."
Alan Phillips, VP New Technologies, Sony Music Europe
SUPER AUDIO CD

Super Audio CD takes music listening to new levels
Last autumn saw anew generation of HiFi systems entering the stores. Developed by Sony and Philips,
Super Audio CD (SACD) provides acompletely new listening experience for music lovers. Not surprisingly, Sony Music Entertainment is the first of the big record companies to support the new hardware
introduction through the launch of SACD software. Sony Music's support for SACD is global. The
company has been retailing SACD software ever since the format's introduction in Japan last spring.

Alan Phillips, VP New Technologies at Sony Music Europe talks about the impact of this revolutionary
audio carrier.
From a record company's perspective,
what's the benefit of SACD?
We're in the business of selling high quality
music. Our interest is the production of the
highest quality software and we have been
closely involved with the evolution of SACD.
SACD answers the needs of the music
industry. We solidly support this new carrier
since, with SACD, we can finally deliver to
the consumer afaithful reproduction of the
musician's original performance. If you're
serious about sound quality, you will love
SACD.
SACD is Sony's technology. Do you
intend to completely migrate to SACD?
No. A core philosophy of SACD is its completely integrated support of CD. We will of
course continue to produce CDs, safe in the
knowledge that they will play on all SACD
players.

Indulge yourself with an SACD from the

What attracts your artists to SACD?
SACD is quite extraordinary in the way that
it makes the listener feel as if the music is
being played in the same room where he or
she is listening. It's like being in the studio or
concert hall. It gives asense, not just of clarity and depth, but of space as well. Not just
musicians, but also producers and sound
engineers will go to any length to achieve
the best sound quality. For them, recording
in Direct Stream Digital (DSD) is a huge
benefit.
How do mastering engineers feel about
SAC D?
DSD is a revolutionary 1-bit recording format used to produce SACDs and our engineers love it. As amastering tool, it enables
them to be less concerned with mastering
for the medium and concentrate on the
music itself.

Is it only new recordings that we can
hear on SAC D?
No. DSD is agreat archiving medium since
it benefits from all the aspects of digital and
it allows us to get as much information as
possible from our analogue masters before
they age too much. We are re-mastering
many of our analogue masterpieces on DSD
for eventual release on SACD. The quality is
breathtaking - like hearing anew recording.
What sort of music is suited to SACD?
SACD is suited to all music genres. Whether
you're into Jazz, Fusion, Classical, Rock or
Pop music, you will experience the extra
dimension SACD gives to the music.
Can the average person afford SACD?
At this early stage it has to be said that
SACD is at the high end of the market, but
so was CD in 1983.1'm sure, as with all inno-

Weather Report

Bruno Walter

Heavy Weather

Mozart: Symphony No. 38
"Prague" 8, No. 40

ever-expanding collection of SACD music
options brought to you by Sony Music
Entertainment Europe. Here is just asample
of the SACDs on offer ...

0 Sony Music Entertainment Inc.

PIP

Pit Signal Processing
Using the newly developed Pit Signal Processing (PSP) technology, each
SACD has an invisible watermark that protects consumers and artists against
illegal copying. In addition, avisible watermark in the form of atext or image
can also be imprinted on the disc. This ensures that you will always
have original versions for the best sound possible.

vations, there will be a 'trickle
down' effect in the future. A
great thing about Sony SACD
players is that they're also
excellent CD players. You can
continue to play your whole
CD library as you build your
SACD collection. This is avery
important feature. Software
providers can choose between
several disc variations including single layer, dual layer and
hybrid. The hybrid disc comprises two layers. It can be played
on ordinary CD players to hear
the CD quality layer and SACD
players to enjoy the high definition DSD recording.
What about multichannel sound?
Multichannel is built in to the SACD specification and it will be a key feature of future
SACD releases. However, there is still a lot
to learn about multichannel recording, postproduction and playback. We will bring it to
market as soon as we have it completely
right.
How secure is SACD?
Good point, piracy is a huge issue to the
music industry. All SACD software incorporates an invisible watermark embedded in
the disc. The SACD player uses the watermark to authenticate the disc and rejects all
those discs that don't contain it. As far as
we know, it is impossible to copy this invisible watermark.

Miles Davis

Apart from the music, is there room for
anything else on the SACD?
Sure, the SACD is a high capacity disc.
There is room for additional material — perhaps text, graphics or even video to accompany each track. At the moment though we
are most concerned with promoting the
superb sound quality of SACD.

tivity and talent that goes into the recording
process can be enjoyed exactly as it was
intended to be heard.

So, do you see the format gaining
widespread industry acceptance?
There is no reason why the music industry
should not benefit from SACD. Just like CD,
it's a completely open system. The final
How can SACD compete with Internetjudge will be the consumer and once they
based audio carriers?
have experienced the sound quality I'm conThe Internet poses many challenges and
fident they will want to buy SACD. Quite
opportunities to the music industry but in
simply, SACD will become the reference
this respect the answer is clear. Although I point for audio quality.
hate to say ' never', you will never achieve
anything like the sound quality possible with
SACD through the Internet. Quality is very
important in the music industry. After all,
artists and record companies spend an
enormous amount of time in state of the art
recording studios. We all care that the crea-

Mariah Carey

Glenn Gould
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SACD - superior audio technology
developed out of experience
Direct Stream Digital DSD audio technology
2.8224 MHz sampled 1- bit audio for 100kHz frequency
range, more than 120dB dynamic range within the audible
(frequency) range and apure waveform very closely resembling the analogue original.

DSD

Direct Stream Digital

Part 1:
SACD Format
Part 2:
SACD Key Technologies
Preview
Part 4: SACD Systems

SACD provides backwards and forwards compatibility with CD
SACD offers three disc variations, including ahybrid disc which can be
played by SACD players and standard " Red Book" CD players.
Sony's top London studio fits DSD Mastering & Editing
DSD Mastering and Editing at Whitfield Street Studios is hailed for its high
standard and ease of use.
SACD ensures complete copyright protection
Mandatory invisible watermarking; optional visible watermarking; and optional
encryption protects copyright holders against unauthorised copying
and piracy.
Many record companies produce SACDs
Since the launch, many leading record companies, including key audiophile
labels and multinationals have started producing SACDs.
Sony launches new state-of-the-art amplifiers and wide- range
loudspeakers to optimise SACD playback
SACD launched in Japan on 21 May, in Europe on 27 August
and in North America on 31 August

• Interview with Jeffry van Ede, General
Manager, Marketing at Sony HiFi Europe.
• Reactions from consumers and retail to
the new high density audio format.
• The consumer's incentive for evolution
from CD to Super Audio CD.
• The unique SACD benefits of outstanding sound quality, versatility and compatibility.

TA-El/TA-N1
Sony's pre- and power amplifier, designed to unlock the full potential of Super Audio CD.

Sony Consumer Products Group
Registered Head Office:
Sony United Kingdom, The Heights, Brooklands
Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 OXW

SONY
Sony

line

http://www.sony-europe.com
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played a part, along with the deep,
solid bass, while the loss of treble
from
its
Digimaster
digital
interpolation filter ( designed to
eliminate pre- and post-echoes, the
trade-off being ameasured 3dB loss
of output at 22kHz) had anegligible
tonal effect on the player.
Digimaster is retained in improved
Version 1.2 form in the 27ix, and
operates
at
24-bits/64-times
oversampling, though it can be
upgraded with a ROM chip change
to operate at up to 1921tHz.
All this is catalogued because the
27ix follows closely in the 2000's
footsteps. The 270/27ix are
unmistakably of the same ilk, with a
solidity and dynamic range that are
quite simply in aclass of their own.
Again, the bass had a quality of
solidity and depth like few others,
but the player also had aweight and
gravitas most often associated with
the best of analogue, but which is
inevitably produced without the
tunefulness, dynamics and the
ability to start and stop on a
sixpence that is the special birthright
of digital audio when done right (
the
emphasis is intentional). The
musical consequences on one typical
occasion included double- basses
that had body and weight without
the slightest suggestion of smear.
Writing in these terms about the
Wadia's bass may imply that all this
is thanks to the latter's bottom
octave, but of course this is agross
oversimplification. Low frequency
behaviour is critically dependent on
the mid and high frequencies, which
produce the harmonics of bass
sounds,
and
are
therefore
responsible for the character of the
bass. The message that comes across
loud and clear is that the Wadia
behaves consistently across the
band, and its solidity and presence
are as apparent with every kind of
sound, from female voice to
unaccompanied guitar, to cellos to
pianoforte, and everything in
between or all of them together.
The Wadia's exemplary piano
sound — percussive, yet full of body
and substance, but quite free of
hardness, spit or grain — simply has
to be heard.
The comparison with the Linn
CD12 was especially interesting,
given that there were some rather
stark differences. The Linn's special
strength is its upper harmonic
structure, which gave orchestral
strings a silky sheen and bloom
reminiscent of top-class analogue
sound; and to this extent the Linn is
the least CD-like of all compact disc
players, past or present. The
Wadia's ability in the same range is
not quite in CD12 territory. The
same recordings that sounded
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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utterly natural and at home with the

Inside the 27xi

Linn were a little more emphatic,
more ' in your face' through the
Wadia. But the quality of sound was
not diminished, and it would be
hard to accuse the Wadia of being
less natural or believable.
The more significant difference
was in the overall architecture of the
sound. The Linn never quite had
the same solidity, presence or power
as the Wadia; and it made many
recordings subtly less engaging. It
would be oversimplifying to suggest
that the Linn was more expressive
and the Wadia more textured and
dynamic, but if you like to feel the
sound as well as just hearing it, the
Wadia is simply unexcelled.
The Wadia is a costly CD player
by any standards, but it is
engineered in away that makes the
pricing all too understandable, and
its overall level of achievement is
very high indeed. When the system
partnered with it was on song, as it
was in the final days before the
Wilson Benesch ACT Two was
reclaimed, and with the player's

digital decoder
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output connected directly to the
Pass Labs power amp, the Wadia
was clearly in aclass of its own.
At this point the arrival of the
Linn CD12 showed another side of
what compact disc should be, an
alternative vision, rather than
bettering it overall. Either way, the
Wadia combination is among the
very tiny number of candidates that
qualify for the much over-used of all
accolades: the Wadia 27ix and 270
are state-of-the-art.
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iniDisc has received a lot
of publicity in recent
times, and has been
hailed in various quarters as the
successor to cassette tape, in the
domestic recording medium. The
format was developed and released
by Sony in 1992, and after a slow
start has become increasingly
popular, especially at the budget
end of the market.
Further up the price-scale, the
choice between purchasing a new
MiniDisc player or a good quality
cassette deck becomes more
difficult, as there are still some
excellent three-head tape players
available new; and the second-hand
market very often contains some
equipment that has been well cared
for, and can be serviced at
moderate cost.
If you are in the lucky position to
have around £650 to spend on new
recording facilities, then the Sony
JA555ES MiniDisc recorder may
well be a consideration. This is a
new machine that claims several
improvements
over
its
predecessors. Features include a
variable 24-bit digital filter and 24bit A/D converter, and a serious
amount of development work has
gone into a particularly rigid and
vibration- free casework, which
translates into ahefty 15.3kg mass
(almost 341b in old money), which
prefers a firm foundation to rest
upon.
Build quality cannot be faulted.
The front panel is fabricated from
brass
and
steel,
further
strengthened by two aluminium
panels of 8mm and 6mm gauge
respectively, to create what Sony
call aBASC box (brass, aluminium
and steel construction). Both the
top and bottom plates are also twolayer constructions, the bottom pair
being of 2mm thickness each,
whilst the top ones are lmm and
0.6mm thick. This desire for

rigidity is continued inside with
1.2mm and 1.6mm plates bonding
the centre beams together. Carrying
out the unenviable task of
supporting all this are cast iron
isolation feet. Power comes from
two R-Core transformers, one for
the A/D and D/A converters and
the other for the rest of the
machine. These transformers are
also isolated from the chassis by
rubber and copper plates to
decouple some vibrations from the
transformer itself.
External finish is a pleasant
grained black, with the main
controls (cast in aluminium) and a
CD- style disc loading drawer set
below the centrally mounted
display screen. Minor controls plus
the headphone socket are on the
left of the fascia. Most of these
controls are well marked and easy
to use, menus being selected by a
button, in conjunction with the
AMS control, which uses a rotary
action to view the available facilities
and settings combined with apress
movement to action commands.
After a little practice the layout
and use of the controls becomes
automatic, although some tasks,
such as inserting track or disc
names are easier when using the
very comprehensively equipped
remote. The display screen is
capable of carrying two rows of

This is anew
machine that
claims several
improvements
over its
predecessors.
New features
include a
variable 24bit
digital filter,
24bit Ato D
converter and
aserious
amount of
development
of particularly
rigid and
vibration free
casework,
which
translates into
bombproof
construction

Perhaps MiniDisc hasn't yet found
its way into really serious
hi-fi systems. Will Sony's handsome,
chunky, classy MD-JA555ES
recorder change all that?
by TONY BOLTON

characters, and can thus display
track details at the same time as
giving information regarding filter
status, track times, etc. There is also
apitch control with coarse and fine
adjustment; coarse has arange from
two steps up to 48 down (where 12
steps equalling one octave), while
fine is continuously adjustable on a
percentage basis from - 98.5% to
+12.5%.
At the back there is a multitude
of sockets offering the usual
analogue in/out, as well as input
and output ports for both optical
and coaxial digital links. There's a
socket marked Control Al II which
allows one to incorporate the player
into aSony separates system which
has only one remote control, and
permits a two-way flow of
information
between
the
components.

SOUND QUALITY
After recovering from the muscle
strain caused by manoeuvring the
player onto a Target wall shelf, I
connected the player to various
amplifiers, including the Quad 33/
bi-amped 303 combo, a Sony TA320R, and by way of a change, a
Creek P43 pre- amp with Creek
A43 and A52SE power amplifiers.
Interconnects included Straight
Wire
Rhapsody
II,
Chord
Company Cobra 2 and DNM.
Coaxial digital links were provided
by QED; and the sounds were
relayed through Kelly KT3s and
Beyerdynamic HD311 headphones.
Sources included a Thorens 160
MkIIB, with a Project 9.2 arm and
Reson Mica cartridge, whilst ` digits
flowed' from both Arcam Alpha
7SE and Teac VRDS 10SE
compact disc players.
First impressions of the sound
were good, and this is an opinion
that didn't change after a good
many hours of listening and
recording. There is a family
resemblance between the sound of
this recorder and its cheaper
sibling, the MDS930 [
HFNIRR
Dec ' 99], but there is no
competition between the two
machines. The JA555ES has
a smoother, cleaner sound
which
creates
that
impression of effortlessness
that helps differentiate hi-fi
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from mere stereo reproducers. First
on the playlist was the Fun Lovin'
Criminals' second LP, 100%
Colombian [
Chrysalis 970561].
'Mini Bar Blues' strolled along in
an easy, relaxed manner, Huey's
vocals coming from a forward
position dead centre-stage, behind
him; the drums were well-defined
without being hard or dicky, and
the guitars spread the soundstage to
the edges of the loudspeakers.
A change to jazz led to Dave
Brubeck's Time Further Out [
CBS
S22013] being placed on the
turntable. The complex rhythms of
'Unsquare Dance' were recorded
and replayed without any apparent
loss of pace or timing; but Joe
Morello's sigh of relief at reaching
the end of the track was not shared
by me — Iwas enjoying it, and
wanted it to carry on. The imaging
contributed to this enjoyment.
Although not in the ' 3-D' category
of analogue sound, performers were
well differentiated and had space
between them (something a lot of
digital machines don't always do
that well).
Having
established
the
performance of the analogue inputs,
the digital section came under
scrutiny. The CD players were
linked directly to the MiniDisc and
recording began. The Very Best of the
Yardbirds [
MCCD 023] proved
interesting. The quality of the
recordings on this disc is average,
with atendency to harshness on the
vocals and the higher guitar notes.
The
Sony
reproduced
this
surprisingly accurately, without
smoothing it out, or increasing the
sharpness to unbearable levels.
However, it is a pretty merciless
machine when presented with less
than perfectly produced sounds,
and I found that the higher
frequencies sounded a little thin,
and had one or two sharp edges to
them which were not too pleasant.
Switching to coaxial inputs from
optical reduced this tendency to a
civilised level, but it was a
characteristic that reappeared with
any hard- or sharp-sounding source.
Perhaps this excitability at the top
end is the price to be paid for the
excellent imaging and precision
which characterise the overall
performance. A partial answer lies
in the use of the Variable
Coefficient filters [seen previously
on Sony CD players such as the
CDP-X3000ES], where Filter 1,
which the manual described as
'clearly positioned and smooth',
came to the rescue of the Yardbirds.
The effect was subtle, and resulted
in a more pleasant sound, whilst
Filter 3 ( a ' fresh and powerful
sound') did the exact opposite and
HITI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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aggravated things. These filters
certainly seemed to give useful ways
of optimising playback.
Moving to a more controlled
sound than the rawness of the
Yardbirds led to Dvorak's String
Quartet Op.96, ' The American'
[Tring TRP017, nla]. This was very
pleasant to listen to, the violins
having a clean sound that could
have had afraction more body to it.
The viola and cello were smoother
with anice full timbre.
Interestingly, when comparing
recordings from the analogue and
digital sources, where Ihave copies
of the same piece in both formats,
the digital inputs were found to
produce better results than the
analogue ones. This could in part
be due to the longer signal path for
analogue connections, as opposed
to the direct route taken by digital;
but since this effect was consistent
through three different amplifiers I
have concluded that the A/D
conversion may have let the side
down very slightly.

CONCLUSION
A variety of recordings, both
analogue and digital, were assessed
over several weeks, with the
cheaper Sony and a Nakamichi
DR10 on standby as references.
The JA555ES outperforms its

Avariety of
recordings,
both analogue
and digital,
were assessed
over several
weeks, with
the cheaper
Sony and a
Nakamichi
DIR10 on
standby as
references

'SUPPLIER
Sony UK Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge,
Surrey
KT13 OX11'
TeL 01932
816000

cheaper sister, but met its match
with the Nakamichi DR10. It was a
surprisingly close contest — MD
has improved quite dramatically
recently, but for me there is still
something ' missing' from MiniDisc
digital recordings. This is difficult to
quantify; hut Ifelt there was greater
presence when listening to the
cassette deck than with MD, better
imaging too.
There also seems to be a more
consistent performance over the
frequency range with analogue
recordings That said, this MD
recorder will outperform an awful
lot of lesser cassette players, and
MiniDisc can now, it seems,
justifiably be regarded as a
competitive recording format.
Let's not beat around the bush:
this machine is good. It is the best
MiniDisc recorder that Ihave yet
heard, but it has to develop further
before it can truly be regarded as
serious hi-fi. But when taking into
account the convenience of
recording in this format, the instant
track selection, unbroken 74
minute recording time, the ability
to encode track details on the disc
so that they are displayed as it
plays... these all add up to a very
good package that Ifeel gives good
value for money and makes an
overall satisfying performance.
+
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s an upgrade to existing
players, or offered already
installed, the Q24 converter
will transform the hitherto flagship
dAD3 into the latest and finest CD
player in the Cyrus Electronics
portfolio. Now separated from parent
Mission loudspeakers, the company is
busy forging ahead with an
overhauled and fresh range of high
performance products at realistic
prices. Heading the range of source
components, the Cyrus dAD3 Q24
can be even further upgraded by
adding a versatile external power
supply unit, the PSX-R, the same
upgrade unit that's available for
Cyrus amplifiers.
This integrated player comes in
the standard Cyrus Electronics
casework, a robust and stylised
diecast enclosure that measures only
215x75x365mm (whd). Priced at
£900, this modified player promises
high performance with afeature list
that includes a 24- bit single- chip
filter/DAC, careful power supply
decoupling and star earthing, all
housed in the seamless lightweight
alloy case. Adding the similarlyhoused and optional PSX-R for
£350 allows the player's internal
supply to concentrate on servo and
digital circuits while the PSX
undertakes analogue control. When
placed alongside the CD player, the
two units occupy the same space as
many other integrated players, or can
be stacked together for a smaller
footprint. There is a smart link
between the PSX and other Cyrus
products so that, for example,
putting the player into standby will
also sleep the PSX. The display of
the dAD3 is a small LCD panel,
backlit in green, which nevertheless is
very sharp and easy to read when
nearby. The supplied remote handset
allows this to be switched off entirely,
as well as providing usual transport

controls, including direct track
number entry. A less typical facility is
the phase control, which allows
absolute phase to be reversed — an
attractive touch for the purist.
The dAD3 has one pair of audio
output phono sockets and one
TosLink optical output. Power is
always provided into the IEC mains
socket, while alocking DIN socket
can mate with a PSX's umbilical
cable for additional regulated DC
power. To get inside, the circuit
boards and transport mechanism are
accessed from the underside. The
original specification dAD3 is built
around one PCB, this board also
carries
a diminuitive
block
transformer and power supply
components, servo control circuits
and the original converter.
But stacked above the site of the
dAD3 D/A is the new Q24 board,
measuring just 100 x 55mm. This is
adealer-installed upgrade available
for £ 00 for existing dAD3
machines. When installed, an oblique
Q symbol is displayed in the front
window. Accounting for the small
size of the module is its liberal use of
surface-mount components — also
seen all across the main board —
including the Burr-Brown PCM1728
converter chip.
This was chosen, says Cyrus, as a
good place to start when developing
the module, as it was found to have a
useful low-jitter performance. Also
on the Q24 module is a second
quartz crystal, used to re-clock digital

To interface
with the world,
the dAD 3
features
one pair of
audio output
phono sockets
and one
TosLink optical
output. Power
is always
provided into
the IEC mains
socket while
alocking DIN
socket can
mate with
aPSX's
umbilical cable
for additional
regulated
DC power

data fed from the dAD3 transport by
regenerating amaster clock signal at
DAC level.

SOUND QUALITY
The dAD3 Q24 had acool but very
sophisticated air to its sound. Tried
at first with an Arcam Alpha 10
amplifier and SCS Lancelot speakers
it showed a very clean, neutral
balance that had excellent bass
extension and asweet treble, not put
to shame even by the revealing
ribbon tweeter of the Lancelot. Lowlevel detail retrieval was found to be
superb, and this really added to the
natural stereo spread that filled the
soundstage. Additionally, there was
little of the clustering effect that
lesser machines offer, where nearby
instruments start to infringe upon
each other and effectively make the
tuneful interplay of music more
difficult to follow. Instead, orchestras
were given aseemingly honest spread
in a refreshingly transparent sound
picture. A Stravinsky coupling of the
Firebird Suite and Rite of Spring
[LSO/Abbado, DG 415 854] showed
a crisp, clean sound with ample
ability to show the dynamic scale of
the works, and a skill for showing
individual instrument textures
convincingly. The low-but-lean bass
kept low- register instruments in
check, letting them make their
presences felt without outstaying
their welcome.
Bass was tight and well-timed, as
heard throughout Bran Van 3000's
BV3. Again, percussion and bass
instruments appeared naturally in
space, and decayed well into ablack
backdrop. This sense of space was
one aspect that was found to improve
further with the addition of the PSX
unit. Extra detail through midband
and treble was also apparent, lending
more presence to the sound but still
without any undue strain.

Adding a 24- bit badge to a CD player is
no guarantee of superior sound, but some
products really earn their membership of the
high- bit club. Enter the Cyrus dAD3 Q24
by ANDREW HARRISON

Cyrus joIns
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more compelling and musical
interpretation. Different sound for
different ears, certainly, as the
Audiolab/MSB is in no way
'absolutely' more right than the Cyrus.

CONCLUSION

Compared to an Arcam Alpha 9,
images were more tightly focused but
with less space around them. Bass
went lower and was better controlled
if not as fluid and rolling. It was as if
the Cyrus had an eye on the tempo,
and set itself out to show that it could
follow every punctuation mark, while
the Arcam was less obsessive but
knew enough to keep a convincing
metre. Using tracks from Massive
Attack's Blue Lines, Icould hear
subtle differences in the timing and
expressiveness of these comparably
priced and specified players. The
Cyrus again showed its metronomelike discipline with tracks like ' Safe
From Harm' where the bass riff, and
snare and cymbal patterns keep up a
pacey rhythm for female and rap
vocals to ride over. The Alpha 9
bounced through with alacrity and
more bass energy and slam,
accompanied with more breath and
air, although this could err
toward showing sibilance
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in the wrong system. The ' Ritual of
the Ancestors' sequence from The
Rite was very well delineated on both
machines, and choosing between the
richly detailed, nebulous Arcam or
the tight, lean precision — although
still high in revelation of low-level
details — of the Cyrus will, perhaps
more so than usually, come down to
amatter of personal taste.
An alternative view to either of these
players was another well-used
reference, the Audiolab 8000CDM
with MSB Link DAC. In contrast to
the Cyrus, the latter combination
showed afar more earthy and liquid
sound that provided a

Block diagram
showing upgrade
pprovided by the
Q24 converter

C\17(S,

Huntingdon
PE16 6ED.
Tel: 01480
451777

Coming with the Cyrus Electronics
pedigree, the dAD3 offers more than
just a well- engineered case and a
sound performance. It is also part of a
new hi-fi system concept that allows
easy-to-use components to be sited
together and intelligently linked so
that a unified remote control will
make the necessary switching as
inputs and settings are changed.
In terms of sound quality, the
dAD3 Q24 was awinner, managing
to give the Arcam Alpha 9 arun for
its money. At £ 100 more, the Cyrus
is not decidely superior, but it does
have the useful distinction of being
upgradable with the optional PSX-R.
This was found to bring 'more of the
same', le, alittle more separation and
space, as well as an overall more
forward and incisive character.
Styling, if less of an issue to
audiophile music- hunters, was
admired on the Cyrus unit which has
adistinctive presence — even more
so when complemented by the
matching PSX power supply box. So
the Cyrus dAD3 24 comes
recommended, and an audition is
essential for anyone seeking a new
player in the under-£ 1000 category. +
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AMPLIFIERS

For this review,
reference preamplifiers and
controllers
included the
Audio Synthesis
Passion
(passive),
Conrad Johnson PV10
and Conrad Johnson ART.
The listening
system included
Quad ESL63
and Spendor
SP2-2
loudspeakers;
Naim NAP250,
Cary 300SE
tX20 and )ŒC
POW2 power
amplifiers;
cables by van
den Hul. Source
components
included a
Marantz
CD63SE CD
player and an
Exposure CD
Player.

S

lovenia is home to asmall but
dedicated band of audio
enthusiasts. The best known
hi-fi brand is probably Kuzma,
which produces turntables and
tonearms, but recently a company
called Vidmar Electronic has also
started to export to the UK.
Vidmar's first product, the Viking
1 line pre-amplifier, is priced at a
competitive £ 550. A compact but
sturdily built unit that weighs 13
lbs, it comes with a heavy-duty
alloy fascia and enamelled alloy and
steel casework.
A simple design, this ' zero
feedback' straight-line pre- amp
offers four inputs at arepresentative
gain of 18dB (nearly 20-times). For
a 0.5V IHF nominal output that
corresponds to asensitivity of about
.60mV: sufficient for virtually any
source including phono preamplifiers and tuners.
Input impedance is high at a
quoted 83k ohm, an easy load for a
variety of sources. Input overload is
no problem, essentially infinite,
while any SE input power amplifier
may be driven from its available
maximum of 20V ' peak- to-peak':
according to the specification, this

A purist line pre-ampleer
from the Balkans, the hiking I
could be a cost effective solution
for many systems

by MARTIN COLLOMS
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provided by a moderate source
impedance of < 500 ohms' or less.
Input sockets are gold-plated
phono, and two sets of outputs are
provided, ' tape' and < main'. The
tape output is not buffered, so
watch-out when tape monitoring:
this is strictly areplay function and
is not for three-head monitoring.
Once powered down, recorders are
best disconnected, to avoid loading
the output signal line. A captive
three- cord mains cable is fitted,
properly grounded to the case.
Life begins with the generously
rated encapsulated toroidal power
transformer. All supplies are
regulated — heater, HT and bias —
while a non-invasive shuntconnected relay provides for failsafe switch- on and brown- out
muting. Film capacitors decouple
the supply lines. In layout the
stereo amplification section is
perfectly symmetrical, which should
help channel balance. The circuit is
based on apair of ECC82 mediumcurrent wideband double-triodes.
The tubes in my sample had goldplated pins but, mysteriously, no
identification. They are sourced in
former East Germany.
Input signals are selected via an
Alps switch, leading' to a good
quality 25mm ` Blue' Alps volume
control rated at 2 x 50k ohm. The
input triodes are direct coupled,
and are run with a DC bias supply
to avoid degenerative feedback in
the cathode resistor: this is the 'zero
feedback' part of the design. Then
the output of the pre- amp is
coupled by selected 4.7µF 400V
Solen polypropylene capacitors,
these leading from the second
stage, acathode follower. You can,
of course, argue that while there is

no ' loop' feedback, a cathode
follower itself has almost 100%
negative feedback via its cathode
resistor. However, if well-executed
this stage can be highly neutral, so
in this context it presents no real
hardship. The pre- amplifier is
honestly made, using good quality
grade audio components.
Frequency response is specified
at 2Hz to 100kHz, +/-0.5dB, with
noise claimed at -92dB relative to a
2V ' peak- to- peak' output. The
actual bass response will partially
depend on the loading given by the
input of the following amplifier. We
will sort out that ` p-p' part of the
specification in the lab test.

SOUND QUALITY
Auditioning the Viking was a
breeze. It proved compatible with
both valve tube and transistor
power amplifiers (> 30k ohm input
impedance) with consistently wide
bandwidth and lively dynamics.
The quality is impressive for the
money; in fact in some key areas it
reaches
beyond
established
references at twice the cost.
Bringing it back to earth,
although not fatally so, was the
slightly bright tonal balance.
Admittedly, when compared with
top references the treble was
slightly grainier, with a shade of
emphasis on sibilants; but in this
price context, the treble was
substantially good, and of sparkling
clarity and exceptionally focus.
If the tonal balance was a shade
lightweight, the overall harmonic
line approached the best. It had
that inherently- even colour and
perspective which are so rare with
solid-state designs, but are within
the compass of well-designed valve
equipment. In particular, there was
negligible mid hardness or glare;

hne
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still more impressive was its lively
rendition: bouncy, upbeat and
naturally dynamic. There was no
feeling of limiting, over-control or
compression in the sound.
As regards the soundstage, it was
pre-eminent in its class. Wide and
deep, consistently focused, if
slightly close-up in perspective, the
images were clearly defined, backed
by surprisingly good detail and low
level transparency. It also ran a
strong, confident bass line.
On balance, I score it at 21
marks, high for the class, on a par
with significant references of just a
few years ago.

CONCLUSION
This mid-priced pre-amplifier has
been designed with audiophile
standards

in

mind,

and

is

conspicuously successful in this
respect, providing high standards of
stereo image scale and precision,
fine clarity and an involving,
expressive approach to sound. If
you avoid brighter-sounding cables
and speakers, the resulting tonal
balance is close to neutrality, while
that triode sound gave a pleasing
analogue euphony to all sources. A
welcome newcomer.
The lab performance was also
very good — who can argue with
low-level second-harmonic distortion and nothing else? This design
was accurate in level and response,
showing very good compatibility.
Sailing through to a solid
recommendation, the Viking One
pre-amp is a high value product
bringing quality tube sound to a
new market sector.
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UMEIZEIM
LAB REPORT
Despite the lack of
feedback on the
main gain stage,
the intrinsic
linearity of large
signal triodes came
to the rescue,
delivering typical
distortion levels of
-68dB better than
0.05%. Moreover,
the distortion is
essentially
independent of
frequency and is
purely second
harmonic, with no
further harmonics
seen on the
spectrum analysis
even down at the
-100dB relative to
the fundamental
[Fig 11. It showed
no fear of mixed
tone high
frequencies.
The
spectrogram for
¡9/20kHz signals
summed 1:1 gave
minimal sidebands and arated
1kHz difference
intermodulation
level of -69.3dB: a
good performance
[Fig 2].
Covering some
bastes, channel
balance was fine,
within +I-0.06dB
at full level and
with level balance
held to 0.25dB
over most of the
volume range and
within +I-0.35dB
even at the
-60dB low level
setting.
Frequency
response was
wide and

perfectly flat, 5Hz
to 20kHz, with
the -0.5dB points
at 3Hz and
70kHz for a
nominal 100k
ohm load and
cable. Lower input
impedance will
restrict the bass
slightly, but in any
case Iwouldn't
use it with inputs
below 30k ohm, so
actually this isn't
an issue.
Output reached
amaximum of
14V RMS for 1%
distortion, so there
is more than
enough level from
this moderate
impedance source
(660 ohms
measured) for any
power amplifier.
Input noise was
moderate at
-76dB (CCIR) for
0.5V input,
translating to
almost 90dB for
CD input levels. If
A' weighted, the
CD related noise
figure was well up
to par at 97dB.
Hum levels
were very low and
there was no
measurable DC
offset at the output
terminals. Input
overload was
essentially infinite
for this passive
volume-control
input device.
Channel
separation met a
good standard,
better than 110dB
at low frequencies,
88dB mid band
and astill
respectable 55dB
by 20kHz.
Easy to drive,
the input
impedance was
82k ohms
(varying slightly
with setting) with
alow 40pF of load
capacitance.
76mV input gave
0.5V IHF
output, again
of 6.55 or
I6.14dB, a
little less than
specified.
Analysed
at low level there
was atrace of high
frequency noise in
the output at
-70dBV at around
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60kHz, set for full
volume. It doesn't
look like aform of
oscillation and
may instead be a
trace of rectifier
ringing breaking
through onto the
audio lines. At
normal IHF
control settings it
was considered
relatively
harmless, reading
93dB down
relative to a
standard output.
Note that this
design, like many
valve tube preamplifiers is
inverting of
absolute phase.
Some listeners are
more sensitive to
absolute phase,
and on particular
programme, and
may wish to
correct for this
phase inversion.

The recommended
procedure is simply
to invert the phase
at the speaker
terminals, is,
exchange red for
black for both
channels.

Test results

SUPPLIER
A ittliglreales,

15 Link Way,
Ham,
Richmond,
Surrey
TWI 0 7QT. .
Tel 0181 948
4153
Viking 1 line pre-amp

Distortion (
dB)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input -68.9 -68.2 -67.3
intermodulation
19k1-1z/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
-69.3
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd)
85.2
Residual (vol control at mm)
DC offset, left/right
0/0
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF)
infinite' ( see text)
Stereo separation (dB)
Aux input
> 110
88
55
Volume/balance tracking
OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input (dB)*
0.1.2 0.25
0.35
Input data ( aux)
Socket type
phono
Sensitivity
76mV
Loading
82 ohms/40pF ( inverting)
Output
Max level (for 1% THD)
14V
Impedance
660 ohms
Dimensions, (
whd, mm)
415x90x240
Typical price Cinc VAT)
£550
* maximum attenuation 90dB
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orne years after the launch of
its original carbon interconnect, van den Hut's
introduction of carbon and carbon
hybrid technology is gradually
progressing down through an
extensive range of audio cables.
In its class, Ihave found vdH The
First, the first all-carbon interconnect
cable, to be an enduring reference,
when used in systems where it does
not give rise to audible or even subaudible background hum. The latter
idiosyncrasy arises from the relatively
high resistance of the cable,
particularly the critical ground return
or signal negative. There is alimit to
the amount of carbon which can be
built into an interconnect cable, and
carbon (even the linear crystal kind:
pure graphite fibre) has a much
higher resistivity than any metal.
Audio equipment may generally

have relatively harmless residual
voltages or power leakage on its
chassis or ground connections, and
these may be linked when a normal
(single- ended) cable is used, the
leakage carrying across via the signal
negative. The lower the resistance of
the negative line, the lower the
possible voltage read across the
residual resistance over the
connection. The First had a
significant (greater than 15 ohm)
value for the ground return and thus
the leakage can develop a voltage,
which interference is thus added to
the signal path.
Ordinary cable has a return
resistance of typically under 0.5 ohm
so that such possible interference is
well suppressed. Even sub-audible
levels of interference can subtly
affect sound quality. It has been
shown that ajust inaudible level of a

In its class,
Ihave found
vdH The First,
the first allca rbon
interconnect
cable, to be
an enduring
reference

given tone can still affect the
perception of the pitch of local
tones: ' time playing' if you like.
Thus audio systems with low
chassis leakage work best with The
First; indeed, the cable proved to be
a sensitive indicator of the presence
of hum currents. If they could be
solved, for example by the right
combination of system-grounding,
then the sound quality was usually
improved, and The First could then
deliver as claimed. A Jvan den Hul
himself expressed surprise at the
quality and neutrality of The First
once it had been successfully
manufactured. That is not so easy,
since those thousands of individually
insulated conductive fibre need to be
properly joined, and the usual
soldering just will not work — you
can't braze metal terminals to
carbon.

An appraisal of van den Hul's
latest pure- carbon interconnect,
The First Ultimate, plus the new
RoyalJade, CS122 Hybrid and
D352 Hybrid speaker cables
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CABLES
LAB TEST SUMMARY

THE FIRST ULTIMATE
Clearly one of the major steps which
could be taken to improve The First,
je, to improve what is intrinsically a
very special quality of tonal balance
and clarity, would be the further
reduction of resistance. After
extensive development this has now
been achieved in the new, applegreen coloured, First Ultimate.
Together
with
some
constructional improvements and
flashy all gold-plate phono plugs,
comes a reduction of ground return
resistance by a factor of three. It
remains ahigher resistance type than
average, but is obviously rather
better than before. A given noise
level via the ground will be improved
by 10 dB.
Available in 0.5m, 0.75m and lm
and over lengths, The First Ultimate
will, of course, offer still less
resistance in the shorter lengths,
provided that these will reach
between the chosen components!
Naturally, the cost is less with a
short cable, however, this cable costs
about as much as a medium-price
CD player and needs careful
consideration. But such was its
quality, Ifound that the new cable
could do justice to some of the finest
equipment made.
In the listening tests two
situations were tried: one where
some hum was just evident at high
volume settings and one where no
significant problem was present. It
must be admitted that the degree of
improvement heard was similar in
both cases even though that audible
noise was now reduced to
inaudibility.
After extensive listening Istill
regard the original First as a good
reference and can go back to it
without any sense of loss: a grand
result considering when it was
introduced. Ialso use Second in
balanced mode, when it becomes a
direct equivalent of First. Second
does not then need the lower
resistance since, balanced, the
chassis currents are looked after by
the uncritical third wire. Both are
exceptionally neutral and natural,
unforced, well timed, and of fine
transparency. Compared with some
references they can sound a little
relaxed and distant, but this may
well be amatter of preference rather

STARTING with The First Ultimate interconnect,
when measured in the lab for 1m lengths, the
resistance of the ground return came out at
4.68 ohms from 14.4 ohms for the original The
First.
As mentioned in the main text, with resistance
one-third of that of the old version, ground noise
will be correspondingly reduced. The inner
conductor is unchanged at 35 ohms, making the
overall loop 40.5 ohms compared with the
original 51.3. Capacitance is unchanged at a
very moderate 58pF while inductance is
depth and focus are all better while
the bass has more slam and speed.
A measure of its achievement its
ability to make an original The First
cable sound slightly veiled — a
comment which would have been
almost impossible to make without
the new version. Rare in audiophile
circles, The First Ultimate retains
that involving upbeat character, very
well timed, well-balanced tonally,
dynamically resolved and strongly
rhythmic in approach.
This represents an outstanding
performance, which in my book
warrants a Best Buy status.
Assuming that you can achieve
compatibility in your system, a top
quality performance is assured.

THREE SPEAKER CABLES

than fact.
Notwithstanding the above, the
new
design
sounded
fresh,
unfathomably better, better all-

In 5m lengths Iassessed Royal Jade
(green jacket) at £ 11 per single
channel metre, £ 110 per stereo set;
the latest Hybrid CS122 (beige) at
£13.5/m £ 135 per set; and D352
Hybrid (bronze) at £21/m or £210
per set. The company's reference
cable is still The Revelation, which I
myself use as a reference, together
with Transparent XL. The First
Ultimate is fully compatible with
The Revelation.
All three of the vdH cables tried
here are of the multistranded low
resistance flat twin type. Inductance
is moderate, for example at 5metres
the
impedance
contribution
amounts to 0.6 ohm at 20kHz.
All use halogen- free Hulliflex
synthetic rubber jackets with strong
mechanical damping, and all are
hybrid, whereby a conductive
carbon
jacket
sheathes
the
conductor bundles. Capacitance is
too low to be significant [ see test
results]. The conductor bunches are
flexible, woven of silver- clad,
massedcrystal, oxygenfree copper.
The significant difference between
these models is in the quantity of

round, with no single aspect out of
kilter. Spelling it out: the new First
Ultimate is livelier, more immediate
more sparkling, more transparent.
The treble is even more finely
resolved yet transients have a more
convincing attack. Stage width,

copper that you get, determining the
loop resistance. The latter can subtly
affect tonal balance and bass
dynamics, especially with bigger,
wide bandwidth speakers. If of
essentially good quality, thicker
cables are superior for longer runs,
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essentially zero. There is no aspect which would
directly affect the sound.
Turning to the three loudspeaker cables, all
showed low inductance of about 1pH per metre
loop. Capacitance is so low as to be
inconsequential; Imeasured an average of 23pF
per metre. At 10kHz, dielectric loss was very low
at 0.002, typically, somewhat dependant on the
tetst orientation. Resistance is certainly low; a5m
loop of Royal Jade adds just 0.07 ohm to the
speaker link, CS122 0.052 ohms, and D352
0.033 of an ohm.

On sound
quality there is
aclear famiy
resemblance:
all have
pleasant, well
resolved
treble; all have
an essentially
neutral mid
range rather
better than
average. Good
to very good
stereo focus is
evident and
the hallmarks
of audiophile
quality are
present: good
transparency,
fine image
depth and
natural
perspective

SUPPLIER
van den Hid
(UK) Ltd,
Unit 12,
Intex House,
6Wadswoe
Road,
Perivale,
Middlesex,
UB6 711.
Tel: 0181-997
4280

eg, over 5m. Cheaper cable can
perform very well over short lengths.
From the test summary one can
see that for these three designs the
resistance drops by 33% for each
stage, remembering that there is a
fixed base cost for the jacket and
makeup.

SPEAKER CABLE
SOUND QUALITY
On sound quality there is a clear
family resemblance: all have
pleasant, well resolved treble; all
have an essentially neutral mid range
rather better than average. Good to
very good stereo focus is evident and
the hallmarks of audiophile quality
are present: good transparency, fine
image depth and natural perspective.
Clean, satisfying bass is delivered by
all three.
CS122 remains the key design in
the range. The new version is
smoother and clearer than the old,
while it packs a fine musical punch
for the money.
D352 does dig alittle deeper, has
aslightly more gutsy bass, alargerscale, and is a touch richer in
baiance; these differences will
become more important in longer
runs. At 5m and below, CS122 is
the more sensible buy, though ' 352
stands well in the market for
price/performance.
This leaves the all-new design,
Royal Jade, which is not quite as
powerful as ' 122 , in not offering so
much copper for the money, but
which still has something special. It
sounds beautifully balanced, well
integrated, and if anything is alittle
livelier, more upbeat than its bigger
brothers. On balance of merit it runs
the bigger cables very close, and
since the resistance is pretty low
anyway, Iwouldn't let this aspect
unduly affect your decision.
So the Royal Jade is the best
value; CS122 Hybrid is the best allround in terms of technical rating
and sound quality for the price;
while over longer runs D352 Hybrid
has the potential to maintain that
high standard. All are equally suited
to all kinds or music and are not
amplifier or speakerdependent.
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With a high-tech ceramic midrange unit and an
innovative side-firing bass, Mission's
three-way 782 is more than just
another slim, good-looking tower speaker
by ALVIN GOLD

M

ission is pitching its 782
at the time. It was the juxtaposition
as the next landmark
of sometimes unusual, sometimes
product, a classic in the
everyday design elements that came
making. A lot to live up to? Maybe,
together to produce apackage that
but few can stake a stronger claim
in total was undeniably original.
to having created influential
And so it is here. My first
landmark loudspeakers. Mission
reaction on unzipping the 782 was
has come a long way from its first
the same kind of shock I
milestone product, the 770, and
remembered with the 753. It is
much later, the 753 [see box].
absolutely, stunningly, drop-dead
Priced at £699.90/pair, the 782 is
gorgeous — though Mission's
an elegant three-way, floorstanding
recent track record in build and
column whose claims to originality
presentation is second only to
are slightly undermined by
B&W, and the 782 certainly has
Mission's own recent history, as
precedent, in particular with the
many of the technologies and
mid-market 75 series. The slim,
techniques involved have been
faceted baffle, which is 795mm tall,
rehearsed in other models. In
but only 165mm wide, minimises
particular, the enclosure of the 782
visual bulk from the seating
is constructed from two mutually
position, but the enclosure is
interlocking U sections, a 295mm deep, which
helps
/ \ variation on the transversemaximise internal volume and bass
2folded idea, introduced in
reach, and provide an appropriate
the 753 to anchor the baffle
land area for the side-firing bass
more firmly against the rest
unit. This is a 165mm Nomex
of the enclosure; in fact, the
(modified paper) impregnated cone
750 used this interlocking
with a rubber surround and
technique too. In fairness,
aluminium voice-coil former to help
though, there is not aloudspeaker
heat dissipation, and its associated
design idea you can think of that
reflex port. Because only one bass
comes wholly, or even largely
driver is fitted, the enclosures are
without precedent (except, perhaps,
asymmetric, and are supplied in
the use of delay lines in the Quad
mirror image pairs with the
ESL63 to produce a virtual point
recommendation that the bass
source). There was certainly no
drivers point towards the centre.
single element in the 753 that could
There are other speakers with
have been called revolutionary even
side-firing bass drivers: Definitive
46
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Technology was one of the first,
and Tannoy came on board later,
but Mission has added a feature
that Iam not aware of having been
used since some of the early Snell
and Allison speakers, which is to
place the driver near ground level,
taking advantage of boundary
reinforcement.
The forward- facing pair of
drivers follows established Mission
practice in being inverted, the
tweeter below the midrange unit, to
optimise dispersion and phase
linearity around the crossover
region. The tweeter is a 25mm
synthetic laminated silk dome,
ferrofluid-damped and with a
neodymium magnet whose high
flux density allows the tweeter to be
shrunk enough to be contained
within the confines of the baffle
itself. The really unusual feature
here is that the tweeter is mounted
on a mechanically decoupled subbaffle, an elaboration of the ' leaf
spring' decoupling used on other
recent Missions. The midrange
driver is a 130mm unit in which a
ceramic material is used to
impregnate afibre matrix and then
oven-cured. The composite, which
is called Keraform, and which has
no direct precedent as far as- I
know, is claimed to have a greater
stiffness to mass ratio than any
previous drive unit material. System
impedance is specified as 8 ohms,
with a 5 ohm minimum, and the
-6dB response is given as 44Hz
anechoic.
The enclosure is not only good
looking, thanks to the use of real
wood veneers, and high-grade
cabinetwork using Mission's own
CNC machine shop; it is also
intelligently conceived. Extensive
internal reinforcement includes an
angled divider which provides a
large cavity for the bass, sealed
from the top section which loads
the midrange unit, and the 30mm
and 19mm carcass has been reamed
out on contour lines, breaking up
the walls into irregular areas to
constrain and disperse major
resonant modes. This too is an idea
developed from previous recent
Mission speakers, but it has been
refined and extended in this
application. The enclosure is lined
with acoustic foam for damping.
Impressive as all of this sounds,
the main listening sessions for the
782 came immediately following a
`get to know you' session with a
more costly, but essentially rather
artless and low-tech speaker which
simply made music as though it had
been born to the task. If the
application of technology in such a
resoundingly comprehensive form
was all it took to make loudspeakers
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that make music, the loudspeaker
industry would have taken a quite
different path over the last couple
of decades.
The main system used to test the
Missions included a Krell KAV250cd, KAV-250p preamp and
KAV-150a power amp, and it was
obvious from the outset that the
782 is an extremely refined and
sophisticated loudspeaker. Unlike
some older Mission designs, and
the 753 is an excellent example,
there is not a hint of the steely
bright treble that used to be their
trademark, but there is no shortage
of detail, which is an inherent
quality of the design, and not a
artefact of a manipulated tonal
response. The 782 is incisive, well
focussed, with precise lateral
imaging and astrong impression of
image depth when set up correctly
(or which more later). The treble is
sweet
and
open,
and
the
performance holds up almost as
well off axis as on. This said, the
overall balance sounds a rather
lacking in gravitas, in weight, and
the upper bass has aslightly blurred
and opaque feel.
It was the bass that turned out to
be the main problem. As Ican't use
the phrase ' tight arsed' in a
respectable magazine like this, let's
use the word emasculated to
describe this speaker as it was
originally delivered. Running- in
proved an effective antidote, but
not a complete one, and even by
the end of the allotted test period
the 782 still displayed alean, rather
dry bass lacking in the openness
and generosity of some. Usually
with side- firing woofers, the
loudspeakers tend to focus a little
more sharply with the bass units
facing inwards, and indeed this is
the recommended configuration
here as already noted. But when
used either side of an inset window
bay, the Missions sounded a little
fuller and fruitier with the bass
units playing out towards the
corners of the room, and with the
speakers pushed back to within less
than ahand span of the back wall.
Mission recommends using
minimal toe-in, and this turned out
to be good advice as it helped
counteract aslight loss of presence.
In the Marriner/Academy of St
Martin- in- the- Fields account of
Britten's Variations on a Theme of
Frank Bridge [
London 421 391-2]
the accustomed forceful dynamic
and pungent tonality failed to
materialise fully when set up as
recommended. It was all just alittle
too refined and polite — where the
musicians sounded on other
accounts, using other hardware, as
though they were on the point of

IT WAS the 770 that established the

reputation of the marque back in the late
1970s, though with the benefit of
hindsight it is now obvious that this
classic stand-mount two-way was
reworking of an even more classic
original, the Spendor BC]. About o
decade later, Mission launched another
speaker that turned out to be aclassic,
namely the 753, which single-handedly
created amarket for floorstanding
column speakers, and in particular tall,
slim floor standing ones in which a
satisfactory bass was achieved by using
multiple small diameter woofers The 753
really was arevolution, and an
outstanding commercial success, but it
has now run its course, and speakers with
753- like enclosures, usually with fewer
and/or larger bass units, are available
from just about every speaker maker
with avowel in their n1111111.111
There are
other speakers
with side-firing
bass drivers...
but Mission
has added a
feature that I
am not aware
of having been
used since
some of the
early Snell and
Allison
speakers,
which is to
place the
driver near
ground level,
taking
advantage of
boundary
reinforcement
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spitting blood — but the balance
was redressed to agreat extent when
the speakers were reversed left for
right and repositioned as described.
It seems to me that so much
work has gone into controlling
every possible area of misbehaviour
here that something subtle but
significant has been squeezed from
the mix. At worst, the speaker
sounds
slightly
lacking
in
architectural solidity, and it is also
significant that it doesn't respond
particularly well to being driven to
very high volume levels. There is a
perceptible
hardening
and
narrowing of the tonal compass of
the speaker at very high volume
levels, and this is not aspeaker for
high level partying in large rooms,
despite the 200 watt maximum
recommended amplifier power and
respectable ( 89dB/W at 1m)
sensitivity. At moderate levels,
however, the 782's refinement,
clarity and neutrality make it a
powerful advocate for many types
of music, and it is also unusually
free of the attributes that produce
listening fatigue.
The 782 is acomplex design, and
it is perhaps fitting therefore that it
is not an easy speaker to sum up in
a few pithy phrases. Perhaps the
main point to take on board is that
this is not a speaker for everyone,
and that it has aparticular blend of
virtues and vices that should be
considered
carefully
before
purchase. It is not the most
dynamic speaker around, and is
most comfortable when producing
medium volume levels in small to
medium sized rooms. Within these
constraints, however, it is one of the
most detailed, refined and articulate
loudspeakers that money can buy. +
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Opal designs ltd
high- end audio

multi- room audio
home theatre
consultants

marHiN®
evinson
MADRIGAL
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LABORATORIES
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DIGITAL
£4,995.00
No.39
integrated cd processor
£3,995.00
No.37
cd transport
No.360
digital processor
£3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £ 6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier £ 14,495.00
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £ 5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336
dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00
No.383
integrated amplifier
Arriving...

.w.**
• *e,.64, =
FT

PROC E E DTM
Proceed AVP audio video processor
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed PMDT DVD Transport
Proceed AMPS five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,700.00
£5,495.00
£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockvvare Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972
wwvv.opalco.uk

fax 0181 930 7976
jaseopal.co.uk

MINIDISC RECORDERS
Even ifyou're not ready to
add a MiniDisc home deck to
your system, you might fancy
Sony's MZR55 portable...

by MARTIN COLLOMS

S

ony's MD format was launched
about eight years ago, as an almost
immediate
response
to
the
Philips/Matsushita presentation of Digital
Compact Cassette. DCC died, but MD
prospered in Japan, and it's now at last
gaining ground in Europe.
Developments in integrated circuit and
battery technology have had considerable
impact on the design of MD portables,
whose performance, attractiveness,
versatility and small size allow for multipurpose use. Sony's established MZR55 is
now selling for around £200, and comes
in a choice of colours as well as silver. It
measures just 80mm wide, 85mm deep
and 20mm thick — and yet this case
contains a recorder/player of essentially
hi-fi
specification,
using
Sony's
proprietary magneto-optical digital disc
technology. Serious DSP power is present
in the unit, to cope with the demands of
the latest ATRAC ' IV coding and
decoding, the data reduction algorithms
which allows for up to 80 minutes
recording on those dinky and now
relatively inexpensive, 64mm digital discs,
fingerprint-protected in their square cases.
Internally, 24-bit internal data is used,
with a sample- rate converter allowing
32kHz to 48kHz inputs. Sony 1- bit
converters are fitted for record and replay.
In addition to the control buttons on
the top surface, touch-coded for operation
in the dark, the cord-connected tie-clip
remote unit duplicates many functions,
and has its own blue back- lit LCD
display. There's a battery level indicator;
track number, timings and volume level
(in usefully fine gradations);
a
clock/calendar ( recordings are dated);
track/title data ( where present). The
remote cleverly remains backlit until the
data is read right through. The in- ear
phones
supplied are serviceable,
especially with some replay bass boost but
the ' 55 will easily drive bigger and better
cans. With the auxiliary clip-on two-AA
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Fig I. Sony MZR55: reordlreplay response
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Sony UK Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge,
Surrey
KTI3 OXW.
019.?2
81600(1

pack, up to 4.5 hours recording and 16
hours of playback are possible. In mono
you can record up to 160 minutes per
disc. With the internal lithium battery,
you get two-and-a-half hours' recording
and four hours' playback, so aspare might
be worthwhile. Imade recordings from
the analogue and digital domains using a
variety of courses. Digital inputs have
standard dynamic range while the
analogue has afairly innocuous auto-level
control, useful for the inexperienced
recordist but aturn-off for the enthusiast.
Thankfully, two button presses get you
manual record, with level indication.
Replay is analogue, via hi-fi line or
headphone outputs. Iused it for casual
live music recording, and as an aide
memoire for lectures, etc. Ialso used it as a
'Walkman' on pre-recorded material.
In context, it performed well in all
departments. Analogue and digital
recordings sounded neutral with a high
dynamic range and good detail. In the
MD Walkman class the replay fidelity of
this Sony was one of the best, if not quite
as good as one of the much larger CD
Walkmans of equivalent price. It's
certainly high fidelity, and generally the
quality was limited by the choice of
headphones or replay system. It will drive
a standard audio system to a respectable
standard. Could you reasonably ask for
more from such a versatile yet ultracompact package?
Igave it an abbreviated grilling in the
lab, just to see how accurate such a

miniature could be and was pleasantly
surprised. Analogue and digital record
replay responses were almost identical at
+0.05, -0.3dB, 20Hz to 15kHz, with - 1dB
points at an extended 14Hz and 20kHz
(to 10Hz via the digital input).
Distortion
was
mainly
second
harmonic, typically at the - 80dB mark
(0.01%), this figure also true for the
taxing
high- frequency,
full- level
modulation test. You could whack up to
5V RMS into the line input before it
clipped. At lower signal levels, distortion
was generally into the noise floor; which
was typically - 95dB, an excellent result.
Low-level linearity held to within ldB
even at -93dB of modulation. Full level
record gave 0.750V on replay.
The high-resolution spectrum for IkHz,
full level, showed a few sidebands at
180Hz intervals, -87dB typically, but the
central line was respectably narrow,
showing an absence of noise modulation
on the recovered clock frequency. Good
CD replay shows significantly deeper
skirts on this spectrum test than MD; this
may explain why CD can deliver greater
image depth and low level ambience.
An exceptionally well- crafted and
thought-out and stylish piece of miniature
hardware, the Sony MZR55 performed
well in all areas combining good quality
MD recording and replay in a highly
compact and versatile package, and at a
realistic price. Even attempting to ignore
the basic fact that to see one is to want
one.., it's recommended!
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fthe title doesn't say it all, then
let us remind you. The original
Quad ESL. That display of genius
which
makes
Peter
Walker
something of an audio deity. The
most cherished hi-fi product ever.
The cause of athousand heartbreaks
when its demise was announced. Call
it the Quad 57 if you're innumerate,
the Quad 55 if you're fastidious and
did your homework, or simply call it
the Quad Electrostatic Loudspeaker
if you drink your whisky neat and
respect the designer's wishes. Or
ESL for short. Whatever you name
it, the Quad speaker system was the
first commercially and sonically
successful full- range electrostatic
loudspeaker and — despite its
inherent shortcomings — for many it
remains the best.
Think about those shortcomings
and how they never managed to
prevent the ESL from garnering such
praise and devotion. What were they?
Restricted maximum SPLs, and bass
extension. But those with taste and a
sense of proportion never minded.
After all, this was aspeaker designed
for amarket which consisted solely —
however politically incorrect this
50

We're concluding our millennial
`all-time greats' series in the only
only way possible — by revealing
what we believe to be the
greatest product of all time

by KEN KESSLER

sounds — of well-heeled, refined
gentlemen. Invariably, they listened
to classical music, were not
headbangers and were bound by the
source components of the 1950s.
And, should they listen in massive
rooms, or crave extra wallop down
below, they merely did what any
intelligent music lover would do: they
emulated Alastair Robertson-Aikman
of SME and used four pairs, one pair
in each comer. Simple.
Peter
Walker's
Acoustical
Manufacturing Company was
nearing the completion of its second
decade by the time the ESL arrived.

G.IJ
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The company already had an
enviable reputation for its amplifiers
— both pro and domestic — and
even had aclassy speaker in the form
of a successful ribbon-hybrid, the
horn- loaded
Corner
Ribbon
Loudspeaker of 1949. But, following
the appearance of abook in the USA
in 1954, describing in scientific
terms the superiority of the
electrostatic transducer, Walker was
inspired to develop an ESL of his
own. Moreover, the appearance in
1949 of DuPont's Mylar finally
meant that there was a material
ideally suited to the requirements of
an ideal electrostatic diaphragm.
Three articles appeared in Wireless
World in 1955, before the speaker
was ready for production. But it
finally appeared on the cover of the
1956 HiFi Yearbook: the very first
volume of that never- forgotten
industry bible. Back in 1994, Iwas
fortunate enough to talk With Peter,
and Iasked him about the speaker's
origins.
KK: Why did you move from the
original ribbon speaker to what became
the original Quad electrostatic?
PW: '
From a theoretical point of
JANUARY 2000
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view, an electrostatic is an ideal way
to make aloudspeaker — it matches
the air perfectly and it's all
predictable, as ordinary loudspeakers
are rather variable. It has some
problems which are rather difficult,
mainly due to the stretching of the
diaphragm. It mustn't shrink and
that sort of thing. Very high voltages,
10,000 volts make it difficult but it's
an ideal — Ithink most loudspeaker
manufacturers have looked at it and
said, "What a lovely way to make a
speaker but it's not very practical".
And a lot of manufacturers have
tried it, too, and most of them have
said, " This is not profitable. Get
back to putting loudspeakers in
boxes and sell 'em, lad!" [Laughs.]
'I've always thought, right from,
oh, 1945 Isuppose or thereabouts
that an electrostatic would be anice
way of doing it. But it's in the back
of your mind, how can you do it?
And it had alot of problems. But the
ribbon was a very good way of
getting very good high-frequency
response — excellent.
'The ribbon was a hybrid; the
ribbon itself was very good from
2000 cycles upwards and the bass
unit was very good up to 500 cycles.
Not very good in the middle, which I
can admit now, but there you are.
During the ribbon speaker's life we
sold less than a thousand units. It
wasn't pairs, it was all mono; there
wasn't any stereo then. And they
were £95 a time, which in presentday money is quite alot.
'Around the same time that the
LP was introduced, 1954, 1955, the
electrostatic was introduced — I
think we demonstrated it in 1955,
about that time.'
ICK: How many years had you been
working on it?
PW: '
Well, you don't work on it
for years and years. You have alittle
go and get rid of a few problems,
and then you forget that and get on

with other things that you can make
and it stays in the back of your mind
and you think, " Oh, we could get
over that — what about dust and
these high voltages?". And you think
of another idea and go on alittle bit
more. And then you forget it again
for a long time; you're not working
every day on the same thing. It's like
the ESL 63 loudspeaker. It took us
18 years to develop but it wasn't 18
years every day. [
Laughs.] Not at all.'
ICK: Were there any other, earlier
electrostatics with which yours had to
bear comparison?
PW: '
There was certainly the
Janzen in the US. There was one
before the war which was called the
Primastatic, Ithink which was just a
tweeter. Several German electro
statics were made but they really
didn't make a big market at all.
None [ of the Janzens] came to
England unless you went over with a
suitcase. The original ESL just
competed
against
other
loudspeakers, and it wasn't as loud,
so people who wanted to shake the
windows didn't buy a Quad
electrostatic speaker.'
KK: Was it an immediate hit? Did
the audio journalists of the time
recognize it as revolutionary?

Quad Electrostatic,
with subwoofer by
Gradient

PW: '
Some of them did and some
of them didn't. It was quite an
oddball sort of thing. "What's this
funny looking thing?" They thought
it looked like aroom heater. In fact,
we'd have people stand by them to
feel the warmth!'

'And when stereo came along, you
had to have two of 'em. A bit big for
that but it worked very well. In fact,
after we made 400 of them we

ICK: Was it easier to launch in the
USA?
PW: '
No. We had a very, very
good review in America, aman came
over and he said it was most
wonderful but it's not loud, it
doesn't shake the windows. But it
gives the most natural reproduction
by a wide margin more than we've
ever heard before. And that got us
some orders from America, some

orders came in. But it wasn't very
good with American high-powered
amplifiers, which would just bust
'em, spark 'em to bits.
`Americans had larger rooms, their
whole basements given over to hi-fi
and it had to be pretty loud. And the
poor old ESL wouldn't do that. But
a number of people liked it very
much.

modified the directivity because of
stereo. The directivity pattern was
made for mono — not quite the
same as stereo. Serial number 409 I
think it was.'
KR: How did you change it? Driver
shape?
Quad's working
drawings for the
Electrostatic

PW: Ǹo, it was just the electrical
distribution between the elements.
No other modifications as far as I
know.'
MC: What would you have changed
about the original electrostatic?
PW: [
Laughs.] '
Ooh, dreadful
question. Well, Icouldn't have made
it better at the time. You take asilly
old man of 78 and ask him what
would he have done in 1950. Well, if
Ihad my present experience I'd have
made something like the ' 63, which I
made to improve over the first one in
the first place. In a lot of respects,
anyway.
'What was difficult about the first
one? Well, it had what was in effect a
woofer and a tweeter and getting
those two exactly level and matching
in response, that wasn't easy because
they'd vary slightly — variation in
the gap, variation in the tension of
the diaphragm would upset it abit,
you see. One wanted to avoid that.
Can't think of anything else. Would
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Ihave made it bigger? Well, then it
would have upset a whole lot of
people who wanted asmall speaker.
Would Ihave made it smaller? No,
because then you wouldn't have
enough bass. It was roughly the right
size.
`It cost £ 52 including purchase
tax when it came out — what the
price would be now, goodness only
knows. But there was always a
waiting list for them. We allocated
them to dealers, and the amplifiers
at that time, and they were allowed
six a month or three amonth, what
have you. You didn't ask a dealer
how many he wanted. You told him
what he could have. Didn't have any
sales people: didn't need them.
[Laughs.] Wonderful situation!'
Quite clearly, the original Quad
ESL was tough to manufacture
despite the inherent simplicity of a
stretched thin film diaphragm
suspended between perforated
conductive stator panels. In the
Quad, the distance between the
stator and the diaphragm was 0.5 to
2mm, which led to it being efficient
enough to work with the low-power
amps of the day. The diaphragm was
coated with a slightly electrically
conductive coating, the coating
charged to several thousand volts
above the stator panels. Feeding an
audio signal to both stators caused
the diaphragm to be pushed and
pulled towards one of the stators by
electrostatic force. Just why the ESL
achieved bandwidth and frequency
response wide enough to satisfy hi-fi
criteria, along with admirably quick
and controlled transient response,
was down to its diaphragm. It was
very light, and hence fast, and
uniformly driven, so it moved in a
linear fashion. It was and is the
Electrostatic principle (right) and (below)
Quad's corner ribbon, which preceded the ESL

The famous jig used to make ESL panels (above), with hanging weights
to tension the Mylar film and (right) a Quad assembly worker

A

antithesis of a cone driver, ever
troubled by its own mass and cone
break-up.
Listening to the original today
merely confirms what many
suspected: despite its limitations, the
Quad ESL delivers some of the most
natural, open-sounding mid- band
(especially on vocals) you're ever
likely to hear. It is a speaker which
addresses certain needs, appealing to
those who want their ears caressed,
not battered. The speaker disappears
into the room, leaving you with
nothing but... music. Hook up apair
to some small single-ended triode
amps, amint pair of Quad Ils or —
better still — aRadford MA15, and
you'll just shake your head in
wonder at the novelties of current
manufacture. It is as stubbornly
superior to modern designs in
aesthetic, cultural and intellectual
terms as aLeica M4 camera is to a
polycarbonate SLR, as a 1950 Patek
Philippe Calatrava is to a digital
watch, as avintage Vuitton trunk is
to anylon rucksack.
Many tens of thousands of pairs
were sold by the time the speaker
went out of production in 1982, the
replacement ESL 63 never quite
earning the affection of its
predecessor. Devotees nursed the
older Quads, warm in the security of
back-up unrivalled in the industry
and ensured of a steady supply of
replacement panels should they be
needed. But then, in the 1980s,
Quad entered the Dark Ages,
changed ownership a couple of
times, was treated like a dotty old
aunt and eventually was dismantled
in a most shameful manner — not
unlike the way the British have

treated their most cherished
automotive firms. But the company
had too many fans to die despite the
destructiveness of its caretakers.
Among the fans are, not least, one
Stan Curtis, MD of the new Quad,
and who is responsible for reviving
the ESL 63 in three revised forms, as
well as the valve electronics.
But where does all of this leave us
in 2000, those who firmly believe the
original to be the greatest speaker of
all time? A handful of companies
might claim that they can keep your
ESL alive, but we at HFNIRR have
experience of only two which we can
recommend. First, there's our old
buddy Stuart Perry, who revived
Beam Echo. Without doubt, though,
the keeper of the flame is the
company which was committed
enough in 1995 to buy the jigs from
Quad and acquire the knowledge to
repair the ESL. And, like the
saviours of Rolls-Royce, Rover, the
Mini, the MG and Bentley, they're
JANUARY 2000
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German. But there's another
solution I'd like to propose. Given
the newfound health of Quad and
the revived integrity after years of
neglect and disdain, it strikes me as
obvious that the Stan Curtis and his
new team have the wherewithal, the
talent and certainly the attitude
needed to put it back into
production.
There: I've said it. Aside from the
changes needed to assure CE
approval, reintroducing the Quad
ESL is not only feasible, it is also
commercially sane and sensible.
How so? Because it would continue
to sell forever, even with realistic
pricing of, say, £3000 per pair.
Think about it: a 'brand-new' old
Quad, with acompany to support it,
with decent terminals and benefiting
from, perhaps, a modern power
supply. Same aesthetics, same sound,
no worries about servicing. I'd place
an order right now, with deposit.
And so would thousands of others,
every year until Judgement Day.
And why am I so confident?
Because the Quad ESL is, after all,
the greatest hi-fi design of all time. +
•Stuart Perry and his colleague Andrew King
have spent their spare time over the last three
years refining all aspects of refurbishing the
Quad ESLs and are now confident that they
can restore even the poorest examples to `as new'
acoustic performance. (We've heard their
systems and can vouch for the results). Visit
www.quaddoctors.cwc.net. For those not yet
connected to the internez, aprinted copy of the
web site is available from Stuart by contacting:
Quad Doctors, Christchurch Business Centre,
Grange Road, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 41D.
Tel: 01425 276099.
For those who live further north, help is also
at hand courtesy of Classique Sounds, whose
expert Ron Best offers a similar service quality.
Contact Classique Sounds at 61 Aylestone
Drive, Aylestone, Leicester LE2 8QE,
0116 2835821.
Getting your Quads rebuilt in Germany can
prove very expensive, and there may be a
waiting list. Contact: QUAD Musikwiedergabe
GmbH, Rheinstrasse 24, D-56068 Koblenz,
Germany. Tel 0049 261 38824. Fax 0049 261
38172; e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de. Those of
a DIY turn of mind should visit the website of
pioneering US Quad enthusiast Sheldon Stokes
(the man who proved that you could make
Mylar conductive with graphite) on
www.clarkson.edul-stokessdlquad.html.

QUAD ODDITIES

BECAUSE of its popularity, its longevity
and the awe and devotion it inspired,
the Quad acquired afollowing over
the years which couldn't leave it alone.
Modifications, accessories, dedicated
peripheral: there are so many that I
doubt if one could compile acomplete
list. But any study of the Quad ESL
should at least mention the most
famous, starting with the Quad HQD.
This legendary, nay scary system
was probably the supreme application: Mark
Levinson (above right) took two pairs of ESLs,
stacked each pair vertically, and complemented
them with aDecca ribbon tweeter and amassive
Hartley woofer. Naturally, it was an American
effort, which, for awhile, was deemed the
ultimate speaker available. In Europe, in the late
1950s, Braun had applied its unique aesthetic to
the ESL with anew housing and called it the LEI
(above), an ultra- rarity of which only 500 are said
to have been made. More recently, Gradient
produced the Quad-approved SW55 subwoofer,
aneat 520x230x150mm (
hved) design which
fitted under the ESL, thus forming ahandsome
stand. So too, did EAR make adedicated oddors, adirect-driving valve amplifier fitted at the

EAR factory and conceived to extract the
maximum from an ESL. Meanwhile, back in the
USA, where audiophiles think that Quads should
be raised off the floor and/or tilted toward the
listener, astand or two has appeared, the most
famous being the Arcici
This brief run-down only scrapes the surface,
and I
know there are more; specifically, I
seem to
recall an American effort in the 1980s which
completely rebuilt and re-housed the ESL, and I'm
certain that Arcici wasn't the lone stand- maker.
But when push comes to shove, the bottom line is
this: the best Quad ESL— no, make that the
definitive Quad ESL —is the one heard au naturel,
just as it left the factory and Peter Walker's fertile
imagination.
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n his editorial in the September issue of
the US home theatre magazine, Sound &
Vision, Bob Ankosko berated DTS for,
effectively, having managed to ' sweet-talk
nearly two-dozen big-name manufacturers'
into equipping their DVD players with DTS
outputs and their home-theatre receivers,
pre-amps and stand-alone processors with
DTS-decoding circuitry. His absolutely valid
gripe is that this was accomplished through
the promise of an ever-expanding catalogue
and through ' proclaiming that DTS
soundtracks are superior to those done in
Dolby.Digital'.
Leaving aside the latter — I, for one, firmly
believe that DTS sounds much more
convincing than Dolby Digital — I'd like to
consider Bob's remarks about DTS catalogue
size in context beyond the huge success of
Dolby Digital. DTS is 'in addition to' not 'in
place of', ahigh-end alternative for those who
prefer it. This is a crucial attitude to
acknowledge, especially in light of the
publicity surrounding SACD and DVD-A
— both of which have earned far more
column inches in the audio and A/V press
in the past year than DTS has since its
inception. And yet how many machines, let
alone discs, support either of those formats
at present? And isn't the industry quaking
in fear that SACD and DVD-A might hold
no interest whatsoever for the market
beyond the high end?
Ilooked at Bob's objections from the other
way around: he sees a million or two
machines with DTS DVD capability and very
little software; Isee ahardware base already
in place for asuperior format and it has cost
the consumer virtually nothing. Idon't know
precisely how much is added to an individual
DVD player or surround processor for DTS
decoding, but my Pioneer DV-414 sold for
the equivalent of around £ 176 in the USA.
How much was I 'penalised' by the inclusion
of DTS? Igive up — maybe £3? Ican live
with that, considering that Ihave acassette
deck with Dolby C which Inever use,
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Microsoft Office 2000 has three whole during our recent meetings, and are optimistic
sections I'll never access, abrowning element that there will soon be many more great titles
in my microwave which I've never used, ad released in DTS, after all.
nauseum. But that's like saying that if you
Q1 What about music-only CD titles planned
never exploit DTS, don't feel bad: it cost you for launch in the next 12 months?
zilch. Alas, like Bob, you're still gonna feel
A: The catalogue of 5.1 titles is still
cheated.
increasing but it has been limited by the fact
Iasked DTS two specific questions, after that, until recently, DTS has been the only
counting up the size of the current catalogue company in the world producing 5.1 music
(except for the now defunct laser discs): 92 mixes*. And the record labels themselves have
music-only CDs, with 9to follow by the end basically taken the position that consumers
of the year, and 35 DVDs, with another 34 aren't really interested in 5.1 music.
announced for immediate release. Not alot,
But now that DVD-Audio is entering the
but more than enough to &tow you to try out scene, these record execs are starting to learn
the format. And what Isuspect is not that about the technology, and will soon realize
DTS is aspent force, but that — because of why we have been publicly promoting that
SACD and DVD-A — it was actually ahead '5.1 is not just for movies' all along!
of its time and the mainstream just might
In addition to this upcoming wave of 14
catch up with it.
DVD-Audio publicity, the car audio industry
Q: Is DTS getting abetter responsé- from the will soon move quickly in the direction of 5.1 g
DVD software makers, now that they redise that Digital Surround, as well as the PC world of
DTS has apotential user base consisting of multi- media entertainment. And at CES ï,
everyone who owns aprocessor or DVD player 20,00, the DTS Music CD format will be
purchased in the last 12 months?
more visible than before, as a way to t
At Last year several studios offered support, experience high-resolution 5.1 audio in the 4i
but then their marketing people insisted that home, the car and via computer.
we wait awhile, to ` avoid market confusion'.
It's only amatter of time before more titles
Lately, we've been told that many studio are approved for 5.1 re- mixing and re- è
execs really do love the sound quality of DTS, mastering... and not just for DVD-Audio.
but that their sales people are begging for so Fortunately for DTS, these 5.1 CDs can play :le*
many 'video' extras on every disc, they may on CD, DVD-Video, CD-ROM and DVDwant to wait for the double-layer/double-sided ROM transport
.s, with amarket penetration of j
DVD for DTS soundtracks. Needless to say, approximately 100 million players. That's a •-e
DTS is not waiting for double-layer/double- few more than DVD-Audio, which is §
sided DVD. We have received alot of support currently at zero.

e

US MAKES CHINESE DEBUT
AS )igital Theatre Systems celebrates the first release in China of films featuring DTSencoded soundtracks, in aseparate development, ts new Sonic Landscape logo/trailer is
expected to be seen in 15,000 cinemas world-wide. DTS likens this 18 second, prefeature cinema trailer to a ' palate cleanser' between gourmet courses, saying the subtle
nuances of the discrete multi- channel surround sound contrast with the familiar, overloud, ' in your face' cinema stereotype. DTS has recently developed anew CAD-4 studio
decoder and the CAE- 4 mastering encoder, ' a reference encoder for both DVD-Video titles
and multi-channel music CDs'. MS UK Ltd, 0118 934 9199.
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PARASOUND PUMPS OUT CURRENT
TWO new Parasound products
target dedicated videophiles.
First is the HCA-885A power
amplifier designed for high
current delivery using 20 bipolar
output devices to achieve arated
15A and 85W x5ch capability, in
output stages that are biased strongly towards class A operation. Second, the
successor to Parasound's AVC-2500 is the new AVC-1800 A/V controller
which decodes Dolby Digital and DIS soundtracks, performs digital decoding
of Dolby Pro Logic sources, and uses lucasFilm/THX's Cinema Re-EQ circuit to
prevent an excessively treble prominent balance. Prices are to be confirmed,
but are expected to be around £ 1200 for the HCA-885A and £ 1200 for the
HCA-1205A. Further details from UK distributor CSE, 01423 359054.

horizontal ands. The idea is to reduce ceiling and
floor reflections for articulate sound. The XA60
features dual 8inch woofers, apair of 2.5 inch cast

distributor is See Hear, 01233 813111.

DVD-V RECORDER
SHOWN IN SEOUL

IN atechnology demonstration at the
KES ' 99 tradeshow, Seoul, Korea in
October, C-Cube and Samsung
allowed consumers to record video
on to aDVD-RAM disc in MPEG-2
digital format. This was the first live
red-time recording demonstration
using the DVD Forum's DVD
specification for Video Recording
(DVD-VR. -Samsung's prototype DVD
recorder was fitted with C-Cube's
Dvxplore chip and with ZIVA-3 for
MPEG-2 encode/decode. C-Cube
Microsystems Inc, + 1408 490 8000

ATLANTIC 270 SYSTEM
GAINS Tillt SELECT STATUS
FOLLOWING aredesign of its centre channel

speaker to meet THX criteria, Atlantic's System 270
THX has been awarded THX Select certification.
The system includes dipole rears, a225W powered
sub with 12 inch driver and adjustable low pass filter,
• plus front speakers rated at 90dB11WIlm sensitivity.
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computer- modelled crossover
to maintain response through
15° vertically, engineering a
response roll- off between 30
and 45° above or below the

aluminium dome tweeter. A rear-firing, soft

ONE, TWO, THREE,
IT'S INDIGO
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Tower (£2500/pair) uses a

dome tweeter provides added ambience. UK

DENON'S new AVR-3300
home cinema receiver aims to
out-spec its rivals. SHARC
(Super Harvard Architecture
Computer) DSP technology maximises processing speed; 24-bit 96kHz DACs
support all six-channels; rated power output is 105W x5channels; and the RDS
tuner has 40-presets. Five composite video inputs, five Svideo inputs, three
optical digital inputs, single coax digital input, eight analogue inputs, including
aphono stage, and two Component video inputs are fitted. All this for £800.
Further details from UK distributor Hayden Laboratories, 01753 888447.

Atlantic Technology, + 1 (781) 762 6300.

JOINING the XA70 and XA90
models, Snell's new XA 60

framed midrange drivers and a 1inch anodised

DENON AIMS TO
OUT-SPEC RIVALS

INDIGO TECHNOLOGIES, anew
firm founded by hi-fi industry
stalwarts, has created the Home &
Studio series of 'sonic microscope'
monitor loudspeakers. Critical design
elements include hard-wired second
order crossovers, 21mm MDF cabinets
with contoured baffles, and the absence
of internal wadding, and controlled
dispersion HF response. High tech
components such as Kapton formers and
neodymium magnets are married to
more traditional elements such as paper
cones and real wood veneers. All three
models, Indigo One, Two and Three, are
front-ported, prices ranging from £300
to £450 per pair. Indigo Two may be
used for Front centre channel monitoring.
The Point series, alower-priced speaker
range, will roll out in the new year,
though preceded by the pre-Christmas
launch of the entry level Point One model
retailing at £ 130/pair. Indigo
Technologies Ltd, 01480 861175.

SNELL ADDS EXTRA
FLOORSTANDER

TECHNICS SUBWOOFER DIGS DEEP

DESIGNED to give
thundering, deep
bass from digital
surround sound
sources, the new
SB-AS500 is the
first ever powered
subwoofer from
Technics. A 100W
amplifier drives a
pair of downwardfiring 5.5 inch
woofers to give 'lightning Fast' transient response and high
sensitivity performance. Both low and high-level inputs are
provided, and the onboard amplifier switches on
automatically once the presence of an audio signal is
detected. Further details from Panasonic UK, 0990 357 357.

GETTING
ZAPPED
AUDIO ZAPPER,

anew, universal,
remote control
from One for All,
retailing for £20
operates
receivers, CD
players including
CD-Rmachines,
cassette decks,
Mi ni
Disc players
and avariety of
integrated
systems. Call One
for All, +31 (0)53
488 8000.

PIONEER'S PORTABLE
DVD AND PLASMA

PIONEER'S first portable DVD player
heads anew home cinema range
which also includes aprofessional XGA
Plasma Display. Complete with 'credit
card' remote, the PDV-LCI 0 (around
£1200) DVD portable has a7inch
(16:9) LCD screen. For its new PDP502MXE professional XGA Plasma
Display ( 13,000), Pioneer uses its
Encased Cell Structure 'true matrix
imaging' for a 'brighter than ever'
picture. THX Ultra certificated, the
VSA-E07 130W x5channel amplifier
(£1300) has six-channel DVD-A input,
24-bit 96kHz DACs and Dolby Digital,
DIS and MPEG 5.1 decoders. The DV626D home DVD player (£4504 has
Dolby Digital and DIS decoders, twin
laser pickups to optimise CD and DVD
performance, and digital outputs for
24-bit 96kHz data. Pioneer High
Fidelity (GB) Ltd, 01753 789789.
d
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13etievable?
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In the hi-fi world, we are always koking for words
to describe sound. We've all. heard words like
Neutral, Dynamic, Musical, Rhythmic, but we seldom
hear the word Believable. At Sounds of Music it is
comparatively common, why? Well maybe it's
because we look at things slightly differently. We
believe above all that asystem's sound should
be truly believable, if this is the ..
ase all these
other adjectives fall into place. But how do you
know that you have achieved believable sound or
the perfect match of components in your system for
your particular environment?

Clear Audio

Itjue

At Sounds Of Music we specialise in making sure
the results you get are just about as good as you'll
achieve within your budget and your listening
environment. We'll not just offer you accuracy and
detailed performance because this is not the whole
picture. We'll also give you asound that's totally
musical and above all - truly believable. When
you finally achieve this your musical enjoyment will
be greatly enhanced. To assist you on this search
we offer the best service around. Cur now famous
one month trial / exchange system will allow you
to become familiar with products h your own
home. Our free room assessment will help solve
acoustic problems; we also offer awealth of room
tuning products, also available on our trail system.
Wherever you live we'll deliver free of charge and
in some cases we'll install your products to! Our
interest free credit facilities and generous part
exchange scheme mean you can afford the hi-fi you
want. All of the products we sell come with three
years all parts and all labour.

Lumley

Advantage
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AVI

•

Transfiguration

Eggleston

Primare

Pass Labs

With some ten demonstration moms set up as
closely as possible to simulate your domestic
listening environment and the finest range of hifi components around having gocd sounding hi-fi
becomes considerably easier. So what's your
problem? call us today, let us guide you to the
best sounds around. We will offer .rou the best
service and advice. We are confident that after you
visit us your hi-fi will produce the most musical
-,sounds around but best of all asound that can
Jae
ty be described
Uy believable. •
•
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Where Else Can You Compare All These Products:
Avantgarde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audio Physics, Audio Refiielment, Apollo, Audion, Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio
Analogue, Audio Quest, Anthem, A.V.I., A.T.C., Acoustic Energy, Atacama, B.C. Acoustic, Base, Balanced Audio Technologies, Beyerdynamic,
Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmester, Carfrae Horns, Covergent Audio Technology, C rd, Copland, Cadence, Cable-Talk, Celestion, Copulare, Clear
Audio, Dunlavy, Echo- Busters, Eggleston-Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM A oustics, Genesis, Graham, Goertz, Goldring, Gershman, Grado,
Hales, Harbeth, Helios, Hovland, Jamo, JM Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsc ,Lyra, Lumley, Lyra, L.A.T., Lavardin, Musical Technology,
Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Marantz, MVL, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Musica Fidelity, Neat, Nordost, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orchid,
Parasound, Plinius, Pathos, Project, Passlabs, Pro-ac, Pink Triangle, Primare, Q D, Quad, Rockport, Rel, SME, Shure, Sennheiser, Sonic Link,
Soundstyle, Sound Organisation, Sumiko, Straight Wire, Sonic Frontiers, Sonu -Faber, Stands Unique, Target, Trilogy, Teac, Theta, Tannoy,
Totem, Talk Electronics, Thule, To nshend, Transparent, Transfiguration, T angle, Unison Research, Van Den Hull, Wisdom, Wilson,
ilson-Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XL0, Yamamu Churchill, YBA, Zingali.

10-12 Chapel Place,

Visit S'td

j 7/
6 44,ecc at:

Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN1

London SE1

tel: 01892 547003 / 616383
fax: 01892 616517

34 Horselydown Lane,

web: www.sounds-of-mutsic.co.uk

tel: 0171 357 8882
(75 yards from Tower Bridge)
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ne of the minor dilemmas
associated with audio
reviewing is the need to
keep anumber of systems on the go.
You need to use high-end partnering
components for costly gear, midprice for mid-price and so on. With
A/V you have to multiply things by
five.., especially speakers. Ithought I
had it down pat, price-wise, with the
reference system I've been using —
three Apogee LCRs across the front
and two Apogee Ribbon Monitors
(LCRs minus one woofer) at the
back — because the price was smack
in the middle. But now they're no
longer available, and readers don't
want reviews written involving
obsolete ancillaries.
This created aproblem, because
the Apogees were ideally suited to
represent the median level between
the 'all-in for £699'-type swill and
the extreme represented by wealthy
enthusiasts who say: ' Build me a
home cinema but keep it under
£500,000'. Iprice the minimum
decent home theatre, minus the cost
of a monitor or projector, and
suitable for audiophiles as well as
normal people, at around £ 5000£7500: £ 500 for a DVD player,
£1500-£2000 for one of the better
A/V receivers and £3000-0000 for
five matched speakers.
With abottom-level price of only
£600 per speaker/channel, we are
not talking about Wilson or Revel or
ATC but the kind of speakers which
ordinary people can afford. So when
Iwas told that Ihad to assess a
complete Martin-Logan set-up, all I
could hear was the moans of the
penny-pinchers. But when Ifound
out that the total package came to
£4684, Icould only rub my hands
with glee. Under £ 5k for five
electrostatics!
Admittedly, Iwas shocked when
the system arrived and the fronts and
rears were not the same, having
asked specifically that all four be
identical and that they be the least
expensive models in the M-L lineup. Ineedn't have worried, though,
because the price difference between
a pair of Scenarios and a pair of
Scripts was only £91. Furthermore,
the Script and the Scenario share
identical electrostatic panels, so they
sound exactly the same above the
bass region, the Scenario enjoying
slightly larger woofers.
Here's how the system breaks
down into its constituent parts:
At the centre is the Cinema
(£1395), a hybrid which departs
from Martin-Logan practice in that
the electrostatic element doesn't
cover the uppermost frequencies,
only the midband. Its elegant,
curved enclosure contains ashielded
5.25in woofer at either end, each in
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its own sealed cabinet. In-between
and curving inward is a slice of a
CLS electrostatic element, this
horizontal, concave strip covering
the midband. The crossover point
between it and the woofers is 300Hz
(12dB/octave), while at 3500Hz the
electrostatic element crosses over
with the same slope to a vacuum-

There haven't been many
panel- type home cinema speakers,
but Martin-Logan's Scripts
and Scenarios show how
well it can be done
by KEN KESSLER

formed, lin soft-dome tweeter. The
dome was chosen for its dispersion
characteristics, a centre channel
speaker requiting abroad sweep with
carefully defined horizontal and
vertical dispersion voiced primarily
for what are dialogue duties.
M-L thought very carefully about
this design in industrial as well as
sonic terms, a speaker which is —
remarkably — only slightly larger
than the 'norm' among conventional
centre-channel
systems
at
860x260x200mm ( wdh).
To
facilitate both its size and its noncubist form, the company also offers
abracket, allowing it to be wall- or
floor-mounted and tilted over awide
arc to direct the sound at the
listener. Ihave my monitor and
system on alarge, open-shelf unit, so
Ipositioned the Cinema on the top
shelf, aimed downward at a 20°
angle, without having to resort to the

In the beginning there was darkness
Then God created Music and it was good

The new Classic series of turntables from Pro-ject
Composer series loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Somehow the world seems a better place

Stunningly finished in piano lacquer and beautiful veneers
these Austrian creations are as pleasing to the eye as they are to the ear.
Classic turntables from £ 360, Composer loudspeakers from £ 650
Henle> Designs Ltd
The Old Coach House.
The Street. frost marsh Gifford.
%alIingford. Oxfordshire. 0X10 81KH
Tel: 01491 834700. Fas: 01491 834722
e-mall: Itenle:t.designs slrgitimet

Surmalet
swivel bracket; the rear of the
speaker rested in the shelving unit's
uprights. By the way, the unit sports
the see-through sections which are
this make's stylistic trademark.
For front left-and-right duties, the
company supplied a pair of
Scenarios (£ 1690 per pair), compact
floor-standers measuring only
1190x254x381mm ( hwd). The
footprint
accommodates
a
conventional woofer housing which
extends only 660mm upward, so you
still get that wonderful see-through
effect — like the Cinema — for the
speaker's upper half, the primary
visual element which makes MartinLogans so beloved of wives,
decorators and the cast of Friends.
The electrostatic panel covers
500Hz-22kHz, the 8in highexcursion cone woofer dealing with
45-500Hz. Martin-Logan states that
the dispersion of the system is 30°
horizontal and with the vertical being
a 23in line source. Whatever the
maths, this speaker ensured that
there were no gaps between it and
the Cinema: most impressive on
left/right sweeps. Both the Scenario
and the Cinema offer 89dB/1W
sensitivity and nominal impedance of
6 ohms ( 1.5 ohm minimum @
20kHz for the Scenario, 3.7 ohms for
the Cinema), so — slight impedance
variation aside — it presented anearideal situation for the three-channel
Acurus 200X3 power amplifier I
used across the front.
At the back, driven by another
Acurus, were the Scripts (£ 1599 per
pair), which look like what they are:
baby Scenarios. The Script stands
1075x254x200mm (hwd), the unit
supplied with a plinth on which it
can swivel, while an optional wallmounting bracket also allows the
speaker to swivel up to 175°. Quite
why you'd need to make it so that it
can swivel on its floor stand, when
the thing is so tiny and weighs a
mere 271b, Idon't know.
In the Script, the electrostatic
element works above 700Hz; below
it is a 6.5in cone woofer operating
down to 70Hz. Slightly less sensitive
than the Scenario, the Script specs
out at 88dB/1W, with a 4 ohm
impedance (worst case: 2 ohms @
20kHz). All of the ' Logans feature
oversized screw terminals — CEapproved by virtue of their plastic
grips — and they were supplied in
all-black finish. For an extra £200,
you can order the Scripts in white.
As these are electrostatics, you'll
need five spare AC outlets; Ihooked
'em up for a couple of days before
doing any serious listening, and I
leave them on at all times. Run-in
seemed to last about a week, but
they kept on improving for the first
month before settling down to alevel
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of performance Ican only describe as
jeans-tightening. This little ' Logan
package is something to behold...
Using the aforementioned amps,
the Lexicon MC- 1processor, and
the Pioneer DV-414 (Region 1) and
DVL-909E (Region 2) D'VD players,
Iploughed through more films in a
given period than Ihave ever been
tempted to do before — and not just
because I'm addicted to amazon.com
and had so many new films to
devour. Quite blatantly, the sound
was so ideally-voiced to A/V usage
that Ifound the entire experience to
be something new. Hell, Ieven
watched familiar films again, stuff
like Armageddon, of which I'd had
my fill at hi-fi shows. Ieven sat
through another run of the
gawdawful
Austin
Powers:
International Man Of Mystery,
because my son's glee was
irresistible. Any fears that Ihad
become jaded were instantly
dispelled: the ' Logan quintet made
movies even more fun.
Here's how it played out at the
Kessler Rialto.
Whatever it is that electrostatics
possess, and Iam the first to declare
a love for the original Quad ESL
because of its silkiness, Inever
expected any electrostatics to be so
apt, so well-suited for AN use. OK,
so Ihad toyed many times with the
thought of finding another three
Quads to make up my own dream 5channel system, but space kept me
from making the move. The 'Logans
provided
five
channels
of
electrostatic (admittedly with cones
down below) bliss in slightly less
space than I'd previously allocated to
the similarly slim and compact
Apogees. And while my wife didn't
exactly register afavourable response
to the replacement of five black
boxes with five elegant quasi-panels,
she did seem somehow happier with
the new look.
It's all about atmospherics. Given
that the main speakers, when fed
audio-only signals via CD, proved to
be classically ' Martin- Logan'.
Delicate, transparent, refined,
eminently free of fatigue-inducing
artefacts, they passed the first test
with ease: You can live with these for
two- channel- only purist pursuits
without fear of compromise. Low
coloration, sweet upper frequencies,
no cabinet resonances — better still,
the woofer sections, despite the
single- cone- per- enclosure
complement, provided enough
weight and power to serve the needs
even of Classic's 96/24 discs, MoFi's
latest Guns'n'Roses CD and aflood
of recent Cuban exploitation discs.
But this is the AN section, and Iwas
not expecting the 'Logans to survive
Stallonification.

Whatever
it is that
electrostatics
possess, and
Iam the first
to declare a
love for the
original Quad
ESL because
of their
silkiness,
Inever
expected any
electrostatics
to be so apt,
so well-suited
for AN use

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 0181 971
3909

It might have been The Fifth
Element's final 15 minutes, or the
DTS version of The Shadow. Both
possessed two, et, elements which,
while meaningless with music,
separate the Cohibas from the Silk
Cuts when you're watching films.
They are rapid explosions and/or
gunfire, allied to sweeps across the
room, either diagonal or straight
front-to-back. Seamless dimensional
transitions
accomplished
to
perfection while retaining both the
transient impact and the bass
extension? A tough call by any
measure, if adoddle for behemoths
armed with, say, a brace of 12in
cone woofers per enclosure and a
kilowatt or two in total juice
complement. Iused nothing like that
to drive the 'Logans, Ieschewed a
subwoofer, and yet Inever — never
— felt any loss of low-frequency
information nor direction coherence.
Just play the section of The Shadow,
at the beginning where his voice flies
around the room while tormenting
the hoodlums on the bridge. Creepy?
You'll be looking over your
shoulder.
Equally as impressive was all this
mass being partnered to upper
frequencies so delicate, so clean that
even shouted dialogue in front of a
layer of noisy sound-effects came
through with coherence and clarity.
Much though Iexpected the dome
tweeter fitted to the centre of the
Cinema to destroy the electrostatic
illusion, it was not the case. M-L's
designers clearly voiced the dome to
retain the necessary lucidity required
to convey dialogue, while ensuring
that it matched the tonal signature of
the CLS-based elements. And why
does the purist in me not balk? Did
someone say Kelly Ribbon Tweeter
on top of aQuad ESL?
Forget accusations about hybrids
not working. Even with music-only
programme material, it was hard to
say conclusively that you could hear
the crossover point, less so in the
Scenario than the Script. Forget,
too, that the Cinema commandeered
a dome tweeter to deal with centre
channel directional concerns.
Instead, just revel in the knowledge
that not only can you enjoy your five
channels with electrostatics, but also
for under agrand per channel. This
is, for the foreseeable future, my
'real world' AN reference system. +
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Experience DTS Surround
Sound for only

£7.95

Featuring:
INMANU,

Lyle Lovett
•
Titanic

(Soundtrack)
•

Hoist

(The Planets)

•
Boyz II Men
•
Trisha Yearwood
•
Brian Wilson

Reserve your DTS 5Channel Surround Sound Sampler
email: dts@vivante.co.uk
Call Vivante Now On 0181 977 6600
www.vivante.co.ulc

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

SAME PLANET

01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:.
WI * AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * BRYSTON * BOW
BKS * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARIO * COPLAND * DENON
DIAPASION * EAR * ENTECH * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL * KLIPSCH
KONTAK * LEXICON * LYRA * MADRIGAL
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NORDOST * NOUS ANALOGUE
OPERA * ORTOFON * PMC
PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA * REGA
REL * REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
ROKSAN * SHEARNE * SME * SONUS FABER
STAX * SUMIKO * TAG *
TARGET * TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WADIA * XL0
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAII, ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

TAX FREE EXPORT, FAST & EFFICIENT

DIFFERENT WORLD
MARK LEVINSON No 335
250 WPC
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ince the world started to go
surround- sound crazy, the
ubiquitous badge seen on
hardware and software is the Dolby
Digital legend. And before that? It
was another Dolby badge, Dolby
Pro- Logic, a clever system that
derived amonophonic rear surround
and centre-channel signal from the
strictly two-channel stream found on
domestic VHS video, and satellite,
terrestrial and cable broadcasts. Even
now, with Sky and OnDigital
boasting about super-quality digital
broadcasts, all the consumer is
receiving for surround- sound
purposes is two-channel encoded
Dolby Pro-Logic, due to the current
infrastructure limitations in the
broadcast chain.
True discrete multi-channel is
another subject — and seemingly the
way of the future. King of the roost
remains Dolby Digital. Dolby
Laboratories' AC- 3 (' Acoustic
Coding version 3') standard was
adopted for use on LaserDisc and
later DVD-Video in preference to
contenders like MPEG-audio and, of
course, the ' other' multi-channel
format of DTS. This — Digital
Theatre Sound — is a clever
alternative to AC- 3, and uses a
variable bit-rate to help squeeze all
that audio data into acomparatively
small space. In fact, DTS claims a
20-bit resolution for its 5.1 channels.
Of course, there is more to
worldwide standardisation than
quality alone. The hackneyed
example is that of VHS vs. Betamax
(Sony vs. JVC/rest of world), where it
was no secret that Betamax had an
inherently better playback quality,
but eventually still lost out in the
consumer market in spite of this.
Today, DTS is still on the fringe for
most people, although it is
recognised as ahigh-quality multichannel audio system by the
cognoscenti. As ever, though, it
comes down to the availability of
actual discs to play and enjoy. Like
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another commercial and ideological
conflict, that between Windows PCs
and Apple Macintosh, it's little
consolation being 'right' if the rest of
the world opts for another system,
reducing High Street access to
software. But as this month's
'Opinion' explores [page 55], the
situation with DTS discs is
improving steadily.
Most new DVD players and AV
processors have a level of *Any CD player
compatibility with DTS discs, even if with adigital output
only in their ability to provide a can play DTS CD
discs with the help of
usable DTS digital output for
aDTS decoder, but
external decoding. More and more
this is not necessarily
new processors, and even some DVD
true of all DVD
players, feature DTS decoding, but
players. It's worth
for the rest: that's where the Denon finding out if your
AVD-1000 becomes invaluable. For
DVD player will
£299 it is a standalone DTS
output aDTS
decoder, pure and simple. On the
datastream. And if it
front of the slim full-width box is a can be 'chipped', as
the only DVD DTS
small button to select between RCA
co-axial or TosLink inputs, with two film discs I've seen to
date are Region 1
LEDs to confirm which is in use, and
only.
athird LED showing 'Lock' when a
signal is present. At rear are the
audio output connectors, six RCA
More DTS info at
phono sockets for front and rear L www.dtsonline.com
and R, Center and Sub. Small
switches allow the rear, centre or sub
SUPPLIER
channels to be switched off. Missing
Hayden
from the feature list is any means to
Laboratories,
Hayden House,
adjust the relative levels of each
Chiltern Hill,
channel, so any necessary calibration
Chalfont Sr
will have to be made in the following
Peter,
AV amplifier.
Bucks
SL9 9UG.
Inside, the box is surprisingly full.
Tel 01753
Surprising because DTS decoding is
888447
often added-in to AV machinery with

So you want 'Digital Theatre Sound':
Denon's AVD1000 decoder will bring
DTS music and movie soundtracks to
an existing system
by ANDREW HARRISON

little apparent consumption of box
space. Centrally mounted is alarge
power supply board, populated with
electrolytics
and
heatsinked
regulators. The decoder board,
around one-quarter of the case size,
is densely packed with surface mount
devices, including multiple BurrBrown 1716 converters.
I tried the AVD-1000 with a
sample of CD and DVD discs and
found it to work splendidly*. The
difference between aDTS and Dolby
Digital soundtrack Ifind to be not at
all subtle. Whereas the latter has a
crisp and hard incision which will be
familiar even to passers-by of Home
Cinema demonstrations in shops and
at shows, the DTS counterpart is
altogether smoother and more
mellifluous. Playing DTS Demo CD
Vol 1, which includes material from
Lyle Lovett, Trisha Yearwood, and
Boyz II Men, there was more of a
sense of an enveloping soundfield
than I've experienced from Dolby
Digital-encoded discs. In a fourchannel surround system, ambient
reverberation sounded realistic, and
where astudio track had been mixed
with instruments or voices panned
behind the listening position the
effect was not as distracting or
intrusive as Ihave heard elsewhere.
Another excerpt, 'Mars' from Hoist's
Planets had astrong, moody power in
its rendition, and was tolerable at
higher volumes. With some datareduced digital formats, the stridency
can bçcome very wearing.
Another test of the quality of this
decoder (and indeed the format) is to
listen in two-channel stereo. Here, I
found amost convincing sound with
plenty of image depth and low-level
detail resolution. It was in some
respects preferable to CD, being
smoother and, importantly, lacking
much of the «tizz' that often thrives in
the upper register of CD's frequency
response. Vocals had real body and a
believable presence in the room, and
Ieven found myself enjoying some
'audiophile' jazz vocalists often
played by dealers and manufacturers
eager to show off their wares.
As an accessory for a pre-DTS
system, this decoder ranks as an
essential key to open arich resource
of both music and film soundtracks.
Combined with an amplifer or preamp with discrete multi- channel
inputs, it's awinner.
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A Perfect Ten.„
For the past 18
years the
Wharfedale
Diamond has
been the UK's
most popular
loudspeaker. In
contrast to almost
every other speaker
manufacturer,
Wharfedale
designs all its own
components and
builds almost every
part in its own
factories.
These award winning
speakers incorporate the
finest acoustic engineering that
Britain can offer. The advanced
technology of the decoupled
cabinets; the 'Audio Stealth'
moulded rock front and backs;
elliptically cut mineral loaded
sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction:Sound Quality

Value for money

Again confirming that in every
way she's aperfect ten.

eda; ,
=, International Ltd.
rmine Business Park
Huntingdoi
Cambs PE18 6WA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.whar'edale.co.uk

Diamond 7.1* £99.95
Diamond 7.2* £129.95
Diamond Anniversary £ 149.95

Smoot/et/
H

orne theatre — home
cinema if you grew up here
in Old Blighty — has
injected a lot of energy into the
market, and encouraged experimentation that would have been
unthinkable when two- channel
stereo was the only game in town.
Subwoofers were almost unheard of
in these days, and when they were,
it was mostly thanks to a bare
handful of rather eccentric US and
Scandinavian designers. Miniature
speakers
were
available
in
abundance,
but
none
that
purported to be taken seriously
were any smaller than the BBC
LS3/5A. And perhaps that's the
point. Hi-fi of the two- channel
stereo variety has always been a
deadly serious game, with little
room for levity or style, and that is
why it is too often rejected by that
section of the population that is
concerned with style. We call such
people women.
Ifirst encountered the Energy
brand when Ivisited what Inaïvely
imagined to be a parochial
loudspeaker manufacturer called
Audio Products International Corp
(API), just a hop, skip and jump
from metropolitan Toronto. Iwas
wrong: the site turned out to be
enormous, covering three brands,
including Mirage and Sound
Dynamics in addition to Energy.
Mirage is what passes as purist,
the nearest in the group to a highend brand,
with
a strong
professional market as well as an
upper-range domestic one. Energy
is downmarket of Mirage, but still

ranks as a specialist manufacturer
with a profile that roughly
corresponds to the mainstream
output of familiar producers like
B&W, KEF and Celestion, and
with some overlap into Mirage
territory. Indeed API was, and
evidently remains, comparable in
scale to B&W, the largest UKbased specialist speaker manufacturer. And the company is atrue
manufacturer in that it does its own
R&D, makes its own enclosures,
and designs and makes many,
though not all, of its own drive
units and crossover networks inhouse.
Well, here's a home cinema
system that fairly oozes style. It is,
as you might have noticed, ahome
cinema system based around tiny
satellite speakers and a compact
subwoofer. Tiny in this context
means what it says. If you were to
put all five satellites, including the
double size centre speaker together,
they would take little more space
than a pair of those miniature
LS3/5as. The system consists of
two parts. Take 5 (the maker omits
the space between Take and 5 by
the way, but on due consideration,
I think they got it wrong) is a
package of five satellite speakers,
four identical Take 2miniatures for
the main front and surround effects
channels, and acentre speaker, the
Take 1, which is approximately
50% larger than the others to
accommodate the usual extra
bass/mid driver.
The other part of the
system is the e:XL-S8

Here's ahome
cinema system
that fairly
oozes style. It
is, as you
might have
noticed, a
home cinema
system based
around tiny
satellite
speakers and a
compact
subwoofer.
Tiny in this
context means
what it says

powered subwoofer. The reason for
packaging the subwoofer separately,
and not including it as with typical
HITB (Home Theatre In a Box)
systems is to allow the user the
choice of whichever subwoofer he
wants. The e:XL-S8 ( love the
spelling!) is the smallest and least
costly of three Energy subwoofers
deemed appropriate for Take 5,
which can be used singly or in
pairs. The combination as tested,
which
is
the
lowest- cost
configuration, sells for just pence
under £ 650. Iwas also supplied
with two pairs of rather attractive
pedestal stands for the four small
satellites, which cost around £ 50 a
pair. The speakers bolt onto an Lshaped panel on the top of the
stands, which have a thin central
column and a triangular cast alloy
base. In structural terms they are
not strictly ideal, but they look the
part, and one of the main reasons
for buying a system such as this is
that it will blend into homes in
away that conventionally packaged
systems will not, so Iwas happy to
use them for the test.
The five magnetically shielded
satellites are built to a consistent
formula. The tweeter is a 19mm
laminated aluminium dome, chosen
for wide dispersion, and crossed
over at a lowish 2.5kHz to the
90mm carbon and
graphite
cone
bass/mid driver, or
two in the case of
the
centre
speaker.
The
enclosures are

Stylish, compact and classy —
Energy's Take 5loudspeaker system
jazzes up the whole concept of alowcost home- theatre solution

by ALVIN GOLD
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BRITAINS LEADING HI-FI

Beaut

RETAILERS PRESENT

The finest names in British audio Chord Electronics amplification and
B&W loudspeakers - together and
on permanent demonstration.

Come and discover the perfect audio
pairing in beautiful harmony.

Nautilus 802

B&W
LISTEN

HORD
AND

Scutt]
Phase 3Hi Fi
Worthing
Tel: 01903 245577
Fax: 01903 505824

YOU'LL

SEE

North
Doug Brady Hi Fi
Warrington
Tel: 01925 828009
Fax: 01925 825773
Website: www.dougluadyhi-ti.com

Midlands
West Midlands
Leicester Hi- Fi Company Sound Academy
Leicester
Walsall
Tel: 0116 253 9753
Tel: 01922 493499
Fax: 0116 262 6097
Fax: 01922 493499

Wales - The West
Audio Excellence
Cardiff
Tel: 01222 228565
Website: www.audio-excellence.muk
Email: info@audioexcelience.co.uk

based on MDF carcasses and
baffles made of something called
Spherex which is made from a
polymer base impregnated with
hollow glass spheres, forming a
honeycomb structure with a high
stiffness- to- mass ratio and good
internal damping. Baffles aside, the
enclosures are finished in a black
gloss. The baffles are plan black,
but are dressed with detachable
covers which consist of a loose
weave black cloth stretched over a
moulded plastic frame.
The subwoofer looks much more
conventional, with sit up and beg
styling, the bass unit on the front,
and the terminal block, controls
and flared reflex port on the back.
The box has a nondescript black
ash finish, though making due
allowances for price, it is solidly
enough
constructed.
Closer
examination however shows some
interesting departures from the
norm. There are two sets of inputs,
a high level set using spring
terminals which are large enough to
accommodate 4mm plugs at apinch
(no pun) and a pair of low level
phonos, but unusually the phono set
is not fed through the internal
adjustable low pass filter, and is
designed for AV amps with their
own low pass networks to avoid the
unpredictability of cascaded filters.
This is such alogical and necessary
feature, one wonders why others
don't do something similar.
The Energy has no loop-through
connectors, so the satellites must be
connected directly to the amplifier,
but this is usually best anyway to
avoid extra cabling and connectors.
The subwoofer itself is powered by
a discrete 100 watt/channel
MOSFET amplifier with a limiting
circuit to control overload, and the
driver is a200mm unit. Auto power
switching is provided, so you don't
need to remember to turn the sub
on and off with each session.
The overall presentation of the
system on paper, then, is positive,
and there is enough about the detail
design of the system to make it look
well worth a spin, but little to
suggest that it might differ greatly
from a number of similar compact
systems which are designed to
blend into the furnishings first, and
perform as audio equipment

was turned too high. Somewhat
taken aback, Istarted ringing the

second. It was with not agreat deal
of expectation then that Ipowered
the system up, initially in twinspeaker-plus-satellite form with a
Musical Fidelity A3 CD player and
Audio Refinement Complete
amplifier to see how they would
perform in stereo.
First disc on the digital
roundabout
was
Vaughan
Williams's Sinfonia Antartica
[Bournemouth SO etc on Naxos],
when Iwas confronted by ablazing
performance in rich Technicolor:
the icy coolness of the opening fully
realised, the ladies' chorus
beautifully formed, and in the third
movement, the organ passage
sounding deep and true, with a
suggestion of doubling and
roughness only when the volume

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
sensitivity
Take 1 (centre)
88dB/1W/1 m
Take 2 (L, R, surround)
88dB/1W/lm
e:XL-58 (subwoofer)
nia n/a

impedance
8ohms
8ohms
built-in amp

max power
100W
100W
100W

Energy Take Icentre
channel speaker

SUPPLIER
Audio Precision
International
(UK) Ltd,
Fairfax House,
Goddard Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk
1131SNP.
TeL 01473
240205

dimensions (hwd)
100x260x137mm
171x100x137mm
250x403x277mm

Prices: Energy Take 5package (= 2x Take 2 + ix take 1) £399.90; e:XL-58, £249.90; HT-3stands,
£49.90 pair. Total price for the system as tested is £749.60
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changes to see if this had been a
fluke, alucky coincidence of music
and machine, but it was not. With
recording after recording, the
system performed out of its price
and size class, with a level of tonal
neutrality and clarity that allowed it
to strut its stuff with a wide range
of music types, with excellent
integration and asurprising sense of
authority from the little subwoofer.
There is nothing contrived about
this system. In particular, the usual
bass ' hump' associated with low
cost home cinema subwoofers in an
attempt to make them sound bigger
and fuller than they are was toned
down, and the result was that the
lowest octave was more tuneful and
better integrated into the system as
awhole. All it lacked was deep bass
extension, and if this is likely to be
a problem, then adding a second
subwoofer, or specifying one of the
larger models, would be the
obvious route to nirvana.
If there is a problem with the
system when used in two channel
music form it is that it tends to
become congested and lacking
detail when pushed hard, though I
stress this is almost inevitable with
small satellites of the kind specified
here. But this effect tended to
recede when the system was run in
full 5.1 channel model ( using a
DVD source and driven by a
Yamaha DSP-Al
amplifier),
presumably because each speaker
was being driven less hard for a
similar overall volume. By the same
token this tended to underline the
subwoofer's limitations, though I
know of no other sub-£ 300
subwoofers that are even this good.
With good Dolby Digital 5.1
source material, the system sounds
clean, articulate and consistent, is
capable of delivering a consistent
soundfield, with sharply etched
directional effects, and offers strong
vocal intelligibility. Overall system
balance is arguably a little
lightweight when the subwoofer is
adjusted for optimum integration,
but on the whole it was remarkable
how well the parts worked together
to produce aunified whole.
There are anumber of systems of
this kind, usually sold on an HITB
basis, with obvious competition
from Boston Acoustics, Bose and
B&W, and it would be gratuitous to
make definitive comparative
statements in the context of a
standalone test such as this. At the
same time it would be remiss not to
stress that given its price and size
limitations, this Energy system is
remarkably accomplished. It will be
ahard act to follow.
1
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E-mail: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

For the Ultimate in Power

Web page: http://www.hifi-stereo corn

With atouch of Class

The system that Music was created for

Only at Heatherdale Audio can you audition the
Full Mark Levinson Reference System

Main U.K. dealers of Mark Levinson Reference Products
Thiel • Absolute Sounds • SME • Copland • Audionote
And Much More.
0% Finance Available* (* Subject to status)

Telephone: 01903 872288. Evenings: 0860 660001

Fax: 01903 872234

See our pre- owned selection in the Classified section!

COMPETITION

£2000 Audio Refinement/JMLab system!
'The French connection'
TODAY, there is areal wealth of excellent specialist hi-fi to be
seen and heard from Italy, Scandinavia, Germany, Holland
and... France! One importer in particular has really been
waving the tricolour for Gallic gear, and so it is with special
thanks to Sound Image Ltd that we introduce this month's
mouthwatering free- entry competition. Our lucky winner will
receive acomplete system which reflects the design
and manufacturing talents of two of the great
names of French audio, who
(coincidentally) are both perhaps
better known by their initials:
Jacques Mahal, the founder of
JMLab, and Yves- Bernard
André, the creator of YBA.

integrated amplifier, an FM/AM tuner and an 18-bit CD player.
The fortunate winner of this month's competition will become the
owner of an Audio Refinement Complete Integrated Amplifier,
with aretail value of £699; the Audio Refinement Complete CD
player, normally retailing at £649; and the matching system remote
(able to control all the components in aComplete system) which
normally sells for £40.

JMLAB COBALT 810 SPEAKERS
Arguably France's leading finished-loudspeaker brand,
JMLab is also associated with the world-famous Focal
drive-units, the choice of many other audiophile
loudspeaker makers — Wilson Audio among them. To
complement the Audio Refinement electronics for our
prizewinner, importer Sound Image has chosen the
elegant JMLab Cobalt 810 loudspeakers. A slim,
beautifully-finished floorstander, the Cobalt 810
measures 925x200x262mm (hwd) and, not surprisingly,
incorporates JMLab's own advanced driver technology.
The 180mm (7in) bass/mid unit has an ultra-rigid
Polyglass cone, alarge 1.5in diameter voice coil and a
massive 100mm (4in) magnet. Bass-reflex loading is
provided by acircular front port. The tweeter uses the
company's classic 25mm ( lin) Tioxid metal inverted
dome, with a19mm diameter coil and 72mm magnet.
With frequency response quoted at 45Hz-231cHz, the
Cobalt 810's sensitivity is specified as 89.5dB/1W/lm
(nominal impedance is given as 8
ohms, but with aminimum of
3.6 ohms). Crossover is at
2.8kHz and maximum power
handling (music programme)
I25W. Amplifiers of 30-100W
are suitable.
The JMLab Cobalt 810 speakers
normally retail at £799. For our winner,
they will complete afabulous system
worth no less than £2187!
It could be you...

AUDIO REFINEMENT
ELECTRONICS
Well-known for the upmarket YBA
electronics brand, Yves-Bernard
André has now created the Audio
Refinement Complete Series,
designed for world-wide availability.
All the Audio Refinement products
are designed by André, and are
manufactured under license by
Vincent Electronics, YBA's
Taiwanese distributor. In designing
the Complete Series, the goal has
been to achieve economies of scale,
while retaining ` the essence of the
YBA philosophy, with precision,
innovation and pure musical
enchantment.' The Complete range
relies on custom-made power supply
capacitors, discrete audiophile grade
components, double C-core
transformers and non-magnetic
aluminium casework. First models to
appear are a50W/channel stereo

THE QUESTIONS

How to enter: To win this great
system, simply answer the three questions
and send your completed entry form to:

1. Which special type of mains transformer is used in the Complete amplifier?
a) double C- core
b) El-core
cl toroidal
d) R- core

Audio Refinement/JMLab competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review,
PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA.
Entries must arrive by the closing date of
Friday, 11 February 2000.

2. Which material is used for the caswork of the Complete series models?
a) Neodymium iron b) ABS plastics
c) mild steel
d) non-magnetic aluminium
3. Which feature is unique to the Focal tweeter design, as used in the JM Lab Cobalt 810?
a) berylhium dome
b) soft fabric dome c) inverted Tioxid dome d) aluminium dome

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry toms are acceptable, but only
one set of entries per reader is slowed ( multiple entrants
will be disqualified). No other correspondence should be
enclosed with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or
other alternatives to the prizes offered. Winner(s) will be

r ------- --- —
Audio Ref/JMLab Competition

not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first
post on Friday, II February 2000. The Editors decision
will be final and binding. No correspondence will be
entered into regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners
will be notified by post; the results will be published in
HFNIRR, May 2000. 6) Entry forms received become the

OM.

ION

1111.11

BIM

--

1

Address

the first correct entries opened. 3) Employees of Link
House Magazines, Sound Image Ltd or their agents, will

----

Name

THE ANSWERS

n

2

n

If you would prefer NOT to receive further
direct mail, please tick this box CI

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

property of IPC Magazines Ltd.
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Here's our final, blow-by-blow report
in which we try to cover as many as possible of the
countless new products unveiled by the 100-plus
exhibitors at the 1999 event...

report

W

ith more new products
than ever, The Hi -Fi
Show 1999 marked a
successful move to anew venue, the
Novotel London West. Located
close to Hammersmith tube stations,
the Novotel provides exceptionally
easy access by public transport, and
there's no doubt that attendance was
up this year. Much of the interest
was fuelled by new technologies,
with the announcement of DVDAudio and Super Audio CD showing
that we are really on the eve of anew
era in digital sound. Following KK's
subjective ' Highlights' last month,
here's the most complete round-up
we can manage in the space
available. It would be impossible to
cover every brand on show, let alone
every product. But we've tried to
cover every exhibiting company,
even if there isn't scope to do justice
to all the fine- sounding demonstrations we heard. As usual, then
apologies in advance for any errors
or omissions...
New products shown by Absolute
Sounds ranged from the Wilson
Audio System 6speakers to the new
state- of the- art Audio Research
Reference 2 pre-amp and Reference
phono stage, not to mention the
range
of
CAST- equipped
amplification from Krell. This year,
Absolute Sounds provided an
appropriate and dramatic backdrop
for its high- end AV and music
demonstrations — the suite was
luxuriously styled with Moroccan
luxury furnishings that evoked the
ambience of Casablanca — and may
have set atrend for the future.
Acoustic Energy completed its
Aegis loudspeaker series with the
Aegis Centre speaker, • Aegis
70

Subwoofer, the flagship Aegis Three
model and the new multi- purpose
Aegis satellite speaker. Also new was
the ' Special Edition' real wood
cherry and ash veneer finish for AE's
100SE model.
ART (
Acoustic Reproduction
Technology Ltd) showed its Art One
and Art Two loudspeakers with
front-end equipment by RT Services
— Accuphase CD transport, dCS

Above: Linn's

Alpha 7SE CD player, which

Classik
amp/tuner/CD
player, in arange of

supersedes the Alpha 7 — and of
course, its Digital Radio tuner.
This year's Show saw respected
monitor speaker brand ATC launch
'the most radical speaker in the
company's history', the SCM7OSL,

colour, with speakers
to match

in a limited edition version to
celebrate ATC's 25th anniversary.

Elgar and upsampler.
Acoustic Solutions Ltd showed
its Eight loudspeaker, astand-mount
domestic monitor. hand-crafted in
21mm American red oak. Drive
units are positioned as close together
as possible for imaging ability. The
matching Platform Eight stand is a
steel open-frame, non-mass-loaded
design with alarge base footprint.
Following the success of its AMP
design, Alema launched its new
Audion Platimum hybrid amplifier at
just £ 1395. It has a valve input
stage,
MOSFET
outputs,
transformer- coupled with no
feedback — and with full remote
control included.
Dutch company APN, founded in
1982 but new to the UK, showed a
complete series of do-it-yourself kits
including D-A converters, tube preamplifiers, transistor and hybrid
power amplifiers and its unusual
tubular loudspeakers — not to
mention a ' Single Ended Mono
Triode'.
Arcam invited visitors to meet
`DAVE's younger brother MARC
(Multi Area Remote Control)', a
second add-in module for the Alpha
10 amplifier giving multi- room
control, covering one main plus four
additional zones with up to seven
sources. Arcam also showed the

We've tried to
cover every
exhibiting
company, even
if there isn't
scope to do
justice to all
the finesounding
demonstrations
we heard

Other recent introductions seen this
year included the active SCM20A,
together with the SCM0.1/15
subwoofer, while the SIA2-150
integrated amplifier was demnstraied
with SCM10 speakers. ATC also
made one Show visitor very happy
indeed by presenting him with apair
of SCM70 active monitor and an
SCA2 pre-amplifier , together worth
more than £ 12,000 — Mr Andrew
Stevenson was the fortunate winner
of our special three-part ATC
summer competition, and our thanks
go once again to ATC for generously
providing such amagnificent prize!
Italian speaker specialist ATD
offered an improved version of the
Aureavox ' 0', a ' non-conventional
compact two-way design, optimised
for low-power, low-damping factor,
valve amplifiers' which is based on
vintage technologies: acone tweeter
is matched to amain unit featuring
paper cone with pleated cloth
surround — also seen in the highefficiency Veravox 5in and 7in drive
units, aimed at SE triode fans.
Aureovox also offers Hypergraph K
'high-tech' drive units, with graphite
fibre and Kevlar aleatory matrix
multi- layer cones, plus ' isophase'
range of planar magnetic tweeters.
High-end distributor Audiofreaks
gave the world's first showing of the
Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS
line pre- amplifier, described as an
JANUARY 2000
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affordable version of the Art/Premier
16, and replacing the Premier 14.
From Avalon came the Opus
(£14,000), a smaller version of the
big Eidolon speaker. From the
fabled tuner maker Magnum
Dynalab came the MD2OB
audiophile FM receiver, including
100W/ch amplification at £ 2850;
while the new Muse Model Nine
provides a one- box 24/96 digital
player at £ 3250. Franc Kuzma's
limited- edition Stabi XL turntable
(only 50 will be made, but 32 have
ben sold already!) provided many a
talking point while the Finite
Elemente Spider range of modular
audio furniture provided support.
Audio Group International
once again showed new models from
its three speaker brands. JPW had
10
revised
and
improved
'Millennium' models called the ` i
Series'; Heybrook had the newly
restyled HB1, HB2, HB3, HB4,
with Kevlar drive units, priced from
£150 to £500; while Quale Audio
had the AV620 Home Cinema
speaker system, at only £ 499
complete.
Importer Audio Illusion showed
off new and existing models from
Acurus,
Aragon,
Aerial
Acoustics, Cairn, Classé Audio
and Renaissance Audio — ranging
from the new ATC 3Processor from
Acurus to Cairn's K5 Multi- Channel
Amplifier and the Classé Omega
amplifier.
Analogue- oriented
high- end
distributor Audio Reference showed
Argento's copper, silver and VDM
(vibration damped) interconnect and
speaker
cable;
Clearaudio
turntables, cartridges, phono amps
and cabling; Convergent Audio
Technologies '
Ultimate' tube
phono pre-amp and JL1 100 watt
Class A monoblocks; the Graham
Mk 2.0 Unipivot tonearm; and
Transfiguration Temper Supreme,
New Spirit and Esprit cartridges.
Audio Suite of Leicester showed
From top: Sony's
the German- made Eurostatic
flagship amplifier,
hybrid electrostatic speakers: the
used for SACD
ES1 measures 1240x260x320mm
demonstrations; the
with quoted power handling of
Sony '777 ES-series
100W, while the larger ES2 is
SACD player; and
1650x300x480mm and will handle
Kenwaod's adaptable
mini system
120W
Audio Synergy Ltd of West
Yorkshire demonstrated the new
range of Sugden *Masterclass
products playing into both ART and
Totem speakers — with Totem
Acoustic president Vincent Bruzzese
on hand to conduct his usual superb
demonstrations!
Distributed by Glaive Ltd, Danish
speaker brand Audiovector had
new home cinema models and arestyled M Series range, with
improved cosmetics and updated
Hie NEWS aRECORD REVIEW
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drivers. The £ 249 AVC centrechannel speaker is tonally matched
to the C Series, while two new active
subs were also shown. Also from
Glaive came Insert Audio's
extensive range of home cinema
cables, and some new Supra speaker
cables, including the shielded Ply
3.4/S and improved 2.5mm and
4mm cable, as well as anew range of
Supra home cinema cables.
Avid showed its impressive
flagship Acutus turntable ( from
£4000, depending on finish) and
launched the lower- cost Volvere
version, which sells at £ 1600
without arm,
or £ 1400
in
`unpolished' finish — along with the
Isoshelf equipment support system,
using
the
same
suspension

principles.
The BBC's Digital Radio team,
co-operated with their commercial
counterparts from Digital One to
present the new medium to Show
visitors — with adisplay including
digital tuners from Arcam, Cymbol,
TAG McLaren and Technics as well
as some conceptual designs like the
BBC two-button tuner.
B & W put on a superblypresented display, with the Nautilus
800 Series again a major attraction
and supplemented by the Nautilus
HTM1
centre
channel
and
ASW4000 subwoofer. The DM600
scies models, now in S2 versions,
were seen along with the new
DM605 ` active bass monitor' and
the LCR6 home cinema speaker.
Also shown were B&W's lifestyle
and installation products, including
the WP Iweatherproof monitor.
Beauhorn claims a 105dB/W
sensitivity for its Lowther-based
Virtuoso Reference horn speaker and
drove them successfully with the 3W
per channel Obligato stereo
amplifier. Latest upgrade to the
Reference is the large bulb- like
phase/loading plug, which Beauhorn
thinks helps create 'the most natural
sounding music you'll hear'.
Carfrae Loudspeakers displayed
The
Little
Big
Horn,
not
unexpectedly asmaller version of the
original Big Horn model. A single
full-range drive unit is loaded by a
44Hz Tractrix horn, which, as
Carfrae says, acts as an acoustic
amplifier.
Castle
Acoustics
showed
production versions of its Inversion
15, 50 and 100, first shown in
prototype form at last year's Show,
together with two new AV models,
the Inversion 45 centre- channel
speaker and the 80S powered
subwoofer. A new compact speaker,
with a classic Castle name, is the
Richmond, a high-efficiency widebandwidth two-way system replacing
the Isis, while a new compact
floorstanding model called the
Pembroke, replaces the Kendal.
With effect from 1September 1999,
Castle's became UK distributor for
the
Norwegian
electronics
manufacturer Electrocompaniet,
whose founder Per Abramsen was at
the Show to unveil the current
range. Most affordable of these
charismatic designs is the new ECI3,
a 75W/ch integrated amp selling at
£999.
Celestion's new bookshelf model,
the Cl Improved, was shown along
with complete C Series home
cinema range.
Cemac Ltd of Ware, Herts,
showed a new power amplifier and
sub- woofer amplifier, both amps
rated at 200W/ch into 8ohms.
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To become Scotland's foremost
quality hi-fi outlet you don't sell boxes,
you offer solutions.
Over the past five years we've worked
hard to build and maintain our
reputation for friendly, approachable

Leowe hi-fi TV,
absolutely interest
free over 12 months!
Whether or not the Music Mill would

and knowledgeable advice that aims

progress into the world of hi-fidelity video

toward customer- led solutions.

of audio equipment, was never in doubt

This approach, coupled with the

equipment to compliment our superb range

We recommend ...
In this regular spot, we recommend equipment
configurations that witl deliver quality and value
across arange of prices.
Here are three possible hi-fi equipment
combinations.
Loewe INakamichi / Polk

Our problem was finding the manufacturer whose company philosophy not

world's very best in hi-fi equipment

only produced superb aesthetic design, but

and other services such as delivery

to-use technology.

was also responsible for matchless, easyLoewe Planus 32" wide screen+stand £2200
Nakamichi DVD I
0

and installation anywhere in the UK
at competitive prices, has built the
Music Mill into Scotland's foremost

£800

Nakamichi AV I
0

£1000

Polk Audio AV (
RTE1 000 / CS 1000 / FX 100)

£3100

System total

£7100

quality hi-fi outlet.
Krell / Sonus Faber

Innovation and development are
Our search stopped with Loewe.

also part of the unique Music Mill mix.
This year alone we've added new
demo rooms, introduced high fidelity

Now you can purchase one interest free
from the Music Mill over 12 months.
Please visit our showroom or check out
range of German designed and

video products and are currently

manufactured video equipment and discuss

developing our presence on the world

Krell KAV 300CD

£4190

Krell KAV300i

£2600

Sonus Faber GP's

£2200

System total

£8990

www.loewe.de/english to view this stunning

how you might best integrate it with your
audio system.

wide web.

LOE1NE.

TEAC

Small is beautiful with
the new Martin Logan
entry level Scenario, now
in stock!
Martin Logan,THE name in electrostatics, have launched

TEAC Referance 100 System (
CD.Arnp Tuner Speakers)
System total

£300

the new, affordable Scenario and it's now on demo at
the Music Mill.
This is afull- range hybrid design standing only I . 2m
high and at £ 1695 they offer exceptional value for money.
For more details and to arrange ademonstration in
one of our demo rooms, contact the Music Mill.

Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell /ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI / JBL
Marantz / DNM / Alchemist / Roksan / Copland / Project ! TEAC / J.A. Michell / Theta

Watch this ad next month for pictures and
information on ORBE SE Limited Edition

All sytems available by mail order.
Buy now pay later*
Above prices do not include cable connections or stands.
Please contact for advice

Music Mill

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG / Tel: 0131 555 3963 / Fax: 0131 555 3964 / wvvwmusicmill.co.uk / advicemusicmill.co.uk
*Cash price £ 10000. Deposit £ 1000. No more to pay for 12 months.Then either settle the balance of £ 000 before the first due date and incur no irterest charges or make 36 monthly
payments of £462..78, 29.8% APR (fixed).Total amount payable El 7660.08. Interest will be charged from the date of the agreement if the balance is not paid in full before the first payment
date. Credit is subject to status.A written quotation is available on request.
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As well as selling new and
collectable CDs and LPs, the
Cherished Record Company was
also promoting VPI turntables and
record cleaning machines, in its role
as newly-appointed UK distributor.
Once again it was great to see
Norm Chesky and Sal from Chesky
Records, here to promote its first
96/24 DVDs with full motion video,
including Chuck Mangione, The
Feeling's Back [CHDVD 194].
Chord Electronics debuted its
five- channel SPM1900 power
amplifier ( 1x160W, 4x120W 8
ohms, £ 4210), plus the threechannel
SPM603 ( 1x220W,
2x130W, 8 ohms, £ 2920) and
SPM1203 ( 1x330W, 2x250W, 8
ohms, £ 5075) and launched the
Chord
DSC1500
Enhanced
DAC/Pre-amp [ see MC's review,
this issue], feeding the massive new
800W SPM4000 stereo power amp.
Valve amplifier specialist CR
Developments launched its eyecatching new Woodham range
(remember the first green pre-amp
last year?) with pre-, power and
integrated amplifiers, all finished to
CR's usual gleaming high standard
and already said to be a 'bestseller'
in the Far East market.
Hampshire-based Cura (UK) Ltd
caught visitors' eyes with its Union
Jack-painted speakers but the serious
business of the Show was to launch
its new baby the CA5. Like the
existing CA10, CA21 and CA30
loudspeakers, this diminutive 5 litre
bookshelf speaker is finished in highquality real wood veneers.
Cymbol showed its C-DABI
Digital Radio tuner as well as the
CAI integrated amplifier, CA3
remote control integrated amplifier,
CPA3 power amplifier, CPRI
remote- control pre- amplifier and
CDPI2 CD player with HDCD
decoding.
Densen Audio Technologies of
Esbjerg, Denmark, had the longpromised new B-400 CD player,
whose features include a clock
circuit said to have a precision of
1ppm, software upgradability (via
Internet or form acomputer), builtin HDCD and built-in Demagic
circuit for demagnetizing the signal
path. Also launched was Densen's
SAXO (Selectable Audio X-Over),
which can be mounted for example
inside a B-300 power amp, to
provide an for easy upgrade to an
active system, by disconnecting the
speaker's normal crossover and
allowing the power amplifiers to
drive the drive units directly. The
SAXO board's 200-plus switches
can be set to suit any speaker, with
crossover frequencies from 80Hz to
14kHz, slopes of 6dB/oct to
24dB/oct with a choice of filter
NISI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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characteristics. The SAXO -Drive
'docking station' accommodates up
to six SAXO boards. Densen has
also upgraded the well-known DP02/DP-Drive m-cstage, B-100 amp,
the DM-20 and other models.
Digital One, which broadcasts
commercial radio stations on Digital
Radio, was jointly responsible with
the BBC ( see above) for the
presentations of Digital Radio held
in the Bourgogne Suite.
EAR/Yoshino launched the EAR
864 pre-amplifter, a fully- featured
unit combining the renowned 834P
phono pre- amp and the 834L
linestage in one package, with EAR's
trademark stunning chrome front
panel. [See KK's review, this issue.]
German loudspeaker company
ELAC showed its CL330 jETs, the
tiny aluminium- cased speakers
which achieve extraordinary bass
output for their size thanks to the
special design of the 18Ornm bass
unit. This has an aluminium
sandwich membrane and a high
power-handling 37mm voice- coil,
with
an
extra- wide
doubleasymmetrical rubber surround giving
an extra- long throw of almost
30mm! Distribution is by Sennheiser
UK.
Funtime Gifts showed the Fuss
'speaker enhancement system' plus
its Lite FX products —psychedelic
Luminglas, crackle tube,. virtual
reality clock, aqualites, fog machine,
and liquid oil light shows.

Clockwise from top
left: KEF's
loudspeaker range;
The Bishop
loudspeakers from
Wilson Benesch, with
Chord Electronics;
and Martin Logan 's
speaker range

Myles and Lisa Astor
of Ultimate Audio

Gamma Acoustics unveiled
another extensive line-up of tube
amplifiers, with 211 and 300B-based
SET models ranging from the
Rhythm 211/VT4c 20W ( remote
control, £ 2499) to the Space
Reference 300B
18W stereo
(£7999), as well as the Epoch
Loudspeaker (£ 1999),
silver
interconnects and speaker cables and
a special diecast alloy, polymerdamped Isolation Stand at £449.
GT Audio wowed visitors with
the Avangarde Acoustic Trio horn
speakers and also announced the
new
SUB 225 CTRL
PRO
subwoofer, said to have all the speed
and dynamics of the horns and
matching all the Avantgarde models,
which now come in some bright,
fresh new colours, GT Audio also
showed the moving-coil cartridges
by Jan Alberts: prices start at £850
for the MC Eco and finish at £2995
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for the MC2 Gold. Each model can
be upgraded to the next and
ultimately to MC2 Gold spec, and
all are guaranteed for five years
including the diamond tip. Through
GT
Audio,
Audiolabor
of
Germany, famous originally for its
Konstant turntable model, now
offers UK buyers the 511 preamplifier, 500 monoblock power
amplifiers and the gorgeous 531 CD
player. Finally, GT's own Tron
Electric
valve
amplification
included a new high- end preamplifier called the Orbit, styled to
match the Type PX25 and 300B
stereo power amplifier, and showed
the Disc-drive valve mains supply,
generating pure 50Hz ` mains' to
power turntables and other units.
Main analogue source was the nearlegendary Platine Verdier turntable
from Laboratoire JC Verdier, but
Verdier's less costly Nouvelle Platine
turntable was also shown. Other
products from GT Audio included
the StarDAC 24-bit DAC [see AH's
review this issue], LYS Gyrascope (a
record strobe and record clamp in
one), The Conductor by Matisse,
and the dis -Bard, a high quality
distribution board for high-end hi-fi.
Many items are now available from
GT Audio's new mail order
accessory division, GTA.
Boasting a unique 21 years
experience as speaker supplier to the
BBC and programme makers around
the world,
Harbeth Audio
demonstrated its well-recived HL
Compact 7 and the shoe-box sized
HL-P3ES, using an Arcam DAB
tuner.
As always, the Hi -Fi News
Accessories Club aimed to show as
full a range as possible of the
products featured in the monthly
HFN/RR Accessories Club column
— including, for the first time, the
full Ben Duncan ' Super Spur' mains
installation system.
Having made asplash with its big
Eros
hybrid
electrostatic,
Innersound UK launched asmaller,
lower cost version, the Isis.
Demonstrations with upsampled CD
provided some superb sounds.
Trade magazine Inside Hi -Fi,
with new sister publication Custom
Installer, cheered industry visitors
in their hospitality room.
InStore Logistics offered the
trade its hi-fi comparator, designed
for retailers by a custom installer.
With connection points evenly
spaced, each connection point is
configurable by a flick of a switch
and product connection is with
standard leads.
Ixos
showed
its ' Gamma
Geometry' interconnects, speaker
cables, and new digital and SCART
interconnects, plus the wonderfully74

From top: ConradJohnson Premier 17
pre-amp; Kuzma 's
limited-edition XL
turntable; Simon
Yorke 's latest
turntable model;
Krell KCT pre- and
FPB600c power amp

named new Ixotica interconects.
KEF launched a new budget
loudspeaker, the Cresta 2, and
showed the updated Reference
Series with no less than four new
models, not to mention two new
mid-priced loudspeakers, Concerto
1and Concerto 2.
Kenwood showed a complete
line-up of hi-fi separates and AV
components and unveiled its lifestyle
system in which components can be
placed horizonatally or vertically the large square display panel
automatically orients to read
correctly!
Linn's new Klimax Solo 500
power amplifiers were configured in

a Keltik Aktiv playback system
complete with Sondek CDI2 and
Linn 5103 System Controller. Linn
also unveiled the new Classik
integrated CD/amp with an AM/FM
tuner, in a range of colours and
finishes. The new Genki and Ikemi
CD Players were on display as well
as the Knekt multiroom and AV51
home cinema system.
Horn speaker specialist Living
Voice, with the Avatar and
Auditorium (95dB/W and 94dB/W
respectively!), combined forces with
electronics brand Helios under the
auspices of Definitive Audio. CD
Players from Helios are the Model 3,
2,
1 and
Stargate,
while
amplification on-hand included the
Border Patrol 300B SE power amp
with Western Electric tubes, SJS
pre-amp and Art Audio's Concerto.
Loth- X Audio of Singapore
showed its Ion 1and Ion 2 two-way
bookshelf/floorstanding speakers;
and the Ion 3 and Ion 4 with single
tricone driver (bookshelf/back horn
loaded) and the intriguing Opera
series turntables — Othello with a
thick platter system, Carmen with
split platter, and Aida with split
silicon-damped platter system.
In the joint Marantz/Tannoy
exhibit, Ken Ishiwata was giving UK
showgoers their first chance to hear a
multi- channel Super Audio CD
demonstration, using the alreadyfamous Budapest recording of
Sarasate's Zigeunerweissen.
Demonstrating the Meridian
Digital Theatre system, Meridian
also showed its full range of digital,
analogue and video components,
including the 800 DVD Player, 861
Surround Controller and the
updated 96/24 DSP Loudspeaker
range. New products previewed this
year were the 580 DVD Player, the
568 Digital Surround Processor ( a
24-bit replacement for the highlysuccessful 565) the 558 five-channel
160W amplifier ( which can be
bridged to give 400W stereo) and
the DSP33 loudspeakers (a digital
version of the M33).
Monitor Audio gave us the world
launch of its new Bronze speaker
range, designed to give the high
performance in an affordable
package. Stylish appearance, rigid
construction and full magnetic
shielding make the Bronze Series
suitable for both hi-fi and home
cinema. Also new was the FX rear
effect speaker, featuring switchable
bipolar/dipolar operation,
to
complement the Silver series models.
Moth Group offered the MkII
version of its Moth Record Cleaning
Machine, plus the Moth Thirty
Series 100W power amp; from The
Cartridge Man, Len Gregory, first
look at a new tunable isolation
JANUARY 2000
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system.
Musical Fidelity showed its new
A- Series — the A3 85W/ch dualmono integrated and A300 150W/ch
integrated amplifier, both with
phono m-m/m-c and full remote,
plus the A3CD low- jitter 24- bit
DAC CD player and matching ATuner. Along with the existing XSeries models was the new highperformance X-LP2 dual- mono
phono stage.
Musical
Technology
and
Crimson Products providing
speakers and electronics respectively,
joined forces (with DNM cable) to
present ' asystem that sounds sweet
and involving'.
Naim Audio launched its new
NBL loudspeaker, a true three-way
system, and the show also saw the
world's first public appearance of the
NAP500 power amplifier, to be
released December 1999.
Nakamichi, through its UK
distributor BBG, launched several
new models in its style- led
Soundspace range, including a
CD/Alarm Clock Radio with left
and right bedside units having
separately adjustable wake up times!
Polk speakers, also handled by
BBG, were exhibited alongside the
Nakamichi product range.
Nordost (UK) Ltd demonstrated
its Flatline range of cables including
its new Micromono Filament range,
with comparsions against other other
UK cable brands.
Nottingham
Analogue
Engineering showed its turntable
range and other products, summing
up with the slogan, 'Just analogue!'
Orelle's Audiophile speaker range
comprises the Swing and Solice

and P5LTD models have ribbon
tweeter and midrange units

current domestic range. All current
speakers now have inserts at the rear
to accept Bryston Powerpac power
amplifiers. PMC also showed
Bryston's high-spec 2x500W power

developed and built within the
company.
Pioneer gave London Show
visitors another chance to hear a
DVD-Audio demonstration using its
flagship DVD player and associated
amplification components. The DVAX 10 incorporates many advanced
features and (as was revealed at a
subsequent press briefing in Japan)
in its production form will play
SACD discs as well as DVD-V and
DVD-A discs. Retail price for this
model will be around 0000; lowercost models will play DVD-V and
DVD-A

amplifier, and gave the first showing
of the three- channel 6B ST
(3x250W) and the SP 1 AV
Processor. All the Bryston range are
now available in Silver or Black, with
the option of standard flat front
panel or 19in rack mount format
with grab handles.

Wilson Audio
System 6

PMC Ltd (the Professional
Monitor Company) demonstrated its
new FBI floorstanding monitor and
the three-way IB I , as well as its
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marque boasts arevolutionary DAC,
line pre-amplifier and push-pull 2A3
power amplifier, all valve driven. An
Ensemble CD Transport and
Garrard 501 turntable with Kondo
10 cartridge provided the sources.
Following PM Components' new
distribution
agreement
with
Svetlana [
see 'News'], PM showed
these tubes alongside the current
Golden Dragon range.
ProAc unveiled its new Future
One and Future Two loudspeakers,
radically different from anything
ProAc had made before, with slim
cabinets and downward-firing ports.
These high- end models sell at
around £ 5000 and £ 10,000/pair
respectively.
QED ran demonstrations of the
audible differences between speaker
cables, ranging from the ubiquitous
79 strand to Genesis Silver Spiral BiWire. In another room, QED
showed its ' multi-room system for all
of us', MusiQ, which has wireless
control and costs under £ 1000!
Quad's new 99 Series was on
demonstration, complemented by
the ESL range of electrostatic
speakers. Quad also demonstrated

models, but asecond new range was
launched this year, aimed at 'amore
style- conscious buyer', with a
floorstanding system and several very
compact surround wall- mount
speakers, as well as two subwoofers
in the range.
High-end distributor Path Premier
chose The HiFi Show for the world
launch of both the Mark Levinson
No.383 integrated amplifier and the
Madrigal Proceed MDT modular
DVD transport. Path Premier also
showed the first of the more
affordable Revel loudspeakers,
unveiled at Las Vegas this year: the
F30, a three-way floorstander
featuring aluminium drivers. There
was a new state-of-the-art video
processor, Faroudja's DVP3000,
and three new ` earspeakee systems
from Stax. Meanwhile, Path
Premier's sister company Path
Distribution showed a full range of
accessories from Case Logic, AKG
Acoustics, and Allsop.
Piega of Switzerland unveiled its
intriguing loudspeakers: the P8LTD

In
association
with
PM
Components
Ltd,
Hiroyasu
Kondo, founder of the original
Audio Note Company, launched his
new Kondo brand at the show. The

its new II-40 valve power amplifier, a
new monoblock design reflecting the
great tradition of the old Quad II,
now offering arealistic power output
for modern systems.
Subwoofer specialist REL had an
extra room devoted to static displays
and conversation because, said the
PR blurb, founder Richard Lord
'always enjoys meeting fellow lovers
of good bass', and he's infectiously

From top: Castle Inversions loudspeaker range; Caty CAD-300SE
monoblocks; CR Developments valve amplifier display

enthusiastic. Unfortunately, a back
injury put REL himself out of action
during the show! But in its main
room, REL demonstrated the new
Q200E subwoofers, in a high-end
system including Parasound and
Primare components, and (making
their world's first show appearance)
Indigo loudspeakers.
Roksan Audio Ltd added three
new products to its well-established
Caspian series: two multi- channel
AV power amplifiers together with
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an AV processor; and Roksan's new
loudspeaker [reviewed, with one of
the power amps, by KK last month]
doubled up for music or a multichannel AV solution. For the
`lifestyle' matrket, Roksan launched
its Kandy system ( CD, integrated
amp and FM tuner, other items to
follow), in colour finishes.
Rotel (
through UK distributor
Gamepath Ltd) had several new
models, including the long-awaited
RCD-991 CD player, a highperformance model at £ 50, and the
RA-931MkII amplifier, a revised
version of this budget phono/line
integrated amp at only £ 175. Power
output is 35W/ch. The RT-955
tuner with RDS sells for £350
This year, high- end distributor
RT Services was at last able to unveil
the Foundation System from
Spectral Audio Inc of the USA,
with some of the Spectral reference
components on view too. In a
second room, RT Services showed
Basis turntables and Nagra's PL-P
pre-amp and Valve Power Amplifier,
as well as the Accuphase CD
transport plus dCS Elgar and the
new Delius DAC, also with the
abilty to work with the Purcell and
to upsample standard CDs to
192kHz. Verity Audio Speakers
were demonstrated. Other items on
show included Sirius amplification,
The Black Cube Phono Stage,
Crown Jewel Cartridge and BKS
speakers.
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd
showed some speakers made by the
first licensee of Kimber's Di-Aural
crossover technology. The American
company Evett & Shaw's Pesaro
model was available in both original
and new Di- Aural form for A/B
comparison. Both Ray Kimber for
Di-Aural and Clayton Shaw of Evett
& Shaw were at the Show to conduct
the demonstrations.
Strumenti
Acustici
di
Precisione (
SAP) of Salerno,
Italy, played its single- ended
triode,
zero- feedback
Anniversary OTL integrated
amplifier and Trio loudspeakers
(a compact three-way), with
SAP's CSI- 1interconnect and
CSP-1 speaker cable, Swissmade to SAP spec. Source was
the Simon Yorke Designs
System 7 turntable, which
SAP distributes in Italy,
amply demonstrated by Mr
Yorke himself
Schroers & Schroers,
well-known in Germany for
AV furniture, launched its
products to the UK HiFi
trade — notably the ' Pure
Glass' range, made of
20mm and 15mm polished
and bevelled glass. A range
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Ckwkwise from top:
Acoustic Mania
perform, with Blue
Box PA; Magnum
Dynatab MD-208
reamer; Musical
Fidelity A3 amp,
tuner and CD
player. Sow record
cleaning machine

Sony speaker

featuring lOmm glass shelves is
available in clear, frosted, green or
yellow glass.
Sennheiser UK showcased a new
flagship headphone model for
audiophiles, the HD590, plus two
new closed-back design and a new
mini and in-ear headphone range.
Shadow Sound debuted its
three-way Orion sppeakers: each
enclosure is hand-crafted and
custom finished as awork of art, and
the Orion is described as ' a true
investment for today and the future'.
From France came 3D LAB SIEA with new CD players with
sampling rate converter; anew DVD
player and anew video processor.
Silvernote showed a range of
handbuilt turntables created by the
ever-enthusiastic Steve Mann, one of
the UK's true analogue diehards.
Simetel of Rome brought us
Nightingale Italia, with the new
Armonia integrated amp joining
the line-up of stunning retrolook
valve designs, and the CS- 1500
line conditioner, less expensive
than previous models. The
Show also featured a new
Italian
speaker
brand,
Concentus, with its first
product, the Lyra. This open
baffle beauty had four
woofers, one mid and one
tweeter, completely open at
front and rear.
Sonic Link displayed
cables for hi-fi, video and
home cinema, including mains
cables said to improve both
sound and vision quality, and a
new ' value for money' brand,

Connect-Link.
Sonneteer showed working
prototypes of a 300W and 500W
amplifiers using digital amplification
technology to produce alot of watts
per pound sterling. Also on show
were Sonneteer's Sedley, Campion
and Alabaster.
A new company making quality
hi-fi and audio visual stands, speaker
stands and storage, Sonus System
Ltd launched its Excel range.
Sony demonstrated Super Audio
Compact Disc via its ' flagship'
system, consisting of the SCD-1
player, TA- E1 Pre-Amplifier, TANI Power Amplifier and SS-M9ED
Speakers. Sony also unveiled
unveiled its next SACD player, the
777ES model.
Soundstyle
and
Sound
Organisation showed equipment
support ranges. Soundstyle Select
stands for audio and video come in a
choice of vibrant colours including
silver. The Finewoods range offers
sweeping curves and real- woodveneered shelves, while Soundstyle
Radius has curved black glass shelves
and black, chrome or gold uprights.
Sound Organisation stands have a
versatile twin-pillar construction.
Making its first appearance at the
HiFi Show this year, South Coast
Speakers Ltd had added many new
designs to its original ' Myths &
Legends' range, many using Visaton
ribbon tweeters. A new two-way
bookshelf using this tweeter, the
Lancelot, was demonstrated.
Cabinets come in a choice of nine
standard real wood veneer finishes
with three luxury finishes available at
77

extra cost. SCS currently has 16
designs on demonstration at its
showroom
in
Southampton,
including two-way bookshelfs, two-,
three- and five-way floorstanders and
an AV package with active sub.
From Holland, Audioscript BV
offered the Sphinx range, most of
the existing ' Project' models being
updated and now available in
aluminium finish as well as black.
The Project Fifty tuner is based on

Audio had many new or revised

the earlier Five but uses the same
audio section and special inputFETs as the Project Eight pre-amp.
It has 99 station memories (AM and
FM), and alarge rotary control gives

hefty bass output with a small
footprint; the G30 RTL (£499.95
per pair) employs two bass units give
even weightier bass, with higher
sensitivity and power handling.
Technics gave demonstrations of
DVD Audio in Multi-Channel and
two- channel formats, linking the
player to the spectacular Panasonic

an ' analogue tuning feel' although
actual tuning is digital. The Project
Thirty-two 24-bit HDCD DAC has
an RS- 232 interface for servicing.
The Phono Equaliser pre-amp (m-m
and m- c) features a ' unique' lowpass filter for 78rpm records, to
avoid the added noise heard with a
`normal' phono pre-amp.
Synthesis Art in Music ( Fase
smc) of Morrovalle, Italy showed the
its new Naif Collection amplifiers in
five colours. Wood features on the
Seamus integrated amp with 50W
each channel with separate supply.
Talk Electronics showed two
new ' introductory level' products —
the Cyclone 1integrated amplifier
and matching Thunder 1CD player,
each priced at £549.95 and sporting
asilver ' lifestyle' finish.
Hi-fi support specialist Target

models in various colours. The
established Puresonic interconnects
were joined by a new range of
'enthusiast' cables, as well as arange
of cables for the installation market.
British loudspeaker manufacturer
TDL showed its new G20 RTL and
G30 RTL models, both using the
company's glass-fibre cones. The
TDL G20 (£ 379.95 per pair)
floorstander is designed to provide

Technics gave
demonstrations
of DVD Audio
in Multi-

with the Millenia turntable and
semi- automatic Record Cleaning
Machine, and anew 'plug and play'
turntable called the Comet. This

Channel and
two-channel
formats,
linking the
player to the

comes with Rega RB300 arm, Grado
Platinum cartridge and SOTA
Reflex Clamp, all for £995. Other
products ranged from Arcici's
pneumatic tables to the TDS

spectacular
Panasonic
Plasma
Screen TV

Plasma Screen TV, and also showed
its complete range of DVD-Audio
ready VGCA amplifiers and anew
receiver range. Last but not least,
Technics unveiled its ST-GT1000
Digital Radio Tuner.
Distributor The Audiophile Club
once again presented the singleended amplification of Cary Audio
(300SE-LX20 monoblocks and
300SEI-LX20 integrated), driving
speakers from BC Acoustique (
with
horn tweeters and sculptural
cabinets) and Soliloquy speakers.
The Audiophile Club now handles
the KR Enterprises valves, such as
the high- power ( 20W) 300B
derivative. SOTA was represented

enhancer (there is a new balanced
version, and the basic model is now
offered at less than £ 100), Earmax
headphone amps and Shinpy fluidfilled cables, and Tice Power Blocks
(mains conditioners) ' at sensible
prices, which match the US prices'.
The Chord Company had biwire versions of Odyssey, Rumor,
and Carnival speaker cables, and a
new high- end interconnect, the
Chord Anthem, designed to further
improve on the Chorus. Also seen
was The Chord Co's ' mains filter
with adifference', the Clearway.
Record retailer The Direct Disc
had on sale a comprehensive range
of records, compact discs, boxed sets
and picture discs and is now
distributing records and CDs from
Swedish audiophile label Proprius.
Courtesy of importer Glaive Ltd,
Thule Audio demonstrated its new
Space PR250B Dolby Digital/DTS
surround-sound processor, which
goes on sale at £ 1699. The
processor uses the advanced
Motorola 56362 DSP engine to
allow future-proofing. Also available
are the complementary IA250B fivechannel integrated amplifier (£ 1799)
and the PA250B, an auto switching
2x250W/5x100W per channel power
amplfier (£ 1699). The Spirit hi-fi
range was also on show.
T3 magazine says ' If it's new and
if it's hi-tech, it's in T3 first'. The
magazine, exhibiting at this year's
show, ' offers aunique concoction of
hi- tech and hi- style hardware,
providing gadget lovers, technology
fans and the design-conscious with a
four-weekly fix of the cutting edge.'
Canadian speaker manufacturer
Totem Acoustic showed the
delectable and revised Arro, with
improved power handling.
UKD showed new and established
products from the leading Italian
brands it represents in the UK.
Opera's Mini, Pavarotti and
Superpavarotti are a new range of
elegant loudspeakers for both audio
and home theatre use. Unison
Research showed the Aria S8, a
new single-ended triode integrated
amplifier of stunning design while
Audio Analogue's Maestro CD
player [reviewed Oct ' 99 by AH] and
the Pathos Acoustics Twin Towers

Below, clockwise: the HFNIRR stand; BBC Dtgital Radio Tuner prototype; Ventas speaker; Mr Stevenson receiving his

Reference Remote amplifier [July '99
by KK] were being shown for the
first time in the UK, along with the

prize, with Bob Pollye (left) and Michelle Cooke of A7'C; Billy Woodman of ATC with the Editor and an SCM70

Classic One, a more affordable
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Above: B&IF Lersure. .1
1
1 os; Ricare
Franassovici of Absolute Sounds

with which he demonstrated that
aluminium hi-fi casework is not
totally
non-magnetic:
DNM
casework is made in plastics.
Vivante, the audiophile disc
distribution and mail order
specialist, had ahuge range of CDs
on sale at the Show, including DTS
Surround- Sound, Denon Ambient,
HDCD titles and a host of other
audiophile goodies on both CD and
vinyl, as well as the Cardas
Degaussing Disc, accessories and
record cleaning machines, and the
US magazine Ultimate Audio.
German high- quality connector
specialist WBT Distribution
GmbH of Essen, showed its full
range of nicely-designed connectors
and gave demonstrations of crimping
and CCS cable termination
techniques. WBT's new straps for
bi-wiring incorporate an antivibration or damping device similar
to that its ` Sandwich Spade'.
Among the many brands displayed
by high-end distributor Zentek was
Passlabs, with the new X0 preamplifier, X150 and X350 power
amplifiers and the Aleph 3
amplifiers. From Balanced Audio
Technology came the new VK
50SE pre- amplifier to match the
VK60; new from Advantage were
the M300S monoblock and A300S
stereo amplifiers. New Zingali
speakers included the Colosseum
Micro, described as the smallest
horn loudspeaker in the world —
and a new introduction from
America was the Wisdom linesource loudspeaker range.Wisdom's
biggest model is the Adrenaline
Rush, at $ 170,000, and has six-foot
line source sections using planar
drivers (in which afilm diaphragm is
driven by magnets on both sides)
plus four subwoofers; the slightly less
massive Adrenaline 50 is also a
dipole radiator. More manageable,
perhaps, was the Monopole 50 ( a
mere £ 1.8k) using similar planar
drivers (each with 381b of magnet!)
for the line- source towers but
absorbing their rear radiation. John
Jeffries of Zentek also presented his
own Lumley LMS loudspeakers,
the 150, 250, 500 and 1000. And
like most exhibitors at this 17th HiFi Show, we're relieved to say, he
was still smiling at the end...

integrated amplifier from Pathos.
A Jvan den Hul himself was on
hand to offer his expert advice and
demonstrate some of his latest
cartridge designs including a high
performance version of the Black
Beauty, the SP-X (£3000) and The
White Beauty (£2500), which has
silver coils, and four mounting holes
to increase the compatibility with a
wide variety of tonearms (both high
and low output versions are
available). A Jshowed new cables,
including anew ' Ultimate' version of
The First [reviewed p44 by MC].
Ventas Horn Systems showed
its £6000 H3 full-range Horn. The
show saw the launch of the new
floorstanding Ventas 45, a bass
reflex design using ScanSpeak
drivers, at £ 3750. The smaller 25
floorstander, at £ 1750, uses a
D'Appolito configuration with two
Morel 130mm units sandwiching a
SEAS tweeter.
Virtuai Reality exhibited a full
DNM-Rehdéco System, with the
HERE'S TO THE NEXT TIME!
latest DNM 3CSIX pre-amplifier
The HiFi Show 2000 will be held at
and DNM PA3à5 Power Amplifier
the same venue, the Novotel,
coupled
to
Rehdéko
145
London West, on 21st- 24th
loudspeakers. Front end was a September, 2000. All enquiries to
DNM Rota 2 turntable, with DNM
the Show's organiser, Janet Belton,
interconnect, speaker cable, Reson
Link House Exhibitions, Dingwall
Licon
and
Domo
Stands
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA.
throughout. DNM founder Denis
Telephone +44 (0) 20 8 774 0847.
Morecroft was on hand with apiece
Fax + 44 (0) 20 8 781 1158; e-mail
of aluminium strip and a magnet, janet_belton®lhm.co.uk
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AT THE SHOW WERE...
... arecord-breaking list of brands, products and new
launches. Thanks to all the companies who exhibited: they are
listed below with contact numbers for reference. Note that this
list covers only companies' names, and not the brands that they
represented. So for product brand names, refer to the text.
A&R Cambridge (Arum) 01223 203222; Absolute Sounds
0181-9713909; Acoustic Energy 01285 654432; Acoustic
Solutions 01245 252825; Alema UK 01903 750755; APN
Publisher +31 10 4782012; Arcam 01223 203200; ATC
Loudspeaker Technology 01285 760561; ATD sas +39 02
48950781; Audiofreaks 0181 9484153; Audio Group
International 01752 333800; Audio Illusion 01753 542761,
Audio Reference 01483 575344; Audio Suite 07899
753111; Audio Synergy 01924 406016; The Audiophile Club
0181 882 2822; Audioscript BV +31 356022806;
Audiovector 01622 664070; Avid 01525 717487; BBC
Digital Radio 0171 7654467; BBG Distribution 0181
8639117; B&W Loudspeakers UK 01903 750750; Beauhom
(Thomas Transducers) 01424 813888; Cable Talk 01276
686717; Carfrae Horn Loudspeakers 01803 868461; Castle
Acoustics 01756 795333; Celef Audio International/ProAc
01280 700147; Celestion International 01622 6874.42;
Cemoc 01920 464848; Cherished Record Company 01579
363063; Chesky Records 0212 586 7799; Chord Electronics
01622 721444; CR Developments 01702 469055, Cura (UK)
01252 401401; Cymbol Electronics 01256 381569,
Definitive Audio 0115 9733222; Densen Audio Technology
+4575 18 1214; Digital One 0171 518 2620; DNA
Marketing 01798 343414; EAR/Yoshino 01480 453791,
Fase 003907 33865206; Funlime Gifts 0181-853 2628,
Gamepath 01908 322704; Gamma Acoustics 01753
526939; Gemflex Engineering (Sonus System) 0115 944
2414; Glaive 01622 664070; GT Audio 01895 833099;
Harbeth Audio 01444 440955; HiFi News Accessories Club
01234 741152; Insert Audio 01622 664070; Inside HiFi
01480 469253; In Store Logistics 0166 2623165; Ixos
01494 441736; JESugden 01924 406016; KEF 01622
687442; Kenwood Electronics UK 01923 816444; Linn
Products 0141 307 7777; Living Voice and Helios 0115 973
3222; Loth-XAudio +65 338 8284; Marantz Hi-fi UK
/Tannoy 01753 680868; Meridian Audio 01480 434334;
MGL 01886 822047; Monitor Audio 07970 632822; Moth
Group 01234 741152; Musical Fidelity 0181 9002866;
Musical Technology/Crimson Products; 01656 842000; Naim
Audio 01722 332266; Nakamichi 0181 8639117; Nordost
(UK) 01352 730251; Nottingham Analogue Engineering
01733 762947; Omni Digital UK 01279 442700; Orelle
0181 9311206; Panasonic UK /Technics 01344 853153;
Path Group 01494 441736; Path Premier 01494 441736;
Piega of Switzerland +41-1-725 9001; Pioneer Hi- Fi (GB)
01753 789789; PMC 01707 393002; PM Components
01634 848500; Polk (BBG) 0181 863 9117; ProAc 01280
700147; QED Audio Products 01276 451166; Quad (UK)
01480 447700; REL Acoustic 01656 768777; Rolcsan Audio
0181 830 7733; RT Services 01235 810455; Russ Andrews
Accessories 01539 823247; Slrumenti Acustici di Precisione
+39 089250979; Schroers & Schroers (Smartcroc ) 01689
849999; Sennheiser UK 01494 551531; Shadow Sound
01903 238461; SIEA +33 140 381029; Silvemote 01992
620905; Simetel 003906 4110546; Smartcroc 01689
849999; Sonic Link 01332 361390; Sonneteer 0181 286
6661; Sonus Systems 0115 9442414; Sony Consumer
Products Co UK 01932 816000; Soundstyle 01284 701101,
South Coast Speakers 01703 703221; Sphinx +313
56020302; SUPRA 01622 664070; System Audio 0045
36458080; T3 Magazine 01225 442244; Talk Electronics
01276 684422; Target Audio Products 01582 401244; TDL
Electronics 01628 85011; Technics/Panasonic UK 01344
853153; The Chord Company 01722 331674; The Direct Disc
01992 447764; Thule Audio 01622 664072; Totem Acoustic
UK 01924 406016; UKD 01753 652669; Ultimate Sonics
0956 805572; Van den Hul 0181 997 4280; Ventas Horn
System 01263 741417; Virtual Reality (Audio System) 01277
224103; Vivante London 0181 9776600; WBT Distribution
GmbH +49 201 87 10240; Zentek Music 01892 616383.

Oxford Audio Consultants
Í

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
LOEWE TELEVISIONS - WE NOW STOCK THIS PREMIUM RANGE
MARANTZ CD 7CD PLAYER - OUTRAGEOUS VALUE FOR MONEY
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - SUPERB QUALITY
THETA CASANOVA & DAVID - HOME THEATRE MADE REAL
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product
from our favourite Italian company - afull-scale floor- standing
GUARNERI that we've prayed for for ages - we've got our
demonstrator's - and - wow!!!
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more
and more impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously
good!
B&W NAUTILUS 804 LOUDSPEAKERS - A GENUINE BARGAIN AT £2500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER
for the money - audition an absolute must!
NAKAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8 - PERFECT ON THE WALL
INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
KRELL FPB POWER AMPS - THE NEW RANGE IS OUT
-AUDITION A MUST!
DENON AVC A1D HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - A KNOCK-OUT
FOR THE MONEY

VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PININFARINA LOOKS & PICTURE
DAVIS DL450 LITEBEAM PROJECTOR - FANTASTIC VALUE
FOR MONEY!!!
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA POWER AMP - aperfect match for the
preamp
NAIM 82/250 - top-quality British products BOTH IN TERMS
OF BUILD AND SOUND
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - A replacement for the wonderful MINIMA
AMATOR at £ 1249
DENON DVD5000 - sets the DVD standard at this price point
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality
and unrivalled sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13/562 PREAMPLIFIER - A GREAT SOUND
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT, NORDOST, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET, KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER
LOOKING AND SUPERB VALUE
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
£995
XD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 PREAMP
£1495
XD
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£1795
XD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001 AMP
£1495
XD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 PREAMP
£995
SH
KRELL STUDIO DAC
£995
SH
COPLAND CDA266 CD PLAYER
£2495
SH
KRELL 250A POWER AMPLIFIER
£995
SH
COPLAND 288 CD PLAYER BLACK
£449
SH
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO
£595
SH
AVI REFERENCE CD PLAYER
£3295
SH
KRELL KAV300 CD PLAYER
£6495
SH
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£795
SH
CYRUS DACMASTER CD & DAC
£1595
SH
MARTIN LOGAN LOGOS CENTRE SPEAKER
£1195
SH
NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
RO.A.
ATC SCA 2PREAMPLIFIER
£650
SH
CADENCE VALVE MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS
£2395
SH
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 black & light oak
£1495
SH
ROKSAN OJAN 3S SPEAKERS WITH SUBWOOFERS
£795
XD
GENESIS DIGITAL LENS
£5995
SH
KRELL KPS201 DELTA 09
£2995
SH
B & W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£9995
XD
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£295
SH
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS 3
£2495
XD
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - our demonstrators
£695
SH
MICHELL ARGO HR PREAMP
NUMEROUS BARGAIN BASEMENT PRODUCTS CALL FOR DETAILS
TALK-FREE EXPORT SER/1E
11/1.411--GORCPER AVAILABLE ON MANY

17-EIVIS_

Agencies include: Audio Analogue, Audio Gram, Audio Research, B&W, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland, Denon,
GM Audio Tables, Goldring, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Lyra, Maranta, Martin Logan, Michell, Musical Fidelity,
NAD, Naim, Onkyo, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Proceed, QUAD, REL Subwoofers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Sfax, Tannoy, Target, Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables,
Unison Research, van den Hul, Videokron, Wilson, Yamaha.

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH
SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

Oxford

Audis)

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
Website: www.oxford-audio.co.uk

PRODUCTS TO IMPROVE
THE SOUND OF YOUR
RECORDS & CDs

RINGMAT
SUPPORT SYSTEM
A complete, modular system to help you
achieve the perfect sound from your LPs
"The Ringmat Support System allows simple yet precise
fine-tuning of stylus rake angle ... The improvement it makes to
timing, articulation, transparency, fine detail and imaging is
quite remarkable. Best of all, the music has arhythmic snap
and liveliness that made you want to dance ... It's vital to
appreciate that the changes go beyond hi-fi things like
soundstaging, important as that is... An excellent product then,
and very good value given the degree of improvements
offered ... Already I'm wondering how Iever listened to music
without it."
Jimmy Hughes (
HiFi Choice, March 1999)
"The complete system takes us two further steps beyond the
Ringmat, principally in adding weight and focus. Stereo
images are made more cohesive, ambience, hall echoes and
the like, come into sharper outline. The timbres of instruments
and voices have more substance and reality. For the outlay,
the returns prove considerably more than anticipated."
Christopher Breunig (
HiFi News & Record
Review, November 1999)

STATM AT
for the best sound from your CDs
Just released New Mk11 CDi version for CD, DVD, SACD, CD-ROM,...
A further massive improvement in sound quality
"Listening extensively myself, and trying the Statmat effect on
others ... Inow instinctively use the device all the time ...
Indeed, the Statmat ... makes the spoken word more articulate
and clearer in inflections (and therefore instrumental sounds
too), and gives phrasing and timing in music amore natural,
non-fatiguing character ..." Christopher Breunig (
Hi-R News &
Record Review, November 1997)

Now introducing

RINGMAT FEET

Vibration control for the base of your hi-fi components
You'll notice the difference immediately. Just place
RINGMAT FEET under each foot of ahi-fi component
and hear your music come to life.
Use RINGMAT FEET with:
•Turntables • CD players • Tuners • Amplifiers
•Power supplies • Any other hi-fi component

Our products can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers;
also available on mail order with moneyback guarantee.
Trouble with your sound system? Why not visit our
Website for some ideas and advice: www.ringmat.com
For further information, or to place an order, contact:

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 9FB GB
T: ++44 (0) 1277 200 210 F: ++44 (0) 1277 201 225
E-mail: enq-hfre ringmaLcom
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If you're
looking for
some kind
of support
(for your
hi-fi system,
that is),
there are
endless
options to
choose
from, the
trouble is,
they do
make a
difference!

T

What's complex about them is the
usage. The instructions (viewable on
line) warn against placing them on
certain finishes, how to arrange them,
what model is needed for aspecific
weight, etc. Unbelievably, they cost
only — Iswear — US $ 6 apiece.
That's under £4 at today's rates. In
addition to being sensible and
generous, the company is also
disarmingly honest, actually stating
the following: `Vibrapod Isolators may
be stacked but we see no real benefits
unless you want to transfer money
from your account to ours'.
Vibrapod won't sell direct, but they
will guide you to a vendor. The
easiest way to make contact is to go
on-line to www. vibrapod. corn or
e-mail them at info@vibrapod.com, but
you can also write to The Vibrapod
Company, 623 Hanley Industrial
Court, St. Louis, Missouri 63144,

hey're breeding, I swear it.
Everywhere Ilook, there's alittle
pile of 'em, like droppings from
guinea pigs. Tiny boxes, bubble packs,
loose in apadded bag they arrive in a
constant flow and, like cables, Isnub
them until the build-up is too great to
ignore. Supports, feet, isolators —
call'em what you will, but what's
noteworthy about the accumulation over
the past year is that none are cones.
Quite what that signifies is hard to say,
USA, or telephone 001 (877) 645because our industry still has afetish
2900; Fax is 001 (877) 645-6700.
about floor- and shelf-damaging points.
Note that there's a 30-day moneyBut what Ican say (which is the reason
back guarantee and that 10% of all
I'm even bothering with this minisales is donated to Outreach
roundup) is that they all do something.
Organizations.
And that's beyond merely raising the
Next up for simplicity and but not
components under which they're
so for cheapness are Golden Sound's
placed.
DH Squares, at £25 for aset of three.
They range from the blessedly
They're imported by RT Services
simple to the anally complex,
(01235 810455) but are available
cheap'n'cheerful to achingly dear.
direct from HFNIRR's Accessories
Simple lumps of rubber to multi-part,
Club (01234 741152). Measuring
spring-driven things. So let's start with
50mm square and 12mm tall, they're
the simplest and probably most costsolid slabs of ceramic with arubbery
effective: the Vibrapods. A quartet of finish (and therefore non-conductive),
them arrived with the Tjoeb 99 CD
absolutely plain save for atiny hole
player and they did actually enhance
into which to position aspike if used
what was already aknock-out bargain.
with either their partnering DH Cones
The Vibrapods are black rubbery cups
or cones from another source. Like
some 63mm in diameter and 15mm
the Vibrapods, the DH Squares are
tall. You simply place them under the
said to dissipate vibrations and they
flat underside areas — not beneath
worked as well as the Vibrapods, but
the
feet —
of
whatever
device
you're
hoping
to
improve. I suppose
that
the
effect
imparted is not unlike
that of the Sorbothane

the ` clean-up' seemed to extend
further up into the midband. Better
still was their use with pointy things,
as the instructions implore. Ididn't
have Golden Sounds' own, but they
worked a treat with some good ol'
TipToes. Where they outshone the
Vibrapods was underneath cheap
DVD players. Would you believe me
if Isaid the picture seemed sharper?
Also imported by RT Services (and
now available through the Accessories
Club) is the rather complex G-Flex
Ml. Made in Austria, this device
consists of ametal sphere split into
two sections, the top and bottom
flattened to allow it to rest securely
below a component. Inside are a
series of springs in the form of photoetched discs which look like the
centres used in large-hole 45s to adapt

Best feet forward:
Vibrapods (above)
and IsoFooters
(nkhO

them to LP spindles. According to
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the weight of the component to be
supported, you position between one
and five of the spring discs between
the upper and lower sections.
Also alleged to reduce vibration, GFlex worked even better than the
above devices, but primarily with
items of a more substantial nature,
like the massy Theta DATA III
LD/CD
transport;
under
the
featherweight Pioneer DV-414, I
couldn't detect any gains over the £6
Vibrapods. And here price is an issue,
the M1 selling for £ 145 for four.
Looks and finish, though? Worldclass, if such things matter to you.
File under ' HiFi Jewellery'.
Lastly came the Iso-Footers from
Italy, which got me into trouble on the
way back from TOP Audio. Iwas
called down into the bowels of Linate
Airport, to the baggage handling area,
to open up my checked-in suitcase to
show them something suspicious.
Thank God for my Reader's Digest
course in Italian... All Ihad to say was
'Feet for hi-fi equipment' (Tiedi di hifi', should you ever be stopped) which
was enough to get me out of deep
merda.
Supplied in alittle wooden box, the
Iso Footers are similar to the G-Flex
M 1sin that they contain multi-part
springs. A small cup, 27mm in
diameter and 2Ornm tall, contains the
springs, which look like deformed
washers. On top of this goes ametal
disc with a concave surface uppermost, on which is placed a metal
ball-bearing the size of asmall grape.
Lastly, the whole lot is covered by a
larger cup some 40mm in diameter
and 30mm tall, onto which you rest
the component.
The effect is very Max Townshendlike: with the G-Flex, merely touching
the component results in little
movement, however springy the GFlex may be. With the Iso Footer, you
get mildly disconcerting rocking
motion, which could prove to be a
pain in the butt every time you need
to press abutton. But they do isolate
equipment most effectively, especially
valve
pre- amps
of lightweight
construction and with atendency to
microphony. The gains provided over
other feet were mainly in the areas of
detail and low-level information
recovery, but Ishould caution you:
setting them up is not fun, especially
when you drop a ball and it rolls
under an immovable table...
Contact Bernardi Tuttahrosuono,
Via Cadore 37, 20135 Milano, tel
0039 02 54 65 924, e-mail
tuttaltrosuono®tiscalinet.it, if you fancy
some nice chrome feet with astory
to tell. At today's exchange rate, a
set of four Iso Footers will cost you
under £ 125, which Isuppose is cheap
for Italian footwear...
Ken

Kessler
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There is also more digitisation noise
audible. The advantage of having all
the BBC stations on the same

O

ne of the strengths of DAB is
the medium's capability to
add signals from stations less
strong than the main received
station, provided the distant station
is less than 80km away; DAB can
correlate signals up to 2501.1s apart.
Further than that, 20dB down
please! As discussed last month, I
found that my existing discone
antenna, mounted 18 metres
above ground level, brought in
too much signal strength from
distant stations; about 8 metres
above ground is probably
optimum in most areas, but
there still could be problems if
too many stations are picked
up. ( On the subject of aerials,
the Triax omnidirectional
aerial mentioned in Part 1
last month is in fact a
vertical folded dipole, not a
halo type. Unfortunately,
the incorrect description I
had initially been given
found its way into print!)
The mechanism by
which the tuner rejects
unwanted stations is
fascinating. The BBC
stations, so far, are all
on the same frequency, jus
above 225MHz. The carrier has
some 1536 sub- carriers at lkHz
intervals, and the overall bit-rate is
around 1200kbits per second. (Note
bits, not bytes). So the carrier has to
be greatly compressed to include 12
channels of 96kb/sec per channel. At
present, the BBC are mostly using
96kb per channel, that is, 192kb/s
per stereo service. However, Digital
One, the commercial carrier, is using
various bit rates as the service is still
experimental whilst Iam writing this
during August 1999.
Digital One is trying various lower
bit rates, and Classic FM is at
160kb/s at the moment. Some mono
programmes are as low as 64kb/sec, a
low rate indeed. These low rates are
acceptable for information speech,
but the HF loss is easily noticeable.
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frequency at the moment is that
there is automatic transfer
from one station to another
if you are in a car. The
change seems to be inaudible.
Ihave been told that the feeds
to the digital processors are as
clean as possible, and there are
none of the normal nasty
processors or limiters in the
circuitry, thus avoiding some of
the nasty bits of electronics that
come into the FM chain, even on
Radio 3. This results in a much
cleaner sound on climaxes, and,
indeed, an openness that can only
be compared with the live sound
coming from a control desk in a
studio or concert hall. A wellproduced CD of alive performance
has the same characteristics, of
course.

MULTIPATH DISTORTION
Having heard bad multipath
distortion on several FM installations
that Ihave visited, Iwondered how
DAB would handle the same
problem. As far as Icould tell, it was
totally absent on DAB. The digital
signal processor in the Arcam picks
out the optimum pulse groups, and
cuts out all the others, provided the
others are produced by atransmitter
closer than 80km.
This is fine in theory, but what

Part 2: receiving digital
broadcasts in practice, using the
Arcam Digital Radio tuner
by ANGUS MCKENZIE, MBE

happens when there is tropospheric
ducting? The signals from a distant
transmitter can rise up over 20dB
and cause trouble to the closer
station if the 80km rule is invoked.
This may well cause the error rate to
increase to a value that cannot be
corrected by the tuner, and then
there will be trouble, at least in the
form of blips or bloops, and at
worst, a cessation of audio.
Incidentally, the various BBC
stations are precisely synchronised
in timing by locking their clocks to
the GPI satellite. Imay have heard

This map represents a computer prediction of coverage
and is a gade towhere your Digital Radio will pick up
BBC digital signals.

• High quality coverage.
• Indoor reception should be possible h most cases.
• Reception may vary depending ay
t. the posâon of your canal
2.1he location and street)re of your borne
tbeg MIMI»

D Variable quality coaderage.
• A suitable addax antenna may be required
• Reception may somethimes be effected by local
conditions. particularly near the edge of the
shaied wee
For more Information about
coverage and reception please
call BBC Reception Advice on
08700 100 123.

A

: te

yet-to- e-sealiscd idea
. oa

Digital Radio portable. Right: latest BBC
service coverage map

interference problems between
different sources in the form of mild
blips during the very hot weather at
the end of July. It coincided with a
temporary reduction in the strength
of the Digital One transmitter near
Crystal Palace.
To overcome this problem, not
only should you have the antenna not
more than around 8m above ground,
but a Yagi antenna of around 5
elements might help te favour your
strongest station. Irecommend the
Triax one. It is anuisance that the
polarisation is vertical, as this means
that you either have to offset the
aerial to the side of the mast, or in
front of it, both these causing side
heaviness. Never let the vertical pole,
if metal, pass through the middle of
the aerial, for this would seriously
affect gain and directionality. What a
pity that the transmissions are not
horizontal, or even slant. Vertical is
required for optimum pick up in
motor vehicles, and this seems to
have overruled almost all other
considerations.
Returning once again to FM
reception, I suggest that more
installations have a degree of
multipath distortion than might be
realised. Low levels of this may not
be obvious, and the sound might
sound rather like LP mistraeking by a
cartridge tracking too light. Have you
ever heard a moving-coil cartridge
tracking at 0.5g?

THE NETWORKS
The BBC chain is limited to
typically 12 channels at the
MIR NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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moment, BBC Radio 1, 2, 3, 4 in
stereo, and Radio 5Live and World
Service ( mono) being included.
This leaves two more channels
available, for example GLR. [
They
can be further sub- divided, for
example, for Radio 5 multiple sports
coverage — Tech Ed.] The mono
stations may be changed around a
little during the day. In regions
other than London, the local choice
may well be different, so the ability
of the Arcam tuner to receive other
carriers is most useful, as these may
well have adifferent choice of local
stations. Icurrently pick up Crystal
Palace as my strongest station, but
Guildford also is very strong. Other
receivable ones are Bluebell Hill in
Kent, Reigate, Surrey, and the
experimental
installation
at
Alexandra Palace. Iam currently
only picking up two Digital One

The BBC
chain is
limited to
typically 12
channels at
the moment
BBC Radio 1,
2, 3, 4 in
stereo, and
Radio 5 and
World Service
(mono) being
included

stations, but even so, reception is
normally excellent.

THE TUNER ON TEST
The Arcam tuner's front panel is
quite simple, yet includes some
amazing features. Four buttons on
the left are labelled Display, Select,
Store/Search and Menu Mode;
Display allows you to switch
between station ident, type of
programme and programme content
including names of musical works.
There is a crude indication of the
input total signal strength, shown as
anumber of bars up to amaximum
of 20; there is also a signal quality
meter, which measures how hard
the signal error- correction is
working on asliding scale up to 20,
full scale showing best signal no
errors, and 0 unlistenable. A basic
RF level indication is also available,
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as explained later. The display is in
the front of the tuner; the bottom
line can scroll left to right if there is
a lot of information to be shown.
The Select button is used to choose
a station shown on the tuning
identification when the tuning knob
is turned to a new station. Note
that the new indicated station is
only indicated, not heard, until the
select button is depressed; this must

mixers use the final master fader for
bringing up quieter passages in a

symphonic work.
To the right of the tuning knob
[or rather station selector! — Tech
Ed], an enormous one, are the
seven pre-set buttons, which can
select a commonly-wanted station
directly ( or, if in the engineering
mode, switch between functions).
There is a headphone jack, having
its own volume control, and finally
be done within four seconds.
The Select button also has a the bypass switch, which allows you
to listen to an external FM tuner
special function if pre-set 7 is
(or, in my case, the audio outputs
pushed before releasing it. This
from aJVC video recorder) which
selects the engineering mode, avery
you have connected to the inputs of
useful series of indications,
the DRTIO. There is also a mains
including station ident, bit-rate,
on/off switch.
Viterbi error rate, field strength,
The back panel has an IEC mains
number of stations receivable with
socket, and inputs from an external
the same programme, signal
source, as previously detailed, and a
strength out of 20 for full scale,
50 ohm BNC socket for aBand III
actually registering receiver AGC,
aerial interconnection. It is worth
and the precise transmitter ident
mentioning here that most domestic
code of the multiplex being
received. This actually shows if aerials are 75 ohms, and so is
domestic coaxial cable. Some aerial
several are being received, for
riggers might well be tempted to
example 1of 1, 1of 2, etc.
use 75 ohm plugs for a 75 ohm
The third button ( Store/Search)
lead. This will not only create a
allows you to auto-search the entire
slight mismatch, which should not
Band III for digital radio carriers,
be serious, but what is of greater
and place aselection in the pre-sets.
concern is that the centre pin of a
You may alter the pre-set selection
75 ohm plug is somewhat thinner
by using the store function, but in
than the one on a 50 ohm one.
my case, Ihave News Direct, BBC

Many of my
younger
friends were
not able to
hear any
artefacts
either.
Ihave no
doubt that
some people
of the
'I prefer LP to
CD' brigade
however will
think that
they can hear
it. Only
carefully
controlled
listening
tests will
reveal the
degree of
audibility
of any
burbles

Beware of this, as you might have
an intermittent connection after a
Service and Classic FM.
while, if you unplug and plug in the
The final button is for Menu
lead quite frequently.
Mode, selecting between the
Output feeds include two pairs of
compression characteristics, and the
phono connections for analogue
display of name or type of station.
outputs, a phono digital output, a
The Compression schedule runs
fibre optic output connector, and a
from 0 to 5; 0 means no
RDI output which might be used in
compression, that is, the basic
the future for direct connection to a
transmission, whilst 5 would select
computer, allowing any form of
acoding, if broadcast, which would
give a tremendous amount of radio text data to be fed to the
compression for the listener. I computer. The switchable audio
input is also on phono sockets.
cannot imagine many HFNIRRreading listeners using the full
OUTPUT INTERFACING
amount of compression! The
There is astandard fibre-optic cable
individual
compression
output which works well giving a
characteristics are set by the
direct connection to many modern
broadcaster, and it would be
items of hi-fi equipment, at afixed
theoretically possible for the direct
gain. However, if you have a DAT
feed from acontrol desk, before the
recorder, you should note that you
output faders, to be fed to the
cannot use the lower speed with this
digital radio signal path. Most
Radios 2, 3, 4 and 5, BBC World

interconnection, as it is a direct
connection
to
the
digital
electronics, and the sampling
frequency would be incorrect. If
you want to use the lower speed,
giving four hours of good quality on
a DAT tape, then you will need to
use the phono audio analogue
interface.

SUBJECTIVE TESTS
Ilistened to the set-up for about a
week before Iinvited several friends
to listen with me. I formed the
following opinion, before making
any direct comparisons with FM.
High
frequencies
seemed
significantly clearer and positioning
seemed to be less blurred. Ilistened
almost all the time on Quad
ESL63s, with Gradient subwoofers,
driven by Quad 606 stereo 150W
amplifiers, via an appropriate
frequency divider crossing over at
135Hz. This is the best system that
Ihave ever owned, and is extremely
sensitive to any faults in a
programme. A good signal can
sound magnificent, but a bad one
can sound dreadful, as all the
blemishes sound more noticeable.
Each time the broadcaster passed
the buck back to continuity, Icould
not hear any noise at all, unless I
increased the listening gain by very
many dB. Ican only guess at the
improvement over FM as at least
10dB, and possibly a lot more. I
began to suspect that the very
lowest frequencies, below 50Hz,
were more faithfully reproduced,
and this puzzled me at first, until I
started thinking about it.
Isuggest that as the entire feed to
the transmitters is digital, there is
no reason for any loss at LF, so it
might well extend far below 20Hz,
the point at which my woofer
system begins to fall off rapidly.
The odd large-scale symphonic
work containing a part for a large
bass drum reproduced with such a
realistic thump that Irealised that I
had normally missed the equivalent
thump from FM. The feeling of
being there at the Prom concerts
from the Royal Albert Hall was
quite astonishing. One could hear a
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deep rumble quite faintly, but its
natural reproduction made me
realise that digital radio has alot to
offer in response, as well as
distortion.
Part of the apparent impact of the
bass end may also be due to the
improved phase characteristics of
the entire digital chain. A sharp LF
transient should be reproduced
more accurately than via a typical
FM tramsmitter chain.
Idid not hear any artefacts that I
would
attribute
to
digital
compression, but Iwill comment on
this later. My friends, most of
whom were well used to excellent
reproduction,
were
equally
impressed, and Iasked them to
comment first, before Idiscussed
my own findings. They all heard the
same improvement in clarity, the
lower background noise, and the
extended bass, as compared with
the output of my Revox B260
tuner. Incidentally, the Revox was
switched to wide RF and IF
bandwidths, to obtain the lowest
distortions.
Inoticed a delay in the digital
output of about a second as
compared with FM, and this will
have to be compensated for if the
time pips are to be accurate in the
future!

DIGITAL COMPRESSION
MASKING
My control desk, through which I
fed the signals being compared, is
fitted with phase reversals, and this
can be very useful when Iwant to
hear just the difference signal: that
is, the difference between the
modulations of the two stereo
channels. In mono, from a mono
broadcast, BBC World Service, or
one of the commercial stations, I
obtained at least 40dB cancellation,
and no burbles. This proved that a
mono signal was perfectly masking
any background artefacts. But,
when Ichose a mono voice in a
stereo feed ( Radio 4 or 3) Inoted
an odd burbling sound following
the cancelled modulation. The
cancellation
of
the
direct
modulation varied, dependent on
studio acoustic and the phase
coherence of all the electronics in
the broadcaster's system.
Although a long way down, at
least 30dB, Iwould have thought
that Iwould have heard it, but,
despite trying, Ifailed to hear it. I
heard the odd suspicion of it, but I
just cannot put my hand on my
heart and say that it was there. Iam
now nearly 66, but still have a
reasonable pair of ears. In any case,
many of my younger friends were
not able to hear any artefacts either.
Ihave no doubt that some people of
Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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WHAT'S ON THE RADIO?
The following BBC
Services are
already being
broadcast on
the Digital Radio
national multiplex
as well as on FM;
the descriptions
are the BBC's own.
BBC Radio 1
'offers new and
live music to the
UK's young
people'
BBC Radio 2'
celilrates the heritage of popular music
and cuture'
BBC Radio 3'
the UK's leading broadcaster of classical
music and high culture'.
BBC Radio 4 '
the florne of intelligent speech radio'
BBC Radio 5Live '
24- hour service of live news and sport
Commercial stations which are aleady being broadcast
on the Digital One multiplex include Classic FM, Talk
Radio and Virgin Radio.
GWR Digital Services has just launched three
'distinctive' 24- hour services, on air from 15 November.
One of these, called The Mix, is ' free to air' for Sky Digital
satellite users, but the other two will be broadcast on the
terrestrial Digital One Multiplex.
Planet Rock is for those 'who have lived through the era
of classic rock and retained adeep passion for the music.'
Core '
sets out to challenge Radio 1in particular, with an
unashamed concentration on what is current now.'
Many more regional services are soon to be announced.

ditETCK

the ''IIprefer LP to CD' brigade
however will think that they can
hear it. Only carefully controlled
listening tests will reveal the degree
of audibility of any burbles.
On several occasions, Ireceived
blips in the transmissions, usually
only from one chain or the other.
On one occasion, Classic FM
almost dropped out, and a phone
call revealed that the transmitter
was radiating quite low power, due
to maintenance.
At another time, the BBC signal
had aproblem, with similar blips. I
attribute this problem partly to
multi signals causing interference to
the wanted bitstream.
In particular, whilst the BBC
stations showed a most welcome
improvement, I was especially
impressed with Classic FM when
they were running 192kb/s. The
amount of compression seemed
quite a lot less than that heard on
FM, the latter sometimes being
ludicrous. Perhaps the worst
limiting problem with this station is
in the reproduction of solo piano
music. This seems to occur at
source, and digital radio didn't help
significantly. Iwas happy with
speech signals down to 80kb/s per
channel, but the HF attenuation at
64kb/s was quite marked.
Lowering the data rate does,
however, allow more stations to be

The display
was excellent,
and so many
of the
functions
amazingly
useful,
especially
when setting
upthe tuner
and aerial

PP LIE RR
Arcant
A&R
Cambridge Ltd,
Pembroke
Avenue,
Waterbeach,
Cambridge
CBS 9PB.
Tel: 01223
203200

put on to a multiplexed channel.
The worst sound heard, far worse
than any normal 64kb/s signal, was
the output from News Direct, the
problem being grossly excessive
processing at source, making some
announcers, especially female,
sound as if they had bad lisps. Iwas
also extremely annoyed that Ihad
to reduce the system gain greatly
when listening to this station to
avoid my ears suffering!

SUMMING UP
AM broadcasting has been ruined
by the serious curtailment of HF in
the transmissions, and in the most
modern receivers. FM at its best
cannot now compete with CD, but
is still well worth listening to. I
definitely cannot recommend the
installation of cable radio, if the
performance of the North London
Cable and Wireless system is typical
of its performance elsewhere ( I
suggest that the Control Room
signals are at fault). But Digital
Radio has brought me the thrill
back in radio listening, the thrill
that started to diminish afew years
after CD had been introduced. I
have found myself listening to more
radio music than Ihave heard live
for years. Yes — Ilisten now, not
just hear abroadcast.

TWO MINOR CRITICISMS
Iwas disappointed that there were
only seven pre-sets, but this is
rather personal, as my requirement
for more is tied up with my being
blind. Ialso found the changing to
other stations with the tuning knob
and select functions rather tedious.
Iwould rather have liked a mode
variation to select either the present
system, or one in which the station
changed audibly with just a turn of
the main tuning knob. The display
was excellent, and so many of the
functions
amazingly
useful,
especially when setting up the tuner
and aerial.
When Ifirst heard digital radio
tested many years ago, Iwas very
worried as I could hear many
problems in the compressed digits.
This is no longer the case. Ihave no
doubt that there have been
significant
advances
in
the
programming that compresses the
bits from a 16-bit original to such a
remarkably low bit rate.
Imust congratulate Arcam for
producing one of the finest hi-fi
products that I have had the
pleasure to review. Imust also
thank Arcam for getting me back to
listening to radio once more.
Although
expensive,
it's
a
thoroughly good product, for which
Iwill have to dig deep into my
pocket to purchase.
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sidelines

Accusations
of hi-5
lunacy,
cable
physics and
one-way
signals,
getting
aural
judgements
into better
shape

0

n the verge of the 21stcentury,
it
seemed
appropriate to attempt a
survey of audio progress during the
last 100 years. But just as I was
pondering how such a story could
be packed into amere 1000 words,
an article from the October issue of
Electronics World arrived on my desk.
Entitled ' Aromatherapy
and
Audiophools', this was a lighthearted attack on some of the more
extreme practices espoused in the
name of hi-fi, and made me wonder
whether it might be better, instead,
to use this month's slot to plead
for amore level-headed approach
as we enter the new millennium.
The EW piece commenced by
noting that in most fields involving
electronics it would be difficult to
sell a short piece of wire with a
plug at either end for £ 120, but
in the world of hi-fi the rules of
both business and science are
turned on their heads, and that
audiophiles must therefore be
`audiophools'. A rather rash
generalisation, this, as Ifor one
would regard myself as an
audiophile yet haven't spent as
much as £ 120 on all the
connectors and cables in my
whole system. Also Iwould react
selectively, not credulously, to the
author's list of supposedly lunatic
ideas picked from recent adverts in
the hi-fi press. These included
directional cables and rhodiumplated mains plugs (where Ideclare
outright atheism), overlay mats for
CDs (on which I'm agnostic), and
capacitors guaranteed to provide
musical sound qualities (where the
phenomenon of dielectric nonlinearity might make me into a
believer).
But although the writer may have
overstated audiophile gullibility,
dismissed some seemingly outlandish
ideas rather too hastily, and accused
hi-fi magazines of perpetuating
claims which ought to be challenged
under the Trade Descriptions Act,
he did concede that a degree of
sanity is still to be found in some
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quarters.
Whether ' Sidelines'
qualifies here, Idon't know, but for
what it may be worth here are my
thoughts on the specific matter of
loudspeaker cables said to work
optimally only in one direction, on
which, as noted above, I'm firmly in
the sceptical camp.
When any cable conveys power
from an amplifier to a speaker, it
does so by means of acurrent which
oscillates within the conductive
material of both limbs, travelling
outwards via one and inwards via
the other during one half-cycle, then
reversing direction during the next.
Being AC, there's no net movement
of electric charges in one direction
in either of the two conductors, each
of
which
accommodates
a
continuously reversing flow. The fact
that this results in power being
delivered to a load is simply the
consequence of current passing
through aresistance at the far end.
Looked
at from the cable's
perspective, there is no means of
knowing at any point along its length
in which direction to seek the
amplifier or loudspeaker, as an
alternating current carries no
indicator of the source or destination

of the energy being conveyed. There
would simply be electrons buzzing
back and forth, with opposed phases
in the two conductors, and if there
were any imperfections created by
impurities or crystal boundaries, or
by phase-shifts, short-term ` DC',
dielectric oddities, field effects, etc,
these would affect the signal
regardless of its notional direction.
Thus Ifail to see how any cable
could degrade program material
more in one direction than the other;
and if it did, the effect could be
demonstrated simply by inverting the
connections at the amplifier end! But
this all assumes that the conductors
comprise atruly balanced pair and
that there are no asymmetric
artefacts built into the endconnectors, although I see that

direction labellings were dutifully
observed in HFNIRR's '
Great Cable
Test' of July-Sept last.
Another dubious high-end practice
is bi-wiring, whose advantages I've
never succeeded in confirming at a
personal level, and where it's
interesting to note that many of the
speaker manufacturers who fit
twinned pairs of terminals do so
purely in response to fashion, not
out of conviction. Also, connecting
extra speaker cables to an amplifier
increases both the capacitance (to
which it may respond differently
anyway) and the risk of RF
interference.
I've been deeply aware of how
serious the latter can be ever since
living
near
a powerful
TV
transmitter, whose radiations caused
ahost of audio anomalies which took
many months to sort out. Indeed,
I've sometimes wondered what
proportion of the oddities, problems
and revelations in hi-fi arise from
such mundane things, quite apart
from the illusions and self-deceptions
discussed in these columns from
time-to-time, or the influence of
misleading
adverts
and
the
pronouncements of high-end gurus.
Then there's the perennial
problem
of
correlating
measurements with subjective
judgements, where one might have
hoped, for instance, that the
various techniques which can now
enlarge upon asimplistic lumped
resistance/inductance/capacitance
approach to loudspeaker cables —
as set out in that Autumn survey
—
would have brought us
significantly
nearer
to
an
understanding of aural differences.
Yet it was noted (Sept page 53)
that of the cables which came out
top on physical parameters, one
was among the best subjectively,
and another among the worst. No
doubt useful links will be found
eventually, but Ido worry about
the huge musical gap said to have
been found between the best and
worst of what were, after all, mere
6m lengths of twin conductor.
Perhaps this is simply amatter of
words or personal expression, but as
long as such an elementary
component in the hi-fi chain can
evoke judgements ranging from
contemptuous dismissal to high
praise, and at asking prices of £50
or more per metre, our subject will
inevitably attract accusations of
lunacy such as those in that
Electronics World article.
We really do need to pin down
and characterise what we hear in a
more scientific and consistent
manner, a task at which Isuggest
we should all try alittle harder in
the new century.
John Crabbe
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Canary Audio CA-6o8 valve integrated amplifier - f1295
Exceptional build, superb value, needs to be heard to
appreciate the level of sound quality at this price.
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Retro looks, beautifully made, custom components,
and limited edition.
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blackbox

Conventicnal
measurements are
wide of
audio
experience.
BD is set to
describe a
simple ' new'
audio
measurement
offering a
strong
correlation
with primal(
sonic quality

1. B Duncan,
`Black Box', Aug
'95.
2. Chapter 7on
measurements in
BD's 'High
performance audio
power amplifiers',
and refs 21-23
dating from
1950-61.
3. '
Black Box'
Oct/Nov '96.
4. D Self,
Distortion in (sic)
power amplifiers —
parts 4-6,
Electronics World
Nov '93jan '94;
load invariant
audio power, EW
Jan '97.
5. B Olsson,
Impossible Curves,
EWjuly '95, page
596.
6. VHawtin, Slew
Review, EW Feb
'95, page 151.
See also: Bob
Metzler, Audio
Measurement
Handbook, Audio
Precision Inc,
USA, 1993.

II

n an earlier Black Box' we looked
into
audio
distortion
measurements. In its widest sense,
'distortion' in equipment (as distinct
from the fait accompli of distortion preexisting in the signal) ideally implies a
measure of any change caused by the
equipment, that deranges or damages
the music passing through on its way
to being reproduced.
As to what exactly damages music—
and so what to focus measurement(s)
on — is, in part, open to question. What
we mean by 'distortion' is usually (but
not exclusively) '[total] harmonic
distortion plus noise', alias %TliD+n.
It is helpful to realise that several other
sons of distortion, such as `slewing' or
`inter-modulation', have a 'non-linearity
of amplitude mapping' as acommon
feature. Noise is something one cannot
readily avoid receiving, too, when
collecting the harmonics that such
distortion creates. The `-fn' part (of
%THD+n) should perhaps be called
`-ks&nsn', for ' stochastic and nonstochastic Noise'.
Stochastic noise is random or
'Gaussian' noise — commonly heard
as aroar like the sound of awaterfall
(pink), or as hiss (white), like interstation reception on any FM receiver.
Non-stochastic noise includes hums,
buzzes, and ;elated 'sounds' at higher,
even ultrasonic frequencies. These can
have agreat effect on sonics, yet this
information is thrown away in
conventional
distortion
data
gatherance.
In that earlier article, we saw that
first, mere distortion figures can be
fairly meaningless, since by such illsimplification, most of the key
information (higher-dimensional data)
has been destroyed, je, '
dimensional
collapse'. Showing how the resulting
one-dimensional distortion number —
say 0.01%' varies with frequency, level
or time, or any combination of these
— provides interesting or even
fascinating information on the aspects
of performance. At the same time, it
is still holding back the pre-important
keynote: what it explicitly sounds like.
It is asad reflection of 'progress' that
the way to this information was better
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recognised years ago 2.
Thus distortion graphs (%THD +n)
are read by few, and believed by even
fewer. In turn, audio equipment
measurements
are
increasingly
regarded as largely meaningless. This
is understandable. But it is only true
because meaningless measurements are
being made! This occurs in part
because equipment is made to take
these meaningless measurements easily.
Audio test-gear users need to
question exhaustively the psychoacoustic validity of all tests they make.
With some tests and the tester's realitytunnels, the pretty pictures produced
apparently pervert or block any earbrain assessment. For all the correlation,
the test equipment's computer might
as well print random data that 'looks
right'. Meaningless measurements also
continue to be made, for, since
analogue audio testing is regarded as a
mature business, new or better
measurements are not been invented
— except for in-house use. Equally,
audio's test gear doesn't develop beyond
the level of its designers' competence
— the `Peter Principle'. It may also not
develop because there is no demand:
an example of the stupidity of 'marketled innovation'.

CROSSOVER DISTORTION
HAS FLAVOURS
Crossover distortion — usually caused
by gain deviations where the signal
crosses through zero level — is a
special case of harmonic distortion that
afflicts mainly power amplifiers. It only
occurs in output stages which use, for
energy and cost-saving reasons, any
other operating class than solely 'A'.
This category includes most, but not
all,
IC op-amps and even some
discrete low-level stages.
In the wave-shape of the true
distortion residue, the problem appears
as ` spikes'. With a test tone these
happen twice every cycle . But with
the music that amplifiers are made to
reproduce, the problem arises only at
those lower frequencies where the
composite music waveform passes
through zero. All crossover ' spiking'
has the paradoxical quality of having
asimultaneous even and odd harmonic
quality, because it involves an even
number of 'bumps' (two) per cycle —
yet it is also symmetrical in its effect
on the positive and negative signal
cycles.
The specific sonic qualities of lessthan-gross crossover distortion are
never mentioned in textbooks. The
first quality is that the lowest frequency
high-level signal components that are
instantaneously present are pleasingly
enriched by the euphony of the
dominant 2nd and 3rd harmonics.
Second, at the same time, the less
strong higher harmonics create abright
(at best) to harsh quality, this also

afecting the timbre of all signal
components above six times the
instantaneously dominant lowest
frequency.
Classic crossover distortion is agross
form created by amplifiers using
bipolar transistors in a Class B or
related output stage, usually with the
Lin or a related topology 3. As
exemplified by 'transistor' radios going
back to 1952, the effect is a-musical
and highly fatiguing to sensitive ears.
An interesting feature of Class B and
even A-B amplifiers' crossover
distortion is that it proves irreducible,
past apoint4.
In turn, for those sensitive to the ill
sonics, which extend down to zero
signal amplitude, and thus affect all
listening down to the lowest volume,
most amplifiers with bipolar output
stages (including IC op-amps) that
work in Classes other than A are
bound to be uncomfortable to listen
to for any length of time. And this is
what we find. By comparison output
stages using audiograde L-MOSFETs
(first made in Japan by Hitachi, and
now in the UK also by Exicon and
Magnatec) also exhibit crossover
distortion. This too is fairly irreducible.
Yet the lack of sonic fatigue that
amplifiers employing L-MOSFETs are
reported as having, seems to have
blatant anti-correlation, considering
the crossover spikes seen with ordinary
tests near clip.
What no-one mentions is that the
LMOS crossover distortion actually
reduces — rather than rises — with
reducing signal levels. In other words,
the crossover distortion rises like
ordinary distortion, with ascending
level. This is true of nature, and
natural to the ear. Here is one facet of
L-MOSFET behaviour that certain
self-appointed amplifier authorities
have been blind to 4 despite warnings
by omnijectivist authorities3, 6 .
A second reason for the good sonics
of even quite basic MOSFET stages
is that the hannonics are more benign.
A third reason exists, though. This is
rather more subtle, but obvious
enough once you spot it. A habit of
gazing at the residue on the scope
screen while making measurements is
required. As scope pictures are rarely
pictured in test reviews, and audio testsets don't take scope pictures, the
residue's fingerprint has become a
forgotten ' data resource'. [
To be
continued.]
Ben Duncan
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91 Matthias Bamert talks to Joanne Talbot
93 Stella Dickinson's Love's Lore
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95 Britten's Cello Symphony, Elgar's Cello Concerto:
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Piano Sonatas 1, 3, 4, Romeo & Juliet

109
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Mercury Concert

102
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109
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103
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Ill
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Pandemonia

111

BERNARD BUTLER
Friends And Lovers

111

GUIDED BY VOICES
Do The Collapse

,111
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Too Much Fun!

103
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103
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Piano Concerto
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98

JAZZ/ROCK/POP

109 Jazz reissues roundup; Bernard Butler's Friends
And Lovers is the rock Album in Focus
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The Young Schubert
various soloists/London Schubert Ch/
Johnson

103

FINALE

146 Records for the next century, by Christopher Breunig
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Beaumont
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St Matthew Passion
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BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 2, Piano Concerto in D,
Op.61a
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Piano Sonatas Opp.22, 26 & 49
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Contemporary Music Group/Rattle

96

samara
95

Cello Symphony
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BOULANGER
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String Quartets 5 8 7
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Cello Concerto
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Come On Social

112
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Millionaires
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In Hannony
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Run Devil Run
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Clarinet Concertos
KleiCker, Arnold/Prague CO/Lajcek

105

SIBELIUS
Lemminkainen Suite
Lahti SO/Vanskâ
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R STRAUSS
Der Rosenkavalier
soloists/VPO/Karajan
VARIOUS
Concert - Beethoven, Mahler,

113

WILSON PICKETT
It's Harder Now

113

CHUCK PROPHET
The Hurting Business

113
113

VARIOUS
Soundtracks
Bleecker Street

115

CHUCK BERRY
One Dozen Berrys/Juke Box Hits

115

TINY BRADSHAW
The EP Collection

115

CHIC AND SISTER SLEDGE
The Very Best Of

Schumann
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Aile Musik/Creed

Frith
Piano Concertos 2 & 4
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GERHARD
string Quartets
uart
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VIVALDI
Violin Concertos Op.8
106 Sirbu/I Musici
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HANDEL
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Acis & Galatea
soloists/Les Arts Florissants/Christie
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HAYDN
Symphonies 82-87
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Piano Sonatas 48-52
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IRELAND
Songs
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Play Back
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TIM BERNE
Paraphrase: Please Advise
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LISZT et al
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review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies tas stated). An additional ' star'
denotes outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; II mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown

1
, , with

first UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

atthias Bamert's flat boasts a
spectacular panoramic view of
London's skyline, the scope of
which in many ways reflects his own
visionary attitude towards music.
'It's interesting to move music history a
little bit,' he explains. ` For example, when
Irecorded Parry's symphonies for
Chandos, he was primarily regarded as a
choral composer; but these works,
influenced by Mendelssohn and
Schumann, prove he was just as fine in the
orchestral sphere. Similarly, Ifind it
fascinating to rediscover the past of a
-,
musical culture. Ihave just recorded
Joachim
Raft's Fifth Symphony and also
e
e the First Symphony of the Dutch
'II
î composer, Richard Hol. In fact in Holland
• this work was played more often at the
4
1 turn of the century than the symphonic
..1'
-.
works of Brahms, and when Iwas
•
1 conducting at the Concertgebouw Isaw
that his portrait was exhibited alongside
8 those of Mahler, Bruckner and Schubert.
-% ` So at the time it was written, his work
had away of speaking that was very
•,-;ii
contemporary to the audience. It's so
-t
'•
important to realise that it takes the Raffs,
Parrys and Hols to make the
truly great composers possible.'
Creating ahistorical context
for the great composers has
been something of aleitmotif
for Bamert, not least with his
fourteen recordings in the
highly acclaimed series
'Contemporaries of Mozart'.
`When Ibecame director of
the London Mozart Players in
1993 we decided not to record
Mozart, as the market is so
hopelessly overcrowded. There
are over 75 recordings of the Jupiter
Symphony alone, but if you go into a
really good record store only five versions
will be available. So 70 versions never
leave the warehouse. This is shocking.
'At the time the project was being
formulated with Chandos, Iwas intrigued
by the option of nationality in the Baroque
period. For example, there's adefinable
French, German, Italian and Spanish style.
Our perception of the classical period,
however, seemed to centre on the three
giants, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven —
all of whom were writing at around the
same time and place. But what was
happening in the rest of Europe? When I
was researching, Chandos insisted on
single-composer discs, and so Ihad to find
enough orchestral music to fill aCD. But
in the end Ihad more than 60 composers
who fitted the bill, and we have now
recorded over 50 symphonies.
'Of course, Ihad criteria for selecting
the composers, taking into account the
quality of the music, availability and
nationality. There were so many
Bohemians, for example, but we needed a
French composer to provide abalanced
appraisal. In the end we selected Gossec
who was actually Belgian!' laughs Bamert.
'It really gives you acompletely different
perspective on Mozart. You realise how
complicated his music is. If you take the
last movement of the Jupiter Symphony
you don't know what is melody and what
is accompaniment. It's just more
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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atthias
Batumi
The Swiss conductor set to
challenge our perceptions
of music history
Interview by Joanne Talbot
sophisticated. Again, in the last movement
of the G-minor, the second subject comes
in the exposition and recapitulation twice,
but it's different each time.
'Some of Mozart's early symphonies
might be viewed as being on apar with
these works, but even then he does
amazing things like using divisi violas.
'Of the composers we've recorded so far,
the ones which really stand out for me are
Vanhal, Rosetti and Pleyel. Curiously,
they're all Bohemian, although at this time
it was more of amusical centre than it is
now, and it has avery strong folk tradition
which might have encouraged music to
flourish.'
The compositional process has always
been asource of fascination for Barnet —
who himself trained as acomposer at the
Paris Conservatoire and the Summer
courses at Darmstadt.
`I started out as acomposer, which I
think in general gives you insight into
other people's scores. Just trying to express
yourself creatively is avery humbling
experience. The other advantage is
91
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Bamert, of course, joins the long and
celebrated list of composer-conductors,
from Mahler and Strauss to Boulez — as it
happens, one of the conductors to whom
he was an assistant during his early career
in the United States.
'Initially, Istudied composition and
oboe at the Paris Conservatoire, largely
because Messiaen was running acourse in
analysis. Ihad also become interested in
conducting, and Idecided that instead of
learning the craft of conducting as a
repetiteur in an opera house, I'd rather go
and play in an orchestra and get some
direct experience. So Ibecame principal
oboe in the Mozarteum Orchestra,
Salzburg.

'It was during the Salzburg Festival that
Imet SzeII, who took an interest in my
studies and suggested that Ishould be his
assistant for ayear in America. That was
1969 to '70. Afterwards Ibecame an
assistant to Stokowski in New York, and
during that time Boulez had taken over as
guest conductor and musical advisor to the
Cleveland Orchestra.'
Just having contact with such inspiring
figures is quite aslice of history in itself,
but presumably something of their
approaches informs your method of
conducting?
`I was assisting Sze11 in the last year of
his life, and Iheard him do music with an
orchestra he had known for 24 years. But
he really worked hard on intonation and
ensemble, and said they should emulate a
string quartet.
'Boulez — whom Iknew at Darmstadt
when he was something of an anarchist —
was also demanding, and was highly
analytical in rehearsals, infusing a
tremendous amount of detail into the
works. Sometimes the dress rehearsal was
the first time the orchestra played the piece
together, but the results were invariably
stunning. In contrast Stokowski never took
things apart. He tended to play straight
through and shape as he conducted.
'People don't realise this, but Stokowski
was really apioneer and did more
contemporary music — with the possible
exception of Koussevitsky — than any
other conductor at the time. He had the
one thing which aconductor really needs
to have, which is unpredictability. If an
orchestra goes to sleep on you, it's no
good. He of course took it to extremes, so
you had to watch constantly — but he was
unbelievable.'
Given his exposure to such formidable
influences, it's perhaps not surprising that
something of the legacy remains in
Bamert's recordings, which include several
discs of Stokowski arrangements.
'We've done adisc of Bach
transcriptions, his encores, and

Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition. The
last recording we did was his amazing
transcriptions of Wagner's operas for
orchestra. Of course, Stokowski is known
to awider public through his association
with Hollywood — the town which lured
the wunderkind, Korngold, to the studios.
'He's acomposer who has always held a
fascination for me. In our CDs of his work
we've concentrated on the music he wrote
in Vienna. He was considered the second
Mozart at this time, and his Sinfonietta was
given its premiere with the Vienna
Philharmonic under Weingartner — there
was the boy-wonder Korngold in the
audience sitting with Richard Strauss!
`People say when he went to Hollywood
to write film music it was very sad — but I
think he was attracted to the medium
because it was new, and what he thought
would be the way forward for the future.
He had no idea that in films the director
was the star, because in opera it's the
composer who has the limelight.
'There are other composers who have
been unjustly neglected that I've recorded,
such as my compatriot Frank Martin, and
Roberto Gerhard.
'And' adds Bamert with tangible
commitment, ` Dolmanyi is another
composer due for reassessment. He's
considered abackward-looking because he
was conservative. But he was simply
writing his music at the wrong time, and
as we move on, this
matters less and less. Of
the great composers,
only Beethoven and
Wagner were what you'd
call truly progressive.'
Given his
tremendously eclectic
taste and intellectual
curiosity, no doubt
Bamert will soon unearth
more musical gems in
his quest to challenge
our perceptions of music
history.

'LOVE'S LORE', afolk melody collection
in chamber ensemble settings by Paul
Hart, is acrossover showcase for the
oboist Stella Dickinson, with the group
Capital Virtuosi (seven strings and harp).
Dickinson is aversatile freelance with
wide experience: she now plays in the
New Queen's Hall Orchestra, was a
member of the contemporary music group
Lontano, has broadcast on Radio 2 with
her group Trio Stellar, and often worked
as amember of the ROH Orchestra. Her
playing can be heard regularly in several of
Classic FM's station jingles.
The disc [ASV WHL 2118] includes
many well-known melodies: ' Blow the
Wind Southerly', ` Early One Morning',
The Keel Row', ' Scarborough Fair', ` My
Love is like a Red, Red Rose', ' I'll give
my Love an Apple', and so forth.
Besides her music-making, Stella
Dickinson works as amusic therapist and
teaches. Her musical influences include
her former RAM teacher Janet Craxton
(She taught me that you can't just have
one sound - it's like an artist's palette of

colours. To have afull range of
expression, the oboe should not always
sound "nice" as such'), and she has
become absorbed by Eastern philosophies
(`The notion that life in the Universe may
have begun from one single vibration...
Experience the warmth that comes toward
you, and you become aware that one can
emanate this quality'). She's very aware,
though, that such thinking can create a
response in others which may be
'defensive, negative - or just plain
horrible! Being an idealistic person Ihave
to be careful not to go off on some
crusade. But renewal of one's self-belief is
important in order to build up and bring
out the message of music'.
Besides Craxton ('who would encourage
me to absorb myself in music until Ifelt I
had an understanding of what made a
composer tick.'), Michael Dobson 'had a
philosophical way of looking at music in
the broader context of life', and Michael
Winfield taught her the orchestral
repertoire and ' the subtleties of rhythm'.
During her post-graduate work at

Guildhall School of Music and Drama,
Richard Simpson gave her playing 'an
overhaul, adding finesse and subtlety,
restoring its Englishness'.
For the album: ' Idecided to use my
newest oboe (by father and son craftsmen
Roland and Christophe Dupin) because I
was excited by its sound'. With arelatively
new instrument, not yet settled, this
meant taking risks, ' adjusting lip pressure
to accommodate certain notes in cold
winter conditions' which affected the
reponse of the instrument. The
programme was then finished (at St John's
Church, Loughton) in the summer: ` the
oboe had changed... however much you
pay, it doesn't simply play in tune; you'll
be adjusting here and there'.
Dickinson feels a ` strong psychic
connection' between the instrument and
its maker, ' as if the energies were
absorbed by the wood and metal'.
Similarly, when other performers touch or
play her oboes or cor anglais ' they feel
different afterwards'. It is, she says, ' avery
personal thing'.
Interview materia! BN

technical: it's easier to learn the score and
work out what the composer wants.
Although music has become increasingly
detailed and exact since Mahler and
Debussy, composers still don't really
express what they intend.'
Casting an eye over Bamen's itinerary
and recording schedule, it becomes
obvious that his skill in reading
contemporary scores is put to full use. But
it's intriguing to discover how Bamert
manages to infuse the high level of finesse
which characterises his recordings into
works that are completely unfamiliar to
most orchestras: quite afeat given the
heavy pressure on rehearsal schedules
today.
'I'm one of those conductors who always
looks at the watch. At various points in the
rehearsal Iwant to be at acertain point in
the music. If I'm not there, then that
means I've lost time, and at the end of the
rehearsal there'll be something which Iam
unable to practise. This approach is very
important, because aconductor has to give
security to an orchestra. If an orchestra
comes to apoint where they feel the music
is under-rehearsed, in either aconcert or
recording, it makes them feel very nervous.
And so you need things under control.'
SzeII, Stokowski and Boulez
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Classical Reviews
JS BACH:
Solo Concerti — BWV976
BWV978 J BWV972 J BWV980
BWV975 J BWV973 J Italian
Concerto BWV971
Olivier Baumont (hpd)

Record
of the Month

Erato 3984 25504 2

Truk Mork.

ELGAR:
Cello Concerto/BR1TTEN: Cello
Symphony
TruIs Mork (vIc)/CBSO/Rattle
Virgin Classics VC 545 3562

Simo

A ', AR Crib, Concri to urn

LN cruh,

(
65m II
s)

There's an increasing tendency for booklet-writers to feel obliged to link disparate
works on aCD, but it's avoided by Xavier de Gaulle here hinusually candid, he goes so
far as to describe Britten's language in the Cello Symphony as comparatively 'arid and

photo: David HamionlVirgin Classics

disconcerting'). 'The two works... are of widely differing aspect' he writes.
And yet Elgar's Cello Concerto and
the Britten do have akinship; avery
significant difference, though, is that
Britten was composing awork with a
specific interpreter in mind —
Rostropovich. So it says alot for
Truls Mark's very fine playing that I
felt no immediate need to turn for
reference to the 1964 Decca
recording by Rostropovich, Britten
and the ECO. Only at the start of the
cadenza, which leads from an Adagio
to apassacaglia finale, does he seem
to make Britten's pizzicato figurations
[track 7, 8m 05s-9m 35s] less
meaningful than did the Russian
cellist. That last movt poses atest for
the conductor with afinal swell then
asharp cutoff (rather like Sibelius's
Seventh Symphony), and Ididn't find
Rattle fully effective here in creating a
sense of finality.
The Decca first recording
(Rostropovich's EMI set has the live
Moscow premiere) has the advantage
of the Kingsway Hall acoustic, but
the disadvantage of John Culshaw's
interventionist balances, which
sometimes tend to get in the way of
the music. Mike Hatch's Symphony
Hall recordings are superb — Imust
confess, though, to being reminded of
the ambience of the CBSO
performing in Cheltenham Town Hall
(formative experiences for me) which
did make me wonder if Iwas hearing
the Elgar Concerto through afilter of
nostalgia.
Certainly Iwas swept along on a
current of admiration and
involvement by the first two movts of
this new version. EMI holds all the
aces with this work: Tortelier, du Pré,
Navarra and Isserlis (with the
acquisition of Pye and Virgin Classics
catalogues); and now another
outstanding account from
Mork/Rattle. Only the third movt —
which de Gaulle rightly claims is ' the
work's emotional heart' — brought
slight initial disappointment
(disappointment not shared, Isee, by
HI-fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Guardian's Andrew Clements). It
is undeniably consistent with the
conception as awhole, and Mork's
playing is beautifully rapt, with some
exquisitely drawn pianissimi (ppp
even). As if in Falstaff, Rattle
swaggers in with (iv), breaking off the
dream. The Adagio is 20s/30s longer
than with Iaserlis and Navarra. Yet
Steven Isserlis says more than any
cellist here (amixture of
reflectiveness and quiet fortitude);
and it's apity that, with his unique
sensitivity te Elgar's music, the LSO's
accompaniment under Hickox was
not at that same level of inspiration
throughout the concerto. Navarra,
Barbirolli and the Hallé do breathe
entirely as one; and aprincipal virtue
here too is the sense that Rattle and
Mork are in complete accord (in the
Britten too). These performances
bring afresh approach; Mork has an
extraordinary technique which he
never exploits for show; and Iwould
count this Sir Simon Rattle's most
persuasive CBSO coupling of British
works to date.
Christopher Breunig

A*:1*

(
60m 33s)

We think of Bach's famous Italian
Concerto for solo harpsichord as being
the only one of its kind. Concertos
don't have to have orchestral
accompaniment however, and this
disc provides six more solo concertos
in the Italian style, all with authentic
13\X/V numbers — but Bach did not
compose them. Just as he transcribed
some of Vivaldi's multiple-violin
concertos for multiple harpsichords,
so these lesser-known ' Italian
Concertos' for solo harpsichord are
realisations of some of Vivaldi's many
solo violin concertos. Bach made 17
solo transcriptions of works by others,
but this disc concentrates on the six
by Vivaldi, adding Bach's own wellknown concerto for good measure.
The transcriptions have strong Bach
influences, but in the slow
movements it is easy to picture in the
'mind's ear' Vivaldi's soaring violin
lines.
Baumont plays afine doublemanual harpsichord (Sidey & Bal,
Paris 1995) and uses rich registration
without exceeding the bounds of what
an 18th-century harpsichordist might
have done to achieve tonal contrast.
There is aconsistency about
Baumont's playing with one small but
important exception: in the very first
piece on the disc, BWV976(i), there
are romantic shapings and several
shifts of tempo. Judging from the
remainder of the disc this is by no
means typical of this artist, and Ifind
this one movt uncomfortably
indeterminate and cannot understand
the musical message behind such an
approach.
A confirmation that the
transcriptions are played in style can
be gained from the forthright reading
of the familiar Italian Concerto. The
sensible tempi typify this confident
rendering, and registration is tasteful.
There is a tendency for lower notes
to come through with surprising
strength, and there are many chords
in thirds where the lower note tends
to predominate. This is afine
performance: not magnificent and
thrilling in the manner of George
Malcolm but thoughtful, sensitive and
skilful.
The sound is realistic — Iam sure
that the favouring of lower
frequencies is to do with performer
rather than engineer.
Antony Hodgson

A:1-2 0

IS BACH:
6 Cello Suites (transe. for viola)
Nobuko ¡mai (via)
Philips 462 768-2

(
2CDs, 130m 32s)

Playing cello music on aviola isn't as
strange as it may seem. The strings of
95

contralto, subtly supplanted by lower
strings when the part sinks out of
reach. Her timing and nuance are
impeccable in the sassy ` One
Hundred Easy Ways To Lose A
Man', and predictably gutsy as Ruth's

it

attempts to interview Brazilian cadets
are sabotaged by her promise to teach
them the Conga. Hampson provides
1.
another wistful act to follow his
sensitive sailor in Tilson Thomas's
On The Town as anewspaper editor
in love — 'A Quiet Girl' justifies his
rather sober presence — and Brent
Barrett gets to deal with some of
Comden and Green's wittiest lyrics as
BERNSTEIN:
the burnt-out football champ.
Wonderful Town
(Though on the Russell recording
Criswell/McDonald/Hampson/Barrett/
Jordan Bentley, the original Wreck,
Gilfry/London Voices/Birmingham
sounds more — well, wrecked.)
Contemporary Music Group/Rattle
Rattle is happy to be back in the
EMI CDC 556 7532
(
66m 46s)
jazz world he says he intends to inject
into the Berlin Philharmonic, though
Last, and by no means least,. of
to be truthful, the BCMG's whale-ofBemstein's Broadway shows to be rea-time glissandoing, vibratoing and
recorded in the 1990s, Wonderful
vamping are almost too much: a
Town is also the leanest and
parody of the Broadway style so
seemingly the most effortless, fit for
effortlessly achieved by Lehman
goad amateur groups to enjoy. Even
Engel's band on Sony. Supporting
so, the performances here are at the
cameos include amelting touch of
very highest level, crowned by Kim
the McCormacks from Timothy
Criswell, whose recent Festival Hall
Robinson as an Irish policeman; and
concert with the LPO showed just
the London Voices manage to
what aconsummate range she's
provide tight ensembles with spirit.
developed around her Merman school
Of the two orchestral sequences not
of spot-on belting. Here she plays
to be heard on the Sony selection, the
Ohio girl and would-be writer Ruth
first (' Conquering New York')
Jackson, newly arrived in Greenwich
includes abrief snatch of the Prelude,
Village with sweet sister Eileen (the
Fugue and Riffs still to be performed
appropriately lovely, coolly stylish
when Wonderful Town opened in
Audra McDonald). With memories of
1953. The band has bags of presence,
Rosalind Russell stripping paint on
the girls are close-miked, but not
record five years (and several
unpleasantly so. To paraphrase a
thousand cigarettes?) after she created
critic on the show's opening:
the role [Sony], it's asurprise to find
`wonderful performances, wonderful
the sisters' carolling thirds and sixths
show'.
in recollection of Ohio so smoothly
David Nice
A:1* 0
and seriously done, Criswell in soft

g

Sir Simon Rattle
both instruments are tuned to the
same notes, those of the viola an
octave higher. Change of timbre
notwithstanding, these suites lose
little or nothing of their original
character in an ideal acoustic. The
rub is that the acoustic here is far
from ideal. The venue was the
Theatre La Musica, La Chaux-deFonds, Switzerland, but Imai could
well be playing in abooth. A cushion
of ambience is missed in these
performances, closely miked and also
encoded at ahigh level. The sound is
tight, tending to scream in the upper
reaches; and the fettered quality, that
sometimes highlights the difficulties
of the music rather than enhancing
the virtues of the performances (most
noticeable in 6which is meant for
five strings and thus not easy to play
on four), is unflattering to this
excellent artist.
Opt for alow volume setting and
the cloistered balance becomes less
ruinous to Imai's musicianship, where
the accent on clarity of line and
intellectual strength goes along way
towards compensating for the absence
of ingratiating colour. Her emphasis
on form is reflected in the inclusion
of all repeats, though Imai doesn't
usually vary the repetitions. When she
does, the embellishing is discreet. In
the Sarabande of 5, for instance, she
adds appoggiaturas to some notes in
the first half but not to any in the
second. She also plays the whole suite
in the version for normal tuning —
'Herreweghe
perhaps amatter for regret, but then,
builds up
cellists also baulk at the original,
and sustains
where there are differences in
splendid
notation and Bach directs the Amomentum'
string to be tuned down atone.
On the
whole it would
be fair to say
that these are
thoughtful,
refined
interpretations.
One example
of fastidious
taste may be
heard in Imai's
realisation of
Bach's
'shorthand' in
the last five
bars of 2(i). If
uninhibited
exuberance
towards these

valuable contribution. Herreweghe
builds up and sustains splendid
momentum, with telling use of
stillness in contrast to the full-voice
outbursts and the extended
ruminative movements. The dynamic
shadings within choruses and chorales
are finely controlled, and there is no
sense of haste in areading that moves
inexorably forward. Instrumental
detail is expertly brought out, adding
JS BACH:
atmosphere and colour, just once or
St Matthew Passion
twice perhaps drawing attention to
Rubens/Scholl/Bostridge/Gürra/Selig/
itself. Ian Bostridge is amoving
Henschel/Ch & Orch of Collegium
Evangelist, master of timing, and with
Vocale et al/Herreweghe
sensitively idiomatic enunciation of
Harmonia Mundi HMC 951676/78
the text. Franz-Josef Selig sings
(3CDs, 153m 30s) with bonus CD-ROM
Christ's music with tenderness and
dignity, and the solo and concerted
There is no lack of recommendable
numbers are beautifully handled by
recordings of the St Matthew Passion,
Sibylla Rubens, Andreas Scholl,
but there is always room for a
Werner Gürra and Dietrich Henschel.
superior new version such as this.
Philippe Herreweghe has assembled a The recording is excellently balanced,
clear and unobtrusive.
fine, well-integrated group of soloists
[The CD-ROM includes an interview with
to join the chorus and orchestra of
Herreweghe, who discusses his approach
the Collegium Vocale, Gent, and the
to the work.]
youthful voices of the Schola
Peter Branscombe
A:1
Cantorum Cantate Domino make a

works is eschewed, so is astudied
deliberation. Imai's rhythmic scan is
such that there is no sense of
turgidity even in slow movements.
Her technique is very good, so much
so that the moments of discomfort
can only be ascribed to the
problematic environment.
C:1 0
Nolen Anthoni
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Classical Reviews
BEETHOVEN:
Concerto for piano and orchestra,
Op.61a Ll Piano Concerto 2, Op.19
François-René Duchable (pno)/Sinfonia
Varsovia/Menuhin
EMI CDC 556 8752

(72m 37s)

As fate would have it, Lord
Menuhin's very last studio recording
is of Beethoven's Violin Concerto,
but in the form of the composer's
transcription for pianoforte with his
own four cadenzas — in (i) with a
role for the timpanist. Iam puzzled
by EMI's translated booklet note
claim that the third one, at bar 80 of
the Rondo [2m 25s], uses 'alittle
motif to bring the soloist into the
finale for the first time'. There is also
the suggestion that Beethoven's
familiar cadenza of 1809(?) for 2(i)
causes a ' stylistic hiatus' — the one
here written by Duchable is
stylistically anonymous and serves to
make the brief orchestral close seem
abrupt in entirely the wrong way.
The orchestra plays well for Lord
Menuhin in both works — the racy
tempo he sets for 2(i), areal Allegro
con brio, arouses high expectations —
but sounds coarsened by the
resonance (real or added). The piano
is set too forward, as well. The
Warsaw Radio Studio productions by
John West/Mike Hatch were superior
to this. Duchable's playing has a
certain superficial elegance, though at
times he's too hard-fingered. But he's
awholly inappropriate guide to
Beethoven's concerto writing, as a
moment's comparison with, say,
ECO/Barenboim in Op.61a or
Backhaus/Kraus and Serkin/Ormandy
(the earlier Fontana mono LP) in
Op.19 will bear out. Duchable makes
these performances too dull for
recommendation — try
Vogt/CBSO/Ratde in the EMI
coupling of 1 & 2 instead [CDC 566
2662].
Christopher Breunig

B—C:3
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'Lord
Menuhin's
very last
studio
recording
is of
Beethoven's
Violin
Concerto,
but in
the form
of the
composer's
transcription
for
pianoforte'

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonata in B-flat Op.22 U in
A-flat Op.26 U in g/G Op.49:1 & 2
Lows Lortie (pno)

arevelation to many, and Chandos's
tip-top production-values complement
what are consistently heartfelt,
admirably drilled performances.

Chandos CHAN 9755

Andrew Achenbach

(
64m)

Louis Lortie leaves agreat deal
unsaid about these sonatas, yet his
performances — restrained, lucid and
unfailingly elegantly styled — may be
welcomed by those who find
Kovacevich, Brendel or Arrau too
hypertense. His playing reminds me
somewhat of Gieseking's Beethoven
(the fifth or sixth LP Ibought was of
his Op.22) and it works best in the
slow movts from the two big sonatas:
the Marcia funèbre from Op.26, the
gently melancholic Adagio in the Bflat. In the first of the two ` easy
sonatas' his manner is less persuasive:
here we need something more quirky,
bumpier, such as the later Backhaus
Decca recording. The end-of- 1998
Chandos recordings, from avenue I
hadn't read of before (Potton Hall,
Suffolk), are very good indeed.

A—A*:1-1*

DEBUSSY:
Jeux' _ILa Merl Li Three Nocturnes
Schonberg Ch/VPO/Maazel
RCA 74321 64616 2

(
67m 46s) irec live

How well do the VPO play French
music? The question, raised again by
critics of their Ravel Prom concert
under Rattle, may be tested against
these January 1999 Debussy
recordings. Certainly their wind
chording — start of jeux, '
Nuages' —
is very different in colour from that of
the New Philharmonia in Boulez's
late- 1960s CBS recordings, but this is
more a question of flavour than style.
Maazel, who recorded all these works
for Decca when at Cleveland, drives
them hard in the two live recordings:
in La Mer, power and control usurp
poetry, and the music becomes
impersonal; jeux too was more subtle
Christopher Breunig
A:1/2 0
and involving in his earlier version.
Produced at the Musikverein afew
BOULANGER:
days later, Nocturnes proves more
Psalm 24 J Faust et Hélène L-3
congenial and has stronger character
D'un soir triste La D'un matin de
printemps U Psalm 130: Du fond
than the Decca.
Maazel's timings remain consistent
de l'abîme
to within seconds, but movt durations
Lynne Dawson (sop)/Ann Murray
and proportions are markedly
(mez-sop)/Bonaventura Bottone, Neil
divergent from Boulez's — Maazel
MacKenzie (ten)/Jason Howard (bass)/
maximises dramatic contrast by
CBSO Ch/BBC PO/Tortelier
shortening `Jeux de vagues' and
Chandos CHAN 9745
(73m 24s)
'Fêtes' in relation to the outer movts
of La Mer and Nocturnes. Ansermet
No, not the redoubtable Nadia
makes the strongest case for not
Boulanger, but her younger sister,
dawdling over ` Sirènes' (9m 34s vs.
Lili, who died tragically young at just
Maazel's 11m); the wordless parts for
24. And what astonishing gifts she
sopranos/mezzos differ in the score he
evidently possessed! Take her
was using, and he restricted the vowel
gorgeous 1913 cantata, Faust et
sound to ' a', whereas Boulez and
Hélène, with which she became the
Maazel vary the vowel sounds.
first woman to win the Premier Prix
Debussy says nothing about the sirens
de Rome. Lasting afull half hour, it's
amiraculously assured achievement
being 'distant', but they are too
remote in Boulez's Cleveland remake
for a 19-year-old: tightly structured,
for DG (where they sound virginal
pungently scored, brimful of the most
rather than seductive) and arguably
penetrating harmony and rapt
lyricism, and always displaying a
too close on CBS. Maazel's RCA
producer shifts the chorus
confident dramatic touch and wide
perspectives back and forth:
emotional scope. This is its first
something James Mallinson [Decca]
recording: an exemplary realisation in
wisely eschewed! The RCA engineers
every respect.
have, however, realised an exceptional
Tortelier and his meticulously
amount of detail and good spread in
prepared forces give ano less
the concert recordings, and despite
eloquent account of the 1917 setting
what may seem anegative overview
of Psalm / 30, asearing and boldly
on my part, this is ahighly impressive
progressive creation dedicated to the
disc from Maazel. Packaged with a
memory of her father. Indeed, there's
an uncompromising honesty and
bonus interview disc, Pierre Boulez's
1995 CD of these works [439 896-2]
bracing leanness about both this and
includes the Première Rhapsody as
the arresting Psalm 24 that genuinely
well; even so, Ifind those
excite (in the last two years, the
performances less interesting than his
mortally ill Lili composed in isolation,
unencumbered by the dictates of
CBS/Sony originals. After Maazel, it
was asalutary experience to return to
fashion). Similarly, the contrasted
1918 orchestral diptych of D'un soir
Ansermet's 40-year-old recording of
triste and D'un matin de printemps
La Mer — wheezy and discoloured
leave astrongly individual impression,
though it is, and in spite of abarely
the former an especially striking essay:
capable Suisse Romande Orchestra,
amovingly defiant threnody without a the sense of authenticity is
trace of self-pity.
unmistakable there.
This remarkable music will come as
Christopher Breunig
A*(B ): 1 0
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DVORAK:
Piano Concerto in g/SCHOENFIELD:
Piano Concerto, ' Four Parables'
Andreas Boyde (pno)/Freiburg PO/
Fritzsch/Dresdner Sinfoniker/Nott
Minerva Athene ATh CD21
(70m 03s) rec. live 1994/8
The booklet subtitle ' Outstanding
Concert Performance Series' means
'Schoenfield
exactly that. Forget that these two
invents a
works have nothing whatsoever in
common and enjoy Dvorak's
jazz dub
neglected Piano Concerto in the most "Dog
moving performance since Richter's
Heaven"
and Firkusny's, the stylish young
where
German opting for the Artia original,
streets are
not the inferior Kurz revision, with all
lined with
the dynamics in place. Ihadn't
bones,
realized there was so much influence
from Wagner's Ring half-way through with a fire
the opening movt, or from Bruckner
hydrant
mid-way through (ii). The
on every
unconventional stringing together of
corner'
Czech dances during the finale may
have worried the composer's
detractors, but Boyde, Fritzsch and
the Freiburg players indulge in the
constant revelry — some loss of top
in wind solos resulting from adry
opera-house acoustic.
Paul Schoenfield (b.1947) puts me
in mind of Mark Twain: 'A friend
RECOMMENDATION
once suggested to me to take some
The Prague String
life experiences and set them to
Quartet's Dvorak
music'. Four Parables (1982/3)
cycle is now
consists of encounters and reflections:
reissued in DG's
(i) 'Rambling Till the Butcher Cuts
Collector's Edition:
Us Down' — should an aged
463 165-2
quadriplegic murderer be released
from prison.., why does evil exist —
why does anything exist?
(ii) 'Senility's Ride' — originally
designated ' Der Erllo5nig', about a
man who was slowly growing senile
reflecting on his past vigour.
(iii) 'Elegy' — an acquaintance
convinced by religious fanatics that
seeing aphysician was unnecessary,
dies during young adulthood.
(iv) ' Dog Heaven' — amother
punishes her children by getting rid
of the family pet; Schoenfield invents
ajazz club 'Dog Heaven' where
streets are lined with bones, with a
fire hydrant on every corner!
Don't be put off: the entire work is

'Review

amixture of Ives, Ruggles, Gershwin,
Bernstein, Earl Hines and Oscar
Peterson, Scat and Tin Pan Alley.
Mad escapades proliferate in the
piano part, breaking loose then
combining with abrilliantly coloured,
orchestral backwash in an avalanche
of sound. Iplayed it three times in a
week and consider it amasterpiece of
satire. Boyde's performance is
breathtaking, and the Dresden
recording superb. A rival for MarcAndré Hamelin?
Bill Newman

B/A": 1

DVORAK:
String Quartets 5 & 7
Vlach Quartet Prague
Naxos 8.553377

month's 'Sidelines' - Mus Ed]. The
Naxos displays remarkable inner
clarity, the Supraphon great warmth.
Islightly prefer the Panocha Fifth as
aperformance, but both discs are
recommendable.
Antony Hodgson A:1 L\ A:1*- 1
FIELD:
Nocturnes 1-9 0 Piano Sonatas
Op.1:1 & 2
Benjamin Frith (pno)
Naxos 8.550761

(
61m 41s)

Piano Concertos 2 & 4
Benjamin Frith (pno)/Northem
Sinfonia/Hasiam
Naxos 8.553771

(
68m 31s)

(61m 20s)

On Telarc (John O'Conor) and
Chanclos (Miceal O'Rourke) the
Nocturnes and four sonatas are
separate issues; this first volume in a
(58m
36s)
Supraphon 11 1453-2 131
projected Naxos series sets the E-flat
and A-major Sonatas ( 1801) within
Here is an intriguing contrast in style
groups of Nocturnes composed
(and for that matter sound). Naxos
between 1812-21. Marking the end
provides excellent clear-cut sonics
of Field's apprenticeship to Clementi,
with immaculate detail, and the type
these two-movt sonatas, written when
of moderate resonance that suits four
he was nineteen, have acertain
players: not enough to cloud inner
charm and show sporadic brilliance,
parts but lively enough to give the
but there's none of, say, Haydn's
instruments atouch of bloom. All
complexity in the form. (Collectors
this suits the precision of the Vlach
ought really to give priority to RCA's
performances. The powerful Quartet
collection of five Clementi sonatas
7has every instrumental line and
played by Horowitz: GD 87753.) Nor
each new idea clearly delineated.
can the Nocturnes compare with
There is sometimes ahint (but no
Chopin's, but Frith does all he can
more) of easing to underline a
for them — except that Ithought him
contrasting melody, and the suitably
too forthright in 7, marked
cool opening to (i) logically sets into
Traumerisch, where Iwould have liked
relief the greater intensity that
aslower tempo. The listener is
follows, without the need for change
distanced 20ft or so from the
of tempo. Quartet 5is approached in
instrument, and the church acoustic
asimilarly lucid manner. •Dvorák
introduces some ringing above forte:
sometimes puts contrasting ideas in
adequate, the recording is by no
close proximity, and agood example
means in the demonstration class.
is to be found in the three different
Naxos's concerto venue is another
moods of the tiny 3m (iii): aWaltz
church (adifferent production team
which is not very noticeably three-intoo), but as Ihave noted before [ 1 &
a-bar. The Vlach players seem to
3, HFN/RR June ' 98], one with aless
underline these variances of mood.
than ideal resonant acoustic. Well
This is the where the Panocha Qt
forward, the piano sound tends to be
differ. They manage to weld these
splashy and lacking in weight. The
three disparate moods into a
Chandos recordings with
convincing whole. In fact their
O'Rourke/LMP/Bamert (Blackheath
impetuous sense of rhythm is a
Concert Hall) are very slightly to be
notable feature of their readings. The
preferred, technically. Bamert
main Allegro con brio of 5(i) is urgent;
evidently sees the concertos as strictly
the hushed (ii), identical in timing to
classical in style, but can sound
the Vlach's reading, seems to progress
somewhat detached; David Haslam
more positively; and in the angry (iv)
leans more persuasively towards their
the music is made to fly forward
romanticism. O'Rourke manoeuvres
fiercely (though not greatly faster
his way through the solo parts (just
than in the rival version). Much the
about, to my ears) yet seldom shapes
same view is taken of the three-movt
or articulates the music satisfyingly,
Quartet 4. The Andante religioso (
ii)
whereas Frith brings engagement and
avoids sentimentality, and the
wit to his roles.
Panocha's dramatic surge into the
It will be interesting to see what
linked finale is exciting.
this team makes of Concerto 5, 'The
Supraphon's sound is less forward
Blazing Storm' — where the
and more resonant than the Naxos
orchestration calls for tam-tam! Keith
but this helps to keep the fiercer
Anderson's two Naxos annotations
moments in proportion. Not all
duplicate the biography yet leave
listeners will share Supraphon's taste
space for ahelpful description of the
for aspacious acoustic in the string
music.
quartet repertoire, but Ifind the
Christopher Breunig
sound of both discs admirable in their
respective contexts [
see also last
B:1 A(C):1 / 2

String Quartets 4 & 5
Panocha Quartet
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Roberto
Gerhard: his
two surviving
string quartets
are on a
midpriced
Metier CD
GERHARD:
String Quartets 1 & 2
Kreutzer Quartet
Metier MU CD 92032

(
37m 56s)

A couple of years ago Metier issued
an invaluable collection of Roberto
Gerhard's chamber music for up to
three instruments; this disc, devoted
to his two surviving string quartets, is
perhaps even more significant, for
both works rank among his finest.
Admittedly, the timing is just about
short enough for aCD single, but
since Gerhard's other, much earlier
quartets (at least three) are lost, there
was presumably no alternative if

'These
Philips
recordings
were all
made in
November
'96, but in
three
separate
HAYDN:
Symphonies 82-87 ' Paris'
Orch 18th Century/Brüggen

concert
venues:

Philips 462 111.2
(2CDs, 143m 26s) rec. live 1996

Netherlands
and one in

When Frans Brüggen had formed his
periodinstrument orchestra — before
that he was aflute/recorder player —
he became seen as asort of
GardinerNorringtonHogwood but
with ' the soul of aFurtwängler'. So
far as this ` Paris' set is concerned he's
more of aBeecham: exploring all
kinds of avenues, investing details
with significance, and flexible in
expressive means.
Beecham would probably have
hated the melos of the Orchestra of
the 18th Century (38 players are
involved here, though Brüggen avoids

Paris'
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Metier wanted to keep this aonecomposer disc.
The four-movt Quartet 1
(1950-55) evolved throughout
Gerhard's brief period of 12note
serialism, and shows him already
beginning to apply serial techniques
in anew way. The slow movt
employs atimeseries as well as a
pitchseries to determine proportions
of its various sections. If this sounds
overly calculating an approach, the
music betrays no whiff of mere
intellectuality — this is asometimes
intense, sometimes sardonic,
sometimes bleakly lyrical work, full of
energy and vivid textural invention,
and with apronounced Spanish
character achieved almost entirely by
deft suggestion rather than the
deliberate evocation of national
characteristics. If Isay it compares
well with the Bartók and Schoenberg
quartets, or Berg's Lyric Suite, that
will 'place' its quality, which is surely
very high — a20th-century classic,
no less, yet scandalously seldom
performed.
Quartet 2 ( 1960-62), in asingle
movement falling into various
contrasting sections, is aprime
example of Gerhard's latest period,
contrasting extremes of motion and
stillness, where the exploration of
colour and sonority — apparently for
their own sake, but always with a
strong thread of dramatic logic —
produced music of powerful fantasy.

the harpsischord), but to judge from
his RPO 'London' recordings with
their mobile thirdmovements he
might have conceded that he and
Brüggen shared aview to entertain: a
conception of how Haydn's listeners
would have wished to be entertained.
There's anot dissimilar drawingout
of the thread in slow movts; sudden
dynamic changes; and the feeling that
wind voices pop up almost
unexpectedly to sing their parts.
My longstanding favourite ' Paris'
set is the Bernstein/CBS, but
although still to be found among
'Royal Edition' leftovers, that Sony
series is deleted, so instead Iused
Karajan/DG (much praised by
Robbins-Landon) for comparisons.
They established aview that, in the
classical symphony, Karajan had a
restricted vision of what was
permissable — apart from the slow
minuets (much commented on), he
tended to hold tempi, working to the
one climactic point in each movt (his
interpretative trademark), combining
aprojection of energy in allegros with
moulded, suave playing, compact in
sound. His Berlin winds were blended
in, where Brüggen's — whether or
not because he uses period
instruments — stand out more.
The fault (as Isee it) with Brüggen
is that one becomes conscious of
something formulaic in his approach
too, some element which undervalues

This superb piece anticipates much of
the 'avant-garde' quartet idiom of
such composers as Ligeti, Penderecki
or Crumb, yet does so with amuch
greater sense of substance and lively.
argument.
Altogether apair of neglected
masterpieces, here played with
dedication and much understanding
and with arecording adequate to the
music's sonic demands. Peter
Sheppard Skaerved, leader of the
Kreutzer Quartet, contributes a
passionate encomium to the two
works in the liner notes, which they
thoroughly deserve.
Calum MacDonald

A:1

HANDEL:
Adis and Galatea
Daneman/Petibon/Agnew/Comwell/
Ewing/Les Arts Florissants/Christie
Erato 3984 25505 2

(
2CDs, 91m 13s)

A marvellous account of one of
Handel's most immediately attractive
and bestloved works: one could stop
there, but afew more comments
seem called for. Christie has chosen
to follow atext that assigns 'Would
you gain the tender creature' — in
any case apparently alate '
compositional addition — to Coridon
rather than Damon, thus giving all
five main characters at least one air.
He directs avirtually perfect
performance of remarkable intimacy,
the tempi always entirely consonant

the music, possibly. It discourages
listening through the cycle in one
session. Ican't help feeling that
Bernstein in 1962/66-7 (maligned at
the time for using too many strings,
although Isuspect the New Yorkers
were not so much large in numbers
as rich in tone) offered the best of
both worlds: romantic at heart he
never let the music drag; he was
individual but knew how to make
things seem stylish and
uncontroversial.
These Philips recordings were all
made in November ' 96, but in three
separate concert venues: two in the
Netherlands (Symphonies 83/85, 87)
and one in Paris (82, 84, 86). All
three have asimilar reverb (perhaps
that for 83 is very slightly shorter);
'the Paris sound is alittle sweeter,
whereas 83 has acertain gruff edge
absent in its two Utrecht companions.
It must be said that all of them could
be studio-produced, for there's little
to suggest audiences present.
Kurt Sanderling admirers should
note that a 1971 ' Paris' set with the
Berlin SO crept into the catalogues
some months back: an RCA 'twofer'
[74321 34169 2]. In surprisingly
good sound, his are inevitably more
earnest, ' symphonic' readings with
broad but engaging slow movts. The
style is far from ungracious. Worth
trying!
Christopher Breunig
B(C):1 ( 2) 0
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HAYDN:
Piano Sonatas 48-52
(Hob.XVI/35-39)
Ronald Brautigam (f-pno)
BIS CD-992

(
75m 14s)

Contrary to the assertion in the
booklet, not all present-day
musicologists regard the 62 sonatas
compiled by Christa Landon in the
mid- 1960s as 'undeniably genuine'.
Georg Feder, who post-dates Landon
by six to eight years, puts the figure
at 47, which is close to Hoboken's
estimate of 52. This disc heralds the
beginning of acomplete cycle,
probably the first on fortepiano; and
Brautigam will follow Landon's
listing.
A modern copy of an Anton Walter
instrument, c.1795, is used and

'This BIS disc
heralds the
beginning
of a
complete
cycle,
probably
the first on
fortepiano;
and
Brautigam
will follow
Christo
Landon's
listing'

next "
:month
Daniel
Harding:
Beethoven
overtures
Bruckner's
Ninth:
Wand
Blomstedt
and Tintner
The Chopin
Concertos:
Zimermon
The Pekinel
Sisters:
interview

sounds appropriate. The balance is a
shade close though not close enough
to be annoyingly obstructive.
Producer/engineeer Ingo Petry's
locale is achurch, but instead of
killing its acoustic he has harnessed it
to supply adegree of bloom — or so
it seems. At least, the outcome
doesn't harrow this listener's nerves.
A periodical hardness to the tone
suggests that Brautigam hasn't quite
mastered the art of extracting the best
from afortepiano. Its relatively
delicate action doesn't need the
muscularity that he supplies when the
dynamics rise. Laudably though,
Brautigam doesn't miniaturise the
music. Structural aspects appear to be
uppermost in his mind; but whilst the
architecture is imposingly projected,
his treatment of interior detail, the
'inner' composer as it were, is
inconsistent, even alittle cavalier. He
sometimes seems afraid to yield,
pushing himself into brusqueness in
50(iii) or missing out on the ultimate
in nuanced expressivity in 52(ii).
Bald, matter-of-fact playing in 49(iii),
amenuet and trio, conveys neither its
pathos nor contrasting optimism. On
the other hand, Brautigam isn't
embarrassed to portray the singing
expansiveness that is also apart of
51(ii). Nor does he hesitate to gauge
the degree of rubato needed to
underline the harmonic progressions
of 49(i), though his otherwise
attractive conception is tainted by
moments of stiffened attack. Spiky
edges to notes suggest that pianoforte
technique is being used on a
fortepiano. One doesn't suit the
other.
Nalen Anthoni
11:2
IRELAND:
Songs
Lisa Milne (sop)/John Mark Ainsley
(ten)/Christopher Maltman (bar)/Graham
Johnson (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67261/2

(
2CDs, 153m 34s)

The songs of John Ireland comprise a
thoughtful, beautifully crafted corpus,
on the whole eschewing extremes of
emotion and overtly demonstrative
ardour in favour of something more
subtly restrained (though the
heartache and passion are always
there, of course, bubbling away just
beneath the surface). The indelible
'Sea Fever' is here, of course, as well
as other perennial favourites such as
'Spring Sorrow' and ' Ihave twelve
oxen'. Other sure-fire hits are the
boisterous 'When lights go rolling
round the sky', ' Hope the
Hornblower' and the rollicking 'Great
Things' (Ireland's very first setting of
Thomas Hardy dating from 1925,
followed within ayear or so by eight
more). At his ecstatic best (as in
'Santa Chiara', ' Spleen', 'We'll to the
woods no more' and 'Earth's Call'),
Ireland was asongsmith to rival the
finest this country has yet produced,
and Hyperion's generous anthology
will hopefully encourage others to
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explore this rewarding and rapt
repertoire.
Iespecially enjoyed the pure-toned
contribution of soprano Lisa Milne
(her advocacy of ' Bed in Summer'
and the 1918 Christina Rossetti-cycle
Mother and Child is sheer delight).
Both John Mark Ainsley and
Christopher Maltman (the busiest of
the three singers by far) sing with
great intelligence and sympathy,
though the latter's tone is inclined to
harden under pressure. Graham
Johnson is amasterly accompanist,
audibly relishing Ireland's wonderfully
pellucid writing. Stiperb presentation,
with full texts and alively and
perceptive booklet-essay by Andrew
Green. The excellent sonics come
courtesy of 'The two Mikes'
(Clements and Hatch).
Andrew Achenbach

A:I 0

LOEFFLER:
L'archet j Les paons j 4 Poems
Op.15 J 3 Rhapsodies Fi.1 Prière
Deidra Palmour (mez-sop)/Robert Baker
(ten)/Edward Crafts (bar)/Steven Sarta
OD/Jennie Hansen (via d'amore)/Noah
Chaves (vIa)/Noel Lester (pno)/Hood
College Chamber Singers
Koch 3-7460-2

(
63m

27s)

Last year Iwarmly welcomed arecital
by Palmour, Chaves and Lester of
Charles-Martin Loeffler's numerous
songs with violin or viola obbligato
[Koch KIC-CD-7428]. Now with
augmented forces they reveal more of
the output of this refined and
fastidious Bostonian from the Alsace,
who speaks the language of
Debussian impressionism with as
much eloquent conviction as if he'd
invented it himself.
The most interesting works here
are the largest. L'archet, to apoem by
Charles Cros (whom Debussy also
set) is ahuge ( 17 1
/m) song for voice
2
and piano that aspires to the
condition of acantata, for its central
section is visited by afemale chorus
and aviola d'amore. The Trois
Rhapsodies for voice, viola, clarinet
and piano ( 1898), on poems by
Maurice Rollinat, are substantial
enough that Loeffler later recast the
first two as chamber works without
voice, and turned the third — the
scintillating 'La Villanelle du Diable'
— into an orchestral tone poem. It's
good to hear these finely inventive
original versions: the more so since
I've never heard the 'better known'
later forms. Transcription from one
form to another seems to occur quite
regularly in Loeffler's oeuvre, and the
piano piece Les Paons, which could
almost be an extra Debussy Image, is
in fact an arrangement of one of the
songs on the previous Koch disc.
The four English-language songs,
Op.15 (two of them to poems of EA
Poe) were written in 1905 and are
deftly-enough set, as anyone might
expect who knows Loeffler's
wonderful Yeats settings in Irish
Rhapsodies. But Robert Baker is aless
JANUARY 2000
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with the dramatic situation, and the
instrumental textures always
transparent, in line with the work's
original character as akind of
chamber serenata for the Duke of
Chandos's private theatre at
Cannons. On the whole, the tone is
more elevated than in some Acis's I
can recall — and Alan Ewing's
Polyphemus, though an alarming
enough presence, lacks most of the
rustic traits brought to him by
previous interpreters (such as Owen
Brannigan). The performance rises to
aspirit of spare and economical
tragedy in 'The flocks shall leave the
mountains' and Galatea's ' Must Imy
Acis still bemoan'. Sophie Daneman's
Galatea is aquietly radiant
interpretation, well counterpointed by
Paul Agnew's impetuous Acis.
Neither Robert King [Hyperion] nor
John Eliot Gardiner [Archiv] quite
match this new version for colour,
character and style, and it accordingly
becomes the top recommendation for
Handel's first English-language
dramatic masterpiece.
Calum MacDonald
A:1* 0

Classical Reviews
intensity (try the secondary material
of 1's opening Allegro marcato);
climaxes blaze away; textures surge
and subside in amanner that suggests
acompelling musical narrative in
exposition. Even where Magnard is
discovered with his structural trousers
down around his ankles
[what?! This is not late-night
Channel 5! - mus Ed],
Sanderling plays everything
with such commitment and
intensity that any potential
embarrassment is swiftly
avoided.
In 3, the opening
chorale oozes atmosphere,
its modal side-stepping for
once sounding like the
gateway into acompelling
emotional soundworld.
Sanderling launches the
main Vif with athrust that
emphasises the connection
with the finale of
Tchaikovsky 5, and details
the contrapuntal interplay
of (ii) with sure and
sensitive hands: the
irresistible little drone
episode is also winningly
turned.
The Malmö SO plays
throughout with asecurity
and understanding that
suggest far greater
familiarity with this music
than can surely have been
the case, while BIS's richly
upholstered sonics are
majestically alluring (a
need for slightly greater
weight from the upper
strings notwithstanding). A
distinguished release that augurs well
for the follow-up.

photo: Roger-ViolletIDecca

than wholly ingratiating soloist, too
dun rhetorical in the wrong way.
And throughout the disc the piano
sound is too heavy and chunky for
music of such elusive power of
suggestion — partly Ithink because
it's too close-miked, but Noel

Lester's playing must also be to
blame. Palmour, on the other hand,
is if anything in better voice than on
the previous disc. The review copy,
alas, had arapid clicking through
about half of L'archet, which Itrust
was merely my bad luck.
Calum MacDonald

A-B:1 / 2 0

MAGNARD:
Symphonies 1 & 3
Ma!me) SO/Thomas Sanderling
BIS CD-927

(78nr 49s)

Last January Iwarmly welcomed the
complete cycle of Magnard's four
symphonies on Hyperion (preferable
to the now deleted EMI/Plasson),
featuring the BBC Scottish Symphony
Orchestra under Jean-Yves Ossonce.
Ossonce conveys aglowing affection
for this music that helps disguise
some of its less-than-convincing
formal chicanery [
chicane as in motor
racing - Mus Ed]. Where in other
hands 1 (in particular) has atendency
to meander, Ossonce kept afirm grip
on the music's directional flow.
Thomas Sanderling takes this
process one stage further. Although
his account lacks nothing in
symphonic grandeur and sweep, he
appears more prepared to indulge the
music's Mahlerian-Tchaikovskian
inheritance. Phrases ache with
Me NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RECOMMENDATION
Mahler's Fourth
Symphony was one
of the strongest
performances in
Klaus Tennstedt's
LPO Mahler cycle:
now in an EMI
bargain box

(72m 45s)

Symphony 4 EJ Songs of a Wayfarer
Frederica von Stade (mez-sop)/Atlanta
SO/Levi
Telarc CD-80499

Bill Newman

As:1 •
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AMUR:
Symphony 4 EJ Four Early Songs
Ruth Ziesak (sop)/RPO/Gatti
RCA 73605 51345 2

allows his orchestral players
(particularly the brass) to show their
virtuoso abilities, thereby missing out
on detail; occasionally, essential violin
pianissimi become submerged where
clarity is essential.
Gatti's whole middle section is
monumental (never overdriven as
with Solti), but held on ataut leash
for optimum impact. He sees, too,
the different focal images of the
remaining three movts, which Levi
progresses in too ordinary afashion
— take the sardonic sweetness of the
scherzo with its marvellous out-oftune fiddle against weaving wind
patterns, and string glissandi at the
close phrased pp-dying away (
ararely
observed detail). Similarly, Gatti
keeps his espressivo cello line pp at the
start of (iii), making the
accompaniment even quieter to
magical effect, with the poco piu mosso
prior to the close more stunning than
usual.
Comparisons in the finale show the
suitability of Ruth Ziesak's younger
soprano over Frederica von Stade's
mature mezzo. The former's
beautiful, bell-like tone (paired with
the orchestra's superb solo
clarinettist) reminded me of Maria
Stader with the LSO under
Klemperer [Festival Hall, 1953].
Ziesak also sings aselection of the
Lieder und Gesânge — 7, 11, 9, 13
orch. David & Colin Matthews —
quite delightfully, aided by the
exceptionally fine Henry Wood Hall
recording under Keener and
Timperley. Von Stade's Lieder emes
fahrenden Gesellen is still throughly
musical, but the pitch and strength of
her voice is not what it was.

MAHLER SYMPHONIE No. 8

111

Coen. Zadek West Ma anmk
Zampen Prey Edelmenn

Wiener Philharmoniker
DINI

RI

ITR( -)POI ' LOS

(73m 44s)

A difference in attitude to Mahler's
specific tempo/expression markings
between Yod lLevi and Daniele Gatti
is apparent from the start of the
reprise of the main theme 4m or so
into (i). Levi is dreamlike, easygoing,
lax, with asudden urge to accelerate
two bars before Mahler's Frisch,
thereby disrupting the flow. Gatti
secures perfectly timed staccatos in
winds, abeautifully tender p-pp for
the first-violins' entry, and is in strict
yet flexible command of the music's
pulse, making metrical changes
exactly where indicated. Whereas Levi
is unable to resist his own emotions
(there are several instances of
quickening or slowing before Mahler's
markings), Gatti avoids this
temptation. Also, Levi too often

MAHLER:
Symphony 8
Coertse, Zadek (sop)/West, Malaniuk
(con)/Zampieri (ten)/Prey (bar)/
Edelmann (bass)/Vienna State Opera &
Singverein Chs/Sángerknaben/VPO/
Mitropoulos
Orfeo C519 992
(2CDs, 80m 57s) rec. live 1960, mono
Despite the inherent problems of live
performance, those by Horenstein,
Tennstedt (on VHS — finer than his
earlier EMI recording) and now
Mitropoulos all have qualities absent
101

A mishap occurs at Fig.83 [CD2,
track 4, 5m 29s-33s] when
Mitropoulos accelerates suddenly for
no apparent reason, throwing
ensemble in jeopardy, but remaining
events through to the close are quite
marvellous with everyone performing

'St Antonius's Sermon to the Fishes'
(same theme as in the 'Resurrection'
scherzo) is variously allocated to
Quasthoff, F-D, S-Q, Baker, Popp
and Ludwig, whilst (uniquely)
Schwarzkopf takes the song of
cuckoo, ass and nightingale.
In some of the military songs I
found Quasthoff's voice at first alittle
dry, light and inflexible; but he does
have askill at anticipating and
following Abbado's tempo changes
precisely. Such is von Otter's
technical armoury and worked-out
characterisations that it is difficult to
imagine what she actually feels about
these songs. Humour is not her
strong suit, but the three distinct
MAHLER:
layers (child, mother, narration) she
Des Knaben Wunderhorn
creates in 'Dos irdische Leben' and
Anne Sotie von Otter (mez-sop)/Thomas
her flawless account of `Urliche set
Quasthoff (bar)/BPO/Abbado
this version apart. With
DC 459 646-2
(
57m 04s)
familiarisation, and after dipping into
coarser alternative interpretations (in
For this 1998 Philharmonie recording
'Lob des hohen Verstandes'
(not live), Claudio Abbado turns his
Quasthoff and Schmidt are at polar
back on the precedent set by the
extremes), Ibegan to appreciate
Delysé recording with Janet Baker
Thomas Quasthoffs slightly
and Geraint Evans and followed in
understated but very musical delivery.
most subsequent versions, of sharing
This is one of those DG
four or five songs between the two
Philharmonie productions where
singers where the text suggests this.
every orchestral strand seems to shine
He does, however, follow Bernstein's
out in relief as required. On
example, in alive' Concertgebouw
headphones it can become wearing if
recording with Popp/Schmidt, of
you dwell on this aspect, in-room the
ending with the `1..Jrfiche from the
impression is of many layers deep
Second Symphony. Bernstein's earlier
behind the singers. But the sense of
CBS ones with Ludwig/Berry (with
scale is very odd, with the soundpiano and with orchestra) have both
stage quite narrow; and whereas
disappeared. Provocatively cast,
Quasthoffs voice is consistently
Haitink's affectionately conducted
focused, von Otter sounds as if she is
1976 Concertgebouw version with
standing more distantly from her
Jessye Norman/John Shirley-Quirk is
microphone, yet there is some image
now part of aPhilips 'Duo' set [454
shifting during her phrases. The
014-2]. Along with the Schwarzkopf/
orchestral playing, Ishould say, is
Fischer-Dieskau/Szell [EMI, 1968],
quite wonderful — some listeners
the Bernstein [also DG] is Abbado's
might even welcome the strange
principal competitor. None of these
perspectives!
recordings mentioned has the same
Christopher Breunig
B:1*(2) 0
sequence or even vocal casting — eg,

from edited studio versions. The
Solti/Decca, fine though it is, for me
doesn't compete on musical grounds,
whilst Kubelik's rather lyrical view on
DG leaves one wondering whether
'live' recording would have shown a
somewhat different approach.
Mitropoulos was very ill at the
time of this Salzburg Festival
concert: from William Trotter's
biography — 'rehearsals were
difficult, the last one stormy. His
surveillance of the whole... immediate
and demanding. [In the third]
something unique was happening: the
perfection of it filled us with awe...
he had surpassed all human
boundaries'.
The opening Veni, creator spiritus
bursts forth in ever-mounting
architectural spans, impetuoso but
never spoiling the overall shape or
nobility of utterance. (Contrast it
with Horenstein's heroism and
Tennstedt's fastidious quest for
detail.) The sudden lift for the choral
102

reprise ' Spiritus' [Fig.3] and what
follows are miracles of vocal/
instrumental balancing, but the most
remarkable section (both musically
and in interpretation) is the extended
ghostly writing between Figs.19 and
38 — listen for the perfectly attuned
violin solo 3after 35 — where
counterpoint colourings permeate the
textures from ' Infirm, nostri
corporis' until the outburst `Accende,
lumen sensibus'.
Part 2 [allocated nine tracks] is
another remarkable long-span
conducting achievement, with every
breathing space given to the seven
soloists: the smaller-voiced, perfectly
pitched Mimi Coertse and more
opulent Hi1de Zadek; the excellent
Lucretia West; Ira Malaniuk; and
theatrically dependable Hermann
Prey and Otto Edelmann. Only
Giuseppe Zampieri slightly
disappoints, his high Italian legato
phrasing sounding strangely out of
place.

their hearts out.
In the past, the Everest LP
transfers had disastrous sound; the
first CD release was on Hunt
Productions: one disc in fairly good,
if bass-heavy sound. This Orfeo in an
excellent transfer, each Part on a
separate disc, but priced as two-forone. A very important release.
Bill Newnan

B:1*-3 0

PROKOFIEV:
Piano Sonatas 1, 3 & 4 :«1Romeo &
Juliet - 10 pieces
Bernd Glemser (pno)
Naxos 8.554270

'I am
inclined to
suggest
Glemser's
programme
as an ideal

(
70m 43s)

Iam inclined to suggest Glemser's
programme as an ideal starting point
for anyone wishing to make
acquaintance with Prokofiev's works
for solo piano — rather than the 'War
trilogy' (Sonatas 6, 7and 8). My
prejudice in favour of Sonata 4
Imust admit comes from my good
fortune in hearing Richter play it at
St James's Piccadilly in 1989. Even
so, it is amarvellous piece, and
anyone who enjoys Beethoven's
Op.111 would surely like this sonata
too. Bernd Glemser is aconfident
young musician with asingular
manner (surely acut above Biret or
Jando, to whom Naxos has entrusted
so much repertoire). He demonstrates
as much, notably in the ten
arrangements from Romeo & Juliet,
where he doesn't — as some Russians
have done — try to make the piano
sound like an orchestra, but realises
the colour and drama of Prokofiev's
score vividly through his fingers.
There is, however, aseeming
unwillingness to play under mezzopiano (eg, at the end of 4(ii) which
Prokofiev marks moho leggieramente/pp
tranguillissimo).
The piano sound is powerfully
impressive, too, though not without
its difficulties: volume setting is
critical, and there's atendency for the
image to crowd forward above forte.

starting
point for
anyone
wishing to
make
acquaintance
with
Prokofiev's
works for
solo piano'

PP Konchalovsky's
portrait of
Prokofiev
(Tretyakov Gallery
Moscow)
JANUARY 2000
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Boosey & Hawkes publish the nine
sonatas in two volumes, 1-5/6-9 at
£17.50 each.
Christopher Breunig

A ( B): 1 (* ) A

REICHA:
24 Trios for 3 horns, Op.82
Deutsche Naturhom Solisten
Dabringhaus & Grimm MDG 605 0864-2
(66m 23s)
Possibly not for the general musiclover, and certainly not for
continuous listening, Anton Reicha's
Trios of about 1815 challenged the
players of his time to the most
exacting tests ever written — and that
after acentury in which cornists had
had to meet the fearsome difficulties
posed by Johann Stamitz, FX
Pokorny and Joseph Haydn, among
others. In Reicha's Paris were cornistcomposers such as Punto, Duvernoy
and Dauprat who were intent upon
stretching and perfecting the playing
technique of the still far-from-perfect
natural horn. Valves and other
devices were in their infancy and
hand-stopping was widely used.
The German Natural Horn
.
Soloists, by tremendous application
and highly-polished techniques, have
almost entirely eradicated the nasal
effect associated with period
instruments, no matter how
`impossible' Reicha's writing may
seem. Yet the smoothness and, some
may say, too-perfect tone production
of modern horn virtuosi is avoided
here, making all these trios ajoy and

SAINT-MENS:
The Three Violin Concertos
Philippe Graffin (vIn)/BBC Scottish SO/
Brabbins
Hyperion CDA 67074

(
75m 41s)

There are few more exciting young
fiddlers around at the moment than
Frenchman Philippe Graffiti. Three
previous Hyperion releases of music
by Ysa9e and Chausson have already
revealed Graffin's abundant gifts, and
in this generous new Saint-Saëns
coupling (the first instalment in
Hyperion's ` Romantic Violin
Concerto' series) one can once again
only marvel at playing of such
thrilling temperament, consummate
intelligence and stylistic flair. True,
Graffin's occasionally wiry tone may
not always fall gratefully on the ear,
but, my goodness, what inspirational
life he breathes into this music!
Idon't recall having ever
encountered the likeable Second
Concerto of 1858 before, awork
which actually pre-dates the First by
one year. By far the best of its three
movements is the central Andante
espressivo — anotably eventful 10m
essay, complete with harp
accompaniment at the outset, regal
brass fanfares, and atruly seraphic
episode where the music switches alltoo-briefly into the major. While both
HIT' NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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an excitement with their immense
variety and varied tones — from the
most erotic legato to the brassiest
fanfare.
Five players are listed but nowhere
can Ifind how the music is
distributed between them. Not that it
matters. This is atrue feat of playing,
and Reicha has thoughtfully divided
his collection into four books of six
trios each. One book at atime, then,
is recommended for listening even
though the recording encourages
continuity by maintaining exemplary
clarity throughout.
Robert Dearling
A*: 1 *

'The German
Natural
Horn Soloists
have
almost
entirely
eradicated
the nasal
effect
associated
with period
instruments'

ROSSINI:
Stabat mater
Stoyanova/Lang/Fowler/Borowsky/RIAS
Chamber Ch/Akademie für Alte Musik,
Berlin/Creed
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901693

(
57m 09s)

In aperformance as perceptive and
lively as this, Rossini's Stabat mater is
asure-fire success. Marcus Creed
Gioachino Rossini
directs the period-instrument
Akademie and the renowned RIAS
Choir (each body here numbers
rather over 40 musicians) in a
splendid reading that lacks nothing in
solemnity or in infectious good
humour and wit. The recording,
made in the Berlin Konzerthaus, is
resonant yet fresh and clear through
all the shadings from the quiet,
sinuous opening to full-throated
splendour. All four soloists are fine,
collectively and individually, and if

SaintThe Thre
Violin e.one
PHILIPPE GRAFFEN
BBC SCOTTISH
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
MASON BRABBINS

outer movts are by no means devoid
of structural novelty, neither contains
the sort of indelible melodic charm
and irresistible caprice that make the
evergreen Third Concerto such a
captivating experience, especially in a
performance as vibrant and
affectionate as the present one. The
single-movt First Concerto, too, has
an eloquence and ardour that grip
from first measure to last.
Throughout, Martyn Brabbins
draws an alert and fresh response
from his BBC band (whose
woodwind are an especially
characterful bunch). Ripe, fullblooded sound to match, most
realistically balanced.
Andrew Achenbach
A- A*: 1 *

Bruce Fowler earns particular praise,
it is because Rossini was at his most
unbuttoned in the ' Cujus animam'
and in the opening to the ` Sancta
mater', which grows into arichtextured quartetto. Creed has an
equally happy touch with the
charming melodies and the often
unusual accompanimental textures.
No one who listens to this delightful
performance will want to wait too
long before repeating the experience.
Peter Branscombe

A: 1 *- 1

SCNUBERT
The Young Schubert, 1810-1814
Various soloists/London Schubert
Chorale/Graham Johnson
Hyperion COI 33033

(
79m 31s)

No fewer than eight solo singers, plus
six further men in concerted
numbers, as well as Stephen Layton's
London Schubert Chorale, are
employed in this exploration of the
young genius's output. There is
unusual variety here, even by
comparison with the richness of
earlier volumes in this endlessly
rewarding series. As ever, we are
indebted to Graham Johnson for
equally penetrating and sensitive
accompaniments, and verbal
introductions in his invaluable
booklet. There are two French songs
(arrangements of arias from Gluck's
Echo et Narcisse), ten Italian settings
from the years of study with Salieri,
and 13 in German. There are
interesting doublets — in two senses,
since we have alternative settings of
three songs; and we also have Ann
Murray duetting with herself. The
opening track sets the tone for the
wonders (as well as the occasional
banalities) that follow: aruminative,
astonishingly mature piano prelude to
the first, long yet unfinished, setting
of ` Lebenstraum', written when the
composer was only 12 or 13 years
old. Among the highlights for me are
Adrian Thompson's ringing dispatch
of an aria text from Metastasio's La
clemenza di Tito and — for sheer,
brilliantly adulterated kitsch — the
triumph-song of the victorious allies
after their entry into Paris in 1814,
here sung with style, and wellcontrolled irony, by Maarten
Koningsberger. Stephen Varcoe is
unfailingly rewarding in his four
songs, even if he is strained by the
lowest notes; his `Totengrâbbers Lied'
is particularly fine. The female
soloists (principally Ann Murray and
Marie McLaughlin) are on this
occasion less steady, less pleasurable
than usual, though Catherine WynRogers brings awelcome touch of
distinction in two songs late in the
programme. The recorded quality is
variable: the sessions were held over a
number of years. No Schubert lover
will want to be without this issue
(Hyperion Edition Vol.33), for many
of the songs are as rewarding as they
are virtually unknown.
Peter Branscombe
A/B:1 / 2 C)
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TRANSPARENT:
SO CLEAR, SO TRUE
Transparent: it's an apt name for cables that let the
music through but bring the shutters down on the
hash that's always trying to wheedle its way in and
foul things up.
Back in September, Karen Sumner of Transparent
spent a lot of time at the London Hi Fi Show
answering many queries about cables - but then
there is probably more mystery, more controversy
and more frustration in cabling than anything else in
hi-fi.

sevenoaks sound & vision

96gie

you know our name
now oe oa - ot oùr fLtue
Due to our continued growth and expansion, we now have a
number of Management and Staff opportunities throughout
the country;
Specifically for Managers in Harrow, Gants Hill and
Bromley and Staff in Guildford, Southgate, Watford, Oxford,
Chelsea, Swiss Cottage and Manchester.
Suitable applicants will have sales experience, ideally
gained from within Hi-fi or Electrical retail, excellent
customer service skills, be self- motivated, enthusiastic and
willing to develop further within the organisation.

All applications should be in writing together with a
current C.v. and sent to: Janys Ness
Personnel Manager
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
109-113 London Road
Sevenoaks
Kent
TN13 113H

Or call our recruitment phone
line on 01732 466214

Ihave always used Transparent in my Krell-Wilson
reference system. Well, not quite always: there have
been one or two adulterous affairs with other brands,
because it's in the nature of this game that we always
think there's something better out there. But I
invariably come back to Transparent, because
without it the musicality is gone and I'm left with
good sound rather than good music. There's a
difference. So forgive my indiscretions, Karen - you

BEAUTY and the BEST

were right all the time.
If you want a fat, lazy sound, don't consider
Transparent. If you want a bright, superficially
exciting sound, again, don't bother with Transparent.
But if you want tonal and timbrai accuracy coupled
with detail, pace and real- life dynamics, then give

Row Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis CD player. Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical parts and
components specifically selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal stability
and audiophile grade sound quality. For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RCA and balanced XLR analog outputs and three digital outputs.
Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements. The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word.

Brian Rivas acall. And there's something for every
budget, so you can be sure that, whatever your

••••--

choice, it's money musically well spent.
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Knights • Broadway Road éBroadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

II

For further details please cornea Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Deshotough Pork Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BD
Tel: 01494 441736 Foe: 01494 440360 Email: premier@poth.co.uk
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SOLERE:
Clarinet Concerto in E-flat
2-Clarinet Concerto' in E-flat
Concerto Espagnol in B-flat
Dieter Kleicker, ' Sandra Arnold (cIts)/
Prague CO/Lajcék
Wee C481 991

1
1
4
I

-sk

'Z.

(
64m 34s)

Pedro Étienne Solère ( 1753-1817)
was born in south-west France and,
as his first and last names suggest,
may have had Spanish origins. He
made his mark as aclarinettist in
Paris, returning to Spain only during
world-wide tours as composer and
performer for his instrument. He
associated with other composers and
was not above adapting (presumably
with their permission) some of their
ideas. A particularly close bond with
Joseph Ignaz Schnabel ( 1767-1831)
resulted in the solo clarinet Concerto,
the longest work here [24m 36s] and
one of great melodic charm and
orchestral resourcefulness. Above all
it is an admirable vehicle for the
soloist to exhibit fluency, dexterity,
grace, range and brilliance — all of
which, of course, are Dieter Klikker's
stock-in-trade. However, the soloist
doesn't hog every moment: the
orchestral writing is masterful, often
fascinatingly expanding its ideas.
Furthermore, not many concertos of
this date (c.1810) possess aslow
introduction. If Ihave any reservation
about this superb work it is that the
Adagio is far too short: the catchy
Rondo arrives too soon, though it
quickly ingratiates itself.
Another rare breed in the

SIBELIUS:
Lemminkâinen Suite (final version)
J ' Lemminkàinen and the Maidens
of Saari' (first version) J
`Lemminkâinen's Homecoming' (first
version)
Lahti SO/Vânská
MS CD 1015

(79m 27s)

Sibelius had completed his
Lemminkiiinen Suite, asequence of
four tone-poems, by 1896, but
despite successful early performances
he was not satisfied and made many
revisions. BIS has done agreat
service in clarifying the situation. The
extensive ( 15m) first movt,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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repertoire of this or any other period
is aconcerto for two clarinets. Apart
from the (again very short) Adagio,
which is based on an idea by a
Parisian clarinettist, IMohr, this is
Solère's own work, and another most
enjoyable one. Kleicker and Sandra
Arnold clearly relish this substantial
music, with its opportunities for
playful exchanges, follow-my-leader
passages, and pleasing melodies.
On his own again, Kliticker visits
what may have been Solère's own
country in the Concerto Espagnol.
There are particularly effective solos
in ( i), but Spanishry comes to the
fore in the 'Andalusian Song' (ii),
with guitar imitations, drone bass and
all, and especially in (iii). This last is
aFandango replete with castanets and
tambourine! (Since no source
material is quoted for any of these
works, one may be forgiven for
suspecting the authenticity of such an
outbreak of percussion. Iwould
willingly apologize if my suspicion is
unfounded. Either way, it is terrific
fun.) Orfeo's recording team has
produced afull, well-balanced,
pleasing, transparent sound.
Robert Dearling

whitewashed note effuses, then
Scottish Opera's smash hit
Rosenkavalier of last season was an
altogether more legendary occasion. It
also reminds those of us lucky to
have heard it how far we have come
in general terms of orchestral and
vocal sophistication — for which the
sheer personality on display in
Salzburg in 1960 isn't always an
adequate substitute. Della Casa surely
has to be the nicest-natured
Marschallin on disc, but puts across
the role, and agleaming middle
register, on atechnique that always
has you wondering whether she's
going to make it up top (she does,
thankfully, at the beginning of the
trio — an altogether more heavenly
excursion into the stratosphere than
arch-rival Gueden's shrill attempt to
float Sophie's wonderment in the

'It is an
admirable
vehicle for
the soloist
to exhibit
fluency,
dexterity,
grace,
range and
brilliance all of which,
of course,
are Dieter
Kleicker's
stock- in trade'

As: I* c

R STRAUSS:
Der Rosenkavalier
Della Casa/lurinac/Gueden/Edelmann/
Kunz/Zampieri/VPO/Karajan
De 453 200-2
(3CDs, 183m 51s) rec. live 1960, mono
If this is really the stuff of which
legends are made, as an over-

`Lenruninkainen and the Maidens of
Saari', was twice revised ( 1897 and
1939). The original 1896 version is
given as asupplement, and there are
many subtle differences including
modest use of tambourine and
glockenspiel — later omitted. A
substantial passage around halfway
does not occur in the revision and the
final climax is less intense. This
recording places 'The Swan of
Tuonela' second. Apparently this too
was revised but only the final 1900
version is known to exist.
`Lemminkâinen in Tuonela' was
revised in 1897 and 1939 but was
little changed, the main difference
being the omission of 11
/m of music.
2
This omission is played in full in yet
another supplementary track. Movt
(iv), ` Lemminkâinen's Homecoming',
was revised in 1897 and 1900. The
original version is extraordinarily
different and takes 11 1
/ m against the
2
61
/m of the final version. The extra
2
time often results from Sibelius
originally working out his
progressions and key sequences much
more laboriously. The 1896 coda is
also disappointing: it seems merely to
reach the home key and then stop —
there is none of the sweep of the final
version. An extra track gives just the
last 2m of the 1897 revision, which is

nearly as good as the 1900 but a
touch more cautious.
This is very much adisc for
musicologically inclined Sibelians.
Those who want an approximation of
the original with 'The Swan' played
as (iii) can simply programme the
CD player accordingly*.
This beautifully sonorous recording
of the well-known final version
compares well with rivals, the most
recent of which was the impressive
Naxos version by Sakari [
HFN/RR
Nov '99]. Vânskâ takes abroad but
forwardmoving view of the music
and his tempi are similar to those of
Thomas Jensen whose remarkable
premiere recording of Sibelius's final
version [Decca 1953] still sounds
amazingly good. Vânskâ never loses
orchestral detail within the generous
acoustic of The Church of the Cross,
Lahti and the orchestra plays
superbly, as has been the case
throughout this Sibelius series. Sakari,
Kamu and Jensen emphasise changes
of texture more firmly — delightfully
bright percussion in (iv) with Jensen
— but Vânskâ brings great depth to
the music: his first recordings of an
extra half-hour of the original
material represent an attractive
bonus.
Antony Hodgson

*An early
Gramophone
catalogue,
wherein Op.22
Is listed as
Legends, notes
'numbers 2
and 3 originally
in reverse
order. Change
authorised by
composer
(1954)'

A: 1*-- 1 0
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collections

Christopher Breunig

Telare CD 80508
(2CDs, 124m 20s) with bonus CD

(
56m 35s)

The expression ' old-fashioned Vivaldi
performance' should mean aclose
approach to authenticity.
Unfortunately, this 'old' is not old
enough. It goes back only as far as
the 1950s and ' 60s: well-nourished
string tone, plentiful vibrato suitable
for Bruch or Tchaikovsky, and a
continuo line present only as asop to
perceived authenticity. Mariana Sirbu
is as good astylist as these
restrictions allow, and her
accompanying orchestra is longestablished as amongst the best — of
its type.
This is the second volume of
Vivaldi's remarkable Op.8, the
'Conflict Between Harmony and
Invention': the title refers primarily to
the first four, 'The Four Seasons',
which has achieved acertain
collective fame. Harmony is rarely in
conflict with invention in Nos.7-12:
they are straightforward, but skilful,
violin concertos. Vivaldi's invitation
to provide variety in 9and 12 by
replacing violin solo with oboe is not
accepted here; the major variety on
offer is in Concerto 10, called ' The
Hunt'. Plenty of horse-riding
rhythms, the soloist passably imitating
hunting horns with double-stopping,
and asuggestion in (iii) of afruitless
pursuit. All well done and nicely
recorded, but in my view the disc is
something of aredundancy.
Robert Dearling
106
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DER STEIN DER WEISEN
Music by 1B Henneberg, EX Gen,
WA Mozart, B Schack and E
Schikaneder
Lovat/DeHaan/Baker/Kelly/Streit/
Trakas/Deas/Ewing/Boston Baroque/
Pearlman

VIVALDI:
Violin Concertos, Op.8:7-12
Mariana Sirbu (vinyl Musici
Philips 462 591-2

life — the only Schumann symphony
he did for DG. Comparisons are
nearly all in favour of this live
performance, especially in the outer
allegros [
Lebhaft], where in parts one
might almost be listening to
Furtwângler, yet the DG is very
dogged and deliberate; but there is
one distinctive feature where the
studio version was even more
beautifully phrased. Böhm took the
framing material [0-58s, and from
4m 15s] of the Romanze very slowly
indeed, his tempo otherwise
approaching the norm. Separately
tracked [ 12], the link scherzo-finale is
very well judged, although the sound
coarsens severely with the crescendo.
In all three works there are slight
lapses in ensemble and the sound
varies, with at times adisagreeable
'metallic' quality and some hints of
tape overload. But what aconcert!

aiimm aTHE VP0
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 4/MAHLER:
Lieder emes fahrenden GeselleW
SCHUMANN: Symphony 4 in d
Christa Ludwig (mez-sop)/VP0/136tim
Orfeo C522 991 (
79m 57s) rec. live 1969
At the heart of this Salzburg Festival
concert, given afew days before Karl
13.5hm's 75th birthday, is aquite
lovely account of the Mahler songcycle (recorded by Ludwig in 1958
for EMI, with Philharmonia/Boult —
where the effect is more calculated
but far less authoritative). Those
familiar with the DG recording of
KindenoteliederlRückert Lieder, with
Fischer-Dieskau and the BPO, won't
be surprised at the fine quality of
Bifehm's accompaniment, although
here it is hard not to give one's entire
attention to the singing. (Oddly, we
are denied the final applause, given
after both symphonies.)
Idon't feel that Böhm was one of
the most compelling conductors in
Beethoven's Fourth Symphony
(although this performance is
considerably more vital than the one
he gave with the VP0 at the Albert
Hall some time during the 1970s: one
could scarely fault this finale), but the
Schumann is another matter, The
Fourth he was to record commercially
with the Vienna Philharmonic late in

Readers with an interest in 18thcentury Viennese opera will recall the
front-page news of the discovery in
Hamburg acouple of years ago of a
score of Schikaneder's Singspiel Der
Stein der Weisen, with indications of
the precise sharing-out of
responsibilities between the five
composers involved. Mozart naturally
caused the most excitement, being
credited not just with the well-known
miaowing duet, but two extensive
sections of the Act II finale. What
any listener will note with delight,
hearing the splendid first recording of
The Philosophers' Stone (
with sensibly
abbreviated dialogue), is that there is
remarkable homogeneity in this
collaborative venture. Henneberg,
Schikaneder's music director, comes
out particularly well, though Schack
and Gerl (ayear later, the first
Tamino and Sarastro) are also
responsible for fine numbers; even the
librettist/director/future Papageno,
Schikaneder himself, shares creditably
in the composition (and had the most
to sing). Boston Baroque, alively
period-instrument orchestra, plays
very well for Martin Pearlman (who
also introduces the work on athird,
bonus CD, comparing it
illuminatingly with The Magic Flute).
The cast is good, stylish, if largely
lacking the Viennese intonation and
confident sense of fun that would
have characterized the original run of
performances in 1790. The recording
is good, with realistic thunder effects;
and the two-language libretto booklet
contains helpful essays as well as a
detailed synopsis. Highly
recommended — definitely not just a
JANUARY 2000
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Presentation of the Rose).
Edelmann's Ochs, too, is amodel of
grinning good-humour, but no true
bass: frequently he takes the crucial
low notes up the octave; and Jurinac's
Octavian is simply too heavy-handed
to suggest boyish volatility.
Karajan shows avery different facet
from the stodgy Philharmonia studio
recording: the bounces and sidlings
into waltz-time are humorously
negotiated, the bustle music
dazzlingly articulated (how much
rehearsal time did they spend on the
Act 3Prelude, Iwonder?). Even
allowing for the difficulties of stage
performance, though, there are
frequent lapses into coarser ensemble,
and little refinement in the luminous
moments (though there was nothing
either orchestra or conductor could
do about keeping tabs on a
shockingly undisciplined Italian
tenor). Though it's certainly
interesting to hear what works in the
heat of the action, how the
cognoscenti in the audience hiss those
who try to clap the premature
curtains of the first two acts, and how
well the Austrian radio engineers
dealt with the acoustics of the vast
new Festspielhaus, this is afar cry
from Erich Kleiber's uncut studio
miracle of six years earlier [Decca].
David Nice
B-C: 1-3
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historical curiosity, but acharming,
witty opera that deserves to become
well known.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

MAGNIFICAT
Settings by Kuhnau, Zelenka and
IS Bach
Persson/Nonoshitafiachikawa/Türrk/
Urano/Bach Collegium Japan/Suzuki
BIS CD- 1011

(71m 31s)

It was avery good idea to build a
generously long CD around settings
of the Magnificat. Johann KuhlIan's is

AMAN:
Le festin d'Esope Op.39:12
Barcarolle Op.65:6 J Symphonie
Op.39:4-7 U Quasi- Faust
Op.33:2/LISZT/THALBERG/PIXIS/
HERZ/CZERNY/CHOPIN: Hexameron
— Variations on the March from
Bellini's 'IPuritani'
Raymond Lewenthal (pno)
BMG 09026 63310 2 (
65m 25s) ®1965/66
An historic recording in the full
rigour of the term. Lewenthal's first
Alkan LP of 1965 was the catalyst
that first alerted abroad public of
pianophiles to that composer's
extraordinary stature as musical
thinker and keyboard technician: in
fact, as agreat Romantic master —
previously the well-kept secret of a
select band of discerning virtuosi
from Busoni to Arrau. There are now
several alternatives of all four Alkan
items here, and most people's first
choices would be Smith or Hamelin,
but Lewenthal remains very
impressive in this repertoire — the
Symphony and especially Quasi-Faust
(with its nine-voice fugue!) still come
across with pianism of demonic force
and glittering eye that outweighs the
RCA piano sound (improved in
clarity and definition over the LP

probably the earliest of these works,
asplendidly lively, varied piece, put
across with sensitivity and brio. We
then have two settings by Jan Dismas
Zelenka, in C and D, both
comparatively short, but no less
welcome for that. Finally, the great
D-major setting by JS Bach rounds
off the programme with majesty and
tenderness, thanks to the performers'
fine perception of the music's spirit
and spirituality. Readers familiar with
recordings by the Bach Collegium
Japan and its director Masaaki Suzuki
will know to expect vivid music-

release, but still rather bodiless by
today's standards). Above all, it's the
still-palpable excitement of discovery
that makes the disc acollector's
piece, and its value is enhanced by
the fascinating six-composer
extravaganza which Liszt (the major
contributor) organized for the
Princess Belgioioso, apanopticon of
virtuoso keyboard styles in Paris in
1837. Lewenthal carries it off in
staggering style: his original notes
remain afirst-rate mix of
entertainment and scholarship.
Calum MacDonald

B:1

Raymond Lewenthal outside the
Royal Albert Hall in 1970
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Peter Branscombe
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'A highlight
is the first
of the two
Zelenka
pieces,
with pure,
spirited
singing of
the taxing
soprano
solo from
Yukari
Nonoshita'

!tr. for On Ile*,
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THE CLAIMS for RCA's 'High
Performance' 24/96 remastered
reissues series are pretty extreme (` the
widest range of musical reproduction
ever heard'), and the packaging
promotes sonic expectations:
'audiophile recording' says the edge
strip. Yet the material Ihave listened
to dates back to the 1963-68
Martinon interregnum between the
two Hungarians' hold on Chicago,
Reiner and Solti, — Bartok's
Miraculous Mandarin, Hindemith's
Nobilissima Visione suites and Varèse's
Arcana [
09026 63315 2, 74m 40s
rec.1966/7].
There's also Horowitz's digitally
recorded 1981 Met recital: three
Scarlatti Sonatas, Chopin's Fourth
Ballade, Liszt's Ballade 2, and as
encores a Chopin Waltz and
Rachmaninov's popular G-minor
Prelude Op.23:5 [09026 63314 2,
49m 33s] -- short measure. The new
transfer tends to subdue the presence
of the RCA Edition CD, where
perhaps more reverb was added.
Neither is as pleasing as the German
LP; and neither admits that the
master is compounded from two
recital dates! B—C:1
From four-channel sources, here
transferred into Dolby Surround, is
the Philadelphia/Ormandy programme
'Great Showpieces of aGreat
Orchestra' (fair claim) with The
Sorcerer's Apprentice, España, Night on
Bald Mountain, Danse macabre (
these
were coupled on aquadraphonic
LP); Dance of the Hours and further
encore dances by Brahms, Falla,
Glière, Smetana; agalop by
Kabalevsky and the ` Bacchanale'
from Samson and Delilah [
09026

E

making, asure sense of style, and
beauty of sound. So it is again here,
with apolished group of soloists
drawn from orient and occident, and
recorded in Japan by aEuropean
team. The leaflet is amodel of its
kind, with detailed indication of
instrumentation in each of the
movements. A highlight is the first of
the two Zelenka pieces, with pure,
spirited singing of the taxing soprano
solo from Yukari Nonoshita. The
recording is both intimate and
spacious, with excellent balance.

63313 2, 74m 40s, rec.1971/72].
Here, the upper strings are edgy,
separation is unnatural (the solo
violin in the Saint-Saens extreme left
of the soundstage!), and reverberant
tuttis mushy and unattractive. To be
fair, astereo remix for LP of
Ormandy's Ravel/Debussy
programme from this same period,
also Max Wilcox/Paul Goodman, was
not dissimilar, although it had greater
body and imaging plausibility.
C:2/3
Of my three discs, the Martinon is
recommended to anyone who thinks
he dislikes Hindemith — Nobilissima
Visione is given amost distinguished
reading, beautifully paced and finely
played. The Bartok, however, is
roughly recorded and too
approximate. The booklet note
records the antipathy of Philadelphia
and Berlin audiences and critics to
the explosive energy of Arcana,
written between 1925-27 (preVarèse's electronic compositions) and
demanding aformidably large
orchestra, whose extended percussion
section included the 'lion's roar' or
tambour àcorde. Now, of course, it
doesn't sound at all ' difficult'.
Howard Scott (later to work at
Cleveland for CBS) produced Arcana
at Orchestra Hall, the
Bartok/Hindemith at Medinah
Temple, initially favoured when
Decca began to record with Solti. I
suspect the ' audiophile' will
nevertheless wonder how RCA's
concept of reproducing the sound of
the Chicago SO could have changed
so much from the days of 'Living
Stereo'. C/B:1/2-3 171
Christopher Breunig
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BORGMANN/MORRIS/
CHARLES
BOOM SWING
KONNEX K5082

artwork:
Play
Backs

Reviews by Ben VVoison
DEREK BAILEY
PLAY BACKS
BINGO BIN 004

(63m 21s)

Sasha Frere-Jones was in Ui, an
ambient/drone band not noted for
pursuing the rigours of Free
Improvisation. Here he curates a
brace of tracks for guitarist Derek
Bailey to play over in the studio. His
instruction was 'create an active
rhythm that Derek would like
playing with'. The trackmakers all
sound like they listened to Guitar,
Drums 'N' Bass [
Avant], where
Bailey improvised to tracks by DJ
blinj. They don't give him such a
smooth ride, so Bailey isn't pushed
into supplying all the fireworks.
Indeed, the suite peaks with the
three numbers where Bailey plays
acoustic (one of these is a drum
workout by Drumbo; if you ever
wondered what Bailey would sound
like with Captain Beefheart, here's
the answer). Faced with Hawaiian
ironies courtesy Jim O'Rourke,
Bailey decided to deliver an
unctuous narrative (his impeccable
timing anticipates the inevitable
climax with a tasteful reference to
the sexual act). This audiophile
showcase will enable many listeners
with mainstream tastes to take the
uncompromising stylist into their
hearts. A:1 0
TIM BERNE
PARAPHRASE: PLEASE ADVISE
SCREWGUN SCREWYU 70011 (
66m 31s)

till,

\ I INN

Recorded with finesse and depth in
Schlachthof, Wels, in Austria, this
trio pursue the open-ended music of
Trane, Pharoah and Ayler.
Drummer Denis Charles emerges as
the soloist to watch as he turns the
drums into a universe of snare beats
and sparkling cymbal taps. Charles
never lets the beat evaporate, and
bassist Wilber Morris is right there
with him. Tenor saxophonist
Thomas
Borgman
must be one
third the age
of his
accompanists.
He plunges
up and down
his instrument
in the
required
manner; his
clothes are
borrowed, so
you're never
quite convinced, but the trio moved
each other and the audience, and
maybe that's all you should ask.
A:1 0
ANTHONY BRAXTON
COMPOSITION NO. 94 FOR THREE
INSTRUMENTALISTS ( 1980)
LEO GOLDEN YEARS GY3

Composition
No.94 is
really a
stream of
mind boggling
solos: after
comping
awhile, a
musician will
step forward
and develop
the ideas
he's just

witnessed
Problems arise when players stretch
out towards freedom without the
analytical fervour or rhythmic
impetus to carry them through. As a
soloist, Tim Berne does passable
imitations of Coltrane and Omette,
but he hasn't enough sense of the
total music to lead aband. Drew
Gress (bass) and Tom Rainey
(drums) try manfully, but most of
the time they sound like they're just
filling up space to make sure Berne's
inconsequential free-wheeling
doesn't sound too exposed. Perhaps
listeners whose memories aren't
being continually tweaked by illdigested quotes and effects won't
find the music objectionable, but
over the long haul (just two
numbers) they will find their
attention slipping. A:2 0
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(73m 08s)

(76m

I8s) e

In 1980, multi-reedist Braxton was
using graphic scores to direct his trio
(Ray Anderson on trombone and
James Emery on guitar and
electronics). The pacing is fast and
fluent. Braxton's score is performed
twice, with the musicians reading
the instructions backwards for the
second set. Less interactive than
European Improvisation (the
guitar/trombone/bass lineup of Iskra
1903 makes a striking contrast),
Composition No.94 is really a stream
of mind-boggling solos: after
comping awhile, a musician will step
forward and develop the ideas he's
just witnessed. James Emery's
electronics are especially scrunchy
and satisfying, provoking Braxton to
play some of his most hair-raising
acrobatics on record. A:1 0
EUGENE CHADBOURNE &
THE INSECT AND WESTERN
PARTY
BEAUTY AND THE BLOODSUCKER
LEO CDLR 270

(
68m 35s)

`Nymphialiadae' opens with a
magnificent funky riff from Brian
Ritchie's acoustic bass guitar. The
tune recalls Judy Henske and Jerry
Yester's « Snowblind', but
Chadbourne saves it from folk-rock
doldrums by playing offkilter postbop banjo all over it and Ellery
Eskelin contributes a searing tenor

solo. Later on, Carrie Shull (oboe),
Rob Mallard (tenor), Dan Plosey
(reeds) and Jeff Sipes (percussion)
revitalise jazz procedures as
Chadbourne hurls them into a
multi-coloured whirl of improv
logistics, buried brassbands, rock-out
hilarity and diabolical polkas.
Chadboume's generic
miscegenations differ from those of
John Zorn: less spliced together by a
zany, control-freak geneticist,
Chadbourne's materials are thrown
on a compost-heap and allowed to
breed and sprout. Bits of truly
wondrous playing emerge like shiny
beetles, waving their antennae and
then scuttling away into the debris:
'Hey! Did you see that one?'. Three
tracks feature Chadbourne's
patented turntablist overdubbage.
The fi is lo- and hi- in hilarious
succession. Essential. A/D:1" 0
McNIEE/OUVAL/ROSEN
THE WATERMELON SUITE
CIMP # 183

(73m 03s)

Joe McPhee is afree player who
began in the late 1960s, was
supported by Hat Hut Records in
the 70s and is here playing with
CIMP's house rhythm section. On
the 17m title suite, it's just
McPhee's soprano and Dominic
Duval's bass: gentle, open-ended,
speculative playing, with Duval
picking up on McPhee's intimations
of rhythm. When Jay Rosen joins in
on drums, the music really takes
hold, McPhee's saxophone less a
«solo' than asustained commentary
on the excitements being generated
below. On « Soundboard Safari'
Duval uses amplification to create a
stream of tasty electronic distortions.
'Putter Piece' is light and
spontaneous, McPhee taking his line
to ever-surprising places. Pretty.
A:1 0
NAM
ACTUAL PROOF
CIMP 4192

(68m 50s)

Trumpeter Ahmed Abdullah has
played with Sun Ra and Billy Bang.
This quartet — NAM — drench
their music in loose, blue exoticism.
Starting with a township number by
Miriam Makeba, the programme is
one of originals — ' Song Of
Tenderness', ' Song Of Time'
(dedicated to the late Fred
Hopkins), ` Shaka Zulu' — and tunes
by Ra, Trane and German vibist
Gunter Hampel. Alex Harding's
baritone sax is satisfyingly forceful,
and Masa Kamaguchi (bass) and
Jimmy Weinstein (drums) make for
a rollicking rhythm section. Sound is
fine, though volatile (' truthful')
dynamics make this one you won't
play in the car. Unambitious, almost
casual, there's avocalised fire and
good humour to the group interplay
that keeps things immediate.
A: 1 0
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HOFtACE PARLAN
VOYAGE OF REDISCOVERY
STORYVILLE STCD 4233

(75m 30s)

You can tell from the start, as
Parlan turns ' Parker's Mood' into a
slow, stately but thoughtful blues,
that you're in good hands. Hailing
from Pittsburgh (acity celebrated
for its pianists), Parlan migrated to
Copenhagen in 1972. Solo Parlan is
a rare commodity (he recorded two
solo albums for Storyville in 1979).
Parlan doesn't so much make the
piano ' sing' as ' hum', as if he's
imagining Paul Robeson supplying a
warm, wordless, barrel-chested
vocal. There's Monk's ` Pannonica',
Duke's ' Melancholia' and ' I'm
Getting Sentimental Over You'.
Each tune works towards a
satisfyingly intricate knot of
difficulty, so there's something to
listen to even though the pacing is
very relaxed. A:1 0

they have replaced trombonist Radu
Malfatti with England's John
Butcher on sax. He fits in perfectly.
Novel textures — bowed harmonics,
force-blown saxophone, electronic
interference — are twined with fierce
attention to timing, creating
dramatic realtime montages. On
'Hyogo', little scraps of harmony
peep through, jewels made prettier
by the surrounding abrasion. As
composers, Werner Dafeldecker
(bass and electronics) and Michael
Moser (cello and guitar) impose
strong shapes, but without throwing
the improvisation back into
hackneyed musical zones. Everyone
knows how long to extend asound,
which is pretty much a definition of
great music. A:1'' 0

mild bop, some free-form noodling
and a lot of semi-classical
modulation — spells coasting. The
trio avoid the conflicting vectors that
make jazz unpredictable and tensile;
sophistication staves off genuine
dialogue. Polite. A:2 0

(61m 46s)

Polwechsel formed in Vienna in
1993, four improvisors who play
their own compositions. On this

Annotator Art Lange makes a
passionate case for pianist Martial
Solal as a ' neglected European'. Any
trio with Paul Motian on drums
suggests some Bill Evans-style
revelation. However, though
undoubtedly well-schooled, Solal's
relaxed pluralism — there's some

SISTER ROSETTA THARPE plays
power-pressure guitar on Up Above
My Head [Indigo IGOCD 2108,
6/m 07s] and delivers her vocals in a
bluesy yarl. These Decca sides were
recorded in the decade that followed
her appearance at the Carnegie Hall
'Spirituals To Swing' concert in
1938; John Hammond reckoned
Rosetta Nubin exemplified one
'root' of jazz. Any excuse will do to
listen to Tharpe's ear-popping
anticipations of Little Richard, XRay Spex and Betty Boo. Stunning!
H:1• fl
Young Bud [IGOCD 2106,
63m 23s] presents sides Powell
recorded between January 1944 and
January 1947: souped-up swing with
trumpeter Cootie Williams and
saxists Cleanhead Vinson and
Lockjaw Davis; trombonist JJ
Johnson's wondrous Be-Boppers;
and finally a state-of-the-art bebop
quartet with drummer Max Roach.
Both Indigo releases are impeccably
curated by Joop Visser. H:1* D
Blakey/Introducing loe Gordon
[Verve 314 538 634, 73m 34s]
comprises two LPs recorded by
drummer/leader Art Blakey for
EmArcy in 1954. Featuring afront
line of Gordon (trumpet) and Gigi
Gryce (alto), plus Walter Bishop on
piano and Bernie Griggs on bass,
Blakey is a little perfunctory.
Introducing Joe Gordon showcases the
trumpeter, and he excels, his every
breath full of New Orleans fire.
'Body And Soul' (recorded at the
same date but originally released on
The Jazz School, EmArcy

MG36093), reveals Gordon as a
superb balladeer. A:1 0
Herb Ellis Meets Jimmy Giuffre
[Verve 314 559 826, 38m 53s]
presents Herb Ellis's cool guitar in
4-sax arrangements by jimmy
Giuffre in 1959: Art Pepper and
Bud Shank play altos, Richie
Kamuca and the arranger tenor
(Giuffre doesn't solo). There's an
unaccompanied track — 'A Country
Boy' — where Ellis touches on the
cowboy blues of his native Texas.
The prettiness has enough
experimental zing to stop it cloying,
the feel plush yet light. A:1 0
Roy Eldridge plays his usual
ebullient trumpet on Swingin' On the
Town [Verve 314 559 828, 36m 43s]
with Ronnie Ball (piano), Bennie
Moten (bass) and Eddie Locke
(drums). On the opening track —
'Bossa Nova' — Eldridge overdubs
all the instruments, producing a
bizarre virtual version of the Basie
band. It is all nifty enough, but by
1960 this kind of mainstream jazz
was receiving so much polish it is
danger of sounding embalmed.
A:1 0
Originally released on the hard-tofind Praxis label, The Sun Ra
Arkestra Meets Salah Ragab In Egypt
[Leo Golden Years GY1, 69m
59s] is an extraordinary document
of musical and political alliances
forged back in the late ' 60s. ' Egypt
Strut', ' Dawn' and `Watusa' were
mock-ancient Arkestra tracks
recorded in Cairo in May 1983 and
January 1984 (gigs promoted by
German pianist/composer Hartmut

Geerken), with that heaving,
percussive physicality that made the
Arkestra as much a dance troupe as
an orchestra. ' Ramadan', ' A
Farewell Theme' and ' Oriental
Mood' are big-band tracks
recorded by drummer Salah
Ragab's Cairo Jazz Band (an
offshoot of the Military Music
Department) in the early ' 70s,
sounding like a practice session by
John Barry. ' Music For Angela
Davies' was recorded in Cairo by
Hartmut Geerken with Ragab's
musicians in 1971. Geerken
explains all in some fascinating
notes. A/B:1/2 0
Geerken also performed on piano
(and a multitude of percussion
instruments) with Danish tenor
saxophonist John Tchicai and the
Art Ensemble's drummer Don Moye
in Athens in 1984: Cassava Balls
[Leo Golden Years GY4, 64m 41s].
It's a sprawling gig held together by
Moye's fantastically rich polyrhthms:
the trio's version of Charlie Parker's
'Mohawk' is priceless. A:1 0
Gil Evans's Svengali [Koch
KOCCD 8518, 40m 41s] is a live
recording from 1973, financed by
the abstract painter Kenneth
Noland. They were a spirited
attempt to kick 15 jazz players into
bigband fusion, but the music was
unwieldy and brash, lacking in the
rhythmic co-ordination required for
authentic funk. However, David
Horowitz's synth still sounds like
nothing on earth, and Trevor
Koehler's mounts a fine baritone
climax. A:1 0

POLWECHSEL
2
HAT HUT RECORDS ART119
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(
45m 25s)
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SOUL NOTE 121340

(
48m 36s)

Parlan turns
'Parker's
Mood' into
a slow,
thoughtful

Veryan is a fleet pianist, with a soft
touch and a keen sense of swing. He
pushes his improvisations right to
the Cecil edge, but shows that an
ear for atonality needn't entail a
punishing jangle. John
Edwards (bass) and Marl
Sanders (drums) chase his
flights like acouple of
enthusiastic puppies. A lull
in inspiration during ' Short
Piece' makes one wonder if
Weston isn't using his
whizzer chops to evade the
contradiction between
improv concentration-on-theinstant and jazz structure.
However, whatever issues
loom ahead, the performance
is never less than urbane and
sparkling. A:1 0

MARTIAL SOLAL TRIO
BALADE DU 10 MARS

start, as

stately but

VERYAN WESTON
MERCURY CONCERT
EMANEM 4028

You can tell
from the

blues, that
you're in
good hands
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The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft.
For universal remote controls, higher
•intelligence should mean higher performance.
-With IRIQ, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRIQ.
*The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
*Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.
«The innovative new selector wheel
make IRIQ the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRIQ combines aPC- programmable
touch-screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.

udio
erence

Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
Unit 8, Enterprise Park, Slyfield Industrial Estate,
Guildford, Surrey GUI 1RB
Tel: (01252) 702705 Fax: (01483) 301412

IMPORT & DISTRIBUTION

A./a eLio.
Introduces the

Mcedulue3A
Valve Preamplifier

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class Asingle-ended valve designs.
Stereophile, Feb 1996 - M. Fremer: "
All this adds up to what
is clearly one of the finest-sounding, best-built, full-function preamps
in the world and reviews from around the world reflect that."
Recommended Component - "Class A" -Tube Preamplifier
Audiophilia Online, June ' 98 - A. Chasin: "
With affordable
full-function preamps becoming as rare as a '57 Rothschild, Audible
Illusions should be applauded for continuing to develop and market
the Modulus3a, asuperbly musical and highly affordable device
capable of extracting the best from both analogue & digital sources."
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.
94 Church Path Deal Kent CT14 9TJ
Tel/Fax: 01304-382037
E-mail: sounds@transp.globalnet.co.uk

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough lad. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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Rock/pop Reviews
than amere 1980s/90s veteran, Friends
And Lovers sounding almost as retro as,
say, aLenny Kravitz effort, but without as
much of the modernism LK uses to fend off
cries of 'Dinosaur!'. But Butler needn't
worry, for his behaviour is precisely that
which keeps the Gallaghers in the black. As
expected, the guitarwork is showcased, so
riff addicts will be pleased.

Album
in focus
BERNARD BUTLER
FRIENDS AND LOVERS
Creation CRECD 248

Ken Kessler
(
50m 07s)

Part of the bad news - Bernard Butler is not
aremarkable vocalist, just an average rock
singer on whom aguitar looks and sounds
good. The rest of the bad news? In truth,
there is none. For Friends And Lovers is
every bit as worthy an album as its muchacclaimed predecessor. The opening title
track is akiller, forthright and swampy, a
heavy guitar riff underpinned by flowing
Hammond. 'I'd Do It Again If ICould',
which follows, is in similar vein, as if the
ex-Suedeman realised that having created
one melodic monster, shaping another
would be no bad thing. No argument here.
And while Butler in introspective mode is
hardly so formidable, he nevertheless has
much to offer, revealing an intelligence that
many of his contemporaries lack. Precious
is one such sample of his musings. 'Don't
bold me to every word' he pleads, as he
attempts to reveal something of himself
through his lyric. What surfaces is a
musical portrait of an honest musician,
aware both of his strengths and
weaknesses. Many more friends and lovers
should accrue as aresult.
Fred

DeIlar

So what's left of value from the
much-touted world of ' 90s Britpop? Rather like the punk,
New Romantic and baggy
waves that preceded it, the
answer is not much. Blur
is still worth checking out,
Pulp haven't completely
blotted
their
copy-

----,......,....,.
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Whether it's the relative success of his first
solo or the passage of time distancing him
from Suede, Butler's second release is as
comfortable and assured as if it were his
seventh or eighth. Quite unashamedly, it
sounds like the work of an old hand rather

Creation CRECD 251P

THE BATHERS
PANDEMONIA

All you'll ever need is here.
Guitars that envelop songs like
swathes of barbed wire, vocals that
stem from the XTC guide-book on
how not really to do it, and, at the
base of everything, tunes that come
kitted out with eccentric lyrics, and
the kind of tunes that ensure
waving of arms at live gigs. Right
from the opening ' Teenage FBI',
which sounds strangely like garagestyled Bowie, Do The Collapse
proclaims itself as an album to be
counted and considered. The
rugged but friendly 'Things IWill
Keep' and the luscious ` Hold On
Hope', one of the songs by which
1999 will be (hopefully)
remembered, provide other
moments when the listener recalls
why he or she got into rock in the
first place. Goodbye cult
consideration, hello chart status.
Fred De/lar
A:1' 0
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Wrasse WRASS 15

(46m 10s)
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(63m 32s)

With this slab of fin de siècle
romanticism — little more than an
update of what Scott Walker
attempted in his post-Walker
Brothers solo albums — the Bathers
create anice little niche for
themselves by peppering hoary
music with hip touchstones. Take,

for instance, the vocals: Chris
Thompson is, hands down, the best
Bowie impersonator you'll ever hear.
He also shows traces of John Cale, a
smidgen of Cohen, adollop of

-----

Gainsbourg, ahint of Brel.
Musically, the set is so lush that
you'll suddenly want to give head to
aCadbury's Flake. This may be
aural wallpaper for post-modern
lounge lizards, but it's certainly soft
to the touch.

Ken Kessler

A:2 0

THE HOLY MODAL
ROUNDERS
TOO MUCH FUN!
Rounder RIXICD 3163

Guided By
Voices' Do The
Collapse: hello
chart status!

A:1

Johnny Black

A/B:1

GUIDED BY VOICES
DO THE COLLAPSE

A:1/2 •

book, but mostly, and this includes Bernard
Butler's old honchos in Suede, there was
nothing of lasting value there to start with.
Butler, however, is one of those guys so
rooted in sheer musicality, and so steeped
in respect for the greats, that he hasn't
gone down with the ship. On this album
he's writing stronger songs (both
melodically and lyrically) than ever, playing
guitar as if he needs to do it or die, and
hat-tipping to some undervalued sources,
notably the very early Neil Young (and
do Idetect asnatch of Jerry Garcia
and Howard Wales's Hooteroll?).
It's all very encouraging and,
on amore general note, check
the ratings on the rest of this
month's reviews closely.
Notice anything? Yes, there's
an awful lot of great music
around at the moment, which
can only be agood sign.

(
43m 27s)

Unreconstructed hippies Stampfel
and Weber have been together onand-off for over 40 years, more off
than on, founding and safeguarding a
uniquely American genre. While
their odd mix of unplugged hillbilly,
folk and roots music (tainted with
psychedelia) is still as unclassifiable
as it was when their music appeared
in the film Easy Rider, it's probably
more accessible now than ever
before. This warped approach to
acoustic guitar-backed coffee house
vocalising fits nicely into the whole
111

Mojo/Later With Yods Holland schtick:
aged hipness. It's safe to say that
their first new album in 20 years —
indistinguishable (except for sound
quality) from their early work and —
will seem less strange to acurrent
twenty-something than it did to even
the most addled hippies back in the
1960s. Yes, that's atear in my eye...
Ken Kessler

A*:1*

INDIGO GIRLS
COME ON NOW SOCIAL
Epic 495041 4/2

(57m 30s)

Their seventh set finds the Atlanta
duo moving on once more. This
time around, Amy Ray and Emily
Saliera have teamed with members of
Ghostland, Sinead O'Connor's backup squad, to wend their way through
adiverse array of acoustic strums
and electric rock workouts, all served
in engaging fashion. Highlights?
Well, there are several moments that
vie for the accolade, ranging from
the jagged, whirling opener that is
'Go'; the banjo-driven, Wurlitzerflavoured chunk of happy-go-plucky
that answers to the name of ' Gone
Again'; through to the harmonybestrewn, near-bluegrass ramble
known as ` Ozillene'. There are other
contenders — which means that, for
once, awhole album can be played
without feeling that the skip button
has to be pressed at regular intervals.
Sheryl Crow, Joan Osborne,
Me'Shell Ndegeocello, Garth
Hudson and Rick Danko are among
the heavyweights who help out. But
the Indigos are just fine anyway.
Really.
A/B:1 0
Fred DeIlar
JAMES
MILLIONAIRES
Mercury 546 386 2

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO
IN HARMONY
Wrasse Records 153 7392

(58m 35s)

While the sound of African a
cappella might now be past the
epithet of ` cliché' and into the
realms of ' tedium', the blame due to
over-familiarity doesn't rest solely on
the use of LBM for the likes of soup
commercials. The sheer samey-ness
is starting to grate, and even their
reworking of 'Ain't No Sunshine',
'I'll Take You There' and gospel
standards like ' Oh, Happy Day' and
'Amazing Grace' stretch one's
patience. Ikeep fearing the
emergence of the nerdish Paul
Simon at every turn; instead, In
Harmony '
boasts' the assistance of
current talent like Des'ree (another
advertising fave), the Lighthouse
Family and D'Influence. Sorry,
gang, but Ladysmith Black
Mambazo — like Riverdance, the
Buena Vista Social Club and other
force-fed overdoses of ethnicity —
are starring to get on my wick. The
politically-correct, on the other
hand, will positively adore this.
Ken Kessler

Ladysmith Black
Mambazo:
the samey-ness
is beginning to
grate

A:2 0

PAUL MeCARTNEY
RUN DEVIL RUN
Parlophone 7243 522351 2

(
40m 46s)

Macca has taken longer than his
former writing partner to get round
to his early rock covers album, and
where Lennon's opted for stark,
minimal re-interpretations,
McCartney goes for homage, reworking the material very much as
Dave Edmunds did in the mid'McCartney

(
51m 23s)

If James had recorded nothing other
than the generation-binding single
`Sit Down', they'd have earned a
high place indeed in the British pop
pantheon. Luckily, they've
consistently produced albums that
are as entertaining as they are
challenging, and this reunion with
Brian Eno as producer has resulted
in asomewhat jollier album than
we've had from them in awhile.
The opener, ' Crash', is as uplifting a
piece of work as you could possibly
hope to levitate to at unreasonably
high volumes. To have asong like
that immediately followed by the
aching poignancy of 'Just Like Fred
Astaire', is to feel your emotions
churned up in the best possible way,
only to lurch into the fizzy popdance grooves of 'IKnow What I'm
Here For'. And it keeps happening.
This is astaggeringly enjoyable and
stimulating album and, hopefully, an
indication that this new millenniumthingy could bring us rock music as
great as, if not better than, anything
that went before.
Johnny Black
A*:l*

remains in
fine voice,
and seems
to be
having fun'

Paul
McCartney:
reworking old
material for
Run Devil Run

197Ds, by beefing the production up
to contemporary standards and
incorporating instrumental tones that
didn't exist back then. McCartney
remains in fine voice, and seems to
be having fun with aband
comprising Pink Floyd's Dave
Gilmour and Pirate Mick Green on
guitars, Ian Paice and Dave
Mattacks on drums, Pete Wingfield
and Geraint Watkins on keyboards.
Some of the choices are obvious
Clue Jean Bop', ' She Said Yeah',
and acutely cajun ` Brown Eyed
Handsome Man'), but one delightful
surprise is the old Vipers' tune, `No
Other Baby', beautifully rendered.
McCartney's three new songs fit in
well, with Mick Green delivering a
classic choppy Pirates break in ' Run
Devil Run', aChuck Berry-type lyric
belted out in Little Richard style.
There's aFats Domino swagger
about What It Is', and 'Try Not To
Cry' could have appeared on any
non-psychedelic Beatles album
without seeming out of place.
Johnny Black

RAMSAY MIDWOOD
SHOOTOUT AT THE OK CHINESE
RESTAURANT
GiRterhouse GRCD 467

(
34m 41s)

This month's solitary contender in
the hug it to your chest and cuddle
it to death category comes from an
itinerant latterday Woody Guthrie
who once, as achild, sat on the
knee of Mississippi John Hurt.
Midwood purveys astaggeringly
laid-back folksy-blues that makes
JJ Cale seem like Metallica, in the
course of which he sings mysterious
Dylanesque lyrics to the
accompaniment of not much more
than asolid drum, atouch of slide
guitar, adistantly tinkling piano and
ascratchy fiddle. If you can resist a
man who rasps 'Iain't bitter, but
days could be better/I'd live my life
in amohair sweater/And then I'd be
so wartna wouldn't shiver in a
storm/rd finally found afashion to
fit my form' then Mr Midwood isn't
for you, but if you like your bread
with the grain still in, chew on this.
Johnny Black
• JANUARY 2000
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Rock/pop Reviews
WILSON PICKETT
IT'S HARDER NOW
Bullseye Blues & Jan 9625

(
42m 47s)

Of course, this was approached with
trepidation — Imean, wasn't the
Wicked Pickett always the most selfdestructive, ' career-unrealised' soul
man of them all? And, after a lay-off
of a decade, wouldn't this be as
embarrassing as, say, Blues Brothers
2000? Not. This album, were it to
reach you in vinyl form with a redand-black Atlantic label and a
copyright date of 1967, would
deserve filing alongside In The
Midnight Hour. The secret recipe has
to be Jon Tiven's spot-on
production, the period feel and a
crack band, but the material, too, is
perfect. ' Soul Survivor' says it all, a
three-decades- later tribute to the
man and the genre à /
a Arthur
Conley's ' Sweet Soul Music'. But
the real magic? Pickett still has his
chops, so you can read the title to
mean he's harder, not the challenge.
Ken Kessler

A:I/1*

VARIOUS
BLEECKER STREET
Astor Place TCD 4012

abusy-busy arrangement of Fred
Neil's ` Everybody's Talkin'.
Elsewhere, Chrissie Hynde, Curtis
Stigers, Paul Brady, John Cale,
Suzanne Vega take bows and
contribute to an album that achieves
little but passes the time agreeably.
Fred Dellar

A:2 0

CHUCK PROPHET
THE HURTING BUSINESS
Cooking Vinyl COOK CD 159

'The secret
recipe has
to be Jon
Tiven's
spot-on
production,

(53m 59s)

the period

An immaculately packaged homage
to New York's groundbreaking
folkies of the ' 60s, provided by
contemporary singer-songwriters
who acknowledge adebt to such as
Dylan, Tim Hardin, Phil Ochs and
Judy Collins. Faced with the nearimpossible choice of either emulating
or attempting to re-shape classic

feel and a
crack band,
but the
material,
too, is
perfect'

performances, there are mostly
failures — Ron Sexsmith sounding
feeble on Tim Hardin's ' Reason To
Believe', Jules Shear hardly matching
John Sebastian on ' Darling Be
Home Soon' — but Jonatha
Brooke's reading of the title track,
once awinner for Simon and
Garfunkel and Cry, Cry, Cry's
close- to-the- original version of Tom
Paxton's ' Last Thing On My Mind'
are okay. Those who take chances
and benefit include Loudon
Wainwright and Iris DeMent who
turn the Farinas' Pack Up Your
Sorrows' into a country jam, while
Patty Larkin provides one of the
album's finest vocal performances on

Soundtracks
EAST IS EAST [
EMI 523 3612 .] takes the
unusual step of mixing world music with
1960s Britoop -the Hollies, Georgie Fame,
Blue Mink and the upperretro Supergrass.
More conventional are the lush score to
Zeffirelli's Tea With Mussolini [
First Night
REELCD 101 0] and the Travolta-starrer,
The General's Daughter [
BMG/Milan
74321 69474 2 III] with score by Carter
Burwell.
Mickey Blues Eyes [
BMG/Milan 74321
69991 2 II] falls in with the lingering
lounge craze with Itolo-American gems
from Louis Prima, Dino and others. From
the vaults, four treats: Ridgeriders [
HTD
CD103 Ob] is abelated TV tie-in from the
1994 Meridian TV series of the same
name. The hook? Ashley Hutchings (Albion
Band, Fairports, Steeleye Span, et al) is the
key composer, making this amust-have for
folkies. Bond: Back In Action [
Silva Screen
FILMCD 317 0] is alimited edition set in
Dolby Surround and HDCD with rerecordings of classic Bond material and
contributions by Vic Flick, the original
guitarist on the Bond theme. Better still is

the definitive Bond
anthology,
containing every
theme from all 19
Films, and no mood
music: The Best of
Bond.. James Bond
[EMI 7243 523294
2 •J. Dirty

Dancing: The
Collector's Edition
[RCA 07863 67786
2 •] combines the

film's two bestselling soundtracks into one library pack
2CD set with lavish booklet. Sure, the film
sucked big time, but the music? Otis, the
ShireIles, the Four Seasons, Solomon Burke
- ' nuff said.
And for audiophiles, how about Henry
Mancini's Peter Gunn? This stunner from
1958 bears the 'Living Stereo' banner,
sound to die for, mid-pricing, four bonus
tracks and music that defined the TV
detective genre [
BMG/Budclah 74321
69203 2 e. Sublime...
Ken Kessler

(
47m 53s)

Chuck, gawd love him, never yet
made a bad album, but the last one
did feel rather as if afew songs were
leftovers from some previous session.
This time out, the former Green On
Red pioneer is bang on form,
howling at the moon, rocking out
and wearing his teenage influences
right there on his sleeve. He's also
finally linked up with aproducer,
Jacquire King, who seems to
understand him and can keep him
on track, reigning in his tendency to
ramble, focusing the songs into
concise shapes that almost invariably
work to Prophet's advantage. Tracks
like ` It Won't Be Long', 'Lucky' and
'God's Arms' are prime slices of the
gritty thinking-man's-rock that
Chuck does to perfection, but lifted
up a notch by tighter arrangements
that feature deft snatches of strings,
back-up vocals and percussive layers.
`Dyin' All Young' has to be a
contender for most emotionallyaffecting drug-death song of the
'nineties and Statehouse is definitely
abridge too Farfisa. Ouch.
Johnny Black

As:I* 0

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't win the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9OB Fto B 33 7df3 1 74'

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200-mile
radius of LUTON. Send a9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just alist of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

Dealers ¡n: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec,-6 lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MiT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hut INBT and others
. .. the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
... for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB

RON SMITH AERIALS

98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ

(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)

Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
5minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

NAPA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, Oft SUPPLY EX STOCK.

audiophileusa.com
Addictive web site for LP CD Accessory & DAD fans. We email superb monthly lists of new and used jazz, rock, folk, audiophile, blues and much more. Knowledgable, friendly staff. Great service, unbeatable prices. Free monthly flyers that keep
you up to date with new releases as well as outstanding condition used 1ps. Plus special offers! Here's a tiny selection of
what we carry

Bookmark our web site NOW!

DVD AUDIO DISCS (ALL TITLES AVAILABLE) GREAT
ILLINOIS JACQUET: BIRTHDAY PARTY
PRICES!
( 180GM LP)
DCC LPs & 24KT GOLD CDs

$21.99

CARDAS SWEEP RECORD ( NEW VERSION)
$ 18.99
180GM LP)
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: LIVE IN CHICAGO
DOUG MACLEOD: UNMARKED ROAD
(180 GM)
$26.00 (AUDIOQUEST CD)
ROB WASSERMAN: TRIOS ( MOBILE FIDELITY) 24K
GOLD
$23.00
BYRDS: ALL TITLES ON 180GM LP + BONUS
CUTS
$ 16.99
BEACH BOYS: PET SOUNDS ( 180GM TRUE
STEREO)

$ 19.99

DENON AUDIO CHECK LP ( 180GM)

$34.99

$29.99

GETZ/GILBERTO (SPEAKERS CORNER
$26.00
$5.00!

ALLSOP ORBITRAGGREAT FOR CLEANING
LPs
$33.00
ZOMBIES: ODESSEY & ORACLE ( UK LP
REISSUE)
$20.00
RAY BROWN: I'M WALKING (XRCD2)
$26.99
XRCD & XRCD2-ALL TITLES AVAILABLE-GREAT
PRICES!!!!

LOWEST PRICES ON ALL AUDIOPHILE LABELS
EXPERT PACKAGING, WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

aUdiOphileinternational
11355A PYRITES WAY # 1.GOLD RIVER, CALIF., 95670, USA
TEL: (916) 858 8383 FAX: ( 916) 858 8385

www.audiophileusa.com

VISA/MC/AMEX/DINERS

Rock/pop Reissues
soundtrack to Here We Go
Round The Mulberry Bush.
Seventeen tracks, six previously
unissued, charting the group's
move from R&B to pop, and
highly collectable. A-B:1-2

in 1967-8 and pumping out
treasures like ` Dedicated to the
One ILove', ` Creeque Alley',
'Dream A Little Dream' and
more. Contains a rare bonus
track. A-B:1-1 •

TOM FOGERTY
THE BEST OF

RICKY NELSON
RICKY/RICKY NELSON

URRSJI MUMS
le.
.2.: r.re "•-•.•

Varèse Vintage V5D-6030

VARIOUS
URBAN BLUES VOL 1 & 2
BG0 BGOCD 456

(
71m 40s)

OK, so we try not to give the

top spot to various-artists
collections, but this pair of LPs
stood head-and-shoulders
above other blues anthologies,
and they deserve your
attention. Here on CD we find
the two now-rare LPs originally
issued in 1970, with material

CHUCK BERRY
ONE DOZEN BERRYS/JUKE
BOX HITS
BCO BGOCD 458

(
64m 10s)

Two classic Chess LPs on one
CD, vintage rock'n'roll
originally issued in 1958-60.
'Sweet Little Sixteen', ` Route
66', ` Rock and Roll Music'
amazing stuff, but the
reprocessed stereo sounds
weird. Use your mono button
— please. C: 1 •
TINY BRADSHAW
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD 703
(70m 03s) mono
Rare post-WWII R&B and
boogie, recorded for the King
label during 1949-55.
Transitional swing, moving
from the tail end of the big
band era to the birth of
rock'n'roll, bandleader
Bradshaw's vocals as smooth as
they get. C:1 •
CHIC AND SISTER
SLEDGE
THE VERY BEST OF
Rhino 8122 75406 2

(
75m 37s)

Sixteen tracks consisting of the
cream of these related discoera supergroups, the set
including 'All the Hits & the
Remixes': Nile Rodgersproduced classics like 'We Are
Family' and 'Le Freak' in
original and remixed forms.
Useless booklet, not to Rhino's
usual standards. A-B:1 •
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

from the Liberty vaults selected
by Canned Heat's Bob Hite
and Henry Vestine, containing
atotal of 27 uncommon tracks.
'Don't Lie To Me' by Fats
Domino, Smiley Lewis' Too
Many Drivers', 'Mother Fuyer'
by Dirty Red and alot more each is adelight and all are
backed up with liner notes of
the finest sort. One of the best
blues series ever, with doubles
entendres galore. H:1 • •

BUCK OWENS & HIS
BUCKAROOS
CHRISTMAS WITH BUCK
OINENS & FNS BUCKAROOS
Sundazed Sc 6162

Guitarist for the legendary
Creedence Clearwater Revival,
overshadowed by brother John,
but purveyor of a handful of
fine solo sets. Eighteen tracks
from his half-dozen solo LPs,
1974-92, with some rare
singles tracks for good
measure. If you liked CCR,
this is (blessedly) more of the
same. A- B: 1 - 2 •

BG0 BGOCD 440

(
54m 04s)

At last: where it all began.
Following reissues from his
country rock period and Ace's
program covering his Decca
sides, here are his very first two
Liberty LPs on one CD. From
1957-8, the ' teen idol' stuff,
but quite clearly the work of a
singer who had more to offer.
A: 1 •

DEBORAH HARRY
MOST OF ALL - THE BEST OF

BON SCOTT
WITH THE SPEKTORS AND THE
VALENTINES

Chrysalis 522 945 2

See For Miles SEECD 704

(
75m 15s)

After Blondie's new album and
compilations, here are 18
tracks from La Harry's four
solo efforts, spiced up with a
couple of rarities, like the duet
with Iggy from Red, Hot And
Blue. And you'll be amazed at
how much of it you remember.
A:1-2 •
KILBURN & THE HIGH
ROADS
HANDSOME

SEX PISTOLS
THERE IS NO FUTURE

(
30m Ils)

Dawn/Castle ESMCD 775

Essential ESMCD783

(
59m 15s)

(
64m I3s)

Rarity-laden artefact for
hardcore AC-DC fans,
containing the vocalist's earlier
Aussie efforts. Although
indistinguishable from early
1960s garage bands the world
over — a cover of ' Gloria',
anyone? — its historical worth
is incalculable for, say, ButtHead. A- C:2 •

(
26m 34s)

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
Sundazed SC 6163

(
60m 40s)

(59m 09s)

Hilarious: Christmas, C&Wstyle, from Capitol 1967-8,
with titles like ' Christmas Ain't
Christmas', ` Santa's Coming In
A Stagecoach' and 'All IWant
For Christmas Is My Daddy'.
Perfect twanging, sublime
sound — an ideal break from
Slade, Cliff et al. A":1 •

Hot on the heels of the recent
Ian Dury ' Best of', the entire
album-plus-extras from his
'band before the Blockheads'.
Slick and funky pub-era rock,
definitely pointing to the ' Sex
& Drugs & Rock & Roll' which
would make him astar.
A:1

Legitimate version of rare,
early Pistols material previously
available only in unkosher
form: ' Submission', a couple of
takes of 'Anarchy In The UK'
and ' Pretty Vacant', ' EMI',
'Liar' and more. Just in time
for the forthcoming punk
revival. B-C: 1 - 2

JIM CROCE
TIME IN A BOTTLE

ALBERT KING WITH
STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
IN SESSION

GENE SUMMERS
ROCKABOOGIE SHAKE

Essential ESACD 781
(2CDs, 136m 19s)
Subtitled 'The Definitive
Collection', this set clears up
the confusion of the earlier,
overlapping compilations. The
50 tracks deal with the ill-fated
singer-songwriter's entire
career, this double also adding
rare material, unreleased tracks
and early work recorded with
his wife, Ingrid. A-B:1-2

Stax/Ace SCD 7501-2

Stevie Ray backing his hero in
1983, forgotten historic blues
sessions complete with studio
patter which will have
collectors in a swoon. Timely
unearthing of this unreleased
material, with the restoration of
Stevie Ray's CBS catalogue in
full swing. A- B:1 •

THE SPENCER DAVIS
GROUP
MU L3ERRY BUSH

THE MAMAS & THE
PAPAS
DELIVER/THE PAPAS & THE
MAMAS

rpm RPM188

BG0 BGOCD 462

(
43m 01s)

One of those mythical albums
'that never were', immediatepost-Winwood material from
the 1967 sessions which
appeared as singles and as the

JANUARY 2000

Rollercoaster RCCD 3035

(
72m 52s)

(
63m 54s)

(
76m 53s)

Their third and fourth LPs on
one CD, airy harmonies from
the dawn of the Flower Power
era. Some of the classiest softrock ever, the group at its peak

More ultra-rare Brylcreem rock
uncovered, Summers's career
spanning four decades.
Perkins-like ultra-twangy
rockabilly, with full annotation
to satisfy the most academic of
Teds. A-C:1/2 •
DINAH WASHINGTON
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD 695

(
74m 46s)

Hard to fault set featuring 28
standards recorded for Mercury
in the 1950s, including four
duets with the legendary Brook
Benton. One of the better
introductions to one of the
greatest jazz singers of all time
— pure class from start to
finish. B:1 •
Ken Kessler
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The finest electronics from France have suddenly become more approachable. YBA
introduce the new Audio Refinement Complete system. Products which embody the
knowledge and philosophy of Yves- Bernard André at surprisingly affordable prices.

AtAdio Refinement
Sound Image UK Ltd • 52 Milton Road • East Sheen • London • SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 • Fax 0181 255 6869 • http://www.focal.tm.fr
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X-A RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGGED, NON- RESONANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOOD
THE ELECTRONICS MUST BE.
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Audiophile Reviews
OR1GTNRL MRS TER RECORDING

being recorded today —
when's this guy gonna ship
platinum? Maybe after his
tracks appear on Ally McBeal?
A-A":1-1• •
DR JOHN
DR JOHN PLAYS MAC
REBENNAC

THE WHO
THE WHO LIVE AT LEEDS
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 755
(77m 09s) GAIN2 Gold CD
WHO'S NEXT
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 754
(78m 09s) GAIN2 Gold CD
At their peak, the Who were
simply magnificent, delivering
one of the best live albums of
all-time - Live At Leeds From

PAOUITO D'RIVERA
TROPICANA NIGHTS
Chesky HD186
(49m 37s) recorded at 96/24
Provided you haven't yet
grown tired of Latin music,
Genre Of The Month thanks
to the efforts of Ry Cooder,
this is another smooth, slick,
super-sounding slice of Cuban
jazz from the star woodwind
player. Mellow and seductive,
living up to its apt title.
A":1 •
GUNS'N'ROSES
GN'R LIES
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 748
(33m 37s) GAIN2 Gold CD
One of the reasons why
Guns'N'Roses were able to rise
above the metal shavings: an
astinishing live and acoustic
mix of the subtle and the
overwhelming. Strong
language, vicious guitar swipes,
Axl's whine — hard to believe
that this is 12 years old, given
that hard rock hasn't moved on
one inch since...
A- B- C:1-1• •
JON HASSELL
FASCINOMA

1970 - and Who's Next,
a sweeping non- concept
album which veered from
short, sharp hard rock to
the quasi- progressive.
The latter featured at
least four of what would
become the band's
standards, while the live set
showed what Townshend and
Co could do with a chestnut
like 'Summertime Blues'. All the
bonus tracks of the recentlyissued commercial sets plus
GAIN 2 remastering - you
won't believe how good these
sound, given the crappiness of
the originals. Oh, and MoFi
even threw in the Maximum
R&B poster...
A- B:1-1* A*:1* •

the hoary `Nature Boy' which
sets the tone. Features Kavi's
pal Ry Cooder. A•:1 •
SARA K
NO COVER
Chesky CHDVD195
(61m 47s) 96/24 Video DVD
Nice live-inthestudio set, full
motion video throughout and
both PAL and NTSC versions
on one disc — no regional
coding! Comes across like an
unplugged session without the
audience, which actually makes
it mare enjoyable. Music on its
own or with the visuals, a
gentle set for the wee hours.
A-10:1 •
CARLA LOWTHER
EPHEMERA
Chesky 1D183
(51m I8s) recorded at 96/24
Another example of the Chesky
Brothers' obsession with Enya
soundalikes. Beautifully
backed, arranged and recorded,
light-to-the-touch female
vocals, marked here and there
with a hint of Lori Lieberman.
A:2 •
MIGHTY SAM MeCLAIN
SOUL SURVIVOR

Water Lily WLA-CS-70CD
(60m 36s)
Ultra-purist, alltube
analogue recording

AudioQuest AQ-CD1053
(68m 47s) purist recording

Luscious stuff, and this time
less of the ethnic chest-beating.
Jazzy ambient, trumpet-led
music, kicking off with
warm'n'fuzzy interpretation of

Wonderful 13-track reminder
of McClain's output for AQ, a
fabulous 'best of' augmented
by two new tracks. Some of
the finest, most soulful blues
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Classic DAD 1023
(53m 13s) 96/24 DVD
Partner to Classic's Dr John
release in July, the first of the
Dean Roumanis-helmed
recordings for Mark Levinson.
Also reissued by Edsel a
decade ago, this 1981 session
finds Dr John with a piano, his
voice and nothing else, working
through some Crescent City
standards with the resultant
sound so real and so
breathtaking that you're gonna
have to ask: what can DVD-A
or SACD possibly add to this?
Oh, and this one has bonus
tracks... A*:1* •
THE POINTER SISTERS
THE POINTER SISTERS
Mobile Fidelity UDCD749
(47m 37s) GAIN2 Gold CD
Their eponymous debut from
1973, still hot, funky and a
perfect role model for sassy
soul divas. Launches with ' Yes
We Can Can' and ends with a
juicy remake of the signature
tune Willie Dixon gave to
Koko Taylor, the deliciously
nasty `Wang Dang Doodle'.
Magical. A:1-1• •
THE POLICE
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR
Vivante/A&M VPLP003
(180g vinyl LP)
From 1979, the first in arun
of albums with stupid titles
from a power trio that was one
of the biggest acts on earth.
Early Sting, early smash hits:
this world-class treatment is
probably better than the
material deserves. Full marks
to Vivante for putting its
money where proprietor Steve
Carr's mouth is. A-A*:1 •
EOMOT RASUN
THREE DAYS WALKIN'
Analogue Productions APO 2008
(42m 37s) purist recording
Harp-driven blues set from a
devotee of Little Walter,
backed here by Jimmy D Lane
and the great Sam Lay from
the original Butterfield band,
the latter's presence adding a
certain wistfulness to ` Blues
With A Feeling'. Mainly
original material dripping with
a 1950s Chess feel, with wellchosen covers putting RaSun's

skills into context: the man's a
wizard. A:1* •
SANTANA
ABRAXAS
HDS 71021-54434-2-3
(37m 25s) DTS-encoded
From 1970, Santana's second
album, featuring ' Oye Como
va' and ` Black Magic Woman'
enough to push the group
to superstar level. Early
marriage of rock and world
music, now even more relevant
given the Buena Vista craze.
Alas, the multi-channel effects
beg the consumption of mindaltering drugs... B:1-1* •
FRANK SINATRA
SINATRA ' 57 - IN CONCERT
Artanis/DCC ARZ-101-2
(62m 27s) Gold CD
More unreleased Frankie, this
time agig in Seattle (which
must be the only reason they
asked TV's Frasier — Kelsey
Grammer — to write some
cringe-making liner notes),
with no less than Nelson
Riddle arranging. The music
and sound are, of course, to
die for, but the inter-track
chatter confirms what my old
man always said: Sinatra was
an asshole. A':1 • •
TOTO
TOTO IV
Mobile Fidelity UDCD747
(42m 22s) Ultradisc H Gold CD
Here in the UK, we have a
hard time understanding why
too-polished mainstream FM
stadium fillers like Toto had
Yanks a'swooning in 1982.
Don't let your snobbery deny
you the glistening beauty of
this six-Grammy winner. IV
was their biggest'n'best,
boasting `Africa' and
'Rosanna', the latter one of the
most aching love songs of all.
Hope Ms Arquette was worth
it. A*:1-1* •
VARIOUS
BLUESQUEST
AudioQuest AQ-CD 1052
(54m 13s) Purist recording
If you've been wondering why
blues fanatics drool at the
thought of another Joe Harleyproduced AudioQuest gem,
here's aperfect intro: 12 tracks
culled from the label's
substantial catalogue. Mighty
Sam McClain, Robert Lucas,
Sherman Robertson and five
others, the music covering the
blues' wide scope. Go on: treat
yourself to this one if you've
been holdin' out. A•:1-1*
Ken Kessler
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Super Audio CD/DSD listening test (JK)
62/4
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(KK) 12/Supplement
Ray Kimber Interview (AH) 56/6
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(Mk() 66/8
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75/9
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Radio Days: Part 1(
AMc) 75/12

SHOW REPORTS
Scottish Show 1998 (SH) 15/1
TOP Audio Milan 1998 ( KK) 62/1
Poland 1998 (AH) 63/2
Tokyo Audio Expo 1998 (AG) 70/3
WCES, Las Vegas Pt I (KK) 48/4
WCES, Las Vegas Pt 2 (KK) 64/5
Dublin Show 1998 (NC) 21/5
Chicago (KK) 56/8
Hi Fi Show Preview 16/9
Frankfurt Show (MR) 78/9
Belfast Show ( NC) 85/9
CEDIA UK Expo 99 (JK) 81/9
Hi Fi Show Stop Press 21/10
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Conference (AH) 81/10
Hi Fi Show Highlights ( KK) 18/12
IFA, Berlin (BF) 87/12
TOP Audio, Milan ( KK) 90/12
CEDA Expo, Indianapolis (KK) 63/12

AMPLIFIERS
Chord CPA3200/SP1200C (
AH) 26/1
NAD 320 (AG) 49/1
Musical Fidelity X-AP100/X-AS100 (AG)
40/2
Exposure XXV (AH) 37/3
NVA AP70 (AH) 3713
Vadis 515 (DB) 52/3
Acoustech pm-amp (JMH) 57/3
Negro VPA power amp ( KK) 22/4
Cary 300B power amp (MC) 26/4
Sugden Audition C(AH) 30/4
Arcam Alpha 10 ( DB) 32/4
Copland CSA 303/CSA515 (AG) 36/4
Technics SU-C3000/SE-A3000 (MC)
42/5
Primare A30.1 (AG) 36/6
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 (KK) 40/6
Densen Beat 100 ( DB) 42/6
Gate PR101/TR201 ( DB) 42/7
Tron Nucleus/PX25 ( SH) 22/8
Pathos Twin Towers ( KK) 46/8
McCormack Microphone Drive (NH)
49/8
ATC SIA2-150 amplifier ( DB) 36/9
Musical Fidelity A3 (AG, DB)34/10
Cyrus aPA7 mono amplifier (MC) 48/10
Graaf 13.5B II Pre-amp ( KK) 59/11
Primare A20 Mk II amplifier (AG) 67/11
Krell FPB650mc amplifier (MC) 34/12
Roksan Five Channel amplifier (KK) 66/12

LOUDSPEAKERS
Ruark Prologue One (AG) 43/1
B&W CDM7 SE (AG) 43/1
Cadence Anina (MC) 50/1
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Tannoy Revolution RI (AG) 53/1
Tsunami TS210 sub (PJC) 23/2
Thomas Transducers Beauhom Virtuoso
(SH) 39/2
Musical Technology Kestrel Evolution
(AG) 46/2
Dali 808 (AG) 46/2
Infinity Kappa 70 (AG) 46/2
Sonus Faber Amati Homage (KK) 25/3
ArciTec Athena (AG) 45/3
Celestion C2 (AG) 45/3
JMLab Cobalt 815 (AG) 45/3
Linn Keosa (AG) 45/3
ATC Studio Surround System ( SCM20A
&SCM0.1/15 Subwoofer) (PJC) 60/3
Monitor Audio (AG) 19/4
Jordan AIR Entry 2M (KK) 38/4
Audiostatic DC1 (AG) 41/4
Musical Fidelity X-A200 (AH) 42/4
Carfrae Tractrix (AH) 59/4
KEF Maidstone (MC) 28/5
B&W 805 ( KK) 47/5
Diapason Karis ( KK) 57/5
AVI Bigga-Tron (CB) 59/5
Harbeth HL Compact 7SE (MC) 30/6
Sonus Faber Signum (MC) 30/6
Spendor SP3/1P (MC) 30/6
Arcaydis AK3 (AG) 46/6
Jamo Studio (AG) 46/6
JMLab Electra 915 (AG) 46/6
Snell E.5 Tower (AG) 46/6
M&K S85 and VX100 (MC) 46/7
Totem Arro (AH) 50/7
Wilson Walt/Puppy 6 ( KK) 55/7
B&W Nautilus 803 (MC) 26/8
Tannoy R2 (AG) 45/8
Ruark Solus Speakers (KK) 54/9
Mission XSpace 'MK1 1' (AG) 59/9
Ventas 20 (DB) 60/9
South Coast Classic 200 (AG) 63/9
Egglestonworks Rosa (AG) 65/9
B&W DM603 Series 2 (AG) 41/10
Wilson Benesch ACT 2 (AG) 61/10
Zingali Overture (AG) 70/10
REL Q200E (KK) 73/10
Orelle The Swing (AG) 77/10
Tannoy Saturn Series (AG) 37/11
M&K Super Sub (MC) 44/11
ATC SCM70 (AG) 49/11
Castle Inversion 100 (MC) 62/11
Soliloquy 5.3 (MC) 76/11
Technics SB-M01 (AH) 79/11
Westlake Lc8.1 and Lc6.75 (AH) 57/12
B&W 602 S2 (KK) 55/12
Acoustic Energy (KK) 70/12

CD PLAYERS
Nairn CDS II (MC) 30/1
Denon DCD-835 ( PM)37/1
Marantz CD67 II OSE ( PM)37/1
Pioneer PD-707 (PM) 37/1
Sony CDP-920 ES ( PM)37/1
Krell KPS25i (MC) 26/2
Wadia 830 (AH/PM) 35/2
Exposure CD Player (AH) 37/3
NVA CD50 (AH) 37/3
Musical Fidelity E624 (PM) 41/3
Sugden Audition (AH) 30/4
Sheame Phase 7 (DB) 51/5
Nakamichi MB10 (SH) 21/6
Marantz CD7 (MC) 24/6
Primare C30.2 (AG) 36/6
Linn CD12 Sondek (KK & MR) 24/7
Copland CDA289 (AG) 34/9
Bow Wizard (KK) 38/10
Audio Analogue Maestro (AH) 54/10
Linn Genki (AH) 54/10
NAD S500 Silverline (AH) 54/10
Arcam Alpha 7SE/Cyrus dAD1.5/Rotel
RCD951 (TB) 53/11
Krell KSP25sc with CAST (MC) 34/12
Marantz CD6000 and CD6000 OSE (TB)
52/12

CD RECORDERS
Philips CDR 765 (AH) 21/3
Traxdata CDRW2260 drive (AH) 30/8

LaCie 4416 drive (CP) 49/12
Philips PCA460RW drive (CP) 49/12
Yamaha CDRW6416 drive (CP) 49/12

CD TRANSPORTS AND
D/A CONVERTERS
Alchemist TS- D-1 ( AH) 43/2
MSB Link DAC (AH) 43/2
Musical Fidelity X-24K (AH) 43/2
dCS Purcell/dCS Elgar (AH) 32/12
Tube Technology Fukrum transport and
Fulcrum DAC (AH) 46/12

TURNTABLES AND ARMS
Clearaudio Evolution (JMH) 46/1
Platine Verdier (
JMH) 32/2
Basis 1400 (KK) 51/2
Michell Gyro SE (AH) 38/5
Avid Actes ( SH) 46/6
Rego P25 Turntable (AH) 32/9
ProJect Perspective/Ortofon (DB) 44/10
Amazon (JMH) 70/11
SME Model 10 ( KK) 28/12
Graham 2.0 Tonearrn (JMH 52/6)
ProJect 9.2 Tonearm (TB & AH) 54/8

MINIDISC
Pioneer MJ-D508 (TB) 42/12
Sony MDS JB930 (TB) 42/12
Technics SJ-MD100 (TB) 42/12
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Transfiguration Temper (JMH) 45/4
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BBC Record Guide ( NA) 91/4Stax
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Mk2 ( KK) 31/1
(KK/Headroom) 25/2
Townshend Seismic Sink Stand (AH)
55/2
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(KK) 50/7
Nakamichi DR- I0 (TB) 67/10
Matisse Conductor (MC) 61/12

CABLES
Chord Co (AH) 19/6, (AH & BD) 30/7
AudioQuest (AH & BD) 30/7
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DiMarzio (AH & BD) 30/7
Ecosse (AH & BD) 30/7
Di Marzio ( BD & AH) 32/8
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Kimber (BD & AH) 32/8
QED ( BD & AH) 32/8
Nordost ( BD & AH) 32/8
DNM (BD &AH) 32/8
Shinpy (BD & AH) 32/8
Tara Labs (BD & AH) 32/8
Cable Talk (AH & BD) 40/9
Sonic Link (AH & BD) 40/9
Triangle (AH & BD) 40/9

SUPER AUDIO CD

Sony SCD-1 ( SH, KK,AH,AG,PG,CB,MC)
28-33/10

DVD PLAYERS
Muse Eight/Two Ninety Six (
MC) 28/3
Resolution VT960/D92 (MC) 28/3
Denon DVD-5000 (
KK) 58/3
Pioneer DVD-717 (AH) 36/5
DVD Audio (BF) 23/6
Pioneer DVL-919E (KK) 43/8
Denon DVD -2500 (KK) 64/10
Nakamichi DVD-10 ( AH) 35/11
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TAGMclaren AV32R (AG) 30/11
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Arcam DRT-10 DAB Tuner ( EB) 21/1
Arcaydis ACI speaker (AH) 21/1
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AVI Positron speaker ( PK) 23/1
Thomas Tranducers Obligato
amplifier (SH) 23/1
Denon DCD-435 CD Player (AH) 21/2
Cymbal C-DAB tuner (EB) 21/2
Tsunami TS210 subwoofer (PJC) 23/2
Philips CDR765 dual CD recorder (AH)
21/3
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(AH) 21/3
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19/4
Samsung DVD-907 DVD player (AH)
21/4
Audiolab 8000CDM transport (AH)
21/4
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23/5
Creek Audio OBH-14 pre-amplifier (AH)
23/5
TLC Classic 1speaker (AG) 23/5
Audiovector Cl speaker (AH) 23/5
The Chord Co Chorus cable (AH) 19/6
TAG McLaren Audio CDT2OR
transport 19/6
Traxdata Traxaudio 900 CD recorder
(AH) 17/6
TEAC A-E2000 amplifier (AG) 17/6
Helios 2CD player (AH) 21/7
Nakamichi MBI 0CD player (SH) 21/7
Adaptec Jam CD burning software (AI-1)
25/9
Nordoes El Dorado cable (AG) 25/9
Quattro Fil interconnect (AG) 25/9
Pulsar Points (AG) 25/9
Canary Audio CA-608 amplifier (AH)
25/10
Pontis MPlayer3 MP3 player (AH) 25/10
Rio PMP300 and PMP500 MP3 players
(AH) 23/11
Rothwell Indus pre-/Rubicon power
amplifier ( DB) 23/11
AirHead headphone amplifier ( KK)
25/11

MUSIC INTERVIEWS
Phyllis Sellick ( BN) 69/2
Marat Bisenga)iev (BN) 77/3
Jordi Sayal) (1T) 77/3
Sir Neville Marriner ( BN) 71/4
Notes from aMoscow Pianist ( BN) 91/4
Konstantin Scherbakov (BN) 75/5
James MacMillan (AA) 73/6
Paavo Jarvi ( DN) 69/7
David Lloyd-Jones (AA) 77/8
Nikolai Luganslry (BN) 99/10

ACCESSORIES CLUB
MiniVac 104/1
Super Spur Components 94/2
AudioQuest Little Feet 103/3
Smooth Cooler 108/5
Cleaning Machines 104/6
DH Cones 96/7
Holiday reading 104/8
Digital Stylus Force Gauge 118/9
A Shocking Old Favourite 124/10
New Sovtek Tubes 120/11
Metal Mains Distribution Blocks
122/12

COMPETITIONS
Quad 99 system 17/1
Monitor Audio Studio 205E Celebration
17/2
TDL loudspeakers 17/3
Townshend Seismic Sink Stand 69/4
ATC SCM70 loudspeakers Pt 121/6
Orelle Swing loudspeakers19/7
ATC SCM70 loudspeakers Pt 263/7
ATC SCM70 loudspeakers Pt 319/8
Meridian System 23/9
World's Greatest Hi Fi 89/11
Mirage Speakers 25/12
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Ken Kessler; MC Martin Colloms; MJH Dr Malcolm
by category, except for short reviews listed under
this index.
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 0
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber 0 /steel 0 mounting £ 10.50
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345inm, h/d)
£70.00 El
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720tmn x
165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00 0
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d)
£ 9.00 0
HFNIRR 017 Walnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£ 0.00
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs £ 12.00
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (25) £ 12.00 0
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing £ 13.000
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 0.00 0
per 100 £ 9.00
per 500 £ 0.00
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£ 3.00 0
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 5.00

VARIOUS

Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00 0
Six-way £85.00 0 Ten-way £95.00 DDH
ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 0
Jumbo £ 5.00 El
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.000
large(three) £ 2.00 0
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£29.00 0
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£ 0.00
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£. 00 0
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 0
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 E
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00 E
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£ 9.00 CI
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can £ 14.00 0
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 El
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 0
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.500 Ready built unit £95.00 0

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00 0 Ready built £370.00 Ill
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.00 O
five litres £35.00 D
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £ 0.00 ill
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 0 per 100 £38.00
per 500 £ 180.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £. 00
per 100 £.00 0 per 500 £40.0011
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 0
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£0.00 0

The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £l0.00 0 (chrome) £70.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£15.00 0
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00 0
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00 o
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
0.1g
£20.00
The Cartridge Man's Digital Stylus
Force Gauge: accurate to within
0.02gm
£ 85.00 0

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 0
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £. 50
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 0 Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £. 50 0
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 5.00
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00
Chesky Ultimate Demonstration CD:
subjective test CD
£ 3.00 0
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00 0
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 0
Musical Fidelity X-series: X-/ OD CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 0
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 30.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek valves:
300B triode £ 0.00 0
6N7GT £6.000 KT88 (new) £35.00 0
6550WE £25.000 EL34WXT £ 2.00 0
6L6\X= (new) £12.00 El
EF86 £ 2.00 El
5881 (KT66) £8.00 E
EL84M £ 2.00 0
EL84 £.00 E
EC C81/12AT7 (Yugo)
£.00 E
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025
£6.00 CI
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922
£ 0.00
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £»
pre-amp tubes £7.00 0
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 0
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk)
£20.00 0
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 7.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 0
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 0
(h-bk), signed £ 5.00 0
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£ 8.00 0
Atidio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £ 0.00 per setO each £17.00 0
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£0.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 0
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00 D
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00

Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 0
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00
(
h-bk) £ 0.00 0
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 0
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£40.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.000
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 0
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£125.00 0
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 0
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 0
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £15.00
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 0
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 D
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£ 0.00 0
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00
Radio Designers Handbook, C̀lassic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 Cl
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00 0
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles
£.00 0
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 0

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club full review catalogue 0
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
D Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre 0
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 0
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £ 0.00 0 ready built £75.00 0
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 El
Built unit
£295.00 0
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 0 per two-pair £ 110.00 0
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 III
Built unit
£399.00 111
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK £450.00. 0
110/110V USA/etc £500.00. D
110/240V or 240V/110V £500.00. El

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations and
must be aproved by your electricity provider.
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £ 198.00 0 2-way £99.00 D
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur
£99.00 0
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)
0

READER SERVICES

Stocking fillers
NEED A LITTLE INSPIRATION for the
answer to that interminable 'And what
do you want for Christmas...'? Try
leaving this copy of HFN/RR lying
casually open at the Accessories Club
page, perhaps even highlight afew of
the following — all candidates for the
title of perfect stocking filler.
Classical vinyl: recently arrived on
these shores, abatch of Korean
pressed titles drawn from the
catalogues of DG, Phillips and Decca,
some 200 pieces in, all pressed on new
vinyl, clean, flat and quiet. No
pretension to being audiophile
pressings (and no sleeve notes, as the
backs of the sleeves carry only track
information in Korean), but then the
price isn't audiophile either. Available
singly at £5.00 each, or in various box
sets at £30.00 each. Catalogues
available by return.
Shocking prezzies: both the
ZEROSTAT, and the STATMAT, in its
new updated form, are designed to deal
with static, the former for LPs the latter
for CDs. £30.00 for the Zerostat,
£20.00 for the Statmat.
Testing times: HFN/RR has produced
vinyl and CD test discs. The HFN/RR
Test LP is an obstacle course for
stylus/vinyl interface, atool for fine
adjustment of cartridge alignment and
arm settings, with full instructions and
technical notes by John Crabbe.
Meanwhile, Test CD III is acomplete
system check with musical examples
and comprehensive test tone tracks, to
highlight shortcomings in all system
components — and includes Mike
Skeet's famous demonstration of 'the
dynamic range of real life', his

faieuree
recording of 'The Garage Door'
Splendid isolation: fancy getting
away from it all, even in the midst of the
Christmas Celebrations? Just put on a
pair of headphones, wind ' em up, and
sink into oblivion! To drive them, choose
either from the Musical Fidelity X- CANS
at £ 130.00, or the benchmark PHONES
01 amplifier, adesign by Ben Duncan
at £295.00. Better still, try the DIY
version of the Phones 01: it's quite a
simple construction procedure, will save
you £72.00, and fill much of the time
between Christmas and New Year!
Books galore! our range of books
includes something for everyone. A
selection o the most popular appears
each month in The Accessories Club, but
send for our full listing: hundreds of
books, drawn from around the world —
software and projects for all!
Set-up specials: ideally for use before
the celebrations, when hands are
steadier, two stylus balances. For the
truly dedicated, there's THE CARTRIDGE
MAN's Digital Electronic Stylus Balance
at £ 185.00; but you can always rely on
the the evergreen SHURE SFG2 at just
£20.00. Essential for optimum set-up.

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 For three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 (0)1234 741 152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
la MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz — Derek Bailey £ 16.95; Tim Berne, Polwechsel,
Martial Solo' Trio, Veryan Weston £ 12.75;
Eugene Chadbourne et al £9.99
Rock/pop — The Bathers £9.99; Indigo Girls,
James, Ladysmith Black Mambazo,
Paul McCartney £ 12.75
Soundtracks — East Is East, The Best
Of Bond £ 12.75; Dirty Dancing
£18.75
Rock reissues — Tiny Bradshaw,
Buck Owens, Jim Croce, Bon Scott,
Dinah Washington £9.99; Chic
and Sister Sledge, Deborah Harry
£12.75; Tom Fogerty £ 14.95
Audiophile reissues — Jon Hassell £ 12.75;
Paquito D'Riviera, Carla Lowther, Mighty Sam McClain,
Various ( Bluesquest) £ 15.00; Dr John, Sara K, Santana,
Frank Sinatra £25.00; all others £22.00

Accessories Club le CD Service Order Form
Name

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

D Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
_1 Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number *
delete as appropriate

nn

Expiry Date

Issue Number

+postage and packing (see text): £
Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
Fax completed order Form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club &CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; Fax: +44 ( 011234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e
mail: +44 (01 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area (tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of world: (
tax free): UK prices
include for shippin g costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

the HI-FI News test record
Exclusive to Show visitors! Buy your Test LP at
the exhibition and get 50 archive-quality
antistatic LP sleeves half-price!
HFN/RR Test LP: £ 15.00
HFN/RR Test LP plus 50 inner sleeves: £20.00
ONLY abold audiophile would dare to call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right to the name as any. He's known for
keeping cartridges working well into the Age of CD, he's apeerless rebuild
maven and his favourite cartridges are Deccas and Grados... which kinda
says it all. So we're talking terminal cartridge nut, and his reputation precedes
him. All of which kept us from slamming the phone down when he suggested
that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner to help prepare, press and market the first new
Test Record in adecade- plus. He had customers clamouring for them, and we knew that
there was areal demand, judging by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories Club.
Alongside adecent stylus balance, acomprehensive test LP is the most requested audio tool
one can name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into each other's company. Now we're
proud to announce what might be the world's final test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record, and all for afor amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up 'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked grooves
between tests, pristine virgin vinyl pressings and — best of all — audible and visible clues
rather than aneed for test gear. Side One contains nine tracks for L/R channel
identification, phase, channel balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the same again for left
channel only and right channel only and four different tracks for setting bias, increasing
in 2dB steps. All these tests require are your ears, but the instructions will guide you
through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking ability is assessed through three
sections, all using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The three tracks are positioned as
the first, middle and last tracks so you can gauge performance across the whole arc of
travel. (
Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of atangential arm...) The two
cartridge/arm resonance tests consist of test sweeps with pilot tones, and you'll actually see
the arm misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch in your set-up. The cartridge
alignment test allows you to adjust the azimuth for minimum output, through a300Hz
vertical L- Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will prove to be areal party trick if you use an idlerdrive deck and none of your friends are willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up check. Now you can have afresh test record to
ensure that your analogue front-end is working at its best. The good news? We're going to
keep the Hi-fi News Test Record ' in print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
Ken Kessler

T
ORDER FORM
iplease

send me
copies of
Iat £14.95 each.
1
jj I
enclose remittance of £
s
1NAME ( CAPS)
1
i
IADDRESS
i
i
I
I

1
I-

TEST LP FIFN001

Ul Ienclose Cheque/PO/MO*
Iwish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex*
My

Card number is

date
Signature
s
Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
I
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
:
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline e (
01234) 741152.
i
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage 1
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE.
i
*Please delete as necessary'
I
Expiry

Postcode
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30 years of Excellence

TechnIct

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0 ) ) 2889449/2888477

Sony
N . 1I
ni

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

GREATER MANCHESTER

CHESHIRE
'SIMPLY

THE BEST'

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

•Nains Audio • Audiolab •

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA! 3NU

TDL • Mission • Copland •

HI- Fl

NAMES IN

Rep • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
renal<

10

your

toes

•Audio Research • Sonus laber • etc... etc... etc

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 (8.00 Thursdays)
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NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES - Moth, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan, Rockport,
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIOGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio. Goldring, Koetsu,
DIGITAL PRODUCTS • Rotel, Marantz. Harman (arduo, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sones Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardcn, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Roark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington, Base,
Understands.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http:/Avww.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Horne Cinema
Keel, Theta, Copeland, Meridian, Audio Research, Audion, Pink à,
D&M, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Wilson Audio, Martin Logan,
Sonos taber_lorno tins Concert Series), Epos, myryod, Creek, CROL, Mieholi
S.M.E., Rol, Rote', Denon, Row, Harmon Cordon, 0.11Produas.
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE

New

Lumley 120s block/mint (inc all new volves) .15/ti)

£3,300....£1,599

Copeland 288 CD player

Now

JANUARY 2000

0 1257 473 175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

Audio Research L58 pre amp, mint condition (Ex Dem) ...C1,449....£999
Rowland Model 1pwr omp (sole) state)

(S/H) £3,000....£1,395

ATC SCM 20 speakers in Walnut inc stands .(S/H) £ 1,600....£799
Audion Premier valve pie amp (inc phono) .(Ex
Meridian 506 20 bit CD loll guarantee ....(Ex
Janus

Concert

8speakers mint condition

SOUTH COAST

£ 1,400.C995

Jut. All En Own items ore as raw, unmarked, and based end included. la marselsounn
wuronnal Offeringoniniun,I2 years and up es cps, &neatens VMS du product
*,,,******
Moil Chxler Avadoble **************
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuidord, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (
01777) 870372 Facsimile (017771 870437

Choose from the e
finest 4e,
) 1B de•-Clizs•
t
he symbol of security

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA

SURREY

•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI- ROOM

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS. LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTEI.
•ROYD • SHAIIINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n iueiityY
indecently good hi-fi

lelt.s,u s7,g`retinatiKeit= 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

,

(Ex Dern)...£2,030....£1,499

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

PLEASE MENTION
HI FI NEWS WHEN
REPLYING TO
THESE ADVERTS

,ifte".14 OAK
belt
,• Au orise Dee ers or: Acoustic Precision • Acoustic Signature • Audio Analogue
Audiameco • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • B.T. • Boulder • Butmester
Calonse • Canary Audio • Conrad-Johnson • Craft • Doli • Davis Projectors • Denon
Didpasan • DPA • R.A.R. • Elearocompcmiet • Forsell • Fujitsu Plasma Screens
Golden Tube • Groot • Harman-Kardon • Helios • Horning • Infinity • JR • Klipsch
Living Voice • Lovnhar Voigt • Lyra • Martnum • Musical Fidelity • NAD • Oracle
OrInfon • Pathos Amustics • Philips Projetons • Pink Triangle • Pioneer • Rotel
Rums • Stax • Sarnia: • Tact Audio • Tear • Technics • Thule Audio • Townshend Audio
Trinngle • bichon dResearch • Totem • Unison Research • Voic • VPI. • PC
Tamura Churchill and others
Err et hanbustallanon • eori rectum». Aullme.
Call for list apart esdiange bargains
>red«, it/nrtneel rkaki, IS set be
Iliblynnomionebalapitn
5mins from 127 of the M6
.

Chantry Audio

a

tkooxe pea
I
CeSle
01144

EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON ED 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS
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LONDON

die O'Brien Hi-Fidel

AUDIO ANALOCUE

Est. 1966

•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance /

tt.

41111111111111,,M1111111111h
*

Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

COPELAND

0% Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mies walk Raynes Park BR • 20 wins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Pagnes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mina M25 June 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Fax: ( 0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

KRELL

Tel: (
0181) 946 1528

SOUTH EAST LONDON

GREATER LONDON

il
A'
d
n
e

Front End Problems?

,

then contact:

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to
AAVIK,APOLLO,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO ANALOGUE, B&W,
BANG & OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO, COSMIC, CREEK,
DENON, EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, CEP. MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA, ORELLE, ORIGIN LIVE,
QUAD, PRIMARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER,
SONIC UNK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, STRAIGHTWIRE,
SUPRA, TAG MCtAREN, TARGET. TRAC, THORENS, VAN DEN HUL

get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE

MAN STYLUS GAUGES

NOW

AVAILABLE'

plus cartridge re- tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/theeartridgeman

0181-688 6565

studio

82

HI- Fl & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
i FROM BATTERSEA

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fifth flamboyant year

Tel: 01582 764246

0171-924 2040

HARPENDEN LTD

Bang 8d Olufsen Centre

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
OED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TRAC.

AUDIOJOY LTD.
Anafog Audio

Specialist Audio Consultants for North London

For Natural and Musical sounds try the following
special combinations:

Specialists)
1,149 1
ugh Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

think audio think...
( 8:e

Auditorium

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

Lavardin Technolog) amps plus 1S3/SA and Harbeh Speakers.
Clearaudio, Oration ami Transfiguration for analogue front end.
Also Trirhord Research. Michell, Thrget. Stands Unique. Rockport.

Tel: 0181 363 4963

www.audiojoy.demon.co.uk

ROHL YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for detail!,

SUFFOLK

studio

NORFOLK

ate
audio physic
chord

The Old School

harbeth

School Road, Bracon Ash

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Near Norwich, Norfolk

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROW

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rote!,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
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company

densen

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

lyre
michell
nordost
nva

si• nais
hi-fi for grown-ups

royd

la 73 622866
fax 01473 631588

sumiko

BADA BONDED DEALER

l

RI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE I.ONDON NVV6 4DY
TEL017I 624 8855
FAX, 0171 624 5315

sugden
totem

: enqOsignals.uk.com
sIgnals.uk.com

trichord

email
w w w

and more

martle ham heath ipswich IP5 3UA
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YORKSHIRE

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe,

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad, D.RA.,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

XTC & many

THE EAST COAST!

Celebrating

a

Decade

of

Sound

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly advice or to arranee \ our demonstration of some of
the World'slfinest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Instatlation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield ( 01924) 255045. ( Anytime).

on LEEDS 101131 252 8850 (
evening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allowance always available. Agencies include ATC

ZEN AUDIO

Serving the Yorkshire Area

•AVI • Bryston, • Castle • Cherie • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
Kimber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Systems • Spendor • Sumo
•Tear • The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and many more.

35 GEORGE STREET HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

Others.

CHORD
ACOUST,C CMGMEIRS

e

L

.
W

WEST SUSSEX

a

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
EMail: info@audioreflections.co.uk

e

THE HI-FI

e
powweteee

STUDIOS
Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Ruark, Castle, lEAC, Unison
Research, T & A. Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turmables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice. Denser,
Celestion (ASeries only), Opera, Audio Phys.c, Trichord Research, Nordost, Stands Unique,
Stax Electrostatics, Baton, Goldring, Yamaha AV, Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations
Listening Room Demonstrations. Home Trial, Free Delivery and Instal'ation
2years guarantee, Access, Visa, Finance available.

W ould

to hear more.,
•

c097-41.4zetik

PROJ ECTS

wrAIDINI..ur

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-8pm Tue Fri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

you like

0 113

BADA & CEDIA

LAN.

LCCOS

2 3 0

US6

1.4,›

4 5 6 5

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotei, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

WEST MIDLANDS

Naim...Meridian...Arcarn...Tag Mac larert.4,,
Teac...Mission...Stands Liatique..

152a High Street, (Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall,

and much, much . more.

ANNOCK
AS

01922 493499
1‘.4

QUALITY Hi-fi for the midlands
SUTTON
COLDFIELD I

0121 321 2445

Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre
' nHouse

Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Credit avoilabl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

:On Selected Items. subject to 20% deposit. Written demis on request)

KrIMETE 11=7..

U 7r

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

I-3/N1

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro- Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00

CEDIA

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

9:3-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Wetter details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.

BIRMINGHAM' B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 973 5TD

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Marantz CD 10 CD player boxed immaculate £450,
Sennhieser HE60/HEU70 Electrostatic Headphones
hardly used £450. AudioLab 8000e preamp as new
£2500, accept £ 1000 the lot phone evenings 01622
737332.
(G0057)
Quad 365 mint condition latest spec with Deane stands
boxes manual £ 1550 tel 01287 638986. (G0058)
Naim CD3-5 ( 1050) £650 mission Cyrus DAD 7 (900)
£350 Target R2 stands ( 350) £ 175 Apollo 3Tier rack
(100) £50 VDH source interconnect ( 50) £25 all mint
boxed tel 07967 646089.
(G0059)
Spendor SP2 black ash finish good condition lovely
speakers upgrading £ 195 ono (11795 410774. (G0060)
LFD MCI phonostage (£999) £375, LFDLS1 preamp
(£999) £275, Proac Studio 100's mahogany (£699)
£325, HNE granite cableway stands, stunning (£400)
£200, Thorens TD160BII Mayware IV ATC5 £ 130 all
mint boxed 01780 764149.
(G0061)
Ruark Rhapsody speakers mint condition 3years old
walnut sell for £300 01279 303065. (G0062)
Opera Callas Gold loudspeakers (mahogany) £550 24"
Slate Audio stands £250; Radford SC25 value preamp
£275; Linn Klyde £ 165 Linn Asaka £65, Sugden A2la
phono board £45.
Nordost Quattrofil 0.6 RCA £625 Red Dawn SPKR
cables also available LFD PA2 E550 0181 8790364.
(G0064)
Vandertenn Model 3A loudspeakers. A rare chance to
buy this highly acclaimed US model in the UK. 3way
minimum baffle design with long thrown bass acoustic
coupler. A very open transparent sound, if you hear
them you will buy them. £ 1600 01628 483998.
(G0065)
Two stands unique sounds towers black ash pillars
good condition. £250 01525 404059. (G0066)
Musical Fidelity Electra E200 preamp, E300 amp,
E500 tuner, E600 CD player B&W P6 speakers with
plinths, all virtually unused offers around £2000, 01253
884152.
(G0071)
Conrad Johnson MV55 valve power amp and PVIOA
valve pre £ 1500, also Audio Research D240 MKII
power amp £ 1000 Sugden SFI00 int, amp cost £850
sell for £400 all boxed, as new 01572 723198.
(G0076)
Whafedale speakers x2 type W4 original units offers
01625 879208.
(G0079)
Cello Performance 2amp £6350, Cello Audio Suite 5
modules plus power supply £5278. Cello Audio palette
plus power supply £5200 Avalon Soirees Curry maple
£27.800 Tel 00 31 24825560. (G0084)
B&VV 801 MX 3speakers rosewood £3200. Chord
CPA2800 SPM600 £2600. AV IReference £800 all less
than one year as new offers considered 0780 8728965.
(G0087)
Bang & Olufsen System - Beomaster 3300 turner,
Beomaster 3300 tape deck, Beomater 3300 CD player,
Boegram 3300 turntable ( never used). Pair of Red Line
B&O speakers £995 023 9225 5481. (G0088)
Audio Research SPIO MKI or MKII must be in full
working order will also consider SPII call Rob 01922
630818.
(G0090)
Linn LP12 black ash, Ekos, Karma Val Halla power
supply £ 1000 ono tel Dan 01865 744532 email
Alison' indenbaum@ hotmail .com.
(G0092)
Jadis JA80 latest £3,750 (£ 10,000) JP80 MC £4,750
(£10,000) JD3 £3,000 Oracle Premier three with SME345
Oracle arm £ 1700 Nakamiche 1000ZXL £ 1,950 Yamaha
C17000 £650 tel 01566 880025 leave message. (G0094)
Linn LP12 black ash, Ekos, Karma Val Halla power
supply £ 1000 ono tel Dan 01865 744532 email
Alison I
indenbaum@ hotmai I .com.
(G0092)
Jadis JA80 latest £3,750 (£ 10,000) JP80 MC £4,750
(£10,000) JD3 £3,000 Oracle Premier three with
SME345 Oracle arm £ 1700 Nakamiche 1000ZXL
£1,950 Yamaha C17000 £650 tel 01566 880025 leave
message.
(G0094)
PassLabs Aleph 3power amp, little use mint original
packing £ 1300 ( list £2300) 01206 241495. (G0096)
ATC Anniversary amp and speakers for sale SI A-150
amp and SCM10 rosewood speakers unused in factory
sealed boxed cost separate £3224 accept offers around
£2000 tel 01670 828086.
(G0098)
Roksan Xerxes Alphason HR- I
00 MCS grace F9E
superb £450 Linn Sara 9s with stands £350 3X sound
organisation two tier tables £30- £50 0976 695218.
(G0100)
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Electro EC4.6 balanced remote pre-amp £850 (£ 1750)
AW 120 balanced power amp £ 1250 (£2695) 60 days
old mint, drop jaw sound, gorgeous! 01308 868044.
(G0102)
Naim HI-CAP old style £425 HI-CAP new style, only
three months old £600 ( new £740). Both in good
condition selling to upgrade. 01892 750638. (G0103)
Radford STA 25 III, SC 22 FMI 1tuner, all valve
£965. Impulse H2 horn loaded speakers, 94 DB,
rosewood, £ 850 Audion 300B monoblocks 15 wpc
£875. Fisher 800C am/fm valve receiver £695. Swiss
Ensemble PA reference Silver speakers bi-wire, £950
.Macintosh M225 valve amp 117v £625 Buyers collect.
01202
767873.
(G0104)
Quad original Electostatic speakers ( freds) £375 ono.
Wharfedale Lintons £30 Sony Music centre £50 all in
good working order and condition for details tel 01223
411514.
(G0107)
XTC pre- I £650 or with XTC pow- 14channel £ 1495
Loricraft large plinth with PS for fitted 401 and SME
309 £ 1495 Celestion 600's £295 100si and stands £495
moth four 100w amps £550 pair £ 1000 all four MF
XLP/PSU un- opened £ 145.
(G0111)
SoundLab Quantum Electrostatics superb transparency
and dynamics., mint £ 1500 ovno, Muse Model 100
stereo amp 100w/ch perfect match for speakers mint
£850 ovno, Musical Fidelity CDT valve CD player vgc
£250 ono 0181 741 5666.
Quad 22 valve system c/w control and power amps
superb condition working perfectly £400 ono 0118 979
3526. Heybrook TT2 turntable C/W Linn arm package
includes spare ann/carriage/STYLII excellent condition
working perfectly offers please 01189 793562.
(G0114)
TAG Melaren PA2OR pre- amp and 2X I
25m
monoblocks £2395 (£3900) also TAG 120 tuner £695
(£1100), Epos Es22 light cherry £799 (£ 1350) Chord
Chameleon 2 1/C £45 (£90) tel 01703 872620.
(G0115)
Magnaplanar - 1.6 QRSE speakers USA rave reviews
(1950) £ 1100, Helios 1new boxed ( 1300) £900, Densen
Beat B100 (650) £400 new boxed. Stax SIX Lambda
nova classic system (700) £400 01902 892613.
(G0120)
Naim NATO3 tuner as new £350, Sumkio Blue Point
special carriage, new unused£170 Stax SR001
headphones very little use £ 180 01222 761841.
(G0121)
Croft Series 3OIL mono blocks 65 WPC (£3500)
£1200, Arcadia model 1pre amp (£ 1000) £700 new
boxed, Snell J2's Pirate stands, 92, dB, perfect for valve
amps (£ 1200) £450 01902 892613. (G0120)
Audio Note P3 300B single ended valve amplifier,
saccharine- free, naturally musical. House forces sale
of this magnificent pieces of equipment (£2150) £ 1150
01727 852420.
Meridian 508 CD player 18 bit, up-gradable to 24 bit,
pristine £850 ono . Meridian 605 monoblock power
amps, pristine £850 ono. ATC SCA 2pre amp, brand
new boxed £ 1900 ono . Lexicon DCI digital processor,
up-gradable to DC2 spec £850 ono. call 0370 284294.
Audio Note P3 300B single ended valve amplifier,
saccharine- free, naturally musical. House forces sale
of this magnificent pieces of equipment (£2150) £ 1150
01727 852420 Herts.
G0126)
Krell KSA-11 power amp £ 1600, Sonic Frontiers DAC
£2480, Z- Systems Digital pre- amp £3500, Theta
Universal Transport 2 DAC £ 1600, Lapis £ 200,
Emerald £ 150, Midnight £250, tel: 0181 699 2446,
0956 805572.
( H11106)
Arcam Alpha 6amp, Arcam Alpha 5CD, Amain Alpha
7Tuner £550, tel: 01792 280061. (H111150)
Martin Logan Aerius speakers, light oak, mint
condition £ 1150. Apogee Duetta Signature speakers,
very good condition £ 1500. Musical Fidelity MC-4
speakers good condition £ 100 ono, Marantz CD- I0 CD
player with Trichord Clock 3 £650, Audio Synthesis
Passion 8M passive pre-amp mint condition £800, tel:
0467 247258 anytime or 0121 686 100 ( ask for Jon)
daytime.
(HI11174)
Quad 99 System brand new and still boxed unwanted
present, pre/power amps tuner, CD, with Quad IOL
speakers, never been used £2300 ono, or would split,
tel: 01491 579434.
(H111123)
Sugden A48 amplifier. 40wpc, Sugden R2I tuner £ 150
pair, Luxman L3 42wpc, Luxman 14 Tuner £ 150 pair,
Ariston RDI 1turntable inc SME 3009 II arm £ 100,
tel: 01704 576378.
(H111128)

Linn LP12, Lingo. recent Cirkus, Trampoline, Ittok
LVII, almost new Ortofon MC30 Supreme, all mint
boxed one owner from new, absolute gift £ 1000 no
offers, tel: 01638 668299. ( HII1132)
Krell KPS20i/1 CD player, legendary build-quality,
fine performance, excellent condition, 4 years old,
comes with one year guarantee, credit terms available
subject to status. £4995.00, te1.0181 943 3530.
(HI I1148)
Wadia 21 Integrated CD player, digital volume control
remote, £ 1795 (£5500 new), Jeff Rowland model 5
(MK3 latest spec) poweramp, I
50wpc, £ 1995, all mint,
boxed, may p/ex, tel: 01449 676335. ( H111152)
Naim CD3, original box, owners manual, excellent
condition £500 (£ 1000), tel: 01685 871753.
(H111162)
Class A stereo mobile amp. 200W peak x2 channel,
0.08% THD, SNR » 90db never used £99, Mosfet amp
300w into 4, Simon, tel: 01223 322588 eves, w/e.
(G0001)
Revox A77 2-track tape recorder, NAB adapters £300,
IMF Monitor transmission line, floor standing speakers
triwired £250, Oscilloseopes telequipment 054 Hameg
HM203 dual trace 20MHZ £60 each, tel 0181 552
1712.
(G0003)
Revelation Music Systems Il superb press reviews
designed Les Avondale Wolstenholme 3 way external
crossover. Awesome build, integral stand. New £ 1995,
sell £ 850. Includes £250 Naim Cable mint pristine
sound. 0114 2309579.
(G0192)
Rotel & Sugden, Michi active pre amp RHAIO +
remote, absolutely stunning ( boxed / manuals) £495,
Sugden AU51 Reference DAC as new superb ( silver
wired/crown DACfs) £495 01492 580 201 ( North
Wales) evenings.
(G0191)
Meridian 200 DPA PD II DPA 50s/DSPA 2005
Michaelson/Austin bal M/F f22 pre Linn Isobarils,
Kef 105/4 Kef 104 Stud' type all boxed mint Tannoy
Buckingham/ cheuiots Audio Tnov 800 Ls357 ltd
edition piano black new 01992 718265. (G0190)
JBL L36 way monitor speakers oak cabinets £275,
Tannoy Ardens £900 0181 581 4146. (G0189)
Sounus Faber Adjustable iron/wood speaker stand in
good condition including fastners call David eve 0181
655 1315.
(G0188)
Revox B77 mk2, 1/2 track 15&7 Q IFS. Excellent
condition especially heads £475 Leak Stereo 20 £250
Croft Micro A £ 150 Musical Fidelity A I £ 130 01780
764149.
( G0187)
Brand new unused Marantz DR-700 CD recorder still
boxed with leads handset instructions rrp £600 will
accept £400, Beyer Dynamic DT990 headphones £50
Acoustic Research turntable £50 01732 361075.
(G0186)
Naim Nait II £250 Audio Series 300 £250 Chord Solid
1meter inconnections meter set £ 100 01179 859730.
(G0185)
Audio Note cables 035m £50 I
m ANS £65, 2x I
m
ANV £80 each ail vge 01903 247779. (G0184)
Townsend Seismic sink stand 4shelf and 50cm width
perfect $400 EAR 834P valve phono stage with volume
unused £300 SME series III arm with original
packaging £ 150 0115 9258581. (G0183)
Thorens TD 125 ink2 SME 3009 series 2arm, ADL26
Stylos SME plinth offers invited 0181 646 3912.
(G0182)
Gamma Acoustics Epoch Reference speakers ( new) £750, Beam Echo DL7 - 35 monoblocks ( new) £ 1250,
Trichord Research Gemmi C/D £375. Art Audio Quintet
Monoblock (Chrome/Gold) £ 150, Audio Innovation L2
pre amp anniversary 800 amp Border Patrol power
supply £ 1200. 01206 384247. (G0184)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Celebration Speakers
piano black boxed unused (£2500) £ 1895 01872 262398
eve.
(G0180)
Musical Fidelity pre amp + two typhoons £525 Cyrus
Disc Master DAC Master + one PSXR £975. Kef Q8Ofs
£375. Neat Petiteís £275 01993 851931 eves 0870 400
2641
days
inc.
voice
mail
or
mattew@brytechltd.freeserve.co.uk. (G0176)
Linn Kairn preamp Karik CD player Kremlin turner
Sondek Lp12 and 95 records two LK100 amps black.
Keiloh integrated loudspeakers and stands £4750 01788
332999.
( G0178)
Millennium upgrade! Denon DCD 1700 CD player,
Monarchy Audio Model 18 DAC, AudioLab 8000A
amplifier, Castle Chester loudspeakers. All excellent.
£760 the lot Tony 01844 216706 ( Oxfordshire).
(G0177)
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Sony TAF3OES amp £250 Teak T1 CD Transport £272
MF x-DAC £ 180 X-pre £ 130 XPSU £85 Nakamichi
DR-20 DAT £325 all excellent condition 01803 865406.
(G0176)
Lumley Megavox valve pre amp with separate power
supply mint sqperb cost £2050 sell £850 OCM-55 preamp few months use cost £ 1700 sell £950 little at price
to beat it phone Mike 01884 32465. (G0175)
Marantz CD48 (new) Creek 4040 amp with MM
phono. Royd 7 speakers. Exposure speaker cable
Cambridge interconnectors the lot £275 01189 413424.
(G0174)
Stax Omega Il Earspeakers +SRM 007t Energiser brand
new £2650 (£3292), Meridian 500 CD Transport +
remote £700, Meridian 562v/517 Multimedia controller
£675 all mint condition, 01274 877646. (G0173)
Apogee Duetta II signatures Antracite excellent
condition with Symo Ls55x cables £ 1650 call Tony
01232 274217 day or 013967 70230 eve. (G0172)
STD 305s suspended turntable fitted SME 300911 arm
and Technics U205cmk3 cartridge manuals and boxes
£110. Mordant Short MS20 speakers black 01392
873827.
(G0171)
Meridian 501 pre- amp £475 M20 Active Speakers
£435 5m VDH ësourcef interconnect £90 superb will
demo. Sony ST-S260 RDS tuner £55 Target VR6 6tier stand £ 115 ( boxed) phone 01425 655940.(G0170)
Naim 140 power amp latest model mint condition £395
0181 9522044 or 0181 908 4633. (G0168)
Rogers AB1 sub woofers £395 Harboth limited edition
L53/5a 3550 Rogers Studio 7 £395 Rogers Studio 9
Ebony £675, Rogers Receiver Proldgic unique £ 150,
Rogers LS3/5A £450 all items mint condition 0181 648
0743 day or 01344 872568 eves w/ends.
Krell KSA50 immaculate £ 1250 Kef REF107 speakers
black ash very slightly marked £ 1150 both products
recently upgraded by manufacturers. Redundancy forces
sale tel/fax 01555 665576.
(G0169)
Krell KRC-3 fully balanced pre amp March 1998. As
new boxed with all manuals and remote leave message
at 0161 941 4573 or muh@netcom.co £ 1500 ono.
(G0166)
Look here raising cash to pay friends inland revenue
my cherished £ 10,000 system reluctantly yours for
£5000 ono ring Richard and Taxmen 01902 742946 or
01543 375535.
(G0165)
AudioLab 8000mx mono blocks ( 1 pair) Mana
Acoustics 4/5 tier rack must be in good condition call
01883 330584 evenings. (G0164)
Rotel 965BX/Clock3 £ 180 Cambridge CD4SE £ 100,
Pioneer A400GTE £ 150, Spendor BC1fs £ 175
something solid speaker stands £70, Mission 774 arm
Linn board £60 various interconnects £5 - £20. 01527
546630.
(G0163)
Nakamichi 700x1 cassette deck auto Calibrate Dolby
Processor Ultimate machine £650 meridian Tuner 104
with silver interconnect £ 150 Luxman PD350 vacuum
disc belt drive turntable remote pump £550 all boxed
and mint condition 01767 677634. (G0162)

Meridian 605 mom block amps ( 150wpc) balanced
£750 01703 561132.
(G0152)
Loricraft plinth PS SME 309 401 cartridge man near
mint £ 1300 XTC pre - 1 £525 Celestion 6001s £250
7001s £450 Michell ISO/HERA £385 Moth 100w
£525/pair £975/four ATOC9 new £95 Goldring 1042
£45 01483 284997.
(G0153)
Quad Fm4 tuner preferably boxed and with manual
call Richard on 0114 220 5825 or 070 50047200.
(G0148)
Naim 32.5 and 110 pre power amps boxed good
condition reason for sale upgrading £450 01323 898051
fax or phone.
(GO 147)
Kef Q 90 speaker very good review in Hi Fi World
£285. Quad FM2 £45 Sony tuner ST5990SD Hi Fi
Choice top tuner JBL L.50 speakers 3way £275 01983
530825.
(G0146)
Proac Response 3 loudspeakers in rosewood £ 1400,
Krell KSL preamp with phono stage £995 01832
280236.
(G0145)
Townshead Seismic Sin 4 latest £ 100 ono Synergistic
Research Master Coupler Power cord £ 100 £238)
Kinmber high current power cord £50 both new 0181
670 6411.
(G0144)
Collectors item Technics SL 10 turntable excellent
condition original packing pickup etc, agem see page
93 October Hi Fi News offers? 0115 947 0384
mornings, evening after 1830.
(G0143)
New Audio Frontiers 845 SE Triode amp star of the
1998 Ramada Hi Fi Show £2500. Ear 509 monoblocks
Tim Deparmcini original design £ 1350 Systemder
11x900 metal arrnboard Riega £200 details 01935
891342.
(G0142)
Rega Planar 9turntable with Ortofon MC20 supreme
cartridge 12 months old hardly used mint boxed 2years
guarantee left bargain £ 1200 £200 new no offers 01992
410053 eve.
(G0141)
Quad 34/405 pre and power amp £300 0181 668 7044
or 07931 994561.
(G0140)
Sugden AU41 power amp £260, Sugden Au5I 2 box
pre £260, Monarchy Audio model 22A DAC £220,
Monarchy DIP £80, Meridian 200 MK2 CD Transport
£180, Musical Fidelity XIOD Buffer stage £60 01283
730536.
(G0139)
Excellent value Kimber 8TC Speaker cables HM
(£180) balanced interconnects silver Stseak 1m (£ 100)
Transparent Music Link plus Im (£ 150) Mandsake
Silver 1.5m (£ 120) all perfect 01325 284792.
Naim 62 pre amp 90 power amp boxed excellent sound
£395 tel 01964 544485.
(G0137)
Stax SP001 MF2 in EAR System £ 140 headroom A IP
head headphone amp £ 100 01745 338328 eve 01745
352537.
(G0136)
Quad 22 valve system c/w control and power amps
superb condition working perfectly £400 ono. Heybrook
TT2 turntable C/W Linn arm package includes spare
arm/carriage Styli! excellent condition working perfectly
offers please 01189 793562. (G0114)
II

Clearaudio Reference turntable Souther Arm mint
£2950 CAT SL 1valve pre amp £ 1750 Jadis DA30
integrated valve amplifier £ 1450, Tube Technology
Unisis integrated £950, Nakamichi Dragon £975
Spendor L535A £300 Naim 250 amplifier £595. Wanted
Rokan Daruis loudspeakers 01747 853372. (G0158)

Chord Spm1000B immaculate ( boxed etc) Audio
Research LS7 immaculate, boxed Audio Innovations
S500, S300 MKII, vgc Anima Nac42 62 Nap90.3
immaculate 01926 425434 eve 01203 204320 day.
Pro-Ac Repense 4speakers £2,995, Pro- Ac Studio 50
Tablette signature speakers with stands £525 ono,
Michell Argo HR with Hera PSU new type volume
control one piece not split £425, Michell ISO HR with
Lithos upgrade with Hera PSU £425, Tesserac Tala
preamp brand new £500 all item sexcellent condition
0181 854 6738.
TEAC Ti Transport £290 X DAC £ 150 Roksan
Caspian CD brand new £695 Seimic Sink £ 100 Electro
Compantet 4 5pm £800 and 100 DMB power £ 1150
both £ 1850 all mint offers Chris 0114 237716.
(G0134)
Starr Omega Headphones MK Ior MK2 Marantz CD94
or CD95 DR CD players must be mint condition 01780
754694 eve/w/end 0802 333295 day.
ATC SCM 20SL Tower speakers walnut ( Novf98)
£1650, Tube Technology Seer pre-amp and Genesis
monoblock amps £ 1850, all boxed if required 01423
866370.
Your Precious analogue tape recordings records or
cassette tapes expertly transferred to CD. Instant track
access. No more rewinding or fiddly operations Just
relax and enjoy the music 0171 625 8966.

WANTED
Wanted drive belt for Ariston RD 80 turntable. 0171
385 0393.
(G0151)
Quad 34 preamp Beige Din excellent with manual £ 185.
Wanted Quad Fm4 tuner ,must be in grey phono and
in mint condition 01536 394269 eve 01536 385222
day.
(G0150)
Wanted Early hi-fi: Quad, Leak, Radford, Tannony,
Garrad SME etc. Modern High end separates,
Professional sound equipment, quality record collection,
Musical instruments and amplification CASH
WAITING 0171 625 8966.
( H111151)
Naim NAC82 pre amp wanted must be in excellent
condition 01785 822063 07713 000450 ( inc voice mail)
other times.
(G0161)
Wanted drive belt for Ariston RD 80 turntable. 0171
385 0393.
(G0151)
Quad 34 preamp Beige Din excellent with manual
£185. Wanted Quad Fm4 tuner ,must be in grey phono
and in mint condition 01536 394269 eve 01536 385222
day.
(G0150)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 3.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each (per section). Box numbers MOO extra

Pink Triangle 3 box yes 3 box original version pre
amp excellent condition reason for sale upgrading £900
ono 0181 851 5500.
(G0160)
JT Horn speakers 4 months old fitted with Lowther
DX-3units light oak finish £ 1500 retail for £2700 0181
994 2030 after 6pm.
(G0159)

AudioLab 8000s integrated amplifier as new boxed
manuals £350 Simon 01889 547618.

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM
Private ads only

Rates: £f3.00 etc as before

New section trade Only

Rates: f20 per 30-word insertion. 2 months US;

PLEASE TICK

3 months DM. Additional words SOp each

RECO

VIEW

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
nhone or product relerence nurnbers count as one word (eg Pioneer A400 a two words)

Conrad Johnson Premier 14 remote controlled preamp
mint condition little used 32600 ono £4,500 01273
464449.
(G0157)
Exposure 21, remote preamp superb unit 2tape loops
4 lines mint condition boxed can demo £575 ono 0131
538 9073.
(GO I
59)
AudioLab 8000p and 8000c old style £450 ono both
in good condition but needs attention £ 150 ring Mik
01743 362478.
(G0155)
Naim CDs two box CD player in mint condition still
under warranty can be demo in full active system £2875
phone Bristol 0117 9603757 or 0410 371361.(G0154)
Ruark Palading in light oak as new condition excellent
easy to drive floorstander cost £ 1050 now £550 ono
call 01962 841268 eve or email zoecatrin@msn.com.
(G0153)
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/rrcficfTrader

www.audiotradenco.uk

This months previously owned and Ex demo selection

Europe's Nol
commission sa
specialists
Instant ' reserve' valuations
We erdeavour to offer you realistic
market values for careful y Jsed
audio components. Helpec by our
unique audio pricing miatr x, we hope
to pleasantly surprise yoL. Whether
wishing to upgrade to your dream
system or simply engage in our caring
and fair ' commission sale' scheme, we
will always aim to please!

Same day collections
All commission sale agreements
benefit from our same day collection.
Our drivers and appo nted couriers 4.
are on the road nationwide everyday
and are ready to call. All goods
collected are fully ins.rred WItransit.
On anival at our Peterporc ugh depot
the equipment will' be physically
checked and fully tested as part of
our pre-sale inspection. The goods
will then be booked onto the ' Audio
Trader' network website and placed
on di ,
splay in our prestigious
showrooms. This service is an integral
part pf our unique way of
successfully selling to,p braided
carefLlly used audio components.

No pressure - No comebacks
Taking advantage of ow ' commission
sale agreement' removes all the
obvious hassle of home se ling. No
intrusive phone calls cr time wasted
by private visitors. By choosing our
commission sale scheme we will
negotiate for you and offer our own
warranty services free of ciharge.

Whether selling or

looking

for the best part-exchange allowance
on new or used components,
Call us: 01733 555514
or email us: audiotcader@talk21.com

Amplifiers

Naim NAC 72 Pre Amp

£750

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp

£499 £299

£489

Naim NAC 102 + NAPC

£1290 £899

Adcom GTP 500 MK 2 + Pre 150wpc

£1200 £499

Naim NAP 135 (Old Style, Electronics Update)

£3500 £ 1798

Aragon 24k Pre Amp

£1600 £949

Naim NAP 160 Power Amp

Arcam Alpha 10 Int Amp

£800 £549

Naim Supercap - Power Supply

Arcam Alpha 10 Power Amp

£600

£449

Nakamichi 620 Power Amp

Arcam Zeta One Int Av Amp (
Ex-dem)

£999

£499

Nakamichi IA3 lnt Amp

£300 £ 129

Arion Adonis Int Valve Amp

£899

£499

NVA A60 Power Amp As New Old Style Case

£495

Anon Tycho Power Amp + Passive Pre

£1800 £959

NVA A80 Mono Blocks New 1Pair

£1460 £959

Audiolab 8000 PPA Phono Stage

£900

NVA AP20 Power Amp As New

£210 £ 149

Audiolab 8000 0 Pre Amp

£1200 £799

NVA TSS Second State stereo Power Amp

£3700 £ 1799

Audio Innovations Series 700 Int Amp

£699
£699

Audio Research 811 - SE to

£450
£2300 £Call
£159

Nytech CPA 602 -* CP 122 Pre/Power Amp

£329

£300

Papworth M100 Mono Valve Amps 100wpc

£3500 £2199

Bal Convertor (Ex-dem)

£799

Pioneer C90 Pre-Amp

£549 £229

Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre-Amp (Ex-dem)

£5995 £2999

Primare Series 928 Pre

£4700 £ 1900

AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp

£1100 £679

Quad 34 Pre-Amps

from £ 1591

AVI 52000 Monoblocks (VGC)

£1399 £949

Quad 44 Pre Amp (Boxed, Used Once, Mint)

Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp

£549

£1299

£295

Quad 306 Power Arm

£220
£250

Conrad Johnson Premier 10 Pre Amp

£3500 £2399

Quad 405 Mk 1 (Boxed, Used Once, Mint)

Copeland CSA28 Int Amp (Current Model)

£1349 £999

Quad 606 Power Amp

Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp

£1495 £599

Ratel RQ970 Phono Amp

£429
£130

£99
£499

Croft Series 3OTL Power Amp

£799

Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp ( By Conrad Johnson)

Cyrus 1Int Amp

£158

Thorens TIA 2000 Power Amp (Ex-cleml

£599

£178

Cyrus 2Int Amp

£399

Thule PR200 - PA200 Pre/Power

£2700 £ 1199

Cyrus Pre-Amp

£650 £399

Trilogy 902 Pre Amp (
Chrome)

£2000 £ 1399

Denon PMA 450 Int Amp

£350

Unison Research Simply 4P Int Amp

£1595 £999

DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre-Power

£2800 £ 1099

Unison Simply 4Int Amp (Ex-dem)

£1595 £ 1299

DPA Renaissance Int Amp (Ex-demo)

£599

Yamaha DSPE492 Av Processor

£250

EAR 519 Mono Power Amp 100wpc

£4600 £ 1899

EAR 802 Pre (One owner from new) vgc

£2200 £ 1299

Edison Technology HFA12 Power Amp

£Please Call

Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever ( 1960s Classic)
Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Monos

£ 199
£450

£159
£4999 £2899

Haller DH101 Pre Amp

£149

Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor

£2000 £459

Hannom Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp
Kenwood KA3020se Int Amp

£199
£199 £ 119

£ 180

MIBM2111111»
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner v.g.c boxed

£230 £ 169

Braun 301 Tuner

£99

Harmon Kardon TU950 Tuner

£250 £ 149

Luxman 12101 Classic Tuner

£159

Meridian 104 Tuner

£129

Leak 1800 Receiver

£99

Musical Fidelity 11 Tuner (Matches A100)

Leak Delta 30 Int Amp

£79

Quad AM Tuner

£Please call

£99

Quad FM2 Tuner

£Please call

Leak Delta 70 lnt Amp

£195

Linn Kairn Phono Pre

£1850 £999

Quad FM3 Tuner

£Please call

Linn LK2 Power Amp

£650 £249

Revox B2605 Tuner ( Black)

£1100 £699

Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Monos

£1179

Sansui TU710 Tuner (Block)

£149

Luxman 3600 Power

£700

Sony STE500 RDS-EON

£99

Magnum MP250-MF125 Pre Power

£750 £379

Tecnics ST1OL Tuner

£49

Marantz Model 7Pre-Amp (As New)

£3500 £ 1999

Trio KT815 Tuner - ;Mint, Last Chance)

£199

Yamaha Cf 7000 Tuner

£499

Yamaha 180 Tuner

£159

Muse Model 300 Mono's ( 150 WPC - Bal Solid
State Superb)

£4400 £2199

Meridian 201 Pre-Amp

£760 £369

Meridian 501 Pre-Amp ( Ex-dern)

£740 £599

FD

Players, DAC'S 8t Transports

Meridian 605 Mono's ( 150wpc- Ball

£2850 £ 1149

Micromega Tempo 2Amp

£900

Musical Fidelity &Pre Amp

£379 £249

Accuphase DP75 CD Player

£5999 £3249

Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp (Mint)

£4000 £2699

Arcam 70.3 CD Player

£700 £299

Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU

£2200 £899

Arcam Delta Black Box DAC

£449 £ 149

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - Bal (Ex-dem)

£1100 £799

Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player

£498

Naim 32 Pre Amp

£199

(Sealed Box) (Ex-dem)

Nairn 32.5 Pre Amp

£229

Audio Alchemy DAC: in obox

£250 £ 159

Audio Alchemy Drive 3

£649

Naim NAC 52 Pre Amp - Recent
Note: All

previous Of iceS os

£3500 £Call

shown ore either the lormer manulacturers list price when new. Prices paid lot ihier equipment
comparable equipment / models at today's volt,.

£499 £399

OF

£448

the estimated price al

Swap the lot
-why not?

Extend your cover
All equipment for sale is
fully tested and supplied
with 3months warranty.
12 montis additional
cover is available - ask
for detai snow!

Whether looking to
upgrade or simply staffing
again the Trocing Station
will be pleased to make
you an exchange offer.

£800

DPA Bigger bit 2DAC 7

£479

!Looking for a
quick sell?

Call the ' Fi' Finders
Can't find what you want?
Rare, Classic, Special...
even New! Whatever you
want, we'll help find it for
you. Call us or log on
now,
www.audiotrad'er.co.uk

£2500 £1499

Celestion A3 ( Cherry)

The Audio Trader will have
your equipment on the
world wide web' the same
day, nc hassle, we'll deal!
with it.

Thiel CS 1.5 ( Black) The best compact
floor stander we've heard!

£2700 £ 1799

DPA Ti ( CD Transport)

£800

£499

Definitive Tech BP2X Surround

£595

£349

Triangle Graphite ( Black)

£800

Kinshaw Overture DAC

£250

£99

Diesis Solitare

£250

£ 149

Wilson Audio System 5.1(Graphite Finish)

LFIDMinstral CD Player (Gold & Gloss Black)

£650

£445

Epos ES14 (Walnut) Inc Stands

£700

£398

(Ex-dem)

£18000 £ 12499

Linn Karik Cd Phyer

£1850 £750

Epso E522 ( Cherry) ( Ex-dem)

£1385 £949

Wilson Audio Witt Mkl Ex Demo

£8888 £5999

Marantz CD 63 KI Sig CD Player

£399

£299

Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem)

£2550 £ 1699

Special Cable Offer! Van Den Nul Revelation

Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5Cherry Finish

£3000 £ 1899

Speaker Cable RRP 2u 5m + gold spades

Meridian 206 CD Player

£999

£449

Gradient E5163 Sub Units ( Brown)

Meridian 263 DAC

£650

£299

Heybrook HB200 (Teak)

Mendian 500 CD Transport

£1285 £848

£179

DPA PDM1 DAC

£229

Marantz CD 80CD Player

£169

Celestion CS7

£699

£499

£1200 £699

£950
£139

Turntables

£3499 £ 1400

Horning Agathon Bronze Signature

£498

IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers

Meridian 566 20 bit DAC

£980

Meridian 606 DAC

£1500 £559

£599

Air Tangent 1B Air Bearing Toneann

£1299

Micromega DAC 2

£498

JPW 3Speaker Pro-logic Package

£119

Fonz CQ30 + Sme 3009 + AT Cart

£189

Micnomega Drive 3Transport

£528

Kef 104-2 Speakers (Teak)

£599

GDIdring Lenco 85 T/Table (White)

£900

Infinity SM152-4 way-15"Woofeis vg.c

£89
£ 1600 £450

Micromega Stage 2CD Player

£700

£395

Kef Model 1 ( Santos Rosewood) (Ex-dem)

£1399 £999

Linn LP12 + Basic Plus

Micnomega Stage 5CD Player ( Eudeer)

£750

£549

Kef Q 35 ( Rosewood)

£349

£229

Linn Sondek's Stodc changing weekly, please call

Naim CDS Mk 2CD Player

£Please Call

Kef Q 70 ( Black)

£750

£429

for latest arrivals

Pink Triangle Literal CD Player ( Ex-dem)

£2200 £ 1499

Leak 2060 (Teak)

£169

Luxman PD 300 T/Table

£469

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC

£800

£479

Leak 3090 Speakers

£399

Luxman PD 555 1/Table (
Fully Seviced and Superb)

£1599

OED Digit reference DAC (Chrome)

£450

£ 199

Led: Sandwich 250

£99

Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black)

£499

Ratel RCD 965BX CD Player

£250

£99

Linn Isabarik ( 2Pairs Available)

£Please Call

Sonic Frontiers SDF 1Valve DAC 20 Bit

£2503 £ 1598

Linn Nexus (Grey)

£450

Sony CDP-XA3OES (Gold)

£600

Magna Planar MG6 se Black Excellent coed

£1370 £899

Oracle Delphi II/Linn (hock II

£1399

Technics SLP 200 CD Player - Balanced

£1200 £550

Martin Logan Aerius v.g.c

£2199 £ 1399

Pink Triangle PT2 (SMEcut)

£299

Meridian M10 Active ( Rosewood)

£2500 £ 1199

Revox B795 T/Tabfe

Mission 751 ( Rosewood)

£330

Roksan Radius + Tabriz

M KiviX150 THX Subwoofer ( Ex-dem)

£1500 £ 1199

Roksan Xerzes 10 Tabriz Chorus Rosewood

Monitor Audio Studio 20 SE (Cher ryfi ( Ex-dem)

£2500 £ 1749

As New

£2300 £1399

Morel Base Master 602 Inc Stands

£1600 £848

Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz + AT OC.5

£1700 £699

£459

Tape Recorders
£250

Aiwa AF 850 Cassette Deck 3 Head
Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck (With Dolby ' s')

£695

Nakamichi CR3E Cassette Deck
Nakamichi BX1 Cassette Deck

£ 128

£450

Nains Credo Cherry finish v.g.c

£1250 £849

£250

Nairn SRL Various,

£From £700

Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem)

Revox A77 Reel to Reel ( 2Available)

£Please Call

Opera Platen (Cherry) ( Exdore)

£300

Rote) RD955 Cassette deck

£149

Musical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors

£4000 £ 1399

Revox PR99 Pro Tope Machine

£ 199

£129

Nagra El. Portable Mono Reel to Reel

Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel

£279

£1399
£800

£639

£399

Pro-Ac Response 3.5 Walnut Marked (Ex Demo) £4250 £2699

£999

Pro-Ac Response 4 ( Birsdeye Maple) ( Ex-dem)

£ 119

£9995 £6999
£600

£199

Pro-Ac Tablet 50 (Teak)

Tascam 22-4 4Track Reel to Reel

£498

Quad ESL57 ( Bronze)

Loudspeakers

Project 6T/Table

£360

£498
£800

£449

£529

Roksan Xerves RB300 (Black)
Roksan Xerzes + RB300 - EMT-Rosewood v.g.c

£239

£1800 £999

Rote) RP830 T/Table (No Cart)

£129

Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables Changing Weekly
Please Call!

£13000£7999

Pro-Ac Response 5 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem)

Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette deck

Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz + High spec PSU £ 1500 £599

£429
£475

Quad ESL63 ( Eudeer)

£3500 £ 1999

Rogers LS33 + Sub-Units (Black)

£600

£299

Trading Station

£198

Rogers LS4A Speakers (Teak)
Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c

£620

£369

Acoustic Energy AE520 Cherry Finish-As New

£999

£769

Royd Minstrel ( Black)

£240

£ 169

Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Monitors

£800

£599

Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors

£770

£449

Visit the ' Audio Trader' now

Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim 'Brand New'

£4700 £2399

Spendor BC1 Walnut v.g.c

£500

£299

for our up to the minute

Sonos Faber Guarneri Homage

£5800 £4299

Sony 176E 90 Watt B1 - Wireable

£300

Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels

£3750 £2349

ARS Reference Monitors
£8995 £5795

(A High- End Steal, Marked) ( Ex-dem)
B+W 2000 IFS Centre

£79
£729

Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem)

£549
£169

Castle Durham Speakers + Stands
£579

Castle Seven 2 ( Black) ( Ex-dem)
Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid

£429
£379

Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid
Loudspeakers (New Panels Fitted)

TDL RTL 3 ( Block)

Closed Mondays. Visitors & Demonstrations oy appointment
Pe ,erborouah, Combs, PEI 1LZ.

Fox: 01733 358141

Alt major Credit Cards accepted

t

he 11.1,1

11...111nilkbh.

MasterCard.

£2250 £ 1649
£179

Tangent RS4 (Teak)

Business Hours: Tues - Sat 10.00am The Hi Fi Company Trading Station, 35 Cowgate,

£ 149

£400

comprehensive range of
quality previously-owned
audio components.
wwvv.audiotrader.co.uk

£259

Buying or selling? Call the Experts!

(01733) 555514

All goods sold include our comprehensive warranty!

SOUTH -CO'
Probabl

111.111.11'
The UK's Leading Loudspeaker Kit supplier
aselection of high- end drive units and accessories also available
other services include
* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
w/lm, Phase, Inpedance
* Loudspeaker up-grades - new capacitors, cable & binding posts
Please call for your

loudspeaker information pack & price list.

cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra
ortof on
sumiko
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
din
heybrook
ixos
kontak
Ifd
nordost
ortofon
god
sonic link
trichord
van den hul
xlo
headphones
r beyer
grado
sennheiser
stax
stands
frameworks
sound ore
something so id
soundstyle
stands unique
target
hardware
atc
audiomeca
audio physic
densen
harbeth
michell
neat
nva
royd
sugden
teac
totem
trichord

accessories,
cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
STAX SALE!
dramatic reductions
on the entire lambda
nova range. call for
details.
phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website
www.signals.uk.com

VISA

thi-fi for grown-ups

ipswi ch
or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:
58 Wilton

suS

01473 ) 622866

fax ( 01473 ) 631588 email : enci@signals.uk.com
signals ma rtlesham heath Ipswich Suffolk iR5 3u9
W
W
si"gnals . .uk..corri

Synergistic Research Cables
YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE

Ultimate Sonics

(The one you have been waiting for)

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-Fl
Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: info®ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com

Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (
U.S.RRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)
Circe
(New

from

Mon)
"One of the best sounding speaker cables Lhave heard" This
interconnect is " wideband" ultradynamic, colourful, detailed, lots
of air in ahuge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish
out -JS (Stereophile Vol. 22. no 4)

Noted for

PS Audio Power Plant,
A must for every system
The ultimate solution to Power Problems.

their warm,
natural,
dynamic,
fast and very
open sound.

FORSELL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

The circuitry found only in the PS Audio Power Plant
takes AC power from your wall sockets converts it to
DC and then reconstructs it into AC power.The result
is pure power from adistorted source, resulting in a
tighter bass, increased slam, wider soundstage improved
The world's best Transport and DAC
combination for only £10,000.00

132

Moon (
Class A amps & CD player)
Hear this sweet sounding equipment before you spend any
money. And you will wonder why the prices are so low.

3-d imaging, lowered grain.
At last you will hear the full potential of your
system.
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WANTED

Closing down sale of Far East distributor's stock. Thousands of brand new, rare CDs. LPs & Cassettes.

TANNOY LOUDSPEAKERS

Excellent, unusual and varied classical repertoire plus popular, jazz, country, etc. Also audiophile/collectors

Also vintage Hi Fi

LPs, plus cleaning and record/CD preservation products, alignment protractors, arm lifts, CD improvement

Not to be missed, at very reasonable prices, while stock last.

The Emporium

aids accessories etc.

Contact Nick
28 St Nicholas Street, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3LB

For details, quote HFN and contact:

Carrick Marketing, 48, Bridgehousehill Road,
Kilmarnock, KA1 4013.
Fax/Tel: 01563 524320
E-mail: jcarrick@btconnect.com
HTTP://www.carrick-marketing.co.uk

Tel/Fax: 01379 650744
E-mail: emporium@ dircon.co.uk

GT AUDIO

THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
GUARANTEEDIOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SCRVIaNG UNDERTAKE., ON ALL VALVE AND
TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINTAGE AMPLIISHt RESTORATION.
LEAK TROUGIIDNE TUNER SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY

Lockwood Audio

PRE-OWNED EOUIPMENT FOR SAF£
Avanlgarde UNO', white finish...demo
List £450D £2000
Avantgarde UNO's inetalle red. ex.demc
List L5300 £ I000
Avantgardc DUO', white finish. ex.deinc
List £6700
f5000
Nottingham Analogue Mentor Reference nMmtor ann.
Ivory finoll
List C5350 £ 1500
°Moron SKI Elmo: GM. 30 hours use
1,01 £5(X) £350
QUAD ll's in excellent condition.GEG KT66's.
excquional sound
£ 550
Jolidia SJ2O2A 40 watt integrated amplifier
List £650 £450
Impulse 182 lloro loudspeakers. on good mnilmon
List £2750
GATE TR30 I
A30011 monohlock moped's
List £ 3355 £201X1

THE

',intone Audio
SELECTED USED EOUDNENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

The best mains Pollution Eraser available for € 180 only.

Meant Delta 110 Pre- Amplifier
( now) £299.95
Amur. Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp ........... ............ ..(ex dom)
£499.95
Amen, Alpha 5CD Player
( used) £200.00
Amen, Alpha 5Plus CD Mayer
(used) £230.00
Amato Alpha 8CD Player ..................... ................... ..... (
eu (km)
£360.00
Amens Delta 290 Power Amplifier
( re-furb) £229.95
Arcarn Alpha 7Tuner
(re- lath) £ 179.95
Audiolab LX Amplifier
( new) £399.95
Audiolab 80000 Pre- Amplifier . ( on-dens) £699.95
Castle Avon Loudspeakers
( new) £549.00
Castle Isis Loudspeaker.
( new) £ 179.95
Castle Severn Loudspeakers
( new) £399.95
Cyrus Pre- Amplifier
( used) £450.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( nserl) £195.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
(en durci £449.95
£120150
Cyrus AN Master Dolby Pre- Amplifier
(
ex Jerk)
£550.00
Denun Beal 100 Amplifier inc MM Module
( usedl
1450.00
Exposure Super XX Amplifier
( used)
149500
lame Concen Centre Speaker
( new)
1299.95
lamo Concen 8Loudspeakers ( rww) £900.124)
KEF 104/2 Loudspeakers
( used) £ 59010
Linn Keller Loudspeakers
( used) £850.00
Linn Intek Amplifier
( used) £250.00
Linn Powenek Power Amplifier
( used)
1240.00
Murat. MA500 Power Amplifiers . ( used) £ 350.00
Meridian 206 CD Player
( nod)
140000
Meridian 205 Mono Amplifiers
( used) £600.00
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor ....(ex dem) £550£0
Meridian 566 20 [HI DAC
(ex dew) £700.00
Micromcga Stage 3CD Player
(used) £450.00
Mn, Pid El Arnpldler
(sued)
£180.00
Nad C320 Amplifier
( used)
1140.01)
Naim Nail 3Amplifier
( uvech £45000
Nairn Intro Loudspeakers
( used)
1495.00

HF and LF Filtering and Spike Protection.

Nairn
Pioneer
90/3
C73Power
Reference
Amplifier
Pre Amplifier (used)
( io.xl) 1350.10
£ 300 0))1

AUTHORISED

vfflor

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

Our agencim include> Audio Analogue, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft,
Diapason, GATE, GRAAF, Leak 7Youghline Diners. Matisse, Ortolan,
Platine Verdier Turntables, SME. STAR-DAC, TRON, UKD Opera,
Unison Research and Yamamura Churchill.

Callers welcome by appointment
724 Field End Road,
Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 OQP.

Tel: 01895 833099 Fax: 01895 832594
e-mail gLaudio@teseo.net http://www.gtaudio.com

Tel: 020 8864 8008
..F

Fax: 020 8864 3064

1

17y-F7
LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE KEEN TO JOIN THE HYPE
Music Matters

I fax

+ 31

70

42 79 077

Rego Ela Loudspeakers
( oued)
£200.00
Renon 1377 Open Reel Recorder
( used) £595.00
Tannoy D100 LoudspeakerJStands......... .............. .... ......... Dised) £320.00
TAG 601 Amplifier ....................... ....... ..... ........ ..... ..... .... (ea dom)
£399.95
TAG 125 Mono Amplifiers (pair) ....... .................. ..........(ex dent) £ 140010
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor (ex door)
1799.00
Yamaha DSP-A2070 Dolby Amplifier . ........... ................- 4used) 1350.00
Yamaha DSP-Al Amplifier ............. .... ..... .... ..... ........... .... ....( new. -£ 1099.95
Yamaha DSP.A2 Amplifier
bowl £849.95
STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, TAG MCLAREN, CYRUS, KNELL RUARK,
OPERA, RUARK, MARANTL, MICHELLE, CASTLE, TRAC, KEF, ARCAM ETC, ETC.
Visit our web site al httpWwww.linione.couk
e-mail on, Lintone.audIodvirgin.nel

M ADISOUND

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NF.8 3,IW.
Tel 0191 477 4167 . Fax 0191 477 2771

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

seas

PARTS AND ADVICE.
I-A PASSION OU NALPIAAPlE

a.EEF-e=
Zow
- I
SS.

S Solen Inductors
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Skaaning
Loudspeakers

WNAUDIO®
TECHNOLOGY UNLIMITED

DEFILIEM

ACOUSTIC PANELS

more

fettle

flatline cable'

LEFlp,

bh.

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.

"
1
4

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
T
U
B
E
S

Cal, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our wpbsite at:
Isttp://www.totwyre.cow
fatwyre@fatwyre.com

It THE
CAME

comPnny

e- mall: info@maeisound.com

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA

Web Page -http:/www.maeisound.com

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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MATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
-60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.
r1'

vilá
--e

AUDIO

ECLIPSE -

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
LIST
Alchemist Forsetii pre + power
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II
Anthem CO player (5star What HiFi) (ex/d)

SALE

£2398 .

£599 . .P.O.A.
...£1699 ....£1150
Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport £2400 .
51050
Audio Research D240 Mk II
£3500 . £1195
Auction Block Shadows 845 valve monoblocics £4000 ....P.O.A.
Audion Silvernight 3008 monoblocks
£2250 ....P.O.A.
Chario Academy 1solid walnut (ex/d)
£ 1299 £800
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)
£1649 ... £1100
Copland CSA 14Int. amp
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk II
Genesis Gen 400
G
(
Kerei
e
vn
id
e
g)s
oi
e
s
vlpin
G
300
en 500

splcs
spits in Suitt Active Boss
£11000

£1195

£ 00

£1198 £550
£4000 ... .62499

....564
£1 :5
£2495 ....P.O.A.
Lexicon DC1 point it AC3/DTS pre «
petty Lugrocio
Macintosh 7IW 6ch THX pwr. amp.
£
4000 £1999
Meriden 204 Tuner
£
350
Meriden 205 Monoblock
£395
Meriden 208 CD, pre +
£495

Nakamichi 051E Coss
Quad 34 + FM4 + 306 + rock

Quad 606
77 int
pwr

Frontiers SFD II Doc
Spendor SP 7/1 spies
Tube Tech. Unisis Sig. Int
Sonic

£150
WOO

57C0£350
WOO
£5300
1995 . £3
£925
450
£2300... £1250

A NEW RANGE OF AUTHOR AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE ES MK Ifs LISTEN & BE PERSUADED.
On Dens - Aknerrest Anthem. Auchomeco. Audon Valve Amps.
Bow Technologies. Cadence Sple.. Chario. D.P.A Monarchy. Ortolan,
Pink Triangle. %tee T-1. Some Frontiers. Triangle Spin..
Trilogy Valve Amps. Von Per Hul.

-

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED -
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a fresh
musical perspective
We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GAL LO WAY

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance

TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDIO PHYSIC

AUDI ON

ASIS 'NAGRA
ELECTROCOMPAN I
ET
UGDE
TARA LABS
JM LA
ELEMENTAL AUDI
ORACLE

BORDER PAIRO

G VOICE

SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS
LM2 AND LM2.5 BARGAINS
To make way for the fantastic new Lumley LMS range ( 150, 250, 500 and 1000
we have afew ex-works LM2 and LM2.5's at over 50% off.
This is direct factory prices and will not be repeated.
All fully guaranteed. Some ex-dem. Some new. All mint.
eg LM2 Mk3_£3,8430-£1,595

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS LTD
Tel: 01892 616383 Fax: 616517

ENVIRONMENT

Vibration control is essential for optimum performance of audio
electronlas.The Isofloat Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate
vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS

,

Conrad-johnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
Conrad-johnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-johnson PV12A valve line/phono preamplifier
Conrad-johnson CAV50 valve integrated amplifier (2x5OW)
Conrad-johnson Premier 14 remote valve line preamplifier
Conrad-johnson Premier 16LS ( Mini-Art) remote valve line preamplifier
Conrad-johnson MF2500 solid-state (250wpe) power amplifier ( new)
Conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transpon ( new)
Conrad-johnson DIA20 valve cl/a processor ( new)
Conrad-johnson DIA3 solid-state d/a processor ( new)
Conrad-johnson DV-26 valve CO player ( new)
McCormack DNA-2 DeLuxe stereo ( 2x250W) solid-state power amplifier
BelCanto SETI 40 Class A single- ended remote integrated amplifier ( new)
Resolution Audio CD50 integrated CD player ( balanced) - (new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 single ended class A valve amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SI-50Mk11 remote valve integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE- 100 valve stereo amplifier 2x100W ( new)
Audiostatic DCI electrostatic speakers ( black) - (
new)
Melos 202 Gold valve stereo amplifier 2x200W
Sound Lab A3 reference electrostatic loudspeakers ( medium oak)
Avalon Arcus loudspeakers ( piano black - very limited edition! I)
Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers ( cherry)
Muse Model Two balanced d/a processor ( new)
Muse Model Two Plus balanced die processor ( new)
Muse Model Five CD transport ( new)
Muse Model 160 stereo power amplifier (2x160W)
Muse Model 300 mono power amplifier 300W - ( pair)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms ( selection)
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mook isolation platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
Gerdes interconnect, loudspeaker and digital cables ( selection)

RRP
Special
£1095
£850
£1295
£995
£2590
£2000
£2495
£ 1700
£4500
£3290
£8000
£6250
£3500
£2600
£1795
£ 1200
£1995
£ 1400
£1195
£750
£2495
£ 1750
£5000
£3500
£4500
£2500
£2995
£2100
£1100
£650
£1100
£700
£1950
£ 1000
£2395
£ 1250
£2500
£ 1500
£4500
£ 1500
£12000
£3750
£3000
£4990
£8000
£4500
£2000
£ 1150
£2500
£ 1250
£1800
£ 1000
£2395
£ 1250
£3995
£2150
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: CRYSTAL CLOUD.
HOLLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX. CM13 1AO.
TEL 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736
WWW.CRYSTALCLOUD.DEMON.CO.UK

“OWNSHEND
AUDIO

ISOLDA

Speaker and interconnect cables.

SEISMIC SINK

Sr isolation stanitS and plattorms for all source components and loudspeakers.
'2 0.01.* in the morning .ound all day"
http://ds.dial.pipex.cornitownshand.audio/
7 Bridge Rd. Hampton Court. Surrey, KT8 9EU.
Tel: 0181 979 2155 Fax 07070 721 385
townshend.audio@dlatpipex.com

6C33C Russian Military Valve

Single-Ended
Triode
Power Amp.
Audition Welcome
by APpointment

AUIDICOFREILICS

0181-205-2329
0793-036-0386
6c33c@hanmail.net_i

Distributors Of Fine Audio 8r Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250
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Tel.
01834 842803

AUDIOCOM

Fax.
01834 842804

SUPEFICLOCK ( S- Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player relies on a standard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with theiDAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.
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These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion ' they just
produce awaveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.
e,‘t.

Now picture this....
High accuracy oscillatur ± 2ppm master clock.
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.
Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.
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For further information on S-Clock, other components and upgrades: Tel. 01834 842803 Fax. 01834 842804 E-Mail: audiocomascotnet.co.uk
Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

Sonics
DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-Fl
Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: info®ultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonic›.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and Price List (U.S.RRP)
HOTLINE 07956 8115 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 (London)

•
Mable shelvesReal wood veneered
sub-shelving
Solid aluminium legs va,s PL heightsTotally modulaFully decoupled sections
¡elation increasing level by love

The Z Systems RDP1
(Digital pre- amp)
(A product for every digital fan)

Prices start from £ i
Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691 Fax: 07970 720 399

WE ARE THE
•
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QUAD

SPECIALIST

SPARES & REPAIRS

Not only would you hear the orchestration but the
instruments will no longer be crowded.These processors
sound so good you won't believe your ears.You can also
tame troublesome room acoustics, correct speaker anomalies
and many more.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

JANUARY 2000

Fixed prices for
O Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
O Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
O Delivery there and back within the EC
Quad Musikwiedenjabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de
I35
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SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND
FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 (formerly The Music Room)
•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

AUDIO NOTE SALON
MARI( LEVINSON STUDIO

NEW!

Audio Note Zero System - new
economy and style

NEW!

Bow Technologies Wazoo XL poise with power

NEW!

Lyra Clovis d.c. Anniversary limited edition of 100

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

No 39 CD Player

£4995

No 360 24/192 DAC

£4395

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

No 334 125wpc Amp

£5495

NEW!

Levinson No 383 - redefines the
single-chassis amplifier

NEW!

ProAc Futures - the finest ribbon
speaker ever made

NEW!

Revel F-30's - scale and dynamics

NEW!

SME Model 10 - "the turntable of

of the premier league
the century?'

The Audio Salon is asuite of four showrooms in
dedicated premises situated ten minutes from
Glasgow's international airport ... and about
the same from a city centre transformed over
the past two decades. "The Salon" is unique
in Britain for tranquillity, selection, and
dedication to the world's most inspired and
crafted products. It is a refuge from the High
Street mentality, and asurprise to the majority
of audiophiles who have made the journey.
Most people feel limited to the two alternatives. First, the domestic names which seem
affordable until you consider the constant
upgrading and dissatisfaction; and the
exotica which presents a serious process of
decisions and plans.
As we enter the 21st century, Iurge you to
make real progress in your music at home,
neither downloadable multi-media mediocrity, nor nineties nostalgia. Listen to inspiring
products. Products that can touch souls ...
and change lives. Pure sound is emotive;
processed is a turn off.
The future classics are on dem at "Britains HiFi
Haven" ... for that is what Glasgow's Evening
Times called us when we opened in 1979!
Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD
LYRA • MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
Loudspeakers by:
AUDIO NOTE • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI

NEW!

Totem - affordable speakers

NEW!

Zingali "S" range - the best in

imbued with magical qualities
horns just got alittle better
All products are in stock and on dem.

S.E. LEVEL
No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

No 3605 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495
BOW

REFERENCE

PERMANENTLY ON SHOW

WAZOO amp 50wpc single chassis £2195

No 31.5 CD Transport

£ 9295

WAZOO XL 75 wpc single chassis

£2495

No 30.6 24/192 DAC

£16495

WIZARD s/c CD Player with Wand

£3495

No 32 PreAmp

£14495

WAND designer Remote Controller £ 329

No 33H 2x 150 watts

£19395

WARLOCK new! Pre-Amp

No 33 2x300 watts

£29995

WALRUS new! Power amp 150wpc £2995

'1111MIPOW

L.1

£2495
11111We

(- 7

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

etielleedriste
SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE

SELECTED USED / EX-DEM PRODUCTS
10-15% BELOW MARKET PRICES

ANALOGUE
Audio Research PH3 phono
stage. Mint, boxed, as new
Unn/Lingo/Ittok/VdH MC-Two,
Only one year old
Michell Gyro SE, latest model
With RB300, unused, new
PassLabs ONO fully bal phono
Stage. See Stereophile rave
+ low UK price

WAS

NOW

£1A90

£750

£2,400 £1095
£940 £745

£1,725

DIGITAL
Audio Note DAC-4 Sig, PQ's own,
Purchased by us, upgradeable to
'5 for £ 1,850 but why bother?
Trashes SACD with regular CDs. £9,990
Meridian 508,24, as new,
Highly acclaimed integrated £1,990
PT da Capo, with 20 blt ( 1307)
Filter, £400 upgrade to 24 bit
Brand New DC battery, natural £3,500
Theta DS Pro Gen 11, 5years old
Theta built, Theta sound £4,600

£990

YOU DON'T HAVE TO PAY A FORTUNE
FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CABLES
Petros Blue interconnects began in 1996 as aservice to
our custorrers. High-end interconnects for less than the
10% Rule. Now our Strcrtos Series 2cables challenge the
performance of the top-priced exotica. No other interconnects have been so carefully developed, yet you
don't pay for this research, nor for dedicated staff and
premises; nor even for packaging and marketing; nor
dealer markup, for AudioSource interconnects are sold

£4995
£ 1200

£1495
£1450

AMPLIFIERS
ATC SCA2 Une Pre-amp,
1year old. Mint, see also
ATC SCM20 below
£2,499 £1200
Audio Note Japan Ongaku,
27 wpc privately owned mint
sample. One of the last Kondo
SE amps
59k £ 14995
Audio Note Japan Kassai Silver
Ex-dem, slight mark 18 wpc
One of the last Kondo SE amps
Audio Note Japan Kegon-C
18 wpc
33k £ 12000
5years old, only six made
Easily the best amp created
84k
Chord SPM 120013 amp (black)
250wpc, as new, hardly run-In £4,495
Gryphon Limited, MM,MC,Ilne
Twin mono, 4xpsu. An ultimate
Pre-amp at medium price £8,500
Jadis JPL Line stage, with finest
Mullards + stock of new tubes
Gallic, glorious, godly £4,200
Jadis JA80 pair monoblock 60wpc
Exquisite, ultimate, musical £9,580

• UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
• Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure e- commerce
• Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems

£ 15000
£2750

£2995

£1995
£4995

SPEAKERS
ATC SCM20A active/passive
speakers,
£4,650 £2750
Rosewood, 6 months mint,
as new. ProAc Response Three
(mahogany)
£3,500 £1500
CABLES
Unique Opportunity to try and buy the most
esoteric American speaker cable, AC cords
and interconnects, RCA and balanced. We
have purchased a national distributors demo
stock of NBS Signature cables and will sell at
40% off all prices. Phone for catalogue. Be
amazed.

• Prices from £39 - £125, digital, stereo, RCA, XLR
• Triple shielded for over 85% rejection of mains-borne,
common mode, and airborne EMI and RF1
• Land Rchannels separately balanced with 130 micro
strands per strand of OFC with additional outer braid
earthed at source
• Unique solid machined phono plugs for 100% shielding,
mechanical outer grip and levered (split) centre pin in
bronze not brass, direct gold-plated
• Over 80 design features tested over four years including 3-T soldering (Time, Temp, and Twinning silver/tin for
maximum density and adhesion); 3-C cable conditioning, crystal cooling, cleaning contacts before and
after manufacture
'My CDs are now outperforming my records due to your
leads. Here, as promised, is my evaluation. 'Absolutely
fabulous.' They are running in beautifully. Mr R.B., Lincs,
7/11/99.
STOP PRESS! AucfroSource announces exclusive UK distribution of JPS labs ... at US domestic prices'. Readers of
American magazines need no introduction to the high
performance and low cost of these products whose
technology outstrips the big names of the eighties.
Phone, write or check our site for full details; run, don't
walk, here are some examples:
Ultra Conductor/ RCA ( 1.0 m)
£69
Super Conductor + / RCA ( 1.0 m)
£219
Superconductor 2 / WBT ( 1.0 m)
£499
Ultra Conductor / XLR Bal ( 1.0 m)
£ 159
Super Conductor+ Neutrik XLR ( 1.0 m) £399
Digital Superconductor+ ( 1.0 m)
£ 199
AES/EBU Neutrik Gold XLR
£299
Digital Superconductor 2(1.0m)
£499
AES/EBU Neutrik Gold XLR
£699
GPA UK version AC cord (2.0 m)
£ 119
Analogue Component AC cord (2.0 m) £249
High Power AC cord (amps) (2.0 m)
£349
Digital AC cord (digital gear) (2.0 m) £249
The Kaptovator is the world's finest AC cord.
UK Limited Edition: 10 pieces, box + cerf £999

POWER CORRUPTS . . . (YOUR MUSIC)
Musical ambience depends on much more than
careful choice of equipment. We can reliably
advise on mains purity, equipment support, room
acoustic treatment and perhaps most important of
all, interconnects and speaker cables. Make it
your 4-point plan if you want your system to work
for you.
YOU NEED SOME SUPPORT
Solving problems of distant customers by phone, son
of Audio Salon has grown up. AudioSource is the
mail order and online division; it occupies our spacious lower ground level. We even make our own
interconnects and prepare Audio Note cables.
When you visit us online, you will see not just an
extended catalogue, it will be aunique guide to serious HiFi, but still no substitute to lending us aday of
your life ... no one leaves disappointed or without a
focus on the optimisation of their budget. We have
customers who travel from afar, and our Travel Guide
is available on request.
Our Information sheets in print are
Leading Questions: on Cables and Interconnects;
Power Corrupts ...(your music) - 2am sound all day;
You Need Some Support (or rather your equipment
does); and finally
Confused? So Are We - the choice of digital formats.
If you expect to get music from dirty mains,
contaminated arteries, and vibrating shelves
then carry on wasting
more
money
on
equipment. Significantly,
Levinson is one make
closest to plug'n'play,
with great
attention to
fully balanced signal
transmission, mechanical
integrity
against
microphony and pure
power (mains regeneration in the reference
level).

•When comparing £/$ you must account for
import duty, freight and vat at 17.5%.
Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:

Tel: 0141 357 5700

Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND
Room Treatment by:
ECHO BUSTERS

UNIQUE AUDIO
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ALSO AVAILABLE SHERITAN BASS MODULES & ANTARIS
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
DISTRIBUTED BY UNIQUE AUDIO TEL/FAX: 0181 450 7384
AGENCIES INCLUDE
Absolute Sounds, ARS, Audio Synthesis, Audio Research, Cleamudio, Graham Engineering, Jadis, Koetsu, LFD,
Mitchell, Rockport Technologies, SME, Transfiguration, Sonus Faber, Wilson Audio, many more brands stocked

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA
VHP1

Do you design your own loudspeakers or amplifiers, or would like to
but arc put off by the high cost of test equipment? Then we have
just the thing for you.
Clio Lite is based on the Clio Electro-Acoustic
Measurement System by Audiomatica. Some
of the full Laboratory version's functions
have been omitted, but what's left is still a
stunning suite uf PC-based venal test
instruments at aknock-down price.
Clio Lite uses MLS. Sine and pink noise and
measures frequency response. inc. 1/3 octave,
voltage/dB level, impedance, 2nd and Sed harmonic
distortion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's even
a2-channel oscilloscope and an
inductance/capacitance meter! It includes amic.
preamp and phantom powering in the price and can be
upgraded to full Clio later.

•
•

And the best bit? Cho Lite costs just £ 386 inc. VAT and carriage in the UK. With one Cho Lite microphone the
price is £455 inc, VAT and UK carrage.
For further information on Clio Lite plus ademo disc and details of other loudspeaker design software
(and speaker kits) contact.

•
•
•

Y

DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk 1P28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891 Fax 01284 811791 E-Mail DBSaudioPAOL.COM
(You may download demo software and information from Audiomatica's website at www.niclirdLit/com/audiomatica)
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VALVE HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
Single ended operation
Class A biasing
OTL (output transformer- less) output
stage
Remote power supply
Proprietary high speed, ultra low
noise power supply regulation system

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Keld Cottage, Askham, Penrith, Cumbria,
CA10 2PG
Phone/fax 01931 712822 for more
information and afree cataiogue
Email paulhynes@freezone.co.uk
Web site www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk

28 OUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 I=AX 01403 251587.
---,g-re.44.,11if.leleeW'.541T
1
9.11,q.9ls..VsegtqagL.Mfliv...eYtle12,4e1non•co.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS
•ALP/JORDAN LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W • HEYBROOK
MICHELL • TEAC
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/192KHZ DAC
•BASIS • ARCITEC ACOUSTIC
dCS PURCELL UPSAMPLER
•ACCUPHASE • AUDIO ANALOGUE
UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•GRAAF • PIONEER
VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
MARK LEVINSON • SUGDEN
•ATC LOUDSPEAKERS & AMPLIFIERS
NAGRA PL-PPRE/MPA & VPA PPOVVER AMP
•EXPOSURE • CREEK • TOWNSHEND AUDIO
SONY, SELECO PROJECTORS
•PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
HEYBRI33( HEYLETIE SPENCERS 12701 X13 £1513
YAMAHA CT701331UtER
f495
KFIELL OS 20 CO PLAYER
f4995
SHARP XV315P PROJECTOR
f295
CUM 77 INTERRAIE) (5951 /CD
f350
APOGEE OUETTA ILOWEFEAKEFS et.. .... ... ..... ..
C495
Ps(
aw TRIM VALVE PREAMP 19951 X0
£495
SD /cousin e l
LOSPEAKIERS
OL
19501 91—..... £395
MCFIX MODE VAL1E/MOEFET FONER OAP 113331 )0 f 795
MR-CANEIMEE ASO NIEGRATE0 AMP 91 . £125
MAGICAL FICEUTY F22 PFEONP 11203) 91
C595
CASTLE SEVERN MIal15801 X0
.f395
MUSICAL FEELITY 9450 AIIPS 15001 22 £350
DIV FIE/SOAP/2x PCMER ANPS 1911. £1195
GENESIS 900 5CON SUBWOOFER 122001 XID
f1495
ACCUPFLASE 01.70V 1503311911 £1995
MMUS FAEER awe AMOURS 128E01 SI ...............£1495
MN LP12/7111101/M:301911. . f495
TIPO 48X79 BALANCED INTEGRATED AF/P (
699) 733 £350
OXON C.P.3 PLUS Be( PROCESSOR

VISA

NEW ATC SCM 70 ASL ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS NOW ON DEMONSTRATION
NEW SONY VPL-VW1OHT PROJECTOR ON DEMONSTRATION
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

DEMONSTRATIONS Ely APPOINTMENT
At&

OPEN MONSAT 10AM TO 7PM

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

S/hand and ex- demo clearance items - Jan 2000
Was

Now

CD Players & DAC's
Arcam Alpha One CD player
Audio Note ANCD2 Valve CD Player new boxed
Aura CD 100 CD player
DPA Renaissance 24/96 CD Player New style
DPA SX64 DAC 24/96
Micromega Stage 3
Primare D20 24/96 CD Player
Radford/Woodside WS2 CD Player
Roksan Attessa DP3P CD Player
Roksan DA2 Converter
Roksan DP1 Transport
Theta Progeny DAC

299
1000
399
995
800
999
695
1200
1595
595
995
1099

149
695
225
695
599
495
575
299
995
429
399
750

Turntables, Tonearms & Cartridges
Aphelion Audio 401 Plinths ( New & Various Finishes)
Decca London Gold ( Podded & Re-built)
Heybrook TT2 Turntable Black
Linn Axis/Basik/K9
Linn Sondek LP12/Ittok LVII/K9
Lyra Pamassius 600 Hrs
Rega RB300 Tonearrn
Roksan Artemiz Tonearm
Roksan DS5 PSU
Roksan Shriaz Cartridge 300hrs (Black Body)
Roksan Radius 3/Tabriz/Chorus Black
Roksan Xerxes Black Ash/Tabrizi/XPS3/DSU
Roksan Xerxes Walnut/XPS2/SME Cut
Roksan Xerxes X Black/Artemiz/XPS 3.5

250
600
N/A
599
N/A
1895
174
895
549
995
1170
1795
795
3500

169
250
149
249
495
750
119
495
479
650
499
695
325
1799

Preamplifers
Audio Note M3 Phono Preamplifier
Conrad Johnson PV10 AL New Style
DPA Enlightenment Preamplifier new style
Electrocompaniet EC 41/2 Preamplifier
Naim Audio NAC 32mm/MC Preamplifier
Onix 0A24/SOAP2 Preamp/PSU
Rega HAL Pre Amp MM/MC Remote

4650 2750
995
550
795
599
1095
699
N/A
129
N/A
399
998
459

Amplifiers
Audio 8000MX Monoblock Amplifiers
Audio Innovations 800 Series Ill power amplifier

1800
999

call John Roberts Tel / Fax

1099
499

01562 822236

181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Worcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail

sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Mobile . 0421 605966

HI-FI NEWS P. RECORD REVIEW

JANUARY 2000

DPA Enlightenment Poweramplifier New Style
Electrecompaniet AVV60 Poweramplifier
Krell KAV3001 Integrated Class A
Musical Fidelity P180 Power amplifier
Onix 100W Monoblocks
Roksan Caspian Poweramp
Sugden A21 with Phono Stage Ex-Demo
Unison Research Simply 845 Valve Integrated
Unison Research Smart 845 mono single ended valve
Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy AE109 Black Ash
Impulse Lali Cherry Loudspeakers
Impulse Maya Loudspeakers
Musical Fidelity MC5 Loudspeakers/stands
Marttin Logan SL3 Hybrid Electrostatics Oak
Odeon Riggletto 94dB horn loaded Beech Loudspeakers
Opera Callas Gold/Oak Loudspeakers & Stands
Opera Duetto Cherry Loudspeakers
Rogers Studio 3Black Ash
Snell JMk2 Loudspeakers Bfack/Huygens Stands
Spendor SP2 Mk3 Black Ash
Totem Tabu Mahogany
Cables & Accessories
DPA The Power/Power Slink
Origin Live Skyline Platform Turntable Table
Shun Mook Small Table/Board inc Mypingo Discs
Roksan Turntable Stand/Medium
Roksan Turntable Stand/Tall
Tuners & Tape Decks
Aiwa F55OR Cassette Deck
JBL ESC 200 Surround Package
Onix Tuner BDSA1
Revox B77 1
/ Track 31
4
/ 71
4
/ Mk1 Reel to Reel
4
Revox B77 r/2 Track 15 Varispeed Mk2 Reel to Reel
Revox A77'/2 Track 31
/ 7'/2 mkill Reel to Reel
4
Roksan Caspian Tuner AM/FM
Yamaha DSP E390 3Channel Prologic Processor

Was
•995
1095
2590
N/A
'1500
599 '
900
3095
3450

Now
599
799
1799
275
49g':449
695
2250
21399

350
e
1750 1199
459 695
899
379
3400 2300
1700
950. ,
899'
1599
425
299
549
299
900
399
499
950
2300 1499

199
200
149
129
169

N/A
299
600
1600
2350
N/A
599
399

125
99
79
79
99

49
179
349
595
795 250
479
79

Midland Audio X-change are looking for good used British & American Hi Fi, cash
paid call John Roberts on 01562 822236 now!http:www.midlandaudio-change.co.uk

MAX

Midland Audio X- change
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Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Clearance
Items

Deschption

Choice
Price

Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
ESO 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre- amp
Gale 401
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P

1
(5Nevir

Original
Retail Price

£ 295.00 £
895.00 £
£ 895.00 £
250.00 £
£ 595.00 £
£ 595.00 £

99590
2495.00
109590
1295.00
1250.00

in
This Month

POWER AMPLIFIERS
YBA
pre/power
Naim Nap 250
Naim Nap 135
Cary SLA 70 mk II
VOL 120
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII
Copland CSA 28 phono, remote Integrated
Electrocompaniet AW180 Monoblocks
(cosmetic damage)

£ 1295.00
£ 995.00
£ 1695.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1795.00
£ 550.00
£ 450.00
£ 950.00

£ 2400.00
£ 1800.00
£ 3500.00
£ 1800.00
£ 3500.00
£ 80090
£ 700.00
£ 1299.00

1695.00

£ 4500.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Naim Nac 52/Supernal)
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XIV/IX
Audio Research LS3B remote
Exposure XI pre XII pou
Krell KBL

£ 4250.00
£ 550.00
£ 1495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 795.00
£ 1795.00

£ 5600.00
£ 995.00
£ 3000.00
£ 2700.00
£ 1500.00
£ 4820.00

SPEAKERS
Linn Issobariks X-temal c
over, r/wood
Martin Logan SL3
Proac Response 1SC + Stand
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (New)
BUN 601 S2
Audio Physics LIBRA

£ 795.00
£ 2200.00
£ 1095.00
O 895.00
£ 150.00
£ CALL

£ 3400.00
£ 1700.00
£ 1200.00
£ 199.95
£ 5000.00

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Linn Karik/Numeric
Pink Triangle DaCapo ( 1307)
Maranta 63 SE Ki Sig
Meridian 500 Transport
Meridian 566 Dac

£ 1495.00
£ 995.00
£ 295.00
£ 995.00
£ 895.00

£ 3000.00
£ 1850 00
£ 500.00
£ 1245.00
£ 1095.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUENARIOUS
Michell Gyro/Q.C.
£ 850.00
Michell ISO HR
£ 550.00
Linn LP12/Cirkus/Armegedon EKOS II/Archiv £ 2495.00
Tanberg 3001
£ 895.00
Townsend Rock/Exgalibur Lid + plinth £ 895.00

£ 1300.00
£ 879.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2200.00
£ -

CO Players

& DACS
£ 150.00
£ 4250.00
£ 4995.00
£11500.00
£ 1195.00
£13995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 495.00
£ 1095.00
225.00
£ 195.00
£ 1995.00
£ 495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 895.00
£ 750.00
£ 495.00
£ 450.00
£ 895.00
£ 595.00
£ 895.00
£ 1195.00
£ 895.00
£ 699.00
£ 89.00
£ 395.00

Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Naim CD2
Krell KPS 25s
Krell KM( 300 CD
Quad 77 CD Player (Quadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 565 (THX, Dolby, Prologic)/AC3
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Meridian 565
Helios Model 1
Helios Model 2 (new)
Helios Model 3
Audio Alchemy DOS 2
Audiolab 8000 CDM Transport
Audiolab 8000 DAX
AVI Reference 2000
Naim CD2
Linn Karik 2
Musical Fidelity X- Ray (X- Dom)
Musical Fidelity X-100 (X- Dom)
Musical Fidelity E624 (24 bit)

£
5000.00
e 8000.00
£24000.00
2200.00
019995.00
0 3500.00
£ 700.00
£ 1900.00
£ 500.00
£ 500.00
£ 2500.00
£ 950.00
£ 2500.00
£ 1300.00
£ 1000.00
£ 700.00
£ 900.00
£ 1400.00
£ 900.00
£ 1400.00
£ 2000.00
£ 160900
£ 799.00
£ 119.00
£ 500.30

Amplifiers
Restek Extract Monoblocks (180 watt)
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks

çchoice
j- IF

£ 1795.00
£ 9995.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 2995.00
£ 500.00
£ 4995.00

£ 3500.00
£ 18000.00
£ 21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 5000.00
£ 950.00
£ 10000.00

Audion Golden Knights
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power
Lamm M1 Monoblocks (100W)
Quad 77 Integrated (Quadlink)
Krell 50S
Exposure XV integrated
Aura Evolution A100
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Audio Research 0130
Jeff Rowland Synergie + External power supply
Lavardin IS Integrated
Audion Silver Knights
Musical Fidelity »S100 ( X-dem)
Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated (Xdom)
Sugden Stemfoort SF60 Integrated
Audiolab 8000 M
Sant ire ( LISPA, 300 wpc)
Alchemist Kraken
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
•Price reduction this month

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
C.A.T.
Cary
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

Pre

Amplifiers
Jeff Rowland Consumate + Phono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Krell KRC2
Musical Fidelity F25
C.A.T. SL1 Ultimate
Croft Super Micro Amk 3
Audio Research LS?
CAT SL1 Sig mk Ill
Jeff Rowland model 2 + battery power supply
Quad 66 + remote
Musical Fidelity X- P100
AVI 52000 MP
Naim Hi Cap (old Style)
•Price reduction this month
AV COMPONENTS
Onkyo TOO 939 AV Receiver

£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
010995.00
£ 1995.00'
£ 795.00
£ CALL
£ 495.00
£ 995.00
£ 2995.00
£ 3750.00
£ 495.00
£ 69900
£ 650.00
£ 350.00

£ 1495.00

0 8000.00
£ 1095.00
£ 17000.00
£ 4190.00
£ 1500.00
£ 5750.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1620.00
06900.00
£ 7600.00
£ 850.00
£ 799.00
£ 1000.00
£ 650.00

02400.00

Quality
Speakers
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
86 W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Wilson System 0.1 ( Black)
Rogers LS3/ 5A Black (NEW)
Rogers AB1 Sub ( NEW)
Rogers LS55 (NEW)
Allante Spazio
Martin Logan Stylos
Aloe Adriana (New)
Alun VmklIl
Meridian DSP 5000
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Quad ESL 63
A.T.C. SCM 1000 SL Active Speaker
Sonus Faber Extreme eStands
JBL Ti 200
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Infinity IRS 2B
Morel 704
•Price reduction this month

£ 5995.00 £ 15000.00
£ 1895.00 £ 400090
£ 995.00
£ 300060
£ 4500.00 £ 6500.00
£ 295.00
600.00
£10500.00 £ 18000.00
£ 575.00 £ 798.00
£ 395.00
£ 598.00
£ 330.00 £ 430.00
£ 250.00 £ 500.00
£ 1795.00' £ 2900.00
£ Special £ 10000.00
£ Special
£ 5500.00
£ 2495.00
3300.00
£ 1095.00 £ 1600.00
£ 1695.00' £ 3660.00
£ 4500.00
£ 7000.00
£ 3995.00 £ 6500.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2250.00
£ 495.00
0 800.00
£ 795.00 £ 1200.00
£ 1795.00
04000.00
£ 650.00 £ 1000.00

Voyd Reference/Reference Power
supply/Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10
limited + p/s
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
Flore Lurne J1/SL5
Forsell Air Force One
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing.
platter, clamp
Linn LP12/ARO/Armegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/17 DII
Lyra Pamasus )NEV
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear
Audio Insider Reference (Wood)
Basis Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0 (Ceramic)
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Linn Sondeck LP12 Vallhala/Basic
Pink Triangle Export ( Ref bearing & Platter)
Sequero Model 1FM tuner
Oracle Delphi mk III/SMEV
SME Series V (Gold Print) (Unused)
Linn LP12/Valhala/Ekos
Linn Klyde
Quad FM4
Revox B77 33/4/71/2 case + reels) like new

392 1994

06,In-depth

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VP!
Wilson Benesch
DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

experience on high end

new and used equipment
AP Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
-MD Generous part exchange
10

Show room/dem room

-IE) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading
-MD All credit cards inc. Amex
10 Mail order
liDExport service
ID Finance arranged subject to status

Turntables
& Analogue

el 0181
fax 0181

£ 1995.00 £ 4000.00
£ 3250.00
0 4790.00
£ 450.00' £ 900.00
£ 8995.00 £ 12900.00
£ 2750.00
06700.00
£14995.00 £ 22000.00
£ P.O.A. £ P.OA.
£ 495.00 £ 700.00
£ 1995.00' £ 3690.00
£ 350.00 £ 750.00
195.00 £ 350.00
£ 495.00 £
£ 2250.00 £ 400900
£ 1395.00 £ 1850.00
£ 3200.00 £ 5000.00
£ 1195.00 £ 1690.00
£ 1295.00 £ 3000.00
£ 699.00 £ 799.00
£ 325.00 £ 499.00
£ 350.00 £ 550.00
£ 995.00 £ 1600.00
£ 1195.00
£ 2200.00
£ 295.00 £ 580.00
£ 225.00 £
£ 795.00 £ 1400.00

10

Widest range available

10 Unbiased advice
Unique ' Hi -Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales

£11500.00 £ 22000.00
£ 950.00 £ 1200.00
£ 1500.00 £ 4500.00
£11995.00
025000.00
£ 495.00 £

950.00

and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic

dreams.

Quality

hi-fi

is

not just

about

£ 2500.00 £ 4000.00
£ 1200.00 £ 2000.00

expensive brandnames,

£ 8995.00 £ 16000.00
£ 7500.00 £ 12500.00
£ 1095.00 £ 2000.00
£ 295.00 £ £ 695.00
01000.00
£ 4250.00
00000.00
£ 1595.00 £ £ 1250.00 £ 1679.00
£ 995.00
375.00 £ 500 00
£ 295.00
0 500.60
£ 595.00 £

system from the widest selection in the country,

the very best sound, about choosing your ideal

in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and

being

given the freedom

to choose and

upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice_hifiemsn.com

it's about aspiring to

392 1963

open from lOarn tc 8pm

y appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition- guaranteed

loudspeakers to enhance your music, your home and your life!

Our ART models 1 and 2have been carefully engmeered to— allow á truly lifelike picture of any musical event to result. This ability to
create aholographic image combined with anaturally accurate
presentation is what high- end audio is all about. Add to this our
extremely elegant cabinets finished in piano lacquer and polished
hardwood and the package becomes even more attractive. Equally
handsome with or without the grills, they are bound to enhance
any home in away few loudspeakers do. Both industry journalists
and visitors to the Hi Fi Show 98/99 and International CES 99
awarded top marks for sound quality and appearance.
The most important person is now invited to audition them...you.
A.R.T.

ACOUSTIC REPRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY Ltd.

www.loudspeaker-art.com email:info@loudspeaker-art.com
Tel: 0044 ( 0)1292 319416 Fax: 0044 ( 0)1292 319417

The WIZARD

Handmade
Adjustable
Shelf
Rotary Unit
can hold:

1979

MID IRO
F1141 CONSULTANTS.
FAX/TEL:
(01902) 380083
V.A.T.
Registration
No. 333 9324 60

I

F1NCHFIELD,
9
FINCHFIELDWOLVERHAMPTON,
ROAD WEST,
WEST MIDLANDS. WV3 SAY

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

TURNTABLES ARMS STEP UPS
WELL TEMPERED WITH WTTARM
SYSTEMDEK II MISSION 774
STAND 5 TURNTABLE
GRACE ARMS
12" YES 12 INCH ITTOKS
CHURCHILL AIR BEARING TURNTABLE
SONY HA55 (SOUGHT AFTER)
ORTOFON MCA76 STEP UP

Many veneers:

S/H
S/H
EX DEM

DIGITAL
ROKSAN DAC I , SILVER, RARE
OPA LITTLE BIT LITTLE MONEY
TEAC DTI DAC 4 INPUTS (£499)

Pine, Teak,
Rosewood, etc.

EX DEM
S/H
S/H

Books
Just one
member
of our enormous
range of units
for CDs, LPs,
Hi-Fs, Books
e!c,etc.

The BEES
KNEES

JANUARY 2000

L

S/H
S/H
S/H
EX DEM

or 575 Penguin

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

STUD"

AMPLIFICATION
KRELL KMA 200 MONO (£8.500)
KRELL KRSI PREAMP (£8,350)
ALCHEMIST FORSETI MKII (f995)
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN PRE MKII (£549)
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN PWR APD8
COUNTERPOINT SA3 (£ 1,200)
RADFORD VALVE AMPS, CHOICE
SANSUI CA2000, RARE
TEAC TBX 10 INT AMP (£995)

384 'video Tapes

The Old Chapel 282 Skipton Road
Harrogate North Yorkshire HG1 3HB
Tel: (01423) 500442

2000

SECOND HAND & EX DEM

1536 CDs o:

IAN EDWARDS

OVER 20 YEARS

in record storage

SALE
NOW ON

S/H
S/H

S/H
EX DEM
S/H
EX DEM
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

SPEAKERS
MAGNEPLANER MG1.5, BLACK
TANNOY, RARE
KLIPSCH LA SCALA ORIGINALS. BLACK
APOGEE CENTAURUS. BOXED
WILSON TOTS & PUPPIES (£ 12.000)
CLEMETsiTS 600, BLACK
CLEMENTS 3001
SEQUERRA MET7 (£695)

£3,500
£3,350
£750
£450
£450
£650
ASK
£495
£775
£950
£200
£595
£299
PHONE
£125
£75
£350
£95
£399
£950
ASK
£1.350
£1.495
£7,500
£625
£395
£425

VINTAGE
GARRARD 301 IN ORIGINAL CARTON
QUAD 33 PREAMP
QUAD FMI TUNER MONO 3
AVO OSCILLATOR
c1947
VALVE TESTER
WORDON ARTICULATED ARM, VERY RARE

£195
£75
£25
£150
£100

TRADE IN'S A SPECIALITY. MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE.
ASK WE MAY HAVE JUST WHAT YOU ARE SEARCHING FOR.
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

Dissatisfied with your system?

NEW IN THIS MONTH
UST

SALE
Cello Palette MIV multiple input version & master supply
the ultimate line Pre Amp
Lyra Pamasuss Cartridge
Meridian 508 20 bit CD Player
Audio Research D250 Stereo Valve Amp, recent resalte,
avery rare sought after classic
Krell OSA 80 Power Amp
Krell OSA 8013 Power Amp, balanced
B&W Silver Signature Speakers & Stands,
stunning looks & sound to match, Bobinga wood

£9,995
£695
£1,195

su

£2,795
£1,495
£1,795

SM
Sill
Sill

£6,950
£3,498
£3,897

£2.995

Sill

£5.503

Audio Mecca Mephisto CD Transport Trichord AT&T
£ 1,295
Wade WT 3200 CD Transport
£999
Revox B226 Signature CD Player, variable output
f495
Marantz CD 94 Mk2 CD Player Crown 2Chipset
£595
Maranta CDA 94 SAC, variable output and balanced
£395
Allis DAP 2Box Reference DAG
Superb .. £995
Audio Sythesis SAX Decade PIC
Brilliant . £ 1,795
/Manger)! 28 full Auto Air Linear Tracking Amen
£ 1,895
SME IV Arm
£495
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
£395
Mark Levinson 9025 Phono Stage PtS226 Supply .. Superb . £ 1,895
Mark Levinson 5026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb . £2,795
Mark Levinson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp
Brillant. £3,500
Mark Levinson 5023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Arno £2.995
Mark Levinson 5020.5 Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunity legends bargain £4.995
Krell KRC HR Pre Amp SIC Bal etc
£3,995
Conrad Johnson Premiere 8A Valve Mono Amps, these are
probably the best value Mono Amps anywhere only
6months Use
Terrific . £8,995
Quad 77 Integrated Amp, 2months old
£395
Cello Master Stradeari Speakers, Piano Black
AMust £ 12,995
STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Gryphon Sonata Reference Pm Amp
£4,995
Gryphon Antileon Reference Mono Arnps
£ 15,995
Audionote Ongaku, the one and only, yes another one
can you believe it 2years old, Willow
£ 19,995
MANY SUMMER REDUCTIONS
Posselt Albatross Speakers Black
cress
Cello baratin Active Speakers finished e Pram Black
superb speakers 128DB
£4,995
Piare Lurne JI Mk2 Turntable with SL5 Arm
£ 1,495
Cello Cartridge
£395
Audio Research SP II Mk2 Silver Preamp
£1,995
Audio Research V140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced £3,995
Audio Research BL1 Bal Converter
£495
Burmester 828 Mk2 Mono Power Amps, superb,
these units are 200 wpc & very rare
£2,995
Counter Point SA1000 Valve Preamp, black
£395
Counter Point SA12 Power Amp, black
£595

WITH GUARANTEE

£29,500
SM £1,695
SM £1,995

SM £2,500
S/11 £ 1,995
SM £ 1,150
Sill £900
Sill £900
Sill £3,500
sill £2,795
SM £4,000-f
S/I1 £983
Sal £600
Sill £3,450
Sill f5,450
Sill £7,250
SIX £5.500

EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE
PRICE

The Russ Andrews catalogue is packed full of
cost-effective products which are guaranteed
to improve the musical performance of your
system - or your money back!
41•1»,43.

Call now f
or your free copy

equoting ref : ABFIN1299

Freephone 0800 373467
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. FREEPOST NWW881A, Kendal, LAO OSA
Tel:144 (0)1539 823247

www.russandrews.corn

SM £ 12,560
S/11 £6.949

Emalliabhn1299@russandrews.com

S/11 £ 16,500
SI11 £700
Sill £35,000

Free delivery • Full Refund Upgrade Scheme • 30 Day Home Trial

Peace cif mind with the Russ 'Andrews

uaratitee

Sill £ 11,000
Sal £30,0003
OM £59,500

Absolute Tune-ups

sal

Absolute Sounds qualified engineers :an now repair,

£3.000

S/11 £ 12,500
sin £3,900
Sill £1,063
Sill £5,800
SOH £8,960
SII1 £888

Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2with tails & paws,
Piano Black, very sought after, be quick
Superb £6,000
Cary 5500 VaNe Preamp, black
£495
Microrneca 2.1 CD Transport
Reduced .. £995
Micromeca 3.1 CO Transport
Reduced .. £795
Krell KSA 250 Power Amp
Reduced .£2,700
Krell KSL Line Preamp Mk2 Bal
Reduced .. £995
Rovox HI Comae Deck 3Head
Reduced .. e.595
Cary 2A3 Valve Power Amp
Reduced .. 0695
Audio Research V70 Valve Amp
Reduced . 01.495
Won 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced .. £995
Burmester 850 Mono Power Amps .........
Reduced . £ 1,495
Silverado Speakers Piano Bloch & Stands .. .
Reduced .. £995
Revox 0261 Tuner, Superb
Reduced .. £550
Revox H6 RDS Tuner, Piano Black
Reduced .. £495
Threshold FET 10 Phono Stage
Reduced .. £595
YBA 2Power Amp, latest
Reduced .. £795
Equation 2Speakers, Piano Black
Reduced .. £995
Audio Sythesis Modified Sony COX 303. ex AT & T
with DSM Ultra analogue 20 bit 0supply, excellent. Reduced
Trio Loit Tuner Classic Sequrra Beater
Reduced
Theta DS Pro Base, 2SAC
Reduced .. 0795
Cello 8.1 SAC 20 bit & supply, skinning
Reduced £ 1:995
Stan Cluattro 2CD Player, excellent
Reduced
Krell KPS 301 CD Player
Reduced £ 2,295
Krell KRC-2 Preamp Bal SIC
Reduced £ 1,795
Monitor Audio Studio 50 Speakers, Cherrywood ,
Reduced £ 1.995
Proac Response 3Speakers VDH Wired, Light Oak Reduced £ 1,495
TEAC P30 CD Transport
£ 1495
Cyrus Preamp Phono Balanced and Remote
£395
Electro Companiet Limited Anniversary Signature Power Amp . £ 1295
Oracle Delphi Mk2 Turntable Mission Ace,
just serviced and includes mod squad supply
£695
Vecteur Bloc Source Clam APreamp, 2Box Preamp
also includes MC Stage, bargain
Excellent. 01495
Vecteur Ampli A35 Class APower Amps, choice cl 2
also available
Also Excelleit . £ 1195
Musical Fidelity the Preens 2A
£ 150
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pairs available & fully ser•ced
£4995
JM Labs Grande Utopia Speakers, Cherry & Porsche Black
rare chance for these superb Sonic beasts
£22995
Proac 3.5 Speakers, Lt Oak
£2295
Arcam 170.3 CD Transport
£325
Aftarll Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150
Cyrus DAD3C1 CD Player and PSXR supply, 3months old
£895

Sill £9.200
Sill £900
SM £ 1,250
S/11 £ 13,700
SIII £ 1.200
S/11 £2,503
Sill £ 15.000
Sill £6,600
S/11 £2,298
S/11 £1,150
Sill £1.495
sal £4,400
SM £3,850
Sill £5,350
S/11 £2,350
SM £ 1.145
S/11 £ 1,000
S/11 £ 1.800
5/11 £2,150
S/11 £3.500
Sill £2,515
SM Loads
SI11 £,299
Sill £6900
Sill £3,000
Sill £5,490
S/14 £4:190
S/11 £5.000
S/S £3,300
S/11 £2500
ski £650
Sill £3000

Cyne Power Amp, balanced with PSXR
3complete units available, 3months old
£600
Mission 754 Freedom speakers, Primavera, 3months
£995
May do acomporte deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retail price is
compete and e3months old,
Audio Research VT 50 VaNe Amp, 1year old
£ 1595
Muse 18 Subwoofer Rosewood
Brilliant.. £ 1995
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
Brilliant . £4995
Pink Triangle Decapo SAC 1307 Chipset tiack
£895
Mark Levinson No39 CD player
Superb.. £3995
Lumley 5170 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Switchable
£995
Krell KBL/KPE line Pre Amp • Phono Stage
£ 1995
Reduced .. £695
Meriden 200/203 Trans/DAC Tricord

S/11 f20001SM £5000
Sill £4030
S/11 £300
SM £ 12000
Sill £42000
SM £4700
S/11 £750
SIB
£450
Sill £ 1229
Sill £830
S/11 £ 1498
£6835
Sill £2950
Slli £0000
Sill £ 10,200
Sill £1600
E/D £4995
E/D £2225
S/14 £5326
SM £ 1660

Meridian 2013 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced .. £695

S/11 £ 1665

Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced.. £ 1995
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Goe Reduced.. £ 1295
Goldmund Minim's 3Power Amp
Stunning.. £ 1995
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495
Michel Argo Hem Lee Pm Amp + Supply
£450
Sota Cosmos Tumtable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395
Cambridge CD1 CD Player
£395
Arcam Delta 1100 Pre ArnaDAC Black Box 50
£250
Amen Black Box 5SAC
£200
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295
Accosta! II Electrostatic Panel Speakers, Black . .
f350

SM £5500
SA-I £3500
SM £5150
Sly £995
SM £885
Sill £4400
SM £ 1500
SM £750
S/1-1 £450
Sill
0800
SM
01095

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN MCA AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

HEATHERDALE
PRE-OWNED
EQUIPMENT

modify or rtnalign any high•end
tan
undertake rebuild,- wtth selected audiophile grad,
components and can also Mier a valve
matching

NerViCe. \ pt'CI tlIlly

the bent.

Absolute Sounds
Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

•Service & Repairs
-Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve

atv
ATV SERVICES

LEATHERHEAD •
01372 456921 .

radios
HiFi VCR's
Valves tested

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMnaSPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ££ WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($ 34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL

itt

SPEAKERS
ATC TOWER 7's
£795
AUOIONOTE ARE/SE (Rosewood) F. veneer
.£3995
SOW 802 Matrix Speakers
£995
DITTON 15's Speakers
£195
KEF 103/4
£750
MAGNAPLANAR 13's
£995
MILLER at KREISEL MX100 subwooler
£
399
MIRAGE M-lsi Piano Black
£2995
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers .
£250
MONITOR AUDIO Sub woofer Rosewood
£295
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands
£495
SPENDOR SP9/1 Speakers
£1495
SPBIDOR SP1 Speakers with stands
£345
THIEL 7.2 Birds Eye Maple EXEENONSTRATION
£10995
PRE AMPS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion Silver Pre-amp
£395
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 Pre-amp
£795
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1495
ELECTROCOMPANIET £C4.5 balanced Pre-amp with remote
£795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
AUDIO RESEARCH Pre-amp
£1395
AUDIO RESEARCH Black Pre-amp
£995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp with Phono
£
1495
PASSLABS Aleph PPre-amp
£2799
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL2 Pre-amp 8PSU
£
1995
ZSYSTEMS RDP1 Reference Pre-amp LATEST SPECIFICATION £3995
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIONOTE Ongaku (NEW)
£34995
CHAMELEON Ruby Amplifier
£795
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Amplifier
£
495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power Amplifier NEW
£720
LUXMAN M2000 Power Amplifier
£
495
MARK LEVINSON Reference 33 Monoblock Power Amplifier,
5year guarantee, ex-demo
KM
WAD 77 Integrated amplifier wilh remote - NEW/SEALED BOX
£495
CD PLAYERS ili TRANSPORTS
ALTIS CDT Ill CD Transport Ex-demonstration (was £5000)
PRIMARE 302 Balance Reference CD Player

DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 35 BAC Ex-demonstration
£2995
MERIDIAN 203 BAC
£
195
SONIC FRONTIERS SFDI BAC
£
1195
THETA Pro-Prime 20, Balanced outputs
£995
VAC DAC 22.1 (HUD)
£895
MISCELLANEOUS
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 meter Litzlink interconnect
£195
MOBILE FIDELITY Pines of Rome 1.11100 Sealed Box
£200
MICHELL ISO Phonostage
£249
NAKAMICHI CR7E Cassette deck
£895
NAKAMICHI (18202E Cassette deck
£395
RE VOX PR99 Mk2 Tapedeck TROLLEY MOUNTED
£1495
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Bug
£495
VANDEN HALL CS122 Hybrid Speaker Cable 2.5 metre sets
£50/set
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£
595
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
AUDIO TECHNICA ICI MC Cartridge NEW/BOXED £
275
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechnanic pick-up arm Linn Bloke cartridge £795
ROKSAN XERXES Turntable
£595
API TNT Turntable
£
3495
TUNERS
QUAD FM4 Tuner
HOTEL RT850 AL Tuner

(subject to status)
PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN U.K. DEALERS OF

NEWFOAM

+800 4639-3626
This is a Free tall to the USA
Fits +

WOO 2329-3626

MARK LEVINSON, THIEL, ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
AIM MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE PRODUCTS.
Visit our Website @
http://www.hifi-stereo-com
Email: heatherdale@hifistereo.com

Itj

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCHMASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD, FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288

FAX: 01903 872234

MOBILE: 0860 660001

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979
JANUARY 2000
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£
275

WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE

READY WHEN YOU CALL.
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi@NEWFOAM.com
VISA MC AMEX DISC

£3500
£895
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QUALITY qf;< STYLE

CHOICE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Our range of loudspeakers is constantly changing and
increasing to give our customers the choice they deserve.
However should you still yearn for something more exotic
or unique, then we are happy to offer our design service to
assist in your quest.
All our loudspeakers are on demonstration and you are
welcome to visit at any time, no appointments
necessary.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full range
of Loudspeakers and accessories.
Why not check out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

Ai

WILMSLOW AUDIO LIMITED
50 Main Street, Broughton Asdey, Leicester LE9 6RD
"Tel: 44 01455 286603
Fax: 44 01455 286605
E-mail: info @ wilmslow-audio.co.ulc Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

A VERY SPECIAL
THANKS TO
MANA ACOUSTICS
FOR THEIR SUPPORTS
OVER THE YEARS
(SIMPLY THE BEST)

SELECT AUDIO
(LonDon)
**** 0181 986 8788

A WARM THANKS
TO ALL AT
PEACH AT
CAMDEN PALACE
EVERY FRIDAY
(KEEP IT UP)

*****************

JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY
£3,750
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX
£3,000
JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE
£ 1,300
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS
£800
APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/0
£3,000
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
£300
COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC
£ 1,200
PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
£2,700
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE
£2,400
EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
£450
NAIM IBL BLACK
£350
NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE
£ 1.300
ACCUPHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC
£2,000
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
£550
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM
£300
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE
£400
MORDAUNT SHORT MS817, CHERRY
£400
*********** 10AM-7PM CLOSED WED 8T
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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£7,500
£ 10,000
£3,500
£3,000
£ 10,000
£900
£3,000
£5,000
£4,400
£850
£850
£2,700
£
3,750
£ 1,250
£500
£900
£900

sun **********

01376 521132
0802 483698

SO
te,%-e
age

TEL: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

9am-9pm

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
CARTRIDGES & STYLI

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE2 WITH AE STANDS BLACK
£795
ARCAM ALPHA 9P POWER AMPLIFIERS X2
EACH £299
ATC SCM 20 LOUDSPEAKERS
£995
CYRUS STRAIGHT LINE AMPLIFIER
£279
CYRUS III 3MM AMPLIFIER
£375
DENON DRM 700 CASSETTE DECK
£ 149
DENON DCD SIO CD PLAYER
£695
EPOS ES12 + CUSTOM DESIGN STANDS CHERRY WOOD
£399
EPOS ES14 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH + STANDS
£349
LINN SARA AFRO
£299
LINN AXIS AKITO
£399
LINN AV 5140 CHERRY WITH FULL LENGTH GRILLES
£ 1499
LINN AV 5120 CHERRY WITH GRILLE
£429
LINN INTEK AMPLIFIER
£299
LINN LK 100 POWER AMP X2
EACH £375
MARANTZ CD63Il KI SIG CD PLAYER
£299
MICROMEGA STAGE 6CD PLAYER
£595
MICROMEGA PREMIUM 18 CD PLAYER
£449
MUSICAL FIDELITY T1 FM TURNER
£ 195
NAIM NAP 250 POWER AMP OLD STYLE
£795
MAIM SNAPS POWER SUPPLY
£95
MAIM CD2 CD PLAYER
£ 1395
MAIM CDI CD PLAYER
£ 1195
MAIM NAT 03 TUNER
£395
MAIM NAP 140 POWER AMP OLD STYLE
£349
MAIM NAP 140 POWER AMP NEW STYLE
£449
MAIM SBL BLACK ASH
£995
NAKAMICHI 582 CASSETTE DECK
£ 249
NAKAMICHI BX 300E CASSETTE DECK
£ 395
NAKAMICHI BX 125E CASSETTE DECK
£ 225
REGA PLANAR 3SILVER PLINTH
£229
REVOX B261 TUNER
£499
REVOX B77 MK II 2SPEED
£499
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH TABRIZ 21 CHORUS BLACK XPS III
£595
ROKSAN DS 1.5 POWER SUPPLY
£449
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH SME IV DENON CARTRIDGE
£895
ROTEL RB 985 5CH POWER AMP
£449
RUARK SABRE LOUDSPEAKERS
£249
RUARK TEMPLAR MK ILOUDSPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
£299
TEAC VRDS 25 CD PLAYER
£699

THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

studio

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS

HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES

TONEARMS

CASSETIT DECKS COMPACT DISC

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM

ROKSAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES

SME
TECHNICS
MICHELL

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
CREEK

DAT

PIONEER
TEAC
TASCAM
SONY

HIFI

FURNITURE

TUNERS

SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA

FOSTEX

APOLLO
SOUND STYLE

MINI DISC
SONY
DENON
CDR
PIONEER

PROJEKT

SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES

mARANTZ

PHILIPS
AMPLIFIERS

DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHILIPS & OTHERS

REEL-REEL

SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

SONIC LINK
STUDER
TASCAM
AUDIOOUEST
AUDIO-TECHNICA I
•ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED
I
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
VAN DEN HUL
NO DVDEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
GOLDRING
NO GREY IMPORTS
OED

TEST CASSETTES
TEST CD'S

BLANK TAPES/
DISCS

TEST RECORD
DEMO CD'S

TDK
SONY

AMPEX
JVC

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL
MILTY
SONY

*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH

OED
GOLDRING

ANTIFERENCE
MAXVIEW

FOR DETAILS

TDK

PIVOTELLI

BASF

FWI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
If

• r

r

à : r • .

I

•r

r

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

Winter Sale!
81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage

Large Discounts
available

Monday to Saturday
10.00 am to 6.00 pm
Located 2 minutes walk from Swiss
Cottage and Finchley Road tube stations.
Sale on Selected Brands, including
Arcam, ATC, Cyrus, KEF, Meridian
Mission, and Quad.
Many unrepeatable offers!

Tel: 0171 624 8855
Sale Ends: 23/12/99
SPECIALIST PROVIDERS OF HIGH FIDELITY SOUND, VISION SYSTEMS, HOME CINEMA AND MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS
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M
oz art
Ella Fitzfferald

Imagine the London Philiharmonic playing
in your living room.

giving you apersonal

performance.

fhe Rolling Stones

entertaining at your party

Choice

Hi Fi can arrange all this. Our Hi Fi

systems take you right inside the concert hall, the club the
recording studio recreating the atmosphere, emotion and
pleasure of the original performance.
At

Choice

Hi Fi we make the process of acquiring

the ultimate system simple and straightforward. With
prices ranging from £ 1,500 to £ 150,000 each system is
uniquely tailored to suit your decor, lifestyle, budget and
of course musical taste.
We provide acomplete consultation, installation and
after sales service, leaving you to enjoy your system to the
full, with complete peace of mind. Once on the road to
Hi Fi Nirvana, the temptation to upgrade can be strong.
So

Choice

Hi Fi offer agenerous part exchange or

trade in policy. We therefore also have awide range of
perfect previously owned equipment from which to
choose, which further increases your buying power (see
our classified ad).
Visit our London Showroom by calling us on

th e
-.

0181 392 1963
STOCKIST OF
Acoustic Energy, Advantage, Alon, ATC, Audible Illusion,
Audio Physic; Boulder, Bryston, Cary, CAT., Chord, Clear
Audio, Denon, DNM, Dynavector, Egglaston Works,
Graham, Michell, Musical Fidelity, Oracle Analogue and
Digital, PMC, Plinius, Rockport, Shahinian, SME, Stax, Tara
Labs, Target, Totem, Transfiguration, Trichord, Trilogy,
Van den Hui, VPI, Wilson Benesch, XLO, Zingali
OVO Players now available from Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer
People who love rhos's choose Chope

High-end to the MAXX — and your chance to tell us...
Our big speaker test next month is areally big one — the awesome Wilson
MAXX, which gets afull technical and subjective review. Other speakers on test
range from the classy Audio Physic Libras (the review we promised earlier!) to
the granite- sided BKS models from Denmark. Other high- end goodies in the
February issue include aPasslabs pre-/ power combination, and the
astonishing 'digital- filter- less' digital-to-analogue converter from Audio
Note. There'll be ahost of other product reviews, from home cinema —
including Parasound's multi- channel amplifier and Arcam's DAVE module —
to the promising new Cyrus pre-amp and phono stage. February's music
section leads with an exclusive interview with the pianist sisters Güher and
Süher Pekinel, and includes abumper crop of new CD revews to suit all
music tastes. Finally, the February issue offers achance to let us know what
you want — complete our special Reader Survey and you'll stand to win a
mouthwatering hi-fi prize.

Don't miss the February 2000 issue, on sale Friday, 7January
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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finale

Which
half-dozen
classical
recordings
might still
be valued
in the next
century?

Above: Herbert von
Karajan: 'almost
synonymous with the
recording industry'
Top, clockwise: Lord
Britten; Horowitz;
Karajan; Elgar with
Menuhin; Ferrier
and Walter; the
original Stravinsky
Rite of Spring Philips
sleeve

146

a
substantial
extract
from
rehearsal
and
backroom tapes:
a valuable piece
of supplementary
documentation.
It also stands for
the work of one
the boldest of
Decca's
producers, the
late
John
Culshaw, and as
an exam le of
the wo
erful
sound po ible in
a now d royed
Lon
on
land
rk ,
Kingswa Hall.
And bes es, it
not
allows
only to
k the
Britten
ears
partners p but
to includ in my
choices the voice of th great
erhaps, ahundred years from
baritone Dietrich Fischer- eskau,
now, listening to ' serious'
who opened up a whole
ea of
music will all be a virtual
German art- song for s many
reality: a Utopian Philharmonic
entirely inhabited by Linda Brava
gramophone listeners.
Before the Second Wor
War,
or Vanessa-Mae lookalike string
America became a ha n for
players, the brass section made up
of Bruce Willis clones, and the
European and Russian artis under
political threat at home Exact
listener quickening pace or
contemporaries, close frie
sand
blending textures by eye-command
musical
colleagues,
athan
to the audio- system, varying the
Milstein and Vladimir Hor
tz left
pre- selected Daniel Harding
twas
Beethoven Ninth from 2057 with a Moscow in 1925 (the pia
not to return until 198 ) and
touch of Mahler from 1857
— as
ultimately settled in the Sta
(simulated
by
electronic
urse.
did
Stravinsky,
of
interpolation from the old piano
Stravinsky's own 1960 C umbia
rolls preserved from the 20threcording of the Rite of Sp g will
century).
do nicely to represent on of the
Concert halls will be a thing of
key works of the 20th- c, ntury
the past, but perhaps not museums
repertoire, although it never as the
of outmoded technology. There,
most dazzlingly played or r orded
one could listen to examples of the
version ( try Bernstein w h the
art of the primitive ' gramophone'
NYP, of which Stravinsky r narked
— but what should those examples
'Wow!'). When first iss ed by
be? Here are six personal choices
Philips, it included a talk y the
that might speak for our first
composer; this is reprod
ed in
century
of recorded
music
performance. Two of them are of
Sony's 22CD Edition, but nly as
printed text — cut too!
works
conducted
by
their
Much fretted over and re orked,
composers.
Vladimir
Horowitz's
CBS
At around the time of the Mask
programme of Scarlatti so atas is
of Time came out on EMI, critics
perhaps his most beautiful record;
would debate whether Tippett or
but as Milstein once said, 'his art is
Britten would be seen as the greater
English musician; and at present I born out of his own neurotic
hysterical nature' and I have
suspect it would be Benjamin
selected as something more typical
Britten — composer, pianist and
the 1932 HMV recording of Liszt's
conductor,
the
complete
Sonata in B-minor [now on APR].
professional.
Taken
up
of
Russian-Jewish
Also
internationally, his War Requiem,
parentage, Yehudi Menuhin was
with its echoes of the Verdi and
born in the States; a child prodigy,
interwoven texts by First World
he was making records before his
War poets, remains relevant today
teens. Again from 1932, his
to a wide audience. The key
recording of the Elgar Concerto,
recording — Britten's for Decca,
with the LSO under Sir Edward
1963 — in its current form includes

p

himself [Naxos ' Historical' — see
HFNIRR Nov ' 99], has Ithink
hardly ever been out of the
catalogue. It's an intuitive account,
and stands for a remarkable
conciliator and principled figure,
too often having to speak out
against the odds. With Menuhin I
might equally have chosen a
remarkable BBC recording of the
Brahms Violin Concerto under
Boult, or one of the various
Beethoven Concerto performances
he gave with Furtwângler.
It's difficult to understand now
the critical attitude adopted
towards Mahler's symphonies in
the early 1950s, before the big
demand created by conductors
such as Bernstein, Klemperer (who
embraced but a few of the works),
Haitink or Tennstedt. Bruno
Walter was his great disciple,
although he too recorded only a
part of the cycle: not 3, 6, 7 or 8.
Walter's 1951 Decca recording of
the symphony without number, Das
Lied von der Erde, was chosen by
four out of twelve HFNIRR
reviewers in a 1991 survey: it gets
the Vienna Philharmonic into my
list (though nowadays the orchestra
is far superior) and the voice of a
much-loved English contralto who
died at 41, aprotégée of Walter's
and of Barbirolli, Kathleen Ferrier.
With my last artist, whose name
was to become almost synonymous
with the recording industry, it was
harder still to know what to choose.
Herbert von Karajan was a
perfectionist (an 1970 EMI set with
Mozart symphony rehearsals shows
how thoroughly he would prepare
his orchestra, even in such standard
works), always re- assessing his
recordings when new technologies
became available — ' All else is
gaslight'‘ was his much- quoted
response to the digital revolution.
So, something from the early
EMI period, when he helped
develop the character of the
Philharmonia under Walter Legge's
critical eye? The remarkable Britten
Frank Bridge Variations, perhaps?
Or better something from the
orchestra which he demanded
should be contracted to him < for
life' — the Berlin Philharmonic?
Sibelius 5 from 1965 [ DG
'Originals'], then? Ultimately, I
think, it should be a toss-up
between his Bruckner and his
Strauss; and Strauss's Alpensinfonie
stands as Karajan's last orchestral
recording of significance [ DG
1980]. It's something he had not
recorded before, and apiece where,
for its duration at least, he could
make the listener feel he was
experiencing something nearsublime.
Christopher Breunig
JANUARY 2000

HI.FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

The new Revel Ultimo Studio breaks
new ground in both transducer
technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using
laser interferometry, to the durable
high gloss paint finish, to real wood
veneer or aluminium side panels, to
the proprietary transducers designed
in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the
Revel Studio.
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to
audition them for yourself, to see and
hear the most technically advanced
and musically accurate loudspeaker
system available.
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For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier©path.co.uk
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the Monitor Audi

ageman - Home Theater magazine, June 1999

"In my opinion, there is no need to even audition
these speakers. Just buy them! Trust me, you won't
be disappointed.
Aesthetically, it's hard to get any better than these
speakers. Available in black oak, rose mahogany or
cherry, the whole Silver Series line features
craftsmanship second to none.
Iwould encourage everyone to take the grilles off
these beauties - nothing will make your friends drool
with envy more than those gorgeous silver drivers
staring back at them.
Everything Ilistened to through the Silver Series
speakers sounded just about as good as I've ever
heard it sound. Why are you still reading this?
Go buy these speakers!"
Joe Hagemen, Home Theater Magazine, June 1999
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Monitor Audio
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI. 4ZN
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